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[Abstract

ABSTRACT
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) facilitates better communication
within the construction industry and has the potential to change the industry beyond
recognition. The aim of this research is to develop a theoretical Digital Nervous
System (DNS) model for the UK construction industry to enable companies to
improve their corporate business performance.
To accomplish the aim of the research, the author conducted extensive secondary and
primary data collection. Two primary research techniques were adopted to elicit data
and information from respondents, these were; questionnaire surveys and structured
interviews. A comprehensive review of secondary data was undertaken, this included
a review of published literature, both in print and electronic format.
A theoretical DNS model has been proposed by the author in this research. This DNS
model is able to support and integrate the following functions:
To manage inner-company operations more efficiently using Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) and Intranet technology.
To use Extranets to improve communication with business partners by sharing
up-to-date information.
To exploit the potential of the Internet to increase interaction with the public,
interest groups and potential clients.
To create commercial benefits available to the construction industry through the
use of e-Commerce.
The potential benefits of utilising a DNS model for a construction organisation are
significant. The possible improvements that can be attributed to adopting the DNS
model proposed by the author of this research include;

in

\Abstract

•

Reduction in an organisation's costs and construction time.

•

Improved profits.

•

Reduction in defects and waste.

•

Increase in productivity and client satisfaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Construction in the United Kingdom (UK) is one of the pillars of the domestic
economy. The industry in its widest sense achieved an output of some £74 billions in
2001, equivalent to roughly 8-9% of GDP (Gross Domestic Product), (DTI, 2002a). In
spite of a slow-down in the rate of increase of productivity, the construction industry
remains the largest sector in terms of employment, providing jobs for 1.5 million
people in 2000 (DTI, 2002b). This chapter provides a general introduction, which
includes the aim, objectives and hypotheses of the research. It also presents an
overview of the current UK construction performance and the challenges facing the
industry.
A Digital Nervous System (DNS) is the corporate, digital equivalent of the human
nervous system, providing a well-integrated flow of information to the right part of
the organisation at the right time. A DNS consists of the digital processes that enable a
company to perceive and react to its environment, to sense competitor challenges and
customer needs, and to organise timely a response (Figure 1.1). Gates (1999, p.xxii)
stated that a DNS embodies three major business elements:
•

e-Commerce

•

Knowledge Management

•

Business Operations

A DNS is therefore not a product, it is built on a combination of Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) infrastructures, different software applications,
Internet technology and the web concept, which enables the efficient exchange of
information on an organisational network. Cray (1998) Microsoft group product
manager corroborates this by stating, "/4 DNS is a technology platform that relies on
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connected PCs (Personal Computers) and integrated software to make information
flow in a richer context while becoming faster and more accurate"' Many
construction organisations have already made many of the necessary investments in
ICT to allow employees to obtain, store, share and act upon information in new ways,
from corporate Intranets to the Internet.
Success in today's competitive business environment, however entails more than just
deploying technology. Businesses must create digital processes that manage and
deliver important information to their employees to enable them to respond
effectively to changes and new opportunities, make decisions quickly and resolve
problems as soon as they arise. Wright (2001) highlighted that companies should shift
their thinking toward building and implementing a DNS if they want to remain
efficient, competitive and therefore profitable.

Basic

operations

Busi ness
reflj;xes

Digital!!
^_^. XT
Nervous™^_^
^ ^ c ,
^ ^
System^—

_ 4
egic
Stral
..
thin ting

Customer

Figure 1.1 A Digital Nervous System (DNS) concept
Source: Gates, 1999, p. 16

1.2 AIM OF THE RESEARCH

The aim of this research is to develop a theoretical Digital Nervous System (DNS)
model for the UK construction industry which will enable companies to improve their
corporate business performance.
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1.3

OBJECTIVES

The following short statements set out the underlying objectives for this research. The
author cites the concept of DNS developed by Gates (1999) as above. These
objectives concern four corporate functions of construction business that involve
enterprise resource planning (ERP), e-commerce, knowledge management and
general construction business operations.
To develop an effective theoretical Digital Nervous System model for

1.

business operations and hence:
•

Improve the quality of decision-making.

•

Deliver new kinds of client service.

•

Replace paper forms with efficient e-forms and create a paperless office.

•

Use the digital nervous system to improve the efficiency of core business
operations.
To identify commercial benefits available to the construction industry

2.

through the use of e-commerce and hence:
•

Re-define and expand the boundaries of business.

•

Suggest Web technologies to create a virtual project team tender for business.

•

Reduce costs and save time for both buyers and sellers in the construction
industry.
To analyse the management of integrated business processes using ERP

3.

(Enterprise Resource Planning) and hence:
•

Improve competitiveness by increasing organisational performance.

•

Enable organisations to reduce their operating costs.

•

Improve information flow using ERP for just-in-time operations.
To demonstrate that the use of Project Extranets improve communication

4.

by sharing up-to-date project information and hence:
•

Manage information flow, in order to funnel the right information to the
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people who need it
•

Ensure that all members of the project team have access to the most up-todate versions of the various project documents.

Objectives 1, 2 and 4 will be achieved by carrying out focused literature reviews,
distributing and analysing questionnaires (questionnaire 1, questionnaire 1+3, and
questionnaire 3 respectively) and conducting structured interviews with appropriate
analysis and synthesis. Objective 3 will be achieved by carrying out a focused
literature review and distributing and analysing a questionnaire (questionnaire 2) and
conducting structured interviews.

1.4

RATIONALE FOR THE HYPOTHESES

As previously mentioned there could be potential improvements in the construction
industry through the implementation of a digital nervous system. Such improvements
have only recently come to the attention of the UK construction industry because ICT
implementation is changing construction in many ways as part of a general drive
towards best practice. It improves the capability and efficiency of many aspects of the
construction process. Integration of the construction process through the Internet or
Extranet and effective information exchange is not widespread at present but it is a
major area of opportunity waiting to be exploited. The following hypotheses are based
on this rationale.

1.5

1.

HYPOTHESES

The UK construction companies utilising ICT will improve communication,
extend information support and enhance business performance.

2.

The UK construction companies that adopt ERP will improve their corporate
business performance.

3.

The UK construction projects utilising Project Extranets will improve
communication, reinforce best practice and save time and money.
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1.6

PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH

The construction industry is perhaps the most geographically diverse industry, and
one which involves a very large number of small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs).
DTI (2002a) figures show that of the 168,123 construction companies in 2001, 99.6%
have less than 115 employees, and 94.6% have less than 14 but that they account for
30% of all work.
The industry is also very challenging, due to the diverse nature of its participants. The
range of professionals on a project can easily cover a dozen disciplines, from
architecture, engineering and construction through to facility management and
demolition (Bloomfield & Amor, 2001). The fragmentation of the industry inhibits
performance improvement. Recently there has been a great deal of speculation that
the UK construction industry is not performing to its potential. There have been
several reports published that have called for an increase in both productivity and
efficiency,

namely,

Construction'

'Constructing

Egan (1998),

the

Team'

Latham

(1994),

'Rethinking

'Modernising Construction' Bourn (2000) and

'Accelerating Change' Strategic Forum for Construction (2002).

1.6.1 Constructing the Team
Latham's report was written from the construction industry's perspective and
considered it possible to achieve 30% efficiency savings in construction costs and
reduce the potential for conflict if contracting organisations engage in a partnered
arrangement with their clients.

1.6.2 Rethinking Construction
Egan's report was built on the earlier work of Sir Michael Latham, which delivered an
incisive and controversial analysis of the state of the UK construction industry and
flagged up the vast potential for the industry to become more efficient and
simultaneously deliver substantial improvements in quality and value for money.
'Rethinking Construction' was written from the client's perspective and included a set
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of challenging targets (Figure 1.2) against which the industry and its clients could
measure improvement at both company and industry level.

Drivers for Change

Improving the Project Process

Annual Targets
for Improvement
Capital Cost

Product
Development

Partnering the
Supply Chain

Construction lime
Predictability
Defects

•>

Project
Implementation

Production of
Components

Accidents
Productivity
Turnover & Profit

Figure 1.2 Egan's five key drivers for change and annual targets
Source: Movement for Innovation (M4I), 2000, p9

Since the publication of the report in 1998, the 'Rethinking Construction' agenda has
been taken forward through a dynamic partnership between government, clients and
industry (Rethinking Construction Ltd, 2002). At a practical level they have provided
the tools to support performance measurement, by benchmarking and targeting
continuous improvement, and they have focused industry attention on the critical
areas of sustainability and respect for people.
At the heart of the 'Rethinking Construction' initiative is the Demonstration Projects
Programme. This provides the opportunity for leading edge organisations to promote
projects that demonstrate innovation and change, which can be measured and
evaluated. Up until June 2002 there were more than 400 of these projects in the
programme.
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Table 1.1 M4I demonstration project compared to all construction for 1999
KPI

Measure

Client Satisfaction
- product
Client Satisfaction
- service

% scoring 8/10 or
better
% scoring 8/10 or
better
% scoring 8/10 or
better
% on target
or better
% on target
or better
% on target
or better
% on target
or better
median profit before
interest & tax
median
turnover/employed
mean accident
incident rate
change compared
with one year ago
change compared
with one year ago

Defects
Predictability cost design
Predictability cost construction
Predictability time design
Predictability time construction
Profitability
Productivity
Safety
Cost
Time

Egan
Target

Industry
1999

M4I
Result

N/A

73%

81%

N/A

63%

76%

78%

65%

89%

77%

64%

84%

54%

45%

59%

44%

37%

55%

74%

62%

69%

5.5%

4.7%

7%

65

59

164

830

1037

-2.2%

-2%

-8%

-2.7%

3%

-8%

"•'5

Source: Movement for Innovation (M4I), 2000, p. 13

Table 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 details the latest performance results from Demonstration
Projects and demonstrates the significant improvement that has been made when
compared to the industry average for 1999, 2001 and the Egan targets. From the
outset the achievements of these projects compared with the industry average have
been remarkable. They have clearly demonstrated that the application of Rethinking
Construction principles leads rapidly to:
•

Significant improvement in predictability of time and cost

•

Enhanced quality and reduction in defects

•

Marked increases in productivity and profitability

•

Clear evidence that efficiently run design and construction projects are
significantly safer and healthier

•

Greater client satisfaction

•

More repeat business (Strategic Forum for Construction, 2002, p. 15).
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Table 1.2 M4I demonstration project compared to all construction for 2001
KPI

Measure

Client Satisfaction
- product
Client Satisfaction
- service

% scoring 8/1 0 or
better
% scoring 8/10 or
better
% scoring 8/10 or
better
% on target
or better
% on target
or better
% on target
or better
% on target
or better
median profit before
interest & tax
median
turnover/employed
mean accident
incident rate
change compared
with one year ago
change compared
with one year ago

Defects
Predictability cost design
Predictability cost construction
Predictability time design
Predictability time construction
Profitability
Productivity
Safety
Cost
Time

Industry
2001

M4I

M4I Enhancement

73%

85%

+16%

65%

80%

+23%

58%

86%

63%

81%

+29%

50%

71%

" - •

46%

81%

-•--^o,x

61%

70%

5.6%

7.6%

+2%
(percentage points)

28

34

~- 2': ''/I'

990

495

+ 100%

+2%

-2%

+4%

-8%

.

/ r^ n /

"'o'o

+4%
(percentage points)
+12%
(percentage points)

Source: Strategic Forum for Construction, 2002, p. 15

A survey conducted by Construction Best Practice Programme (CBPP, 2001) showed
that 91% of respondents acknowledge that Best Practice has brought their company
financial benefits, which included:
•

Increased turnover of £132 million a year

•

An increase in annual profit equating to £71 million

•

One-off benefits of £32 million

When questioned about the day-to-day business benefits of Best Practice, respondents
were quick to identify the issues. The three most significant benefits are; improved
client satisfaction, reduced costs and increased turnover. These were followed by
improved safety, reduced defects and improved supplier relations.
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Table 1.3 Demonstration projects' savings open to the wider industry
Rethinking Construction
Demonstration Projects (£6bn)

Construction Industry,
as a whole (£64bn)

Rethinking Construction
projects achieve 2 %
points more profit than
the industry average

Increased profit
from Demonstration Projects
= £120m

Increased profit if onethird of industry take up
= £420m

Construction Cost

Reduced construction costs
from Demonstration Projects
= £240m

Reduced costs if onethird of industry take up
= £840m

Reduced costs of accidents
from Demonstration Projects
= £255m

Reduced costs if onethird of industry take up
= £638m

Demonstration
Projects' Performance
Profitability

Demonstration project
costs are 4% lower than
industry average
Safety
Demonstration project
accidents are 50% lower
than industry average.
Estimates put accidents
costs across the industry
at 8.5% of turnover

Source: Strategic Forum for Construction, 2002, p. 16

1.6.3 Modernising Construction
The National Audit Office report, 'Modernising Construction' (Bourn, 2000)
identified the following relationship aspects of the construction process requiring
improvement that would benefit from a Supply Chain Management (SCM) approach.
These are:

•

More consideration of the end-users in the design and construction of buildings.

•

Better integration of the planning, design and construction processes.

•

Partnering and collaborative working between clients, contractors and consultants.
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•

Longer term relationships between clients and contractors to promote innovation.

•

Recognition that accepting lowest tender prices does not guarantee value for
money.

•

Better integration of the construction supply chain including consultants,
contractors and suppliers.

•

Moving away from adversarial, litigious approaches between the industry and
clients.

•

Increased use of prefabrication and standard building components.

1.6.4 Accelerating Change
More recently, the Strategic Forum for Construction (2002) report, "Accelerating
Change' was published and was intended to produce a more modern and dynamic
industry. The report challenges the construction industry to provide maximum value
for clients and end users and provide a consistently world class product. Key strategic
targets set out in the report are:
•

By the end of 2004, 20% of the construction projects by value should be
undertaken by integrated teams and supply chains are to increase to 50% by 2007

•

20% of client activity by value should embrace the principles of the Clients'
Charter, rising to 50% by 2007

•

Strategic Forum members will develop and implement strategies which will
enable the industry to recruit and retain 30,000 qualified people by the end of
2006, resulting in a 50% increase in suitable applications to Built Environment
Higher and Further Education courses by 2007

Brian Wilson MP (2002), construction minister stated, "We must not forget who we
are building for - the end users. The industry is judged by the public on the quality of
its final projects. We should therefore work together to ensure we can be proud of
what we build:' The Office of Government Commerce (OGC, 2002) also
recommended the adoption of forms of contract that encourage team integration.
These are Private Finance Initiative (PFI), Prime Contracting and Design and Build.
Saxon (1999), chairman of Building Design Partnership highlighted Prime

10
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Contracting as an area that would benefit from greater use of IT systems He added,
"Prime contracting relies heavily on sophisticated supply chains working in harmony.
One of the ways they can do this is by exploiting document management systems and
the Internet and Extranets, to ease communication on projects and create an audit
trail. e-Commerce will also offer major advances in the management of supply
chains'"

1.6.5 Challenges Facing the UK Construction Industry
Construction industry is currently facing key business issues such as:
1. Increasing globalisation of products and services
2. Accelerating deregulation of professional roles and organisational systems (which
has resulted in a greater variety of procurement methods and intensifying inter
professional and inter-organisational competition for project roles)
3. Demanding clients who are becoming increasingly aware of poor service
4. Realisation of the long-term recession (Alshawi & Faraj, 2002)
According to the report Wo hope for British Construction'' Professor Martin Berts
(2002a), former head of the School of Construction and Property Management at
Salford University, predicted that in a few years' time there will be just five or six
large global construction companies capable of undertaking major projects around the
world - and none of these will be UK-owned. The report also forecasted that even
traditional British construction workers, such as bricklayers and electricians, face
tough times ahead as construction site activities get replaced by factory-produced
construction materials and on-site construction robots. "The only way for many British
construction workers to save their jobs is to start re-training now. ...Soon everything
will be managed by computer, and those who are not already skilled in using
technology need to get to grips with it now" Betts warned.
Tallis (2002), director of the Major Contractors Group agreed, "I agree with Betts that
training, including technology training, has been insufficient in the UK construction
industry at all levels. However, I believe this issue is increasingly well addressed in
the larger UK construction companies.'" Indeed, some analysts have claimed that

11
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there is $400 billion to be saved in engineering, construction and operations by better
use of Information Technology (Etiel, 2001).
A recent survey of 100 small and medium sized businesses by BT Openworld (2002)
has revealed that at least 50% of firms still handle business using paper and do not
have enough bandwidth to receive electronic files, despite working with CAD
(Computer-Aided Design and Drawing) drawings, plans and legal contracts.
All of the aforementioned aspects and results are forcing the important players in
industry to acknowledge the need for significant restructuring in the way the
organisations conduct their business. ICT offers a range of opportunities to improve
ways of working and enhance businesses. It can help companies improve productivity,
increase their profit levels and gain new business by speeding up standard
administration and construction tasks. It can also improve communication with
clients, suppliers and subcontractors - both on-site and through marketing, and help
maintain a professional image (DoE, 1995).

1.7

A THEORETICAL DIGITAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
(DNS) MODEL

A theoretical Digital Nervous System (DNS) could help construction companies meet
the current industry drive to raise standards by producing work - efficiently and
safely. It is like the human biological nervous system triggering human reflexes so
that an enterprise can react quickly to challenges and sustain a competitive advantage.
This theoretical DNS model (Figure 1.3) must be able to support and integrate the
following processes, identified by the section headings 1.7.1 to 1.7.6.

1.7.1 Inner-Company Operations
Without a proper IT infrastructure a construction company cannot sustain effective
management of operations and achieve its corporate goals (Khosrowshahi, 1999).
Examples in the of use of IT for inner-company operations include document
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management, information flow, work flow, internal communication, financial
management, accounting, marketing, human resource management and knowledge
management etc. These IT applications can be integrated through the use of Intranet
and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). Intranet and ERP are discussed further in
chapters 2, 3 and 8 which provide the framework for testing hypotheses 1 and 2 and
for analysing objectives 1 and 3.

Internet

(Customer-centric)
• e-Procurement
• e-Tendering
• e-Bidding

Virtual Enterprise

(Commerce-centric)
e-Commerce
e-CRM

Intranet &
ERP

(Company-centric)
• PLM
• FM

Project
Extranet

Extranet

(Business-centric)
• e-SCM
-Invocing

•
•

(Project-centric)
e-Business
KM

Figure 1.3 A theoretical Digital Nervous System (DNS) model
(Note: PLM-Product Lifecycle Management; FM-Financial Management:
SCM-Supply Chain Management: KM-Knowledge Management:
CRM-Customer Relationship Management.)
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1.7.2 Communication with Business Partners
Any company also needs to communicate with its business partners such as
subcontractors and suppliers. For construction, a collaborative Extranet provides the
appropriate platform for a controlled electronic communication system. It can simply
be a transfer of files with business partners as and when required, and can also be
used for information management and processes. Extranets are discussed further in
chapter 2, which provides the framework for testing hypothesis 1 and for analysing
objective 1.

1.7.3 Project Collaborative Activities
Currently, Extranets are used increasingly on projects where the co-ordination of
information between project team members is essential. Users from different
companies, departments and locations can access Project Extranets at any time using a
password. This can save time by reducing the need for meetings across the project
team and allows documents like estimates and design drawings to be transferred
quickly from one company to another. Project Extranet is discussed further in chapters
4 and 9, which provide the framework for testing hypotheses 3 and for analysing
objectives 1 and 4.

1.7.4 Interaction with the Public
The construction industry is of great importance to society from various perspectives,
thus communication with the public and interest groups, as well as potential clients,
can yield a wealth of benefits for the particular organisation (Khosrowshahi, 1999).
These needs can be satisfied through the use of the Internet and associated
technologies, particularly the World Wide Web (WWW). The Internet is discussed in
more detail in chapters 2 and 7, which provide the framework for testing hypothesis 1
and for analysing objectives 1 and 2.
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1.7.5 e-Trading (e-Commerce)
e-Commerce offers both huge opportunities and challenges for the UK construction
industry. The construction industry has a great deal to gain from implementing eCommerce. The issue of procurement is key to the performance of any construction
company, especially the closeness that can be achieved with trading partners within
the supply chain. e-Commerce implementation could improve a lot of the current
construction processes and give businesses an opportunity to increase the visibility
and viability of their operations. e-Commerce is discussed further in chapters 2 and 7,
which provide the framework for testing hypotheses 1 and 3 and for analysing
objectives 1 and 2.

1.7.6 Virtual Enterprise
An important 'business process re-engineering' (BPR) principle is that enterprises
should focus on their core business. ICT allows an organisation to run a major part of
its business and assemble a virtual enterprise. The virtual enterprise concept was first
mooted by a Movement for Innovation (M4I) working group (Millert, 2002). It is set
up for the duration of the project with all enterprise members involved in the project
from the start. A project owner who wants to assemble a team can go online, describe
the project, and find out who is available. People and organisations with the right
skills can declare their interest, and the project owner can assemble a team quickly.
Each member agrees a share of the profits at the outset linked to the performance of
the whole team and the project is covered by single project professional indemnity
(PI) insurance.
Gates, (1999) commented: "// can ad as a virtual enterprise to see the project to its
profitable end. Because the team can be disbanded at the end of a project, the
company can manage labour resources without the administrative overhead of a large
full-time staff"
Rezgui, et al. (2001) further suggested that the virtual enterprise in construction must
provide solutions for:
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•

ICT support to counter the fragmentation imposed by the very nature of the
construction industry in terms of communication and information exchange.

•

Better interactions between actors that are still not well co-ordinated, especially
because of the inherent dynamic business relationships taking place in the
construction industry.

1.8

OUTLINE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1.8.1 Stage 1: Literature Review
A comprehensive review of the relevant literature has been conducted which included
textbooks, institutional and statutory publications, periodicals and academic journals,
seminar and conference papers. A computer-assisted search has been undertaken in
order to develop an understanding of Digital Nervous Systems (DNS) concept and
previous work in the field of four of its major corporate functions: e-commerce,
knowledge management, business operations and enterprise resource planning.
Material from over seven reference categories has been utilised in this research (see
page 195). This has provided a substantial theoretical framework upon which to
support the empirical research.

1.8.2 Stage 2: Questionnaire Survey
During the research process, three questionnaire surveys were conducted via e-mail
for quantitative research purposes. These questionnaires designed on the findings
from the literature review to support the research objectives.

1.8.3 Stage 3: Structured Interview
The author selected two of the construction companies that participated in the
questionnaire survey (turnovers between £10m - £49m and above £500m), to study
the possible implementation of a Digital Nervous System for their business
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operations. Interviews with their ICT managers were undertaken to analyse the
benefits and drawbacks of DNS.

1.8.4 Stage 4: Analysis and Evaluation of the Results
This stage involved gathering and reviewing the information collected in the previous
stages together with the case study evidence to assess the impact that a Digital
Nervous System has in improving organisational performance.

Stage 1
Literature Review
Tver 7 Reference Categories)

Stage 2
Questionnaire Survey
Questionnaire 1 - 43 Respondents
Questionnaire 2-55 Respondents
Questionnaire 3-213 Respondents

Stage 3
Structured Interview
(Two Organisations)

Stage 4
Analysis & Evaluation of the Results

Figure 1.4 Outline research methodology
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1.9

RESEARCH STRUCTURE AND CONTENTS

1.9.1 Introduction and Literature Review
The first four chapters contain the introduction and literature review section of this
research.
Chapter 1 provides a general introduction, which includes the aim, objectives and
hypotheses of the research. It also presents an overview of the current UK
construction performance and the challenges facing the industry. A theoretical DNS
model is proposed.
Chapter 2 discusses the extent to which IT or ICT is being implemented in the UK
construction industry. It also reviews the imperatives for these state-of-the-art
technologies in the sector and analyses current IT or ICT practice by UK construction
organisations. Furthermore, this chapter describes the barriers that discourage the UK
construction industry from adopting IT or ICT more fully.
Chapter 3 assesses the functionality of ERP software and discusses its potential for
integrating the supply chain in the UK construction industry. It also reports on the UK
construction organisations that currently use ERP systems. The chapter considers the
recent negative press regarding ERP software - it is considered expensive with
enormous hidden costs (Ramesys, 2002). To provide an appropriate balance, the
benefits of ERP are also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 4 addresses the emerging phenomenon of performing project management
functions on the Internet. The Internet provides an automated integrated environment
for communication, retrieval, storage and distribution of project information for use
by the project team. The chapter also critically examines the main requirements of the
Project Extranet that are available to manage a project online and gives a few
examples that are widely used in the construction industry.
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1.9.2 Research Concept and Methodology
Chapter 5 follows the literature review section and describes the research concept
and methodology utilised in this research. Two major research techniques were
adopted to elicit data and information from respondents. These were using
questionnaire surveys and structured interviews.
A response rate of 43%, 43% and 61% to the three questionnaire surveys was
achieved with the respondents representing major clients, construction companies,
architects, IT consultants and ERP consultants. The data obtained from these
questionnaire surveys were analysed and the findings differentiated according to the
company size of turnover and the type of profession.

1.9.3 Research Results and Discussion
Chapter 6 to chapter 10 reports on the research results based upon three questionnaire
surveys via e-mail and structured interviews;
Chapter 6 This chapter reports on the findings obtained from the first questionnaire
survey (questionnaire 1) conducted between November 2001 and January 2002, with
respect to the current use of state-of-the-art ICT applications used by UK construction
companies. Contributions were received from 43 respondents representing UK
construction companies. The response rate was 43%.
Chapter 7 also presents the findings of the first questionnaire survey, with respect to
the current use of e-Commerce by UK construction companies.
Chapter 8 This chapter reports the findings obtained from the second questionnaire
survey (questionnaire 2) conducted between November 2001 and January 2002, with
respect to the current awareness of ERP and identifies its potential in integrating the
supply chain in the UK construction industry. Contributions were received from 55
respondents representing UK construction companies and ERP consultants. The
response rate was 43%.
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Chapter 9 This chapter presents the findings obtained from the third questionnaire
survey (questionnaire 3) conducted between July 2002 and October 2002, and
assesses the current Project Extranet practices in the UK construction industry.
Contributions were received from 213 respondents representing UK construction
clients, construction companies, architects and IT consultants. The response rate was
61%.
Chapter 10 presents the findings from two structured interviews that indicate that a
Digital Nervous System (DNS) can be implemented for business operations in the UK
construction industry. Structured interviews with the ICT managers involved with the
two construction organisations were undertaken to analyse the benefits and drawbacks
ofDNS.

1.9.4 Conclusions and Recommendations
Chapter 11 provides an overview of the literature review and the empirical study.
This research has introduced a theoretical Digital Nervous System (DNS) model for
business operations. The barriers discouraging the effective implementation of a DNS
framework in the UK construction industry have also been identified in this research.
Based upon these barriers some recommendations are provided, which organisations
in the UK construction industry might consider adopting.
This chapter also concludes that the hypotheses set out at the initial development
stage of this research have been proven. Suggested topics for other researchers to
consider are also provided in this concluding chapter.
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2. AN OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT USE
OF ICT IN THE UK CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY
2.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the extent to which Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) is being implemented in the UK construction industry. It also
reviews the imperatives for these state-of-the-art technologies in the sector and
analyses current ICT practice by UK construction organisations. Furthermore, this
chapter describes the barriers that discourage the UK construction industry from
adopting e-business.
From being essentially an administration tool in the 1980s, the ICT evolution over the
past two decades has already had some impact on organisations in the UK. According
to Shen and Fong (1999, p.l), "Information and Communication Technology, by
definition, is a collective reference to the integration of computing technology and
information and communication processing" Many UK businesses have begun to
embrace these technologies to improve their organisational performance and sustain a
competitive advantage. For example, businesses from the automotive, banking,
insurance and retail industries have been able to exploit the benefits of ICTs.
In the construction sector, ICT has been recognised as a key contributor to the
performance targets set by the four recent government initiated reviews;
'Constructing the Team', Latham (1994), 'Rethinking Construction', Egan (1998),
'Modernising Construction', Bourn (2000) and 'Accelerating Change', Strategic
Forum for Construction (2002).
Although some construction companies are using ICT, in varying degrees, recent
criticisms (Crane, 1999; Watt, 2001) have indicated that the level of ICT usage in the
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construction industry is still very low compared with other industries. A survey of ICT
expenditure in UK companies highlights that construction is the lowest spender (£453
per employee per year) amongst major industries, and is considerably lower than the
average £2016 (ComputerWeekly, 1999). Therefore the construction industry is
perceived as being slow in its uptake of new technology and new processes. Reasons
for this low level of ICT usage come from several features of the industry. The most
important of these are:
•

The adversarial culture and fragmented nature of the industry;

•

The lack of an established ICT standard;

•

The project-based nature of construction, and

•

The 'natural conservatism' of the industry.

In addition, the uneasy relationship between senior construction professionals and
ICT has caused the resistance to change. (DoE, 1995; O'Brien, 1996; Construct IT,
1997; Egan, 1998; Khosrowshahi, 1999; Crane, 1999; Whyte & Bouchlaghem, 2001;
Strategic Forum for Construction, 2002)
Recently, evidence has revealed that the industry is taking an increasingly active
interest in the use of ICT as a strategic tool (Sarshar et al., 2002). In addition, the
benefits of using ICT in the construction industry have been illustrated by a large
number of research studies (KPMQ 1993; Aouad et <?/., 1996, 1999; Construct IT,
1997; Davies, 1999; Riley, 2002; Strategic Forum for Construction, 2002; McCrea,
2002a).
However, effective use of ICT has proven business benefits, it can help construction
businesses be more innovative, improve links between clients/customers, contractors,
subcontractors and suppliers, be more efficient and competitive, reduce the errors and
misunderstandings which plague the industry and cause delays and drive up costs.
Currently, the ICT applications are classified under major headings including Intranet,
Internet and Extranet, World Wide Web (WWW), e-Business (e-Commerce),
Knowledge Management (KM), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Health and
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Safety, e-CRM (Customer Relationship Management) and Communication To this
end, integration, visualisation and standardisation also plays a critical role (Figure
2.1). These technologies are addressed in terms of their maturity in relation to the
construction organisations and processes they are trying to support.

Extranet & Intranet

Internet

e-CRM

\

tmmi

e-Business

KM

^
•^^••^^
m <^5i» m m
ERP

WWW

Figure 2.1 The current use IT or ICT in the UK construction industry
Source: Hewlett-Packard Ltd, 2003

1___.-
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2.2

INTERNET, INTRANET AND EXTRANET

2.2.1 Internet
The Internet is a large computer network that enables information to be exchanged
from any location. From its beginnings with the establishment of the technology in the
1970s, the Internet is of course one of the most significant computing developments
of recent years (Hamilton, 2002a). A recent survey by the Cranfield School of
Management (2000) of more than 550 senior business decision-makers suggests that
the most effective ICT application employed by UK businesses for knowledge
exploitation has been e-mail. The survey goes on to suggest that in the future this will
change and that e-mail will be demoted to third place behind the Internet and Intranet.
Recently, the Internet has become one of the most discussed topics in business (Grant,
2002). For most established businesses, the Internet's main role is perceived as either
for reducing costs or for adding value for existing customers. However it also
promises large gains in marketing efficiency, through closer targeting, process
savings, and through enhancing the customer relationship.
For construction, the Internet is a two-way communication tool and allows
construction companies to make information and services available via a company's
website. The increasing use of Internet opens new business opportunities for
construction organisations such as 'Project Collaboration', 'e-Trading' and 'eTendering'.
A recent survey conducted by the Building Centre Trust (1999, p.4) revealed that 88%
of the construction professionals had access to the Internet. Furthermore, according to
the Barbour Report (200 \)

'Construction Product Information

Delivery

Performance and Trends' showed that access to electronic tools such as the Internet is
now almost universal. 86% of specifiers now use electronic sources of product
information, with the use of the Internet growing from 6% of specifiers in 1997 to
72% in 2001.
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A similar survey carried out by the Federation of Master Builders (2001), which
represents small and medium sized firms found that many builders are too busy with
the day-to-day running of their businesses to invest time and money in the Internet,
with half saying it has no impact on their companies. Although these results revealed
that small- and medium-sized builders have got a long way to go on Internet, there is
some evidence to show that the industry is taking an increasingly active interest in the
use of Internet. Over 90% of companies who use the Internet use it to gather
information. Obtaining up-to-the-minute information is the main reason that people
use the Internet, according to Partridge (2000).
Furthermore, using the Internet to improve communications is one of the obvious
ways of harnessing the benefits of ICT (Bell, 2000), because it is allowing '24x7'
communications with customers/clients and business partners at work, on site, on the
road, or anywhere else. Despite the earlier hype, the Internet remains the most
important development in business-to-business (B2B) markets since the railroad and
telegraph over a century ago.

2.2.2 Intranet
Without a proper ICT infrastructure a construction organisation cannot effectively
manage its operations or achieve its corporate goals. The Intranet is a key component
of a modern ICT infrastructure, it provides a direct response to several integration
problems that exist today. According to Microsoft (2001), "An Intranet is a private
network built using Internet standards and protocols. It brings the intuitive
navigational interface of the World Wide Web to the information and services stored
on a local area network"
Like the Internet technology, Intranets have grown in use, because they are able to
break the barriers of traditional communication methodologies. Many businesses have
Intranets, and using this infrastructure could make all types of corporate information
readily available in digital form. Examples of inner-company operations include
document management, information flow, company-wide communication, financial
management, accounting, marketing and human resources etc. These needs also can
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be satisfied through the use of Intranet (Khosrowshahi, 1999).
The potential benefits of utilising Intranets for a construction organisation are
significant. Most organisations struggle with the sheer volume of documentation that
they have to process. A recent survey estimated that electronically held corporate
information is doubling in volume every two years (Continental Research, 1999). For
example, Caunton Engineering Ltd is one of the UK's leading fully automated
structural steelwork contractors and a world leader in just-in-time manufacture (Union
Square, 200la). They have up to 10,000 documents associated with a single project
and project team members have to work with up to six different software applications
in order to reach the information they require. This means that they spend a
substantial amount of time each day either searching for or collating information.
Finally, they use a corporate Intranet to combine every application, with an integrated
Document Management System to deliver the unified view of the entire corporate
knowledge base of Caunton.
The corporate Intranet is now not only seen as the repository of information but also
potentially of knowledge. With the increasing emphasis on knowledge exploitation
and the continuing shift towards a knowledge based economy, an Intranet has evolved
as a catalyst for knowledge management and a platform for evolving the collaborative
enterprise (Figure 2.2).

2.2.3 Extranet
For construction, Internet technology and improved access has spawned a number of
related applications including Intranets and Extranets. Extranets are private websites.
They use the same technology as the Internet, but access is restricted to pre-defined
users. A collaborative Extranet can take a number of different forms. It can simply be
a transfer of files between parties as and when required. It is also used for information
management and processes, rather than the more traditional idea of exchanging
drawing data.

IlL.
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Figure 2.2 The evolution of the Intranet
Source: Union Square, 200la, p. 11

Currently, Extranets are used increasingly on projects where co-ordination of
information between project team members is essential. Users from different
companies, departments and locations can access Extranets at any time using a
password. This can save time by reducing the need for meetings across the project
team and allows documents like estimates and design drawings to be transferred
quickly from one company to another.
The major purpose of an Extranet is to provide a shared, collaborative environment
for identified members of partnering or trading organisations. In essence it should
provide restricted access to the private knowledge base of a business's Intranet. The
only difference and distinction between Intranets and Extranets is the additional
participation and interaction of people outside of the business (Union Square, 200 Ib).
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2.3 WORLD WIDE WEB

World Wide Web (WWW) often referred to as the 'Web'. This is the most interesting
part of the Internet and is what people see when they use their browser. It is a network
of graphic, colourful 'websites' that all use a hypertext transfer protocol as standard. It
was invented by an Englishman, Tim Berners-Lee, in 1989 (Building, 2002). The
construction industry is now beginning to harness the power of WWW. Most large
construction organisations already have their own websites and SMEs (Small and
Medium Enterprises) are quickly following suit. (Construction News, 2002a)
For housebuilders, a recent survey conducted by Building (2000) revealed that the top
10 UK housebuilders have launched their own websites, which will sell properties to
customers. A good website can bring the vision of a developer and architect to life in
a way that is totally beyond a printed brochure, enabling potential buyers to wander
around a building before it is even built (Ryder, 2000). This advantage was proved by
Hall (2000), sales director of upmarket housebuilder Bewley Homes said: "Up to 50%
of enquiries now come from the web" she adds, "In the three years we have been on
the Internet, we have spent £52,000 on it. That works out at £86/house sold, which
seems like good value compared with advertising in the national press."
The WWW also provides significant marketing opportunities for product
manufacturers. It is allowing a '24x7' network of information products and services
that link between key decision makers and manufacturers, ensuring that when a
designer or specifier needs product information, it is there - in one convenient and
reliable place.
The establishment of a company's website is increasingly becoming important to the
business plans of most construction organisations. There are some organisation's
websites that are proving to be very successful. For example, Euro Construction site http://www.euroconstruction.co.uk

has

spent

£4500

on

the

Northern

Irish

housebuilder's website, and it has made £30,000 profit out of it (Partridge, 2000).
While the rewards of developing a successful website are rich, there are many
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challenges and issues to be resolved along the way. Practical, reliable advice and
support is critical. With this in mind, Construct IT for Business (2000), Ryder (2000)
and Union Square (2000) have provided useful guidelines to improve a website.
These are discussed in the next section.

2.3.1 WWW Improvement
Many construction organisations make the same mistake of assuming that once their
website goes live that is the end of the project (Construct IT for Business, 2000).
Actually, it is not - it is just the start, the leading companies in the field constantly
review their Internet strategies to make sure that their websites meet their user's needs
and deliver real business benefit (Connaughton, 2002a).
Many construction companies have their own website but feel dissatisfied by the
results achieved. Ryder (2000) and Union Square (2000) have identified that some
common mistakes have been made. They are:
•

The web design team determines the strategy for the site.

•

The website is treated as a trade show or online catalogue.

•

The website starts on an unusable page with minimal information.

•

Wizard (an interactive help utility that guides the user through a potentially
complex task) takes ages to download.

As stated earlier, it would be wrong to think that once the website is running that is
the end of the project. The launch merely marks the end of the first phase;
organisations are now responsible for monitoring and maintaining their websites and
keeping them up-to-date. There are some cardinal rules for monitoring and
maintaining an effective website (Construct IT for Business, 2000; Ryder, 2000;
Union Square, 2000). These are:
•

Ensure that all information is updated. There are countless stories of companies
where the 'latest news' is some three or four months old.

•

Keep graphics and animations small, so the site downloads quickly;
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•

Use web traffic monitoring software, such as Web-Trends, that give company
details about how people have found the company's site, how long they stayed,
what they looked at and when. Use these data to plan website development and
refine the company's promotional strategy.

•

Provide lots of links to other sites, so surfers do not feel locked in

•

Welcome visitors' feedback and give them something for nothing, such as free
software or a joke page

•

Refresh the website periodically.

In addition, it is worth remembering that people do not usually read text on a screen in
the same way as they read the printed page. Thereby company information needs to
be presented in a clear and concise way (Construction Confederation, 2001a, p.9).

2.3.2 WWW for e-CRM
In the rush to gain a presence on the WWW most construction organisations have
failed to adequately question their reasons for doing so in the first place. The biggest
mistake is that existing customers have not been adequately considered (Union
Square, 2000, p.5). Seybold (1998) in her book 'customer.com' commented, "What is
the secret of a successful e-business initiative? What is the winning formula? You
guessed it. It starts by focusing on your existing customers, figuring out what they
want and need and how you can make life easier for them. Then you can expand your
efforts to reel in prospective customers. Once you lure prospects to you, closing the
sale and cementing a profitable, long-term relationship become a snap, because you
have already made it easy for customers to do business with you."
What e-CRM is defining here is that using the Internet to support Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) will deliver added value to the customer
relationship.
Currently, there is some evidence revealed that the WWW can help improve customer
relations by managing customer records and queries, so that services and products can
be more specifically targeted. Customers can also be tracked easily and informed of
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new products and services via the websites. For example, Thames Water launched
their renovation website - http://www.thames-water.com - in 2002. The website
enables customers to find out when work will take place nearest to them simply by
selecting their own postcode area. Blinco (2002), customer service manager at
Thames Water said: "We provide all affected customers with advance notice of when
we will be working in their areas and will continue to do so. The website is an
additional method of ensuring we reach all our customers and keep them up-to-date
with our programme of work"
Another example is Featherstone Builders Limited in Ipswich. Its redesigned website
- http://www.featherstone.co.uk - went online in 1997. The website is part of a
company service to clients who can log on to the site using a secure password and
check the progress of their project by viewing regularly updated digital images.
Featherstone (2000), a director of Featherstone Builders Limited stated, "The website
has really improved our ability to communicate with our clients, ...Potential clients
can contact us via our website and relationships with existing clients have improved
as the company has become more accessible."

2.3.3 WWW for E-Business
B2B e-business is growing fast, creating a new digital 'e-conomy\ A recent survey
conducted by KPMG (1999) found that a third of businesses across Europe were
already able to conclude business transactions online or had gone even further. It is
clear that the Internet and the associated technologies such as the WWW could
transform the way the construction industry does its business. Vaughan (2001) has
identified two principal areas of construction business activity which stand to benefit:
business process - the sharing and management of information through the supply
chain - and business transactions - the buying and selling of products and services.
Vaughan also categorised six main types of website available under the e-business
banner (Table 2.1). They are:
1. Construction project portals;
2. Information websites;
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3. Project collaboration extranets;
4. Knowledge and advice websites;
5. Exchanges and e-commerce;
6. Project tender and auction websites.

Table 2.1 Structure and content of construction e-business

e-Business elements

Examples of service provided

Service providers

Construction portal

Aim to provide a complete
package of services under one
roof
Information
Construction news
Construction reports
Job vacancies
Project vacancies
Project collaboration
Document control and audit
Red lining
Information request/query
management
Change/cost management
Programme management
Knowledge and advice
Useful site links
Ask the experts
Price database
Market research
Risk and value management
Whole life costing
Procurement database
Exchange and
Catalogue hosting,
e-commerce
Review goods availability and
prices
Purchase order management
Payment management____
Project tender and
Tender management
auction
Post tender auction
management____
Source: Vaughan, 2001, p. 61 adapted by author

Asite.com
Buildonline.com
•
•
•

Cnplus.co.uk
Building.co.uk
Ft.com
Biwtech.com
4projects.com
Cadweb.co.uk

•
•
•

Barbourexpert.com
Groundbreaker.net
Specify-it.com

•
•
•

Eu-supply.com
Causeway-tech.com
Buildercentre.co.uk

Tradingpartners.com
Eutilia.com
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Although the e-business market has been in a constant state of flux since 2000, the
commercial future of the web is definitely looking brighter. However construction
organisations still want to see a return on their investment, especially in e-commerce,
where real efficiency savings have already been made (McCrea, 2002b). The burning
issue now, is to ensure the compatibility of formats and specifications between
business partners and competitors so that the customer can make a valued
comparison. This will be a crucial factor in the marketing strength and in having faith
in the power of the WWW.

2.4

E-BUSINESS

2.4.1 Introduction
There are many definitions of e-business. The original meaning of e-business is
associated with the establishment of a computer network to search and retrieve
information in support of business decision making and inter-organisational co
operation (Kalakota and Whinston, 1996). For construction, Construct IT (2000, p.2)
has defined e-business as "The use of electronic means for the conduct of business,
not only for buying and selling but also for servicing customers and collaborating
with business partners".
A recent survey conducted by DETR (Department of Environment, Transport and
Regions, 1999) found that, "Whilst 79% of product specifications were produced
electronically, 91% were distributed on paper. 40% of information from the design
team was sent electronically to the construction team, but only 5% of contractors'
tenders were received in electronic form." Moreover, World Architecture (1999)
stated that: "A minimum of 1% of a total project's cost is spent on administration,
including telephone, reprographics and couriers." e-Business therefore provides some
tremendous opportunities for the construction industry.
Electronic business to business relationships are nothing new. Technologies like
Electronic Fund Transfer (for making payments), and Electronic Data Interchange
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(EDI) (for regular and routine business transactions) have both been in use for years
(Poston, 2000). The latest B2B e-business at the moment, however is the online
exchange or marketplace. These exchanges can simply be a group of firms that get
together and provide an open, neutral website where buyers and sellers can conduct
online transactions.
Increasingly, the more sophisticated websites offer a variety of different ways of
trading and tendering for products and services, as well as a secure online
environment for different companies or project teams to work together which is
known as collaborative working (Poston, 2000). For example, a group of architects
and engineers can work together online on a building design, reducing the time spent
organising meetings and posting and faxing documents between each other.
There is no doubt that e-business can potentially reduce project costs and increase
efficiency as well as improve relationships with clients. Furthermore, Ratnasingham
(1998) and Teich et al. (1999) suggested that e-business can enhance the interchange
of information between business partners by breaking down communication,
negotiation and co-ordination barriers. Unfortunately, security issues, financial costs,
changes to existing business practices, a lack of awareness of the benefits of ebusiness and people's fear of technology have been identified as the major barriers
that discourage the construction industry from adopting e-business (Building Centre
Trust, 1999; Love et a/., 2000; Construct IT, 2000; Davis Langdon Consultancy,
2002).
The technology required to move into the world of e-business is now commonplace in
most office environments. The key to success is when a construction organisation has
a clear understanding of the business case for their use of e-business. Moreover,
organisations must have a high level of commitment together with an effective
implementation strategy that should be derived from their overall business plan and IT
strategy. Furthermore, success will depend upon organisations streamlining current
construction processes and then, by enabling ongoing business innovation to reap the
rewards from the consequent improvement in efficiency.
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2.4.2 e-Business in Construction
The three main areas of application of e-business within the construction industry are
project collaboration, e-trading (e-commerce) and e-supply chain management
(Construct IT, 2000; Leitch, 2002a; Davis Langdon Consultancy, 2002).
Figure 2.3 is taken from the recent Building Centre Trust report (2001, p.46) to
illustrate the likely value generated by the different applications of e-business
depending on their relative construction market share. As shown in Figure 2.3, project
extranets and tendering tools can provide good value for their users early on in their
development. As their market share increases, the extra income can be reinvested to
provide increased benefits. As users become more familiar with them, then other
services can be added which further increases the value they can deliver. Project
information/procurement hubs and trading communities on the other hand, require
substantial investment to achieve critical mass and share of the construction market in
order to offer a service worth logging on.

RELATIVE VALUE GENERATED
FROM E-BUSINESS TOOLS

HIGH
TED

Project Information
Hubs

UJ

z

Niche Trading Hubs

UJ

V>
HI

Project Extranets &
Tendering Tools

_l

<c
_l
UJ
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LOW

Mass Market
Trading Hubs

.••
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Figure 2.3 The potential of different applications of e-business generating value
Source: Building Centre Trust, 2001, p. 46
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2.4.2.1 Project Collaboration
ICT is helping the construction industry communicate better and has the potential to
change the industry beyond recognition. A proven area where the market is ready for
e-commerce business is project collaboration (also known as Project Extranets).
Project Extranets represent the first wave of the e-commerce revolution for UK
construction, with usage of these web-based communication and data exchange tools
set to expand rapidly.
A recent study conducted by Construction Plus (2001) shows project collaboration is
gaining ever-widening acceptance in construction, with over 1,500 projects with a
total capital value of more than £20 billion now under management. Project
collaboration allows all members of geographically diverse and corporately
fragmented project teams to communicate and exchange documents via the Internet in
a controlled and secure way. Project Extranets are discussed in more detail in chapter
4.

2.4.2.2 e-Trading (e-Commerce)
Electronic exchange can be extended to include business transactions, known as ecommerce. e-Commerce includes any form of electronic media, but it is increasingly
associated with online transactions on the Internet. The Internet offers both huge
opportunities and challenges for the UK construction industry. The construction
industry has a great deal to gain from implementing e-commerce. The issue of
procurement is key to the performance of any construction company, especially the
closeness that can be achieved with customers/clients, suppliers and other participants
within the supply chain. e-Commerce implementation could improve a lot of the
current construction processes and give businesses an opportunity to increase the
visibility and viability of their operations.

2.4.2.3 e-Supply Chain Management
Following Latham (1994), Egan (1998), Bourn (2000) and more recently in
Accelerating Change (Strategic Forum for Construction, 2002) it is recognised that
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improvements in the construction industry should come from team working and
integrating the supply chains. Many contractors now recognise that a job well done
comes largely by engaging the members of their supply chain. They spend a lot of
time appraising their suppliers and sub-contractors and often give preference to their
abilities, rather than price. The same applies to clients, contractors often receive
similar preferences and therefore, most of their work comes from repeated clients.
(McCrea, 2002c)
Currently, the majority of existing supply chains in construction are fragmented.
Communication systems regularly fail to deliver; Latham (1994) pointed to the
fragmented and adversarial nature of the industry which is a major factor contributing
to poor communication between all parties working on a construction project. IT
therefore provides a tremendous opportunity for businesses to redefine their supply
chain. Additionally, the Internet also creates the potential for closer relationships to be
developed between members of the supply chain. Buyers and sellers for example,
could work more closely on joint product developments and could track the success of
a product promotion in real time (Sloan & Low, 2000, p. 18).

Construction supply chain integration is not simply about linking one or two key
technology applications or forming relationships with a couple of clients or suppliers.
The construction supply chain challenge is to create an integrated infrastructure that
not only links internal processes and systems, but also reaches out to customers and
suppliers (Construction News, 2002b). Therefore, the re-engineering of fragmented
supply chains, improvements in logistics and improved Internet-enabled information
management will be significant factors in implementing e-Supply Chain Management
(e-SCM) applications.
2.4.2.3.1 Re-Engineering Fragmented Supply Chain

According to Loraine (1994), the structure of organisational relations should be
changed if the supply chain in construction has to be improved, and thus, a virtual
network structure is advocated, which is founded on the concept of partnering (Figure
2. 4). The traditional vertical structure of the construction supply chain is considered
to lack responsiveness and discourage innovation. This is because the project
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participants' work on their own duties and only fulfil their contractual requirements
without the consideration of improvement in relationship and performance (Love et
a/., 1999). Conversely, the virtual network structure differentiates itself from the
traditional vertical relationship as it encourages responsiveness, cohesiveness,
flexibility, inter-operability and compatibility. It is also viewed to be a value-added
component to the formal contracting relationship.

(a)

(b)

Note:
(a) is a traditional vertical structure. The client or the
developer of the construction project leads the whole project
in this hierarchical work relationship.
(b) is a network structure. All parties are sharing their resources
or competencies in the construction network. This seems to
be a value-added component to the traditional contracting
structure.
Figure 2.4 Two simplified structures of construction supply chain
Source: Cheng etal., 2001, p.69
To support the inter-organisational sharing of resources and competencies in a virtual
network structure, Cheng et al. (2001) suggest that communication and co-ordination
need to be maintained. ICT has a crucial role to play in improving communication and
co-ordination in construction by acting as an enabler of change. This also drives the
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virtual network structure to strongly incorporate the concept of business-to-business
e-commerce, which has been seen as an enabler to expand the inter-organisational
relationships within the construction supply chain.
2.4.2.3.2 Supply Chain Management and Logistics
Logistics is the process used to manage the flow of goods and materials, equipment,
services and people through the supply chain (Strategic Forum for Construction,
2002, p.28). Unfortunately, a considerable amount of waste is incurred in the industry
as a result of a poor understanding and application of logistics.
Currently, managing the construction supply chain and logistics using ICT is one way
to increase efficiency on site and cut out waste (Hampton, 200la). Industries such as
retail have been using technology for Supply Chain Management (SCM) for years,
through the use of bar coding for stock control and to co-ordinate just-in-time
deliveries. For construction, there are a few success stories. Bovis Lend Lease (BLL)
is one example. BLL and the logistics firm Unipart collaborated on a project in the
City of London and achieved good results (Branigan, 2001). Another success story is
Canary Wharf Contractors. It has thrown away its paper-based system and started
using a software package named 'The Logistics Business' Zone-Manager program' to
control its crowded site at its second phase development in London's Docklands. With
300 deliveries a day and nearly 70 cranes and hoists on site, careful organisation is
key.
Blackstock (2001), logistics manager at Canary Wharf stated, "We have very little
space to move the plant around in and no space to have materials lying around if they
are not needed. ... The program allows us to schedule cranes and hoist schedules in
co-ordination with material deliveries. The cranes are hired so time is at a premium"
Shaughnessy (2001), also a logistics manager at Canary Wharf, said that the program
has increased productivity on site and the feedback from trade contractors was
favourable. But it has not all been plain sailing. In particular, some contractors would
always book 9-10 a.m. each day and not always turn up for the slot. So it is important
to monitor what is going on and deal with any abuses.
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Canary Wharf contractors are a rare case in construction using 'The Logistics
Business' software'. Senior system consultant Nick Hoare (2001) says that the
industry needs to think differently about logistics. "There is a market for us in
construction particularly with the bigger sites, but it would require a change in
mindset, and the recognition that things can be done better in a different way"
2.4.2.3.3 Supply Chain Management and Information Management

A significant amount of information is exchanged between various members in a
construction supply chain. Poor communication and co-ordination, resulting in
misunderstanding, misinterpretation and ignorance of information, which may
seriously affect the performance of the project in terms of quality, time, cost and value
g<?/tf/., 2001).
As stated earlier, information is flowing between parties for the completion of a
construction project. One of the main activities of the parties is the sharing and
transferring of this information. Information management is therefore a core function
of SCM. To enhance this function, ICT is key. It can help de-risk a project, allowing
stakeholders greater control by giving them better quality information and by making
this information easier to share. Additionally, by creating dynamic relationships
between members of the construction supply chain, it is possible for the
customer/client to gain access to relevant and up-to-date supplier information and for
this information to be used in negotiation, value analysis, rescheduling and capacity
planning.
There are tremendous gains to be had from a more efficient SCM in construction, but
companies or teams have to put their toe in the water (Branigan, 2001). To improve
information management, many construction organisations have implemented ICT for
technical

operations.

For

example,

the

Balfour

Beatty

Group

launched

SupplyChainOnline in April 2002. The software package allows Balfour Beatty to
maintain a database of preferred supplier information and to manage it in a secure,
private online environment. "The tool is already enabling a greater degree of
information sharing on our preferred suppliers between our operating companies,
and the suppliers themselves are benefiting by being part of it" according to Zuydam
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(2002), head of e-commerce at Balfour Beatty.
Shared information is also allowing the team to tender together. Again at the pre
tender stage, the software has allowed Balfour to reply positively to clients' questions
when they ask: "How will you be innovative?" and "How will you manage your
information?"

2.4.3 Current usage of e-Business in Construction
According to OECD estimates (Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and
Development, 1999) worldwide e-business could be worth more than a trillion dollars
by 2003 (Davis Langdon Consultancy, 2002, p.5). Although opinion is divided as to
how quickly and to what extent e-business will affect the construction industry, there
are few brave enough to say it can be ignored. Two recent surveys were undertaken by
the Building Centre Trust and the Construction Confederation (CC) in 1999 and 2001
respectively; both gave a picture of current e-business practice within the UK
construction industry.
The Building Centre Trust (1999) survey of IT investigated the use in construction for
IT Construction Best Practice Programme (ITCBP). From 403 practitioners (client,
architect, quantity surveyor, engineer, main contractor and sub-contractor) involved in
80 projects with a value of over £5 million, it was revealed that:
•

59% of the respondents had received formal IT training in the last 12 months

•

75% of the companies had a planned IT investment policy

•

86% of the respondents had direct access to a computer, with a further 13%
having shared access.

•

81% of the respondents used e-mail

•

Two-thirds of the respondents have communication facilities that allow high
speed/volume data transaction

•

15% of the projects (40% of those over £50m) had a dedicated network with
server and 13% a project website

•

50% of the projects had established procedures for document management with

™~~

~

"
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70% of these involving electronic methods
•

69% of those interviewed, and 99% of those who were architects used Computer
Aided Drawing (CAD)

•

The main benefit gained from the use of IT tools on projects was speed of
working

The Construction Confederation (CC, 200Ib) surveyed 2400 contractors (building,
civil engineering, specialists and house-building) to find out how much use they are
making of the Internet, email and other computing products and services. (Table 2.2)
The survey found that almost all respondents with more than 30 employees used email. But even some larger contractors with more than 1,000 employees have not used
the online marketplace; 29% of the respondents use the Internet to buy raw materials
and services and 43% use the Internet for project collaboration. Only a tiny fraction of
respondents with less than 250 employees buy their raw materials and services via the
net.
Table 2.2 Current e-business activity
e-Business tools

Company size (Number of Employees)
10

10-30 30-250

250-1000

1000

Use e-mail

49%

72%

93%

100%

100%

Use an online marketplace

2%

6%

6%

21%

29%

Use the web for project collaboration

0%

0%

4%

23%

43%

Aware of industry specific portals

17%

37%

43%

67%

71%

Have tried at least one of the above

0%

2%

6%

25%

29%

Source: Construction Confederation (CC, 200Ib) cited in Thisdell, 2001, p6

2.4.4 Benefits of e-Business to the Construction
Construction is an industry that relies on effective collaboration. The many
organisations involved during the construction phase of a project rely on the effective
exchange of, retention of, and simple access to a wide range of information.
Unfortunately, the current state of the construction environment is paper based, time
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consuming, error prone, point to point and inefficient (BuildOnline, 2001, p. 6).
Sachs (2000) predicts that construction companies can make efficiency gains through
e-business (Figure 2.5) and stated that: "To take advantage of the efficiency gains
companies will have to start adapting both their cultures and their systems. Those
who wait for mature models to develop are likely to get left behind as such changes
take around a year to implement fully. By leaving it a year after the first company has
adapted, other companies are effectively two years behind.'1'' Culture and system issues
are discussed further in chapter 6 to chapter 11.

Benefit Scale

STEP

Use e-Business to
re-engineer
business processes

Integrate electronic data within
existing systems to cut out
existing work activities

STEP

Swap paper for electronic data exchange to
increase speed of information delivery and reduce
data re-keying

Related Benefits from e-business Implementations
Greater collaboration bringing improved customer/client relationships
Information processing efficiencies
Cost reduction

Figure 2.5 The benefits of e-business
Source: CITE 200la cited in CC, 200la, p.4
e-Business therefore provides an opportunity for the construction industry. Its
potential benefits include:
•

Cost and time saving. It is estimated that a paper-based transaction can cost up to
£17 to produce, whereas using electronic methods it could cost as little as £4
(CITE, 2000). For example, Bovis Lend Lease Ltd (2001), have developed a bar
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coding delivery system using hand-held scanners to capture data electronically,
which is then sent by e-mail message to all parties concerned. Calculations from
this trial showed that by using the traditional method of accounts department
processing an invoice took 45 minutes to produce, but with bar coding it took just
only 10 minutes per invoice, which represents a 77% time saving.
Improving efficiency. This generates earlier revenues with lower investments, and
has a great impact on the Net Present Value (NPV) of construction by reducing the
time it takes to build (Figure 2.6).

Construction costs / revenues

Revenues

Time

Costs
Lower
costs
Figure 2.6 Earlier Net Present Value (NPV) of construction
Source: BuildOnline, 2001, p7

Speeding up the business processes through the design and planning phase of
construction and providing project teams with services to facilitate the negotiation
between team members.
Reducing mistakes, re-works, increasing productivity and helping construction
companies manage their relationships with customers/clients, subcontractors and
suppliers.
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2.5

E-COMMERCE

2.5.1 Introduction
The utilisation of e-commerce in business has been the subject of widespread and
continued debate in recent years (Chege, 2001; Sloan & Low, 2000; Love et al., 2001;
Aspinall, 1999; McCara-Waugh & Makar, 2002). The growth of e-commerce has been
phenomenal and it is radically transforming the way companies are doing business in
all sectors, and the construction industry is no exception.
According to the Forrester Research group (1999) e-commerce will double every year
over a five-year period surging from US$43 billion in 1998 to US$1.3 trillion by
2003. The Forrester Research group (2000) also estimates that online commerce for
the global construction industry will reach US$43 billion by 2004. In the United
States it is estimated that the construction industry's e-commerce revenues will rise
from US$0.1 Billion in 1999 to US$28.6 Billion in 2003 (Aspinall, 1999). While in
Europe, the Forrester Research group (1999) expects the UK and Germany to move
into 'hyper growth' two years after the USA. In addition, the Construction Products
Association (CPA, 200la) predicted that by 2005, e-commerce is expected to account
for 22% of UK construction industry procurement transactions (Figure 2.7).
In the public sector, the UK government has developed a national implementation
strategy of e-commerce for the construction industry. According to the report;
'Government e-tendering initiative aims for multi-million pound cost swings'
(Construction News, 200la) targets set for e-commerce for UK government projects
indicate that 100% of all civil central government tenders should be sent out and
responded to electronically by the end of 2002. Furthermore, the UK government
issued new rules to encourage greater use of e-commerce by breaking down barriers
across Europe (Construction News, 2002c).
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With Suppliers

With Customers

With Others

Next 12 months

3 years from now

5 years from now

Figure 2.7 Future construction industry organisations using e-commerce
Source: Construction Products Association (200la) cited in BuildOnline, 2001, p20

2.5.2 Background
2.5.2.1 Definitions
While e-commerce is already influencing the way companies are conducting business,
its definitions are however diverse. There are several definitions from the public and
private sectors.
The Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 1999) and
Microsoft (1999) have both adopted a broad scope to the subject. They define ecommerce as:
"The electronic exchange of information that support and govern
commercial

activities

including

organisational

management,

commercial negotiations and contracts, legal and regulatory
frameworks, financial settlement arrangements and taxation.''''
(OECD 1999. p. 20)
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"Doing business on-line in four main areas: direct marketing, selling,
and service; on-line banking and billing; secure distribution of
information; and value chain trading and corporate purchasing,"
(Microsoft 1999, p.3)

2.5.2.2 Key Stages
The European Commission (1998) and Sloan & Low (2000) have both focused on
typical commercial activities (e.g. buyer-seller transactions) within the construction
industry from a supply chain perspective. They categorised e-commerce into three key
stages. These are:
1. Provision of information
2. Exchange of legally binding documents
3. Electronic payments

Provision of information

Exchange of legally binding documents

Increasing
Business Value

Figure 2.8 Three key stages of B2B e-commerce
Source: Sloan & Low, 2000, p.6
Figure 2.8 shows the key stages. The first stage involves the use of ICT (e.g. WWW,
e-mail and on-line forums) to exchange information and is also used for technical
purposes. The second stage includes all contractual information exchange and many
issues such as security, authentication, confidentiality and Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) which may affect the success of e-commerce within the construction business
community. In the final stage, for e-commerce to succeed within the construction
sector there is a need for secure methods of electronic payment within all levels of the
supply chain.
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Compared to the first stage (Provision of Information), developments of the next two
stages (Exchange of Legally Binding Documents and Electronic Payments) have
begun to emerge with the efforts mainly aimed at increasing business value through
electronic transactions (Sloan & Low, 2000).

2.5.2.3 Benefits of e-Commerce to the Construction Industry
Fundamentally, e-commerce includes any form of electronic media, but it is
increasingly associated with online transactions on the Internet. Industry sectors such
as retail and banking have openly embraced e-commerce to improve their
performance and gain a strategic competitive advantage.
The Internet offers both huge opportunities and severe challenges for the UK
construction industry. The benefits of using the WWW and the Internet to conduct
business-to-business (B2B) transactions and to sell products have been well
documented (Love et al., 2001; Chege, 2001; Leitch, 2002a; Hamilton, 2002a; CPA,
200la; Cope, 2002; McCara Waugh & Makar, 2002; Smith, 2002; Construct IT,
2000).
For tangible benefits, e-commerce can;
•

Reduce an organisation's costs between 5 - 15% (Cope, 2002). For example, ecommerce offers huge potential to the Balfour Beatty group, a major player in the
UK construction industry with an annual turnover of £3 billion. Savings from the
combined e-commerce initiatives, including knowledge management, could
contribute in the region of £20 million to the profit line (Leitch, 2002a).

•

Save costs. In the USA, current estimates suggest that cost savings from on-line
trading will add 1% to margins (Building, 2000).

•

Save time. For example, Kajima Construction Europe (UK) uses e-collaboration
in the UK for its 'Design and Build' projects. It can take up to 10 days for
drawings to be reviewed and then re-issued. Using e-collaboration Kajima has
been able to reduce this process to an average of 2 days (Smith, 2002).

•

Bring 20 - 30% improvement in efficiency from the overall construction process.
(McCara Waugh & Makar, 2002)
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•

Eliminate or reduce paperwork. A recent study by Gleeds (an international firm
of management and construction consultants) calculated that on a retail
construction project with a value of £5 million a saving of £58,000 was made in
reduced printing, copying and posting costs for drawings and specifications.
Gleeds estimated that potential additional savings to be in the region of 6% of the
overall project costs (Construct IT, 2000, p. 13).

Other intangible benefits include;
•

Streamline business-to-business (B2B) transactions;

•

Improve customer service and satisfaction;

•

Create additional revenue streams;

•

Create new business relationships;

•

Provide new business opportunities to participate in a global marketplace
unrestricted by geographical barriers or boundaries.

In particular, McAdam et al. (2000) suggests that small-medium sized contracting
organisations may benefit from sharing resources through an enhanced collaborative
process.

2.5.3 e-Commerce in Construction
The Internet is the world's largest marketplace, growing dramatically as more vendors
and consumers go online everyday. An estimated 40% of the UK population uses the
Internet (Crates, 2001). For the construction industry, the Internet presents a
tremendous opportunity to negotiate bulk prices with, purchase hard-to-find products
from, and sell surplus materials to, a developing market. All of these activities can be
supported by e-commerce tools such as e-procurement, e-invoicing, e-tendering, ebidding and e-auctions.

2.5.3.1 e-Procurement
There is a high level of competition in the construction industry, with low operating
margins. Contractors spend in excess of 70% of their budget on contracts, therefore,
making effective procurement and contract management is a key discipline
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(Construction News, 2001b). In addition, a typical construction project is
characterised by the issuing of many repetitive product orders, particularly for
construction materials and this creates considerable potential benefits through the use
of e-procurement. Unfortunately, purchasing of services contracts and materials is still
a largely manual process based on e-mail, phone, and fax, resulting in high
inefficiencies and insufficient control (McCrea, 2002a; Sarshar, 2002). An estimated
8% of the working day on site is spent waiting for materials, which have not turned up
(Oliver, 2001). Therefore, significant opportunities for industry time and cost savings
exist in using the Internet (Table 2.3). The Internet allows construction organisations
to search for up-to-date product information, select a supplier, manage negotiations
and then place an order.
Table 2.3 Example savings in e-procurement

Cost to process purchase

$100

Using
e-Procurement
$15

Time from order to receipt

7 days

2 days

Price savings for direct purchases

0%

20%

Amount of maverick buying

40%

25%

Category

Traditional
Procurement

Source: McKinsey & Company 2001 cited in BuildOnline, 2001, p.8
For example, BAA, the world's leading airport company, has adopted the Burns
Business Exchange (beX) electronic trading service for its 1,500 regular suppliers.
BAA currently spends billions a year on goods, works and services and processes
approximately 100,000 purchase orders a year. Douglas (2001), the group supply
chain director of BAA commented, "At present BAA 's suppliers receive an order via
Autofax. However, we are unable to validate whether a fax order has ever actually
been received. Now beX will enable BAA to trade with any supplier wherever they are
in the world - providing a slick order'invoice matching solution and a seamless
purchase to pay process - all online."
Another example is Laing O'Rourke Pic association with Asite.com (an application
service provider). The company anticipates that 68% of all purchases will be made
electronically in 2003 and expects to see a 38% productivity gain in invoicing; "e50
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Procurement allows us to change the image of construction" said Lohan (2002), head
of procurement at Laing O'Rourke. "7f takes the hassle out of trading, and allows us
to be more agile getting products to site."
A recent survey carried out by the Construction Confederation (CC, 200la) revealed
that contractors are beginning to buy materials online with 21% of companies
employing over 250 people using procurement tools. A similar survey conducted by
Ramesys (200 la) revealed that within the next five years over 75% of all purchases in
the construction industry will be made via the Internet. The survey also showed that
over 30% of respondents have already made several purchases via the Internet.
In addition, according to a report by the business 'think tank' at the London School of
Economics (Booth, 2000), small and medium-sized practices of architects and
engineers could save nearly £1 billion a year by buying basic services and supplies
through the Internet. In fact, a recent study found that Mace Construction
Management (2002) is already saving an average 20% of transaction costs on items
procured electronically, compared with their old paper-based system.
Electronic procurement also increases the accuracy of information by reducing the
number of data entry points in the process, and by ensuring that data is entered onto
the system only once. Chia (1999) suggests that to achieve the maximum benefits of
e-procurement it is necessary for organisations to make fundamental changes in their
internal business processes. He further stated that: 'the two critical success factors
which most organisations overlook are to cut down the number of routine tasks and to
reduce the overall procurement cycle through the use of appropriate technology.'
However, there are many practical concerns. First of all, there is still a significant lack
of trust in using the Internet for purchasing online, especially for ensuring that online
payments are secure (CC, 200la). For buyers, staleness is a further significant
problem with web-based information. Product specifications may not be as
comprehensive or up-to-date as the latest printed version, but a buyer may not know
this unless he or she does the necessary homework. Furthermore, information usually
is not provided in a standard format, so comparing products and websites can be a
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difficult and time-consuming process (Berning & Diveley-Coyne, 2000).

2.5.3.2 e-Invoicing
In today's competitive marketplace, construction organisations need to implement
changes that drive toward a more efficient, integrated supply chain. This has to
include, providing secure and seamless integration of back office applications
allowing both business partners and customers/clients to send and receive invoices
electronically. The ability to speed up the end-to-end supply chain process through the
electronic exchange of documents is key to the performance of any construction
organisation.
Reducing cost and increasing efficiency is high on the priority list for all businesses,
with e-invoicing currently being adopted in many sectors within the procurement
cycle. In the construction sector, leading builders merchants Builder Centre (a
Division of Wolseley Centres), Travis Perkins, and the Heiton Group have joined
heavy building material suppliers Aggregate Industries, Hanson, RMC, and Tarmac,
leading plant hire companies A-Plant, Alfred McAlpine Plant, GAP Group, Hewden
Stuart, and Speedy Hire, and major contractors Alfred McAlpine, Amec, Carillion,
McNicholas Construction, Mowlem, and Taylor Woodrow, in adopting Causeway
Tradex as their online e-invoicing system (Construction News, 2002d).
Powered by Causeway Tradex, the e-Invoicing Service has been designed to offer
clients/customers an online, secure trading service that allows invoices and other
trading documents to be uploaded, viewed, downloaded, archived and integrated into
any accounting application. This provides a truly automated invoice production
service.
The Balfour Beatty Group has adopted the Burns Business Exchange (beX einvoicing transactions) to process 500,000 invoices annually from its 10,000 regular
suppliers to streamline its supply chain (Construction News, 2002e). Balfour Beatty,
spends over £2 billion a year on transactions. The company estimates that the average
handling cost of each invoice runs to £90, resulting in a total annual bill of £50
million (Darch, 2002). Currently, it is calculated that it costs an average of £2.47 to
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the sender in taking each invoice out of the printer and putting it into the post, while
the receiver spends a further £4.67 in transferring incoming information into its
accounts. That is a total of £7.14 within Balfour's invoice handling charge, whereas
working electronically, the cost of the e-stamp alternative would be something
between 15p and 80p depending on volume (Darch, 2002).

2.5.3.3 e-Tendering
Big industry players see online tendering as an important tool in the future of
procurement (McCrea, 2002c). As contractors appreciate, accuracy and efficiency are
essential at the tendering stage. The conventional approach to tendering can be costly
to both the client and the contractor due to the volume and complexity of the tender
documentation. It also has proven to result in various sources of inaccuracy and
malfunction in the tender process, such as illegible submission, arithmetical errors,
incomplete or in-compliant bids, hand-made amendments and missing the tender
deadline (Mills, 2001). Most of these can be greatly improved through the use of etendering.
e-Tendering allows both purchasers and suppliers to manage the entire tender process
via the Internet. The purchaser uploads the notice and/or Invitation to Tender (ITT)
onto the system. Notification is sent out, and the suppliers download the information
and complete their responses. Once the deadline has passed, the purchaser can access
the tenders. With e-tendering the whole process is done electronically; additional
documents from consultants can be drawn down and added to the information sent out
to tenderers. Also with information sitting in a server, framework subcontractors can
log on and access this at any time. All activities such as uploading, viewing or
downloading of documents is tracked and recorded. Therefore, security is as good as
with the manual systems. Features include encryption, digital signatures and
certificates, and the use of smartcards to authenticated users.
The UK government is one of many key clients putting its faith in e-tendering. The
intention is that 100% of all civil central government tenders should be sent out and
responded to electronically by the end of 2002. The Office of Government Commerce
(OGC) is leading a major procurement initiative called OGC TenderTrust, aimed at
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replacing the traditional paper tendering exercise with a web enabled system. The
initiative also includes the need to simplify the process and reduce tendering costs for
Government and its supplier base. A pilot scheme ran until February 2002, and the
OGC awarded seven contracts from this e-pilots programme (Wood, 2002a). The first
ITT was issued on 19 July 2001, with the first contract awarded on 10 September
2001. There are 143 suppliers able to use the system in November 2001 (Russell,
2001). Upon successful completion of the pilot scheme, an initial four-year
programme will follow. However it has not all been plain sailing, and lots of issues
arose. In particular, supplier sign-up was slow, software problems existed (White,
2001) and suppliers wanted one system for all departments (Day, 2002). OGC is to
log the problems and try to find solutions. For instance, initiatives have been put in
place to improve the sign-up of suppliers, with simplifications to the terms,
conditions, application form and software installation (White, 2001). Furthermore,
OGC is also looking for links across departments so that the same systems can be
used across government (Day, 2002).
Meanwhile, Flint (2002), the Federation of Master Builders' deputy director general
has warned that use of electronic tendering to bid for contracts could put many small
firms at a major disadvantage. But Day (2002), spokesman of OGC commented that:
"Suppliers are very pro e-tendering, ... They feel it levels the playing field, reduces
costs and enables SMEs to bid for government business." However, the Highways
Agency (HA) was also to set up an e-tendering system designed to increase improved
partnering through the supply chain using tools to measure performance and the use
of benchmarking. The new electronic system will be piloted on the basis of the
current HA suppliers' system, and will be implemented in the early part of 2002
(Pearman, 2001).
It is easy to identify the benefits of e-Tendering: speedy dissemination of documents,
knowing that the current version of data is in use, full audit trail of tender
communications and negotiations, increasing time freed up for value-adding activities
and supplying tender documents in comparable formats for easy and fair assessment
(Construct IT, 2000, p.21; Russell, 2001; CC, 2001b, p.16; BuildOnline, 2001, p.14;
McCrea, 2002a; Thomas, 2002).
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It is also worth noting that additional benefits include the savings of time and costs
(Figure 2.9), the elimination of transcription errors and increased speed of bid
analysis. For example, during 1997 the Construction Employer's Federation
supported the introduction of CITE based e-tendering into the Northern Ireland
construction industry. Within four months of the project launch, the Water Service
(Belfast) was able to conduct the tender process electronically (CITE, 200la, p.7).
Subsequent analysis carried out by the Water Service has highlighted some of the
potential benefits of e-tendering from the client's perspective. They estimate that the
annual cost of producing, copying and distributing tender documents could be cut by
90% by adopting electronic exchange (Construct IT, 2000, p.22).

Assemble Tender
package and
forward to
Bidders

Bidders

Receive Tender
Doc's, Query
info., & Submit

Bid Assessment
and Compliancy
Checks

Online
24Hrs

Specified
Tender
Period

6-8 Days &
Spec Tender
Period

Figure 2.9 e-Tendering saves time and money
Source: BuildOnline, 2001, p. 13

Bovis Lend Lease has also made wide use of web-enabled collaboration and tendering
tools. Kaplanoglu (2001) cites as a case study a medium dry lining subcontract, using
eu-supply.com. There were both qualitative and quantative benefits found; increased
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transparency of the process, dynamic real time information, automated comparison of
quotations, transaction reporting and audit trail, a 36% cost saving in human
resources, 91% saving in document distribution, 100% saving in enquiry distribution
and a three-day saving in the procurement programme.
Despite the undoubted managerial benefits, there are however new legal pitfalls to be
aware of when using e-tendering. The time a bid is submitted is often critical, but it
has not yet been fully established whether this is the time it is read or the time it is
received by the firm (Fell, 2001). Copyright is also harder to deal with - it is easy to
tell if something is a photocopy, unlike if an electronic file is disseminated. Indeed, in
order to read a file on a computer participants need to make a copy of it. Moreover, if
a bidder's tender contains pricing information, then the company should ensure that
the recipient of this information is only permitted to use it for the limited purpose of
considering the bid and undertakes not to use the information in connection with any
similar project.
Furthermore, serious problems will arise if confidential information gets into the
wrong hands, legal disputes arise, or the system crashes the very day the bid is due.
Most of these issues have been tested in this research and the results are discussed in
more detail in chapter 7.

2.5.3.4 e-Bidding and e-Auctions
Submitting tenders online can be taken one step further and bidders can be asked to
bid for a contract online, in real time. e-Bidding and online auctions are clones of eprocurement but are relevant mostly to the procurement of materials under limited
time-scales and in direct, open competition with others. (McCrea, 2002a) e-Bidding
therefore ultimately provides a certain format for the tendering process.
Many contractors view online bidding as an electronic 'Dutch auction' or reverseauction. A growing number of the industry's major clients are now using the reverseauction or 'Dutch auction' system in the final run-in to letting important deals
(Warner, 2002). Under the 'Dutch auction' system, interested parties should register
their company with the ASP (Application Service Provider) for carrying out the
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auction. Clients and their procurement experts also need to identify and pre-qualify
potential bidders in advance. This usually entails a client posting a request for a
quotation to bidders on a hosting website and inviting them to tender. The bidders
post their quotes to a secure section of the site accessible to the client. Using this
information, the client invites selected bidders to join the auction. On the date and
time of the auction, the bidders post up their bids to the client, which then displays the
lowest bid on the website. The auction is then opened for a fixed period, normally 45
minutes. Abidder may enter any number of bids, but each must be at least 0.2% lower
than the lowest bid, which is updated online. At the end of the auction, the client
awards the contract to the bidder of its choice.
e-Bidding was designed to reduce slow, wasteful paper tendering processes, cut costs
and speed up bidding. But in some cases it is reportedly being used to drive prices
down, so lowest price wins with little regard for quality (Wood, 2002b). One
contractor involved in a 'Dutch auction' for United Utilities in February 2002
described the system as "confusing" and a "sole drive for lowest cost" (Pearman,
2002a). Another contractor said that; "7 doubt if the process had any real value.
...Clients may think they are getting a good deal by driving down prices at the
eleventh hour - but they are not" He added, "7/ contractors know that the whole
bidding process is going to wind up with a reverse auction, they will put in higher
prices to start with. In the end, clients probably get the same price they would have
got by normal methods" (Warner, 2002).
There are also concerns about the impact it could have on Best Value principles. The
Electrical Contractors Association (EGA) commercial officer Ken Tracey (2002)
warned of a rise in costs and a fall in quality; "The minimal prices encouraged by
reverse auctions will have an adverse effect on a building s quality, resulting in higher
running and maintenance costs in the long-term."
Defending the opposite viewpoint, Brisdon (2002), procurement director for Scottish
Power, said that the company always judges bids on whole-life cost, not lowest cost.
In addition, the former Confederation of Construction Client's chief executive Zara
Lamont (2002a) pointed out; "We totally oppose Dutch auctioning as no-one wins,
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neither buyer nor seller. These developments will be vigorously assessed in order to
retain the emphasis adopted by the industry generally on quality-assured solutions"'
The future of e-bidding in construction is undermined when clients are using it for
'Dutch auctions'. Moone (2002), director of the Construction Best Practice
Programme (CBPP) believed that the fault lies not with the system, but with an
industry that is not yet "mature enough to allow e-bidding to determine market
value". He said, "// is not a question of whether e-bidding is right or wrong, but how
it can feasibly work in our industry and what subsequently needs to change to make
the e-bidding process mutually beneficialfor all parties"
Online procurement specialist eu-supply.com has been trying to win the industry
round to reverse auctions from the three years ago. Shaw (2001), marketing manager
at eu-supply.com emphasises that reverse auctions are not for use in all procurement
situations. He added, "Auctions are not suitable for partnering arrangements with
suppliers. But they are useful for when a buyer wants to test the open market" Parfitt
(2001), head of e-procurement of Taylor Woodrow, agreed; "An auction is not suitable
for all situations" he said. "When the subcontractor has a big design input or for a
framework agreement, it is not appropriate. But for commodities it can establish a
competitive pricing level. The problem with buildings is that they are all in different
locations, using different materials, and it is not always easy to know what the right
pricing level is, especially ifyou are building in an unfamiliar location."

Apart from the obvious common benefits of Internet transaction such as reduced
paperwork, Simkin (2002), founder of TradingParts believes that e-bidding has its
own particular benefits; 'Transparent' and 'faster' both bring to the process aspects
that flush out poor value. He does not accept contractors' claims that e-bidding
encourages a lowest bid culture. Parfitt (2001) further commented that; "// also gives
me visibility of the procurement process. ...All the tender documents were online for
me to view, and it is all fully auditable, rather than scraps of paper or phone
conversations."
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Although e-bidding provides an open and transparent electronic environment to the
client, it does not provide all-out price competition. Shaw (2001) suggested that
clients could also weight a bid, if a supplier has a particularly good delivery record.
The client can then adjust the bid so that the supplier can bid higher than the others
and still win the business. Alternatively, if another supplier has lower quality than the
others, that bid can be weighted so the supplier has to bid less to be in with a chance.
e-Bidding and e-Auctions are still in the early stages. However, the industry needs to
run more pilot schemes to fine-tune the process, but in the right situation, bidding and
auctions can be good for everyone.

2.5.4 Current Usage of e-Commerce in Construction
Four recent surveys; (Ramesys, 2001b; CPA, 2001b; CICA, 2001) of contractors,
housebuilders and suppliers conducted in 2001 show little enthusiasm in construction
for the widespread use of e-commerce. Of the audience surveyed at two seminars in
Manchester and London by software provider Ramesys, 43% said they had no budget
for e-business and 56% had placed no trade over the Internet to date (Construction
Manager, 2002). Of those surveyed at a Construction Products Association (CPA,
200 Ib) seminar in London, only 26% thought the customers were ready to use ecommerce.
It seems that things are not going to improve much over the next few years either,
72% at the first Ramesys seminar (67% at second Ramesys seminar) expected less
than half their trade to take place through e-commerce over the next three years
(Atkinson, 200la; Contract Journal, 200la).
But the results also showed that the industry is convinced of the benefits of ebusiness. A healthy 48% at the first Ramesys seminar said the industry was ready to
adopt electronic trading and 36% agreed e-commerce would provide very significant
cost reductions.
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The industry was ready to use e-commerce was also the case in the Construction
Industry Computing Association (CICA, 2001) survey which examined the industry
perception of e-commerce. The survey found that the use of e-commerce in
construction had increased by 14% over the preceding 12 months. Of the companies
surveyed, 19% said they had used an e-commerce portal, and two-thirds plan to do so
regularly.
Other survey results include:
•

Only 10% of attendees at a second Ramesys seminar had placed orders for
building materials electronically in the past month and 84% of the audience had
not placed any orders in the past year. However, 37% expected to buy materials
electronically within the next six months and a further 41% within the next 18
months.

•

65% of the audience at the Ramesys seminars said that it would take three years
for supply chain management to become effective.

•

81% at the second Ramesys seminar believed that if electronic trading was
adopted, savings would be due to greater efficiency. Only 19% thought that
savings would come from new procurement methods.

The above survey results showed that the industry was biding its time to get involved
in e-commerce. The UK construction industry appears to be reluctant to adopt ecommerce. The lack of pioneering spirit was clearly shown up by one of the questions
at the Ramesys seminars where 53% of the audience were identified as e-followers,
who were waiting for the benefits of e-commerce to be demonstrated by others.
Connaughton (2002b), project manager of Information Technology Construction Best
Practice Programme (ITCBP) said, "People are waiting for others to invest in it and
make the mistakes before putting money in themselves. ...Everyone talks about
construction being a great opportunity for e-business because it is fragmented and
there are many transactions in any one project, but it is not as simple as that'"
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2.5.5 Barriers of e-Commerce to the Construction Industry
In the real business world, e-commerce is more than just Internet trading. Ecommerce is a new way of working and doing business, changing organisational
structures, reshaping traditional industries and introducing new market realities. At
the moment, most construction businesses are adopting a 'wait and see' attitude and
responding defensively rather than making a strategic examination of what is being
offered and what will happen if they do not get into this new technology now.
B2B e-commerce has been slow to develop in the UK construction industry,
principally due to the conservative, traditional culture of the industry. It was identified
as the biggest constraint on future development, with 90% of respondents seeing it as
a problem in the CICA's (2001) second annual survey. In addition, industry leaders
see software standards as increasingly the biggest barrier to the development of ecommerce (Hampton, 2001b). This finding was also confirmed by CICA's (2001)
survey that there was an increasing problem of incompatibility in both systems and
standards, identified by 60% of the respondents.
Other barriers, identified from the literature review are;
•

Lack of management understanding of the benefits. This was identified as the
biggest obstacle to adopting e-commerce, at 47% (Ramesys, 2001b).

•

Customers not ready. 63% the audience at the CPA seminar believed that the
biggest obstacle to e-commerce was that their customers were not ready for it
(Construction Manager, 2002).

•

Worries about service levels and security. 38% the audience at the Ramesys
seminars concerned service levels as the main worry about Internet trading,
followed by security (32%) (Atkinson, 200la; Sloan & Low, 2000; Khalifa et a/.,
1999).

•

Lack of trust. Recent research reports quote 'lack of trust' as one of the main
barriers to the increasing use of e-commerce (Sloan & Low, 2000; Elliman &
Orange, 2000).

•

Organisational barriers. These include an inability to quantify (financially) the
impact of e-commerce and a general reluctance to change the way business was
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undertaken (Love et a/., 2001; Cheng et a/., 2001; Sloan & Low, 2000; Strategic
Forum for Construction, 2002).
•

Financial Barriers. These include cost of training and education, investment risk
and market uncertainty (Love et al, 2001; Sloan & Low, 2000; Strategic Forum
for Construction, 2002).

•

Lack of employee skill requirements. For example, employees of individual
organisations may not have the skills to operate the new tools (Sloan & Low,
2000; Cheng etal., 2001; Strategic Forum for Construction, 2002).

For breaking the barriers to the increasing use e-commerce Cheng et al. (2001) and
Love et al. (2001) suggest that construction organisations should consider the
following descriptive recommendations if they are to effectively leverage the benefits
of e-commerce;
1. Be clear on what kind of change is required; decide what approach is best from
both a customer (internal and external) and competitive viewpoint.
2. Plan - schedule the project and do not skip steps that must occur throughout the
development, implementation (rollout) and adoption process.
3. Accessibility - the new communication and transmission tools must be easily and
readily accessible by all users in coping with the need for fast response.
4. Compatibility - a widely compatible operating system has to be used by all
network partners. It should support most software applications.
5. Stability and reliability - stability, reliability and robustness of the digital system
can stimulate the enthusiasm of users to make use of the computers and network.
6. Minimal training and education - the selected tools should be easy to learn. This
will provide staff with the confidence and ability to overcome barriers to ITrelated business process change.
7. Set your sights on the specific objective - for example, is the aim to be first to
adopt X technology through e-commerce, to gain Y% market share.
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2.5.6 Opportunities for e-Commerce on Future
Development in Construction
The evaluation of ICT in particular with respect to the WWW remains an important
process that requires careful management and control. Cheng et al. (2001) suggests
that the strategic decision to adopt e-commerce requires a construction organisation to
re-examine their business operations as well as their business relationships with
clients/customers, subcontractors and suppliers.
Currently, one of the major issues facing e-commerce is the ability to create user
confidence in the security of e-commerce transactions. In addition, secure financial
transactions are also crucial for businesses to carry out on-line payments with their
business partners and clients.
Downing (2001), e-strategist with BT stated that; " We have got a long way to go on ecommerce. We are only 5% into developing this market so far" He added, "This
market is seriously immature. It is a much more complex market than people thought.
Supply chain management is a lot more complex than just going online." But one
thing is certain; e-commerce will have a major impact on the industry and no one
seems to doubt that construction will implement e-commerce in the end.
However, there are still so many opportunities and choices in the e-market. New
ventures are still being launched. Recently, the most significant new venture is
Asite.com (Atkinson, 2001b). It is led by major construction industry clients such as
Stanhope, Rotch Property Group, BAA and British Land. Asite is developing a suite
of tools including e-procurement, project collaboration and a database of supplier
catalogues.
Mellon (2001), Asite's director of strategy and development said the aim of new
ventures is to reduce the supply chain's cost base and introduce better efficiencies,
which will mean the clients will get cheaper, more efficient buildings. Lament
(2002b), former chief executive of the Confederation of Construction Clients (CCC)
agreed. "If we are going to secure long-term improvements in our industry's
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performance, we must seek to standardise our processes, and one way to do this is
through the adoption of new technologies." She adds, "We believe that the increased
me of electronic processes for procurement and supply chain integration will help to
strip out unnecessary duplication and waste. This will lead to improved margins for
suppliers and lower prices for clients."
For example, the UK construction industry has a total annual spend of £25 billion on
materials and the average value of a materials requisition is £250. The cost of
paperwork is put at £60 per item (Leitch, 2001). Mellon (2001) stated, "From these
figures, you can calculate that the construction industry puts in a total of 100 million
requisitions a year. This generates a £6 billion cost. We know we can take 75% of the
cost out of buying by using the browser to access all necessary information." This will
mean the industry could save a staggering £4.5 billion by conducting their materials
buying process over the Internet. But, always remember that if it is still quicker and
more efficient to just pick up the phone, moving online may not be viable.
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2.6

ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP)

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a system utilising software, which comprises
business applications that centralise and manage all the enterprise information. ERP
emerged into the UK construction market three years ago, as a result of attempts to
integrate all company departments and functions onto a single computer system. The
top five ERP vendors are SAP, Oracle, Peoplesoft, JD Edwards and Baan. They have
a combined market share of 64% (Halsall, 2002).
Currently, ERP has attracted the interest of large construction organisations such as
Jarvis, Amey and WS Atkins (Leitch, 2002b). According to the report 'Use of ERP in
the Construction Industry - Summary of Findings' (ML Payton Consultants, 2000),
construction companies are looking to ERP to maximise efficiency. More especially
ERP systems are being used to:
•

Improve responsiveness in relation to customers/clients

•

Strengthen supply chain partnerships

•

Enhance organisational flexibility

•

Improve decision-making capabilities

•

Reduce project completion time

•

Lower costs

One of the main benefits of ERP software is the cost saving brought about by
improved efficiency. Re-keying can be reduced or eradicated entirely; errors are less
likely to occur, and processes can be speeded up (Ramesys, 2002). Furthermore,
according to Lee et al. (2002, p.663) research revealed that an ERP system shortens
the procurement cycle through automating most of the repeated transactions and
reducing the level of manpower required to perform the tasks by up to 80%.
ERP solutions have however been criticised for being very expensive, with enormous
hidden costs. Also businesses often have to be restructured simply to fit the
restrictions of the ERP software (Leitch, 2002b). In addition, the construction industry
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has several unique needs that must be taken into account by the ERP vendor
community. It is a highly fragmented industry with specialised segments requiring
specialised systems. The question of whether the UK construction industry is ready to
embrace ERP and therefore benefit from the potential benefits discussed in this
chapter is debatable. Major barriers to the acceptance and utilisation of ERP are
rooted in the cultural and fragmented nature inherent in this sector. The potential for
the adoption of ERP is discussed further in chapter 3.

2.7

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Health and safety is an important issue at present. A general viewpoint of industry is
"Health and safety is an attitude of mind and has little to do with computers."
Fortunately, that is not the view of the IT sector, which has many packages available.
The construction industry remains one of the most dangerous places to work in the
UK (Ramesys, 200 Ic; Carter, 2001). Statistics from the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) show that UK construction workers are approximately five times more likely to
be killed and two times more likely to be seriously injured compared to the average
for all industries (Whitelaw, 2001).
Latest figures from the HSE show that the provisional number of fatal injuries to
construction workers dropped to 79 in 2001/2002 from 106 in 2000/2001,
demonstrating a reduction of 25%. This compares with 65 in 1998/1999. Thus over
the past decade there has been no significant improvement (Figure 2.10). The
construction industry accounts for 32% of all worker fatalities (HSE, 2002, p.8).
However the rate of fatal injury per 100,000 workers did drop 28% to 4.2 in
2001/2002 from 5.9 in 2000/2001; this compares favourably with; France 21; Italy 17;
Spain 28; Germany 15 (Pearman, 2002b).
More than 170 delegates attended the Revitalising Health and Safety in Construction
Conference in October 2001. They agreed that the industry had to change its approach
to many aspects of its business. These include reducing adversarialism, better selfregulation by industry, integrated construction teams and the setting up of consultation
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forums. All of these would help to reduce the industry's appalling safety record
(Wood, 2001).

0.0

92/93 93/94 94/95 95/96 96/97 97/98 95/99 99/00 00/01 OfQ2p
E^DUD Number of fatal injuries to the self-employed
Reporting year
I Number of fatal injuries to employees
Rate of fatal injury per tX) 000 workers

Figure 2.10 Number and rate of fatal injury to workers in construction
Source: HSE, 2002, p.8

But the key challenge is to convert ideas into reality. The question remains whether IT
or ICT can make an impact on the industry's poor health and safety record. Currently,
a large number of packages cover risk assessment and mitigation. Many offer
software systems for planning and monitoring of safety checks, some of the products
are available on CD-Rom and can form part of a training initiative presenting realcase scenarios and simulations.

2.7.1 Risk Assessment and Mitigation
For years, risk management was considered a paper exercise, with the results often
consigned to a filing cabinet. About 80 - 90% of health and safety documentation for
construction sites is on paper (Kavanagh, 2001). Now, Internet and associated
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technology can more fully involve the whole team than ever before, and risk
assessment has become a routine part of managing large projects (McAll, 200 la).
For example, Project Safety Management an Irish health and safety consultancy used
Construction Health and Safety Manager software on four major projects across the
Republic, including the redevelopment of Dublin airport (Hampton, 200 Ic). The
Construction Health and Safety Manager shifts the emphasis away from the current,
largely paper-based documentation to an electronic format.
The software is compliant with the Construction (Design and Management)
Regulations 1996 and includes pre-contract safety files, construction plans, risk
assessments, method statements, company safety policy, safe working procedures,
accident procedures and reporting.
Kavanagh (2001), managing director of Project Safety Management said, "// is a lot
ofpain to do all that paperwork, it has to be filled in, printed off andfiled. Using this
system, all you have to do is input the information once at the beginning of a project
and update when necessary, so it saves me time as well as money." He added, "Using
an electronic system was the only way forward and Construction Health and Safety
Manager was the only system we looked at that met all our needs. The section on risk
assessment is particularly good."

2.7.2 Planning and Monitoring of Safety Checks
From the data held at BAA, it was found that 90% of accidents in construction could
be cut out by preplanning the whole project process and by having qualified people
carry it out (Egan, 200la). But one key area that is frustrating contractors is the rush
to start on site. As one contractor said, "Two years to design, two months to tender,
start Monday" often without a fully developed safety plan.
Fortunately, many systems have been developed for planning and monitoring of safety
checks. One is the recently launched PC-based health and safety monitoring system
E-SAFE 100 (Pearman, 2002b). The new Internet-enabled technology, has been

.
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produced by Knowledge Online in partnership with the Construction Industry
Training Board (CITB).
With E-SAFE 100, inspectors can utilise technology which links to the CITB's GE700
site safety guidelines. On site use of a Windows-based hand-held PC to monitor and
set audits, to alert managers of checks not done, and to captures digital images on site,
helps impose new site standards and sets closer and more frequent audits for the
safety team.
The system was created after Building Services Research Information Association
(BSRIA, 2002) surveys showed that 88% of contractors would be happy to use such a
system. Leading contractors Amey and Carillion have adopted the system to record
safety figures in company results. If safety statistics do become a normal part of
company results it could have an impact on foreign acquisitions (Pearman, 2002b).

2.7.3 Training on the Net
Training, training and more training was the overwhelming message from contractors
of what is needed if construction is to turn round its negative record on safety.
Statistics from the HSE showed that over half of construction workers who die have
been on site for less than two weeks (Whitelaw, 2001). Training is therefore an
important issue with respect to the 'Revitalising Health and Safety in Construction'
initiative.
Today, Internet technology can play a critical role in training. Currently, the most
effective online management training is through role-playing exercises where the
trainee is asked to choose from a range of responses, following through the
consequences of an inappropriate decision step-by-step. This ensures a level of
involvement, which is at least the equivalent of classroom sessions (Mcall, 200 la).
Thames Water for instance has launched its Health & Safety Passport system on-line
(Construction News, 2002f). The bespoke system has been designed to:
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•

Check and identify Health & Safety - related training records for all staff and
contractor's employees working on Thames Water projects.

•

Facilitate the

movement

of trained

workers between

contractors and

subcontractors without the need for unnecessary training.
•

Generate a new Passport to Work Smart ID card for all approved operatives.

Commenting on the need for such a system, lan Laber (2002) of Thames Water said:
" We need to be able to ensure that only suitably trained people carry out safety
critical tasks on our sites" He added, "We wanted a system that was easy to access
and enabled training needs to be economically managed"
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2.8 KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Knowledge Management (KM) has received a great deal of attention in recent years.
It is also one of the current big issues in the world of IT (Hamilton, 2002a).
Furthermore, KM is now recognised as a core business practice and intellectual assets
play a vital role in gaining competitive advantage in the UK construction industry
(Kamara^a/.,2002).
Today the construction industry demands results faster than ever - decisions must be
made rapidly through electronic methods. The greatest challenge facing construction
executives is how to manage their intellectual capital (Kululanga & McCaffer, 2001).
Moreover, construction professionals must be constantly aware of past experience.
However, they also seek to incorporate an ever-growing pool of new ideas in order to
innovate faster than the competition (Sheehan, 2002). In the face of such challenges,
KM offers real potential to construction organisations seeking to be as effective as
possible.
The importance of KM in knowledge-intensive sectors, such as financial services,
management consultancy, petro-chemical and high-tech manufacturing, is well
documented (Union Square, 2001 a, p.8). For these businesses, maximising return on
intellectual asset is already an essential ingredient for success. In the construction
industry it is essential to rely on past project knowledge and information when dealing
with new projects. According to Egan (200la), a lot of organisations in the
construction industry are not spending enough time learning from itself. In many
cases, one part of a company works in a very excellent way on a project and yet the
rest of the company does not learn from them. In addition, the Gottlieb Duttweiler
Foundation found that only 20% of knowledge available to an organisation is actually
used (Brooking, 1996).
From a construction industry perspective, effective KM should be seen to involve the
creation, capturing, sharing, implementing and exploitation of knowledge. Figure 2.11
indicates that good KM practice requires knowledgeable people that are supported by
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integrated information and data sources in order to generate informed decisionmaking. Any construction organisation seeking to progress KM should consider a
three-stage approach, looking at people, process and technology. KM is therefore the
next logical step for a construction company after getting to grips with Project
Extranets (Underwood, 2002).

Increased
Understanding

Informed Decision
Making Process

Increased
Noise

Figure 2.11 Informed decision making process
Source: Sheehan, 2002

2.8.1 What is Knowledge Management?
There are many definitions of KM which have been well documented (Union Square,
200la; Kululanga & McCaffer, 2001; Egbu & Botterill, 2001; Sheehan, 2002; Kamara
et al., 2002; CBP, 2002). Like so many new management approaches KM has no
single definition. Union Square (200la, p.4) has defined KM as "about taking a
rational and systematic approach to understanding and leveraging value from the
intellectual assets of the organisation. This being achieved through the ongoing
acquisition, synthesis, sharing and use of information, insights, and experiences"
Kululanga and McCaffer (2001) provide an extra dimension into the above definition.
They cite the definition of KM adopted by Huber (1991) as follows: "KM is a process
of acquiring, creating, sharing, utilising and storing intellectual assets and other
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stimuli from the internal and external business environments that facilitates an
organisation to perform successfully" Consequently, effective KM is the ability to
manage the intellectual assets by realising both the cognitive and the support
processes in an organisation.
Furthermore, KM is about using ICT to capture the knowledge that is created project
by project and is usually only stored in the heads of the project team (Gauld, 2002).
So instead of 'reinventing the wheel' on each project, there is a vast database of
knowledge available to access if construction organisations are confronted with a
difficult problems.

2.8.2 Current Practice for KM in Construction
"If only Hewlett Packard knew, what Hewlett Packard knows" said the HP CEO
famously (Construction News, 2002g). It is also a problem which construction
organisations face more than most. However, the management of intellectual capital is
still an under-charted territory within construction organisations (Kululanga &
McCaffer, 2001). Often the same problem is solved several times over by
unconnected teams within the same organisation. Wheels are often reinvented simply
because people did not know that expertise sat in another department.
The concept of KM is not new, but what has been lacking is a methodology for
implementing the idea to help construction organisations gain competitive advantage.
The main problem of implementing the concept of KM within construction
organisations lies in the lack of a methodology for measuring the intellectual capital.
In order for construction organisations to assess their KM capability numerically,
Kululanga and McCaffer (2001) developed a framework adopted by Burgelman et al.
(1988) and European Construction Institute (1996) for the measurement of KM, based
on statement indicators. Figure 2.12 as an example, can facilitate benchmarking a
construction organisation's KM improvement process against others. It is clear that
dependence levels of KM by a construction organisation are lower than the general
business community, especially demonstrating a greater weakness in relation to
'Rewarding knowledge' and 'Sharing knowledge'.
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Figure 2.12 An example of measuring knowledge by benchmarking against other industries
Source: Kululanga & McCaffer, 2001, p.253

The last ten years have seen a significant change in corporate outlook. The common
sense of understanding and capturing the knowledge held within an organisation is
now very much in vogue. It is essential for the construction industry to grasp and
embrace this fundamental culture, technological and environmental shift. Field
(1999), knowledge manager at London Underground admitted the enormous task
faced by the organisation in garnering its own assets and creating a useful database
that allows authorised users access to information.
Many leading edge construction organisations however already have significant KM
programmes in place. For example, Arup has built its KM system through the use of
Autonomy, Wates Construction has used planning software Primavera as its KM tool
and the Sunley Turriff Group has adopted Workspace enterprise portal from Union
Square. Taylor Woodrow has used Document Management System as its KM
platform, Franklin + Andrews has selected Causeway Collaboration to manage
knowledge and Bovis Lend Lease has taken a different approach, introducing a
human element to its KM system - Ikonnect. These practices are outlined below.
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2.8.2.1 Amp - Autonomy
In order to achieve effective KM, Arup endorse a three-stage approach, looking at
people, process, and technology (Sheehan, 2002). The KM solutions to these three
areas are neither instantaneous nor easy. They require the commitment of senior
management, and the buy-in of the whole organisation.
Arup chose Autonomy to enable the harnessing of critical knowledge and expertise
held by its global employee base. Through the use of Autonomy, Arup does not need
to reinvent the successful processes that are already in place within the organisation;
Autonomy's technology is mapped onto their preferred way of working. Autonomy's
unique combination of technologies enables Arup to make efficient and effective use
of their employees' core competencies. Furthermore, Autonomy's Collaboration and
Enterprise Networks (CEN) delivers a number of key benefits (Butler, 2002). They
are:
•

Retain control and true insight of all the business activities regardless of scale

•

Provide an understanding of who the experts are in the organisation and who
should collaborate

•

Build a culture of accountability

•

Eliminate the threat of communication breakdown and duplication of effort

•

React

to

information

changes

faster through

automatic

delivery

and

personalisation of timely and relevant data
•

Identify knowledge gaps

•

Integrate multiple expertise repositories

•

Reconcile collaboration schema

2.8.2.2 Wates Construction - Planning Knowledge Management Tool
From using project hubs, KM follows naturally. Big clients such as Railtrack are
encouraging their suppliers to get into it, but it is not happening to any great degree in
construction (Forrester, 2002). However, Wates has dipped its toe in the water. They
are using planning software Primavera as their KM platform.
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The software could identify potential risks by overlaying historical data onto current
information, and once the project has been completed, it shows staff where the project
went wrong and what the problems were. Forrester (2002), project director of Wates
said, ''These data are invaluable to the rest of the company. Overall visibility, not just
for individual projects but for the whole company" he added. "Analysing these data
means managers of similar projects in the future can swiftly work out critical paths
and be aware of what can go wrong. It gives us a chance to benchmark our
activities."

2.8.2.3 Sunley Turriff Group - Workspace Enterprise Portal
Like other contractors, Sunley-TurrifFs existing information sources have grown up
over a period of time and are dispersed across a number of disparate applications
spread across the business. Therefore, they wanted to find a single and unified
Knowledge Portal to support a total population of around 350 users, connecting all
employees both inside and outside the organisation.
Workspace Enterprise Portal is a total business management solution - a system to
link together organisations' existing Intranet, document control, business and quality
management procedures with all of project related data. This crucial function and
centralisation will enable contractors to strengthen further the service they provide to
both clients and other business partners, providing significant added value to their
business (Oakden, 2002).
Stobbs (2002), group IT manager at Sunley-Turriff explained the reasons for the main
contractor's decision: "We have been very impressed with the high levels of specific
construction industry functionality delivered by the Union Workspace framework.''''
Furthermore, Workspace is intended to provide construction organisations from across
the construction supply chain with competitive advantage through the pragmatic
introduction of Intranet technology to enable effective KM.
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2.8.2.4 Taylor Woodrow - KM System
Taylor Woodrow has been making use of KM for 30 years. It started using its
Document Management System in 1997 for its African operations. In 2000 it rolled it
out across the whole company, and added the KM function simultaneously (Hampton,
2002a).
Essentially, Taylor Woodrow's KM System is a clever search engine. It searches for
concepts rather than words, and then gives staff a precis of each entry, picking out the
important concepts, so staff do not have to trawl through to see what is useful. There
is no need to bully staff into inputting the data into the system, because anyone using
the Document Management System automatically feeds into the knowledge
management software (Sayers, 2002).

2.8.2.5 Franklin + Andrews - Causeway Collaboration
Franklin + Andrews, one of the UK's largest construction and property consultancies,
involved in hundreds of projects annually with an aggregate value exceeding £4
billion, has selected Causeway Collaboration as its knowledge management platform
(Construction News, 2002h).
In time, all of Franklin + Andrews' more than 500 UK employees will be able to use
Causeway Collaboration to streamline and automate business processes, and to
facilitate bid preparation and project management across the firm. The software will
ultimately facilitate the delivery of a high quality and consistent approach to client
engagements.
Hodson (2002), Information System (IS) director of Franklin + Andrews said, "The
increasingly competitive environment in our industry requires evermore efficient
management of our clients 'money. We are confident that in working with Causeway to
deliver a secure, online and comprehensive corporate knowledge base, which
supports organisation wide document and information sharing, we can continue to
provide a leading edge service to our clients"
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2.8.2.6 Bovis Lend Lease - IKonnect
Bovis Lend Lease has used vast knowledge databases in the past but felt it was not
getting the best value out of the knowledge that was in people's heads. The reason is
technology cannot do the job on its own (Webb, 2002). Bovis Lend Lease therefore
introduces a human element to its KM system named IKonnect. Anyone in one of
Bovis Lend Lease's offices worldwide can send an e-mail query to the team of
IKonnect researchers. They in turn search the database for information on the subject
and put the inquirer in touch with people who can help. They have discovered that this
process is simple and effective.
For example, a project executive for Bovis Construction was asked to plan the internal
layout of their offices by a client. He put out a query to IKonnect and in two days he
got three responses, from London, Sydney and the US. Having this information meant
Bovis's employees are able to go to the client and back up the knowledge. It takes
away the element of chance and the fear factor for the client and helps Bovis's
employees establish a good relationship with clients (Wills, 2002).

2.8.3 The Way Forward for Effective KM in Construction
Achieving successful KM will not be easy, Sheehan (2002) has recently suggested
that organisations will have to simplify access to knowledge - both to increase the
effectiveness of knowledge sharing within firms, but also to facilitate collaboration
across supply chains. An appropriate culture will also be key - whilst it is possible to
'force' people into completing knowledge profiles or to push content to them, this
approach is far from sustainable. In practice, the future success of any KM system
relies on creating a culture to 'Enthuse organisation's employees with a desire for
knowledge'.
As construction organisations look to the future, Drucker (2002) has also suggested
that:
•

Knowledge will be a critical resource

•

Knowledge will transfer more effortlessly than money through the Internet

•

The knowledge society will be incredibly competitive
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•

IT will allow knowledge to spread near-instantly

In the future, KM will become an integral part of all successful organisations,
embedded in the organisational practice rather than regarded as a new field.
Individuals must seek knowledge and must perceive a benefit for themselves as well
as to the organisation if successful KM is to be achieved. Creation, and indeed
maintenance of such a culture is far from easy, but is essential to the success of any
KM effort (Sheehan, 2002).

2.9 SUMMARY

This chapter has reviewed the current state of ICT usage in the UK construction
industry. Unlike many other industries, ICT has not received adequate attention from
top management in this industry. It has also demonstrated that the level of ICT
applications among contractors in the industry is relatively low in comparison with
other industries. This low usage is perhaps related to the culture of the industry
whereby a 'wait and see' approach is very common in the industry. Another possible
reason is lack of management awareness of the benefits of ICT (Ramesys, 200Ib).
Other major conclusions, which can be drawn from the literature reviewed in this
chapter, are summarised below:
1. A recent survey conducted by the Building Centre Trust (1999, p.4) it was
revealed that 88% of the construction professionals had access to the Internet. But
a similar survey carried out by the Federation of Master Builders (2001), which
represents small and medium sized firms found that many builders are too busy
with the day-to-day running of their businesses to invest time and money in the
net, with half saying it has no impact on their companies.
2. The construction industry is now beginning to harness the power of WWW. Most
large construction organisations already have their own websites and SMEs are
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quickly following suit (Construction News, 2002a).
3. B2B e-business is being adopted rapidly, creating a new digital 'e-conomy\ A
recent survey conducted by KPMG (1999) found that a third of businesses across
Europe were already able to conclude business transactions online or had gone
further. KPMG also estimated that by 2002 over 25% of corporate sales in the UK
would be attributable to the Internet, compared to just 6.2% in 1999.
4. For tangible benefits, e-Commerce can reduce an organisation's costs between 5%
- 15% (Cope, 2002). In the USA, current estimates suggest that cost savings from
on-line trading will add 1% to margins (Building, 2000) as well as bring 20% 30% improvement in efficiency from the overall construction process (McCara
Waugh & Makar, 2002).
5. A Construction Confederation survey (CC, 200la) revealed that contractors are
beginning to buy materials online with 21% of companies employing over 250
people using procurement tools. The survey also predicts that this will rise to 43%
after 2002. A similar survey conducted by Ramesys (200la), forecast that within
the next five years over 75% of all purchases in the construction industry will be
made via the Internet.
6. e-Commerce has been slow to develop in the UK construction industry,
principally due to the culture of the industry. It was identified as the biggest
constraint on future development, with 90% of respondents seeing it as a problem
in the CICA's (2001) second annual survey. In addition, industry leaders see
software standards as increasingly the biggest barrier to the development of ecommerce (Hampton, 200 Ib).
7. The study carried out by BAA revealed that the construction industry could
eliminate 90% of accidents by preplanning the whole project process and by
having qualified people carry it out (Egan, 200Ib). In addition, the Building
Services Research Information Association (2002) surveys showed that 88% of
contractors would be happy to use such a system like E-SAFE 100 to improve
their health and safety performance, 42% of respondents used no electronic
systems at the moment, while 42% of contractors said that safety reporting took
between 30% and 40% of a health and safety manager's time.
8. Knowledge Management (KM) has received a great deal of attention in recent
years. It is also one of the current big issues in the world of ICT (Hamilton,
IT———————-————————______________________._________.. ._.
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2002a). KM is therefore the next logical step for a construction company after
getting to grips with Project Extranets (Underwood, 2002).
The construction industry is widely regarded as being slow on the uptake with
technology - but not with market places. The whole concept of online exchanges is
less than three years old, and there are already in excess of 100 market places
targeting the construction sector (Poston, 2000).
Downing (2001), e-strategist with BT, advised that companies are not to go for a 'Big
Bang' strategy when adopting new technology. He further commented, 'Wo system
can be fully tried and tested in an industry this young. Work on things you understand
and keep it simple. If your existing electronic data systems work well for you, leave
them in place, but start exploring other ways of working''
Rawlinson (2000), a construction analyst with stockbroker Peel Hunt further
suggested that the price-based argument is not sustainable. In the longer term, it will
be about the cost taken out of the supply chain. "The winners will be those exchanges
that lock into their client's ERP systems and deliver products on time and at the right
quality. Price may come third in the equation," he said.
The next chapter will investigate the potential for Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) in integrating the supply chain in the UK construction industry.
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3. THE POTENTIAL FOR ERP IN
INTEGRATING THE SUPPLY CHAIN IN
THE UK CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
3.1

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this chapter is to assess the functionality of Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) software and to discuss its potential for integrating the supply chain in the UK
construction industry. It also describes how UK construction organisations currently
use ERP systems. However, there has recently been some negative press regarding
ERP software - it is considered expensive with enormous hidden costs (Ramesys,
2002). The benefits and drawbacks of ERP will be considered in this chapter.
The first use of the computer for planning material was Material Requirements
Planning (MRP), which was used to assure that the master plan was realistic in terms
of materials and capacity. This considers integrating the material and capacity
resource plan with the financial resources of the company. A significant evolution of
the critical planning tool has developed and is termed Manufacturing Resource
Planning (MRPII). Subsequently computers have continued to develop more powerful
capacity in processing and have become smaller in size. This has led to ERP being
developed. ERP is distinguished from MRPII in its use of rational databases,
integrated computer-aided engineering tools such as Product Data Managers (PDM),
and open-system portability to integrate systems such as Advanced Planning and
Scheduling (APS) and Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) (Ptak &
Schragenheim, 2000, p.xxv).
In a similar way that trees grow with the addition of rings, enterprise management
systems also have grown with additional functionality. Recently, these individual
enterprise rings have been linked through integrating the supply chain (Figure 3.1). A
smooth-running, well-oiled Supply Chain Management (SCM) is the lifeblood of an
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enterprise. It is the ability to extend critical information and processes beyond the four
walls of an enterprise to anyone else involved in the chain. Without SCM, succeeding
in today's dot.com business environment, and achieving economic success can be
limited.

SCM
ERP
MRPII

Figure 3.1 ERP Growth Rings
Source: Ptak & Schragenheim, 2000, p. 106 (Adapted by author)

The American Product and Inventory Control Society (APICS, 2000) defined Supply
Chain Management as the "planning, organising, and controlling of supply chain
activities." Furthermore, the Supply Chain Council USA (SCC, 1996) also defined
Supply Chain Management as, 'Process reference models integrate the well-known
concepts of business process reengineering, benchmarking, and process measurement
into a cross-functional framework.' Therefore, the goal of the integrated supply chain
is 'to have real time accurate information from the customer s customer to the
supplier's supplier in a seamless reliable information process such that is being built. '
(Figure 3.2)
Currently, the UK construction industry is facing the situation of how to make the
supply chain more integrated. Some construction organisations have been quick to
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pursue the business benefits, but not all evidence supports the view that supply chain
integration could enhance business performance. A recent survey revealed that 85% of
respondents said that they doubted that the process would yield a more efficient
service (Watson, 2000).
According to Ptak and Schragenheim (2000, p. 129), "Experts are claiming that in the
future it will no longer be single companies competing against each other. The
individual company must position itself into a competitive supply chain and then
different supply chains will compete against each other. Others would say the future is
here today"

Plan

Source

Supplier's
Supplier

Supplier

Internal or
External

Make

Your Company

Deliver

Customer

Customer's
Customer

Internal or
External

Figure 3.2 Integration of processes throughout the entire supply chain
Source: Supply Chain Council (SCC, 1996) cited in Ptak & Schragenheim, 2000, p. 110
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3.2

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT IN THE UK
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Improving Supply Chain Management (SCM) is emerging as an essential imperative
to many construction companies. Particular supplier and subcontractor (hereafter
supplier) management in the construction industry is of fundamental importance to
construction contractors due to the high proportion of supplier input to the value of a
completed construction project. Usually, suppliers contribute 75-80% of the value of a
construction contract during the construction process (Atkin et al., 1995).
Better management of the supply chain in other industry sectors has been shown to
lead to increased profitability. Some organisations have been ruthless in their
elimination of redundant or ineffective processes in the supply chain, with the result
that both quality of service and profit have improved. 'Add value not cost', has
become their maxim for success. Compared to other sectors, the construction industry
in the UK has only recently become involved in SCM. The late acceptance of SCM
has been recognised by Akintoye et al. (2000) as being associated with the industry's
traditional culture and in particular the endemic lack of trust of its protagonists,
combined with a widespread ignorance of supply chain philosophy. The construction
industry has a culture of regarding suppliers as dispensable. Changing suppliers
however is normal, although this is not without cost. The impetus for this relatively
recent involvement in SCM can largely be attributed to the recommendations outlined
in three recent reviews of the UK construction industry; 'Constructing the Team',
Latham (1994), 'Rethinking Construction', Egan (1998) and 'Accelerating Change'
Strategic Forum for Construction (2002).
Latham's report considered it possible to achieve 30% efficiency savings in
construction costs and reduce the potential for conflict if contracting organisations
engage in a partnered arrangement with their clients. Egan further exhorted the
construction industry to follow the lead set by exemplars in the manufacturing and
retail industries by adopting a more customer-focused supply chain management
approach. The development of the simple project-partnered relationship between the
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contractor and the client advocated by Latham to the more extensive SCM approach
recommended by Egan has the potential to realise significant benefits to all the
'stakeholders' in the supply chain. More recently, the Strategic Forum for
Construction (2002) report, 'Accelerating Change' intended to produce a more
modern and dynamic industry. The report challenges the construction industry to
provide maximum value for clients and end users and provide a consistently world
class product.
Historically, publicly funded construction projects have necessitated the use of
compulsory competitive tendering, with the selection of the lowest tender bidders to
demonstrate the appropriate use of public funds. The advent of the Private Finance
Initiative (PFI) and the appreciation of Value for Money principles have recently
provided an access route for SCM 'stakeholders' to public projects that would
otherwise not have been considered possible. The UK's National Health Service
(NHS) has, according to Bourn (2000), the largest and most complex property
portfolios in Europe, with capital assets valued at £72 billion. In recognition of the
need to improve its capital procurement strategy, the NHS has established NHS
'Procure 21', an initiative whose objective is to establish a culture of continuous
improvement in the procurement of healthcare facilities. 'Procure 21' has four key
elements that accord with the tenets of SCM; Partnering, Establish the NHS as a best
practice client, Design Quality and Benchmarking and Performance Management.
There is however an entrenched culture, resistant to change within many public
organisations and it is unlikely that the reputed benefits that SCM offers will be
realised unless the barriers to change are overcome.
To realise the full potential of supply chain management, appropriate attention should
also be given by all the participants to the often ignored 'soft' issues, of trust,
integrity, organisational culture and respect, as well as the traditional emphasis on the
'hard' issues such as cost, quality and time parameters. Furthermore, the advent of
information technology systems that facilitate supply chain management, such as
Enterprise Resource Planning, will need to be embraced to ensure trading efficiency
and achieve competitive advantage.
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3.3

LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE APPLICATION
OF THE ERP SYSTEM IN THE MANUFACTURING
AND SERVICE INDUSTRIES

The question whether construction can learn from the successes of manufacturing and
service industries is well documented. According to the report, 'Rethinking
Construction' Egan (1998), the report's task force believes it can. As one
representative in 'The Task Force' wrote: 'We see that construction has two choices:
ignore all this in the belief that construction is so unique that there are no lessons to
be learned; or seek improvement through re-engineering construction, learning as
much as possible from those who have done it elsewhere."
For example, Kuhne (2001) describes how Hewlett Packard (HP) selected an ERP
Advanced Planner and Optimiser (APO) for its functionality and best-in-class
forecasting techniques. After the implementation, forecast accuracy improved by 2%
to 5% and forecasting cycle time has been cut by three days. Other benefits include a
reduction in inventory, improved customer service and substantial financial savings.
Another example is Bovis, Inc. (USA) one of the nation's largest construction
services companies. Thomas (2001), vice president of IT at Bovis stated, "ERJ}
flexible system provides Bovis with a suite of applications that are easily adaptable to
many different client sen'ices from the largest multi-site, program management
engagement to the smallest interiors project ...We are able to respond to market
changes quickly, matching our internal and external resources to meet the diverse
needs of our clients. That gives us a competitive edge" In each of these cases, the
ERP SCM solution gives manufacturing and service industry the tools they need to
manage their entire supply chain - from collaborative planning, forecasting and
replenishment to order fulfillment.

3.3.1 Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and
Replenishment
Collaborative Planning, Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) is one of the state-of87
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the-art solutions which have shown the advantages to be gained from business
partners who collaborate on planning supply chain activities. CPFR is a combination
of vendor managed inventory (VMI) and continuous replenishment program (eKanban) and is considered as the next step in improving inventory and customer
relationships. Figure 3.3 shows that a CPFR process indicates a buyer and seller
relationship to develop a single forecast mechanism and update it regularly based on
information shared over the Internet. The basic process according to SAP AG (1999,
p.9) consists of seven steps:
1. Define the role of each partner, establish confidentiality of shared information and
agree on exception handling and performance measurement.
2. Create a joint business plan and establish products to be jointly managed including
category role, strategy and tactics.
3. Develop a single forecast of consumer demand based on combined promotion
calendars and analysis of point of sale (POS) data.
4. Identify and resolve forecast exceptions. This is achieved by comparing current
measured values such as stock levels in each store against the agreed-upon
exception criteria.
5. Develop a single order forecast that time-phases the sales forecast while meeting
the business plan's inventory and service objectives and accommodating capacity
constraints for manufacturing, shipping, etc.
6. Identify and resolve exceptions to the forecast, particularly those involving the
manufacturer's constraints in delivering specified volumes, creating an interactive
loop for revising orders.
7. Generate orders based on the constrained order forecast. The near-term orders are
fixed while the long-term ones are used for planning

3.3.1.1 Vendor Managed Inventory
Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) has been common for some time in the retail
industry and an increasing number of customers within other industries, such as the
automotive and electronic components industries are requiring their suppliers
(vendors) to support VMI as a condition of continuing to do business with them.
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Figure 3.3 The process of CPFR
Source: SAP AG Germany, 1999, APO, plO (Adapted by author)
VMI moves the day-to-day responsibility for management of inventories from the
customer to the supplier. Suppliers are usually happy to develop a VMI relationship
because it enables them to manage their inventory more intelligently and more costeffectively. Customers who only pay for what is actually used from the stores can
dramatically reduce the overall cost and improved availability of these critical yet low
cost parts.
Therefore, VMI becomes a win-win scenario, but in the traditional mode, one of VMI
weaknesses is that some customers use it to force inventory responsibility on the
supplier without becoming true partners in the process. Another disadvantage is that it
can substantially increase the volume of data from customer to supplier - instead of
periodic orders; the customer sends consumption data daily for each item at each store
(Langenwalter, 2000).
The ERP VMI system provides authorised suppliers with a direct, real-time view into
the customers' inventory and order data for their items. They access and transmit
required VMI data through a standard Internet browser (whether Internet Explorer or
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Netscape Internet browser) or via the Business Connector. They translate Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) messages to Extensible Markup Language (XML) messages
(Figure 3.4). With an ERP VMI system, suppliers can closely monitor how items are
being consumed and determine the timing and volume needed to replenish stock.

Enterprise
Manufacturing

ERP
Portal

Figure 3.4 Vendor Managed Inventory Information Exchange
Source: QAD Inc. USA, 2001, p.l

If VMI is implemented properly, both the customers and the suppliers benefit. The
customer's benefits include reducing its administrative costs and having a higher
percentage of items available on the shelf at any given time. The supplier's benefits
include increased customer service and satisfaction, released capital, and improved
profit. Ostroff (2001) for example describes how Colgate (USA) selected an ERP
SCM solution to power its VMI initiative. It improved on time and completed orders
from 70% to 98% for vendor (supplier/subcontractor) managed inventory
replenishment and improved customer order fulfillment to 95%. Colgate also lowered
inventory capacity by 10% and reduced overall order cycle times.

3.3.1.2 Continuous Replenishment Program (e-Kanban)
Kanban is a proven Japanese methodology, which forms part of Just-In-Time (JIT)
philosophy that has been adopted by thousands of manufacturing companies. Kanban
is a Japanese word that means 'sign board', which contains information of a
production order or a purchase order and is an inventory control device. A Kanban
uses standard or lot size containers with a single card attached to each. Once the
container is empty, a card or an empty container is sent to the feeding suppliers. The
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supplier then quickly refills the container and sends it back to the point of use. This
replenishment can occur many times in a day to bring parts to the shop floor as
needed.
e-Kanban is the use of an automatic \flag\ which marks re-order points to ensure
optimum efficiency in goods and parts replenishment. For example, Edrington Group
(UK) adopted a middle-ware solution to bridge the gap between the ERP warehouse
management solution and their chosen bar code technology, in order to control the
planning and handling of materials such as dry goods for packing. Graham (2001),
project manager for the Edrington Group stated, "Middle-ware solution takes over the
control of all the Kanban supply tasks that take place from receiving the dry goods
(i.e. bottles, boxes etc.) into the warehouse, to storing and tracking them and
replenishing the production lines. A fair number of enhancements have been made
throughout this whole process. "
The middle-ware solution kicks in as the dry goods arrive at the warehouse. The
Edrington Group's 'Total Quality Analysts' check the deliveries and then book them
onto the ERP system, which simultaneously generates the pallet labels via the print
drivers. Once pallet labels for the newly delivered goods are generated the fork-truck
drivers take them away.
Each forklift operator has a truck-mounted terminal and a bar code scanner (Figure
3.5). The operator scans the newly arrived pallet and the middle-ware software, to
question ERP for a designated location for a specific pallet, so that it can be put away.
As it is put away, the operator scans the location to confirm the transfer back to the
ERP system (Figure 3.6). All transactions are communicated in real-time Mclntosh
(2001), a warehouse manager talked about its ease of use, "With our old system I had
operators who could carry out an inventory move in 3.75 minutes whilst others would
take 4.5 minutes. Since the new system went live, early indications show that all
operators are averaging 2.5 minutes for a stock movement. This is for the simple
reason that it is so easy to use. The fork-lift drivers can scan location or stock bar
code labels at close range or long range, up to 30 feet, they do not even need to gel
off the fork-truck."
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The shop-floor operatives use a PC terminal at the end of their pipeline to make realtime requests for the replenishment of bottles and boxes. The production line requests
appear on the fork truck monitor. Each task tells the operator what to pick and its
location. Once the pallet is picked up - the pallet label is scanned and the warehouse
location is updated in ERP in real-time. The forklift operator delivers the requested
pallets to the appropriate point as needed and scans the bar coded production line to
confirm. "My main objective is to make sure production does not stop because it is
waiting for dry goods for packaging from my warehouse. Since going live, across all
8 production lines, we have not once had people standing around waiting for pallets.
Before going live we always had at least one production line per day waiting and on
really bad days we could have up to 5 production lines screaming for supplies."
Mclntosh said.

Figure 3.5 Truck mount terminal and bar code scanner
Source: KTP Limited, 2001, pi0)

Figure 3.6 The forklift driver scans bar code labels
Source: KTP Limited, 2001, pi
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3.3.2 Order Fulfillment
Today, Internet enabled customers have more information and more choice than ever.
The one-size-fits-all days are gone, customers have high expectations and are
increasingly demanding more tailored and customised services to suit their specific
needs. Now these expectations are extending beyond front-end ordering systems to
back-end execution processes. They want things delivered on time and require instant
access to order status.
As evidence of this, a recent study of online holiday purchases highlights some of the
issues from Andersen Consulting (2001). "More than one-quarter of Web sites
explored could not take orders because they crashed, were blocked or were otherwise
inaccessible. Further, traditional retailers with an online presence were only able to
give accurate delivery estimates 25% of the time.''' In many cases, the order fulfilment
solutions could not support the delivery expectations set by the new sales channels.
Taking orders over the Internet is the easy task. The hard part is making good on the
available-to-promises of those orders. Therefore, the primary goal of order fulfillment
is the radical reduction of order-to-delivery time to customers.
The ERP order fulfillment solution enables companies to perform key linkage
between front-office and back-office and offers an end-to-end integrated e-business
suite to promise and deliver customer shipments. It also dramatically increases sales
and distribution efficiency and improves customer service. With an ERP order
fulfillment system, enterprises can accurately commit to delivery dates in real-time
and fulfill orders from all channels on time, with the following results (Hintlian &
Churchman, 2001; Lynch, 2001; Anderson & Lee, 2001):
•

Reducing inventory, to minimise the inventory-related costs, by having real-time,
accurate, inventory information.

•

Delivering in a short lead-time, by better visibility of demand for all sales
channels, to guarantee a competitive edge in the market.

•

Improving customer service, by supplying personalised products with real-time,
accurate delivery on time to the customer.
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from e-procurement to just-in-time delivery on site.

3.4.1 Using Vendor Managed Inventory for Controlling
Waste on Construction Sites
Waste in the construction industry has been the subject of several research projects
around the world in recent years. Formoso et a/. (1999) monitored material waste on
114 building sites, concluding that there is a considerable amount of waste that can be
avoided by adopting relatively simple prevention procedures. In addition, storage and
handling were pointed out as major causes of waste. Furthermore, Pinto (1989)
developed a study based on one site only, pointing out that indirect waste (materials
unnecessarily incorporated into the building) can be higher than direct waste (rubbish
that should be disposed of in other areas).
However, construction management often fails to identify or address waste in the
constructing processes. One reason that waste is not properly recognised is the
absence of appropriate tools for controlling waste or value. The ERP VMI solution is
a simple and effective tool that can be used to control waste in processes. One
common description of'waste' categories is provided by Shingo (1989):
1. Production of Defective Products
2. Over-production
3. Processing
4. Unnecessary People Moves
5. Unnecessary Transportation
6. Waiting Times
7. Inventories/stockpiles
8. Substitution
According to these categories, an ERP VMI solution is not specifically helpful for
identifying or controlling waste due to defects, processing, unnecessary people moves
and substitution. However VMI is helpful in controlling waste associated with over
production, unnecessary transportation, inventories and waiting time. This is because,
a VMI solution provides:
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Real-time inventory visibility to authorised suppliers via the Internet, which

•

could reduce inventory costs, storage and management requirements.
•

Internet-enabled payments

from

customers

to

suppliers,

triggered

by

consumption of material.
•

The opportunity for demand management to overcome the waste problem due to
overproduction, by reducing demand uncertainty and by a quick and direct
response to unexpected changes from clients.

•

EDI consolidation and translation over the Internet to provide support for just-intime delivery.

•

An economic alternative for small retailers to participate in supply chain
planning via the Internet.

3.4.2 Product Lifecycle Management Enables Collaborative
Engineering and SCM between Client, Contractor
and Partners
Construction is a highly fragmented industry, which consists of many players, from
design professionals and specialists, the main contractor, sub-contractors, suppliers to
developers and user groups. An important re-engineering principle is that enterprises
should focus on their core business and outsource everything, therefore, the main
contractor will usually outsource many of its project activities to sub-contractors and
suppliers.

ERP Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) creates a collaborative environment to
manage, track and control all project information over the complete project life cycle
through the extended supply chain for the construction industry. The result of this
collaboration is to bring the right information to the right people at the right time. In
addition, PLM accommodates the following key business problems and offers the
flexible requirement to protect the best interests of the project.
•

To find the right information quickly - PLM enables sharing and distribution of
up-to-date and accurate information to parties in projects on a real-time basis. In
addition, PLM enables access to the documents of the project via the Internet
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browser (Figure 3.7).
•

To incorporate the knowledge of business partners into the engineering processes
- PLM provides the ability of collaboration with sub-contractors and suppliers
involved in the SCM when their specialist advice is needed (Figure 3.8).

•

To provide full change status tracking - PLM provides an integrated set of
capabilities to monitor, implement and control change effectively by evaluation
of technical, time and costs effects and ensure that the design and construction
meets the project specification requirements. (Figure 3.9 ~ 3.10)

•

To achieve true collaboration throughout the extended supply chain - PLM
provides seamless integration over the product life cycle, and encourages a high
standard of services throughout the project. (Figure 3.11)

Some would argue that, with the race to deliver a final project from design to
execution and to satisfy clients in the competitive environment of today, any such
enterprise could not succeed without collaboration.
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3.4.3 Continuous Replenishment Program (e-Kanban)
Enhances Just-in-Time Delivery on Construction Site
The just-in-time production system is one of the aspects of lean production. The
Japanese JIT system involves three techniques: the pull system, levelled production,
and continuous-flow processing. This system is adaptable to fluctuations in demand,
and produces goods just-in-time for the next step (Gann, 1996). The term 'JIT' used
in the construction industry describes the delivery of materials to construction sites,
which must be delivered on time and immediately be installed, which means not too
late but not too early either. Therefore, the goal of the JIT production system is to
replenish the right materials at the right time and in the right amount during the
constructing processes.
Ready-mix concrete is a typical example of a JIT production system on construction
sites. On-time delivery of concrete is essential and important to a project, because
concrete should be placed not later than ninety minutes after adding water. Once
concrete arrives on a construction site, the concrete placement crew needs to be ready
to place it. Otherwise, if a ready-mix truck arrives early, the contractor may not yet be
ready. Trucks waste time on site during off loading. Furthermore, concrete may lose
its window for placement and the entire strength of the structure may be affected. If a
ready-mix truck is late, the concrete placement crew may stand around waiting.
In an ideal situation, all materials delivered on site should be the right ones, arrive at
the right time and be placed at the right location, in order to be fabricated
immediately. According to the ideal situation, this means having no buffers at all. In
practice, this is not usually achievable, especially in larger, more complex and more
customised construction activities, for example, transporting windows from the
factory to construction sites. In order to minimise transportation costs, a number of
factors should be taken into account, the window frames for example must be sorted
by size, the weight should be distributed among pallets and different sites could be
located at very different places. Therefore, it is very difficult to satisfy the demand of
sites that wish the windows to be delivered in a predetermined order. The result is
increased in-process inventory and waiting time on site.
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The continuous replenishment program (CRP) makes use of an automatic \flag\
which marks re-order points to ensure optimum efficiency in goods and parts
replenishment. Using CRP the contractor can achieve:
•

Co-ordination of both upstream and downstream information in the delivery
process

•

Effective communication - all transactions carried out on site are communicated
in real-time to the business partners.

•

Shared information - the contractor representative has a view of the materials
situation at all time, as do the suppliers.

•

Foresight - the CRP provides foresight to the whole constructing team so that
bottlenecks can be prevented.

•

Efficient replenishment - the CRP has the ability to efficiently replenish
materials during the construction processes (SAP, 1999).

3.5 CURRENT ERP PRACTICE IN CONSTRUCTION

The complexity of construction as a business and the limitations of computing
technology have, until recently, precluded the development of affordable solutions.
Construction remains complex but computing technology may have reached the stage
where effective solutions can be developed. A new breed of systems - ERP has
attracted the interest of larger construction firms such as Jarvis, Amey and WS
Atkins. These systems can require substantial changes to business processes for their
successful adoption. This approach is particularly attractive to contractors (Hamilton,
2002).
ERP systems are being used for construction companies to improve responsiveness in
relation to customers, strengthen supply chain partnerships, enhance organisational
flexibility, improve decision-making capabilities, reduce project completion time and
lower costs (ML Payton, 2000). Some companies also believe that ERP can empower
employees to make decisions, as they are able to gain access to information
previously unavailable (Ramesys, 2002).
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With all these benefits it may be difficult to see why a large proportion of construction
organisations choose not to purchase ERP software. The most quoted reason for not
choosing an ERP system is that companies discover the software does not support a
business process that is critical to their need. As Leitch (2002c) commented, the most
common reason for companies walking away after spending millions is that they find
the software does not support one of their business processes.
However, the construction industry has several unique needs that must be taken into
consideration by ERP vendors. It is a highly fragmented and complex industry with
specialised segments requiring customised systems. Regardless of what the company
decides, the first objective must always be to evaluate the business needs, not just now
but in the future.

3.5.1 Cost and Time of ERP Implementation
According to the report 'Use of ERP in the Construction Industry

Summary of

Findings' ML Payton Consultants (2000) revealed that:
•

Time and cost to implement depends heavily on the number of modules installed,
the usage of outside consultants, and dedication of internal resources. Firms report
costs ranging from as low as $700,000 to as high as $18 million.

•

Total implementation normally takes less than 3 years with 1-2 years an average
schedule.

•

Some amount of customising will be required in order to integrate new systems
with legacy systems. This customising adds time and cost to the overall
installation, as the new modules will require reprogramming or old systems will
require significant changes.

In addition, a survey carried out by the META Group (2002), looked at total cost of
ownership of ERP and the average figure from the 63 companies who replied was £9
million.
ERP emerged into the UK construction market in 1999. Recently, there has been some
negative press regarding ERP software; they are extremely expensive, hidden costs
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are enormous and the business often has to be restructured simply to fit the
restrictions of the ERP software (Leitch, 2002c). Furthermore, according to Calogero
(2000), 90% of ERP implementation efforts are either cost overrun or time overrun,
and 35% of the implementation is cancelled before being completed.
Defending the opposite viewpoint, Eggleton (2002), business development manager
with SAP pointed out, "The ERP sofftvare is highly figureable and comes in 21
industry solution sets" he added. "Many businesses are going to have to change
anyway, indeed some have already movedfrom being construction groups to taking on
the wider role offacilities management, and ERP is only part of that wider change.
The reality is that way round: changes in the business are promoting the needfor new
software."
Eggleton is keen to brush away those major criticisms such as enormous hidden costs,
stating; "That is only true when the company has not got a clear idea of where it
wants to go. Total costs are connected to business change and that is not driven by the
software." He also disputes the notion that ERP is expensive. "In fact, with ERP the
return on investment is enormous. And anyway, the ERP software can be either rented
or bought."
Recently, Oracle (2001) has stated that it has saved $1 billion a year in expenses by
using its own e-business suite (ERP and CRM). But the Gartner Group (2001)
stressed that enterprises should not believe that they could save $1 billion without
proper analysis and an opportunity for improvement similar to Oracle's. An enterprise
should examine its current potential condition to determine the degree to which
business change (and corresponding cost savings) can be enabled through an ERP
implementation.
A standard, 'best' methodology for implementation does not exist. Each organisation
needs to approach ERP in the way that best fits its own business needs.
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3.5.2 ERP Implementation by UK Construction
Organisations
Anglo American, the global minerals group that owns UK aggregate producer
Tarmac, revealed that it has spent £390 million on an ERP system and wonders what it
has got in return (Leitch, 2002c). Prior to Anglo Amercian's revelation, WS Atkins,
Jarvis, Amey and Thames Water had been the four high-profile cases in the UK
construction sector. They are front runners in adopting the ERP approach. Each of
these cases is discussed below:

3.5.2.1 WS Atkins - JD Edwards
WS Atkins, were considered by many as one of most successful consultants in the
UK, in June 2001, Atkins announced that its UK business was to be centralised at a
'shared service facility' in Worcester, to be in operation by January 2002. At the same
time as this new structure was being set up, the company adopted an accounting
program called One World, supplied by software house JD Edwards, one of five global
ERP providers (Contract Journal, 2002).
Employees complained that after OneWorld was installed, expenses and overtime
payments were being delayed by up to six months. "This sounds irritation enough, but
the implication is that if staff could not put expenses or timesheets into the system, the
company did not know what to charge its clients and so could not issue invoices. And
when a company should be invoicing £3m a day and is not, it does not take a genius
to understand that disaster is just around the corner." (Lane, 2002a)
Atkins has spent a £40 million installing a new IT system based in Worcester. As a
result of attempting to phase out its 74 legacy IT systems too quickly, Atkins hit a
major cashflow problem. This occurred because clients were never billed and the
group's debts, which have increased to £73 million since the end of March 2002,
could be traced to problems with its accounting system (Contract Journal, 2002).
It is debatable whether it really was the fault of the software. A spokesman for Atkins
said, "Our IT has had a number of upgrades, some of these being at Worcester, plus
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we have upgraded every one of our desk tops and laptops. The specific billing
problem is not related to the implementation of ERP." Arup, another very successful
consultancy in the UK used One World as well. But in Arup's case it was carefully
evaluated and introduced incrementally. It has not reported any problems with the
system so far.
Currently, Atkins has spent £12 million trying to fix the problems, but it will probably
still have to spend a few more millions on getting it up and running. A source noted
that if Atkins cannot run its own IT system, clients will be wary of outsourcing their
IT and office management requirements to it (Allum, 2002).

3.5.2.2 Jarvis - Oracle
Jarvis adopted a one-stop-shop procurement system from Oracle, in an attempt to
slash millions of pounds off its procurement budget; it has spent £16 million and 14
months on implementing the Oracle system, which went live in July 2001. The system
is expected to pay for itself in three years (Hampton, 2002b).
Using Oracle e-procurement portal, all orders, from a bag of cement to computers to
subcontract packages are ordered through it, which allows Jarvis to negotiate bulk,
group-wide deals and cut its supply base. It is not possible to buy any other way in
Jarvis, except for very small purchases. However, it has not all been plain sailing.
Subcontractors have complained of late payment in February 2002. The reason was
put down to an inability of the new software to conduct a cash-in cash-out
reconciliation at the end of the quarter (Leitch, 2002c).
It was inevitable that issues would arise once the system went live. Terry (2002),
commercial manager for Jarvis said that the introduction of the Oracle system has led
to a change in site culture, "A/b one likes anything new. People want to carry on doing
things the way they always ha\>e, and it takes a big change in culture to overcome
that. Many site managers have had to change from scribbling orders down on a
requisition pad to using technology that they have not encountered before"
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The loss of local buying autonomy can also be an issue, "but it is not so much of a
problem. As long as they can see the benefits, they are happy'' Terry (2002).
Teaching the suppliers and staff to come to terms with complicated technology, and
use it properly has been one of the biggest challenges. Terry (2002) further stated,
"Getting people on site to realise the importance offilling in various forms correctly
is important." He added. "The system is rigid and ifyou complete the form incorrectly,
it would not process it properly. It is not just a case of a quick phone call to sort it out.
It takes some getting used to."

3.5.2.3 Amey - SAP
Amey chose an ERP solution from SAP; it estimated its e-business capability would
be transformed at a cost of £6 million to £8 million. Unfortunately, Amey has run up
costs of £20 million and has yet to phase out the legacy software that the ERP was
intended to replace (Leitch, 2002c).
Amey is also reshaping its entire business, raising the prospect of redundancies as a
result of its plan to move hundreds of staff to a new 'Shared Service Centre' in
Portsmouth. Up to 400 employees are having to re-apply for their jobs and many fear
the worst (Leitch, 2002c).
Lessons learned from the Amey experience is causing Crest Nicholson (2002) to
abandon its attempts to introduce SAP. In addition, housebuilder Wilson Connolly's
(2002) attempts to implement SAP software led to a warning in its latest interim
results that said, "Our finance director has found that a considerable amount is still to
be done, and the complexity of the project has resulted in increased overheads during
the transitional period when the company has been forced to run different systems in
tandem''

Halsall (2002), an e-business consultant commented, "The UK construction industry
could do without people who make promises that ERP will solve their problem in one
go. The industry cannot afford this expense. Amey is pulling its hair out as it is not
getting delivery," he added. "If ERP cannot deliver then that is bad for the image of
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IT, because positive construction solutions that could work do not get installed."

3.5.2.4 Thames Water - PeopleSoft
Thames Water, the third largest international water and wastewater services supplier,
is using PeopleSoft's e-Procurement solution to streamline purchasing processes
across the organisation. The implementation of PeopleSoft e-Procurement began in
August 2000, and went live in December 2000. The system is now able to handle over
£200 million annualised spend within Thames Water (Business Software, 2001).
Thames Water selected the PeopleSoft e-Procurement solution for the ease of use of
the desktop applications, its Internet functionality, and integration capabilities with
existing systems and architecture. Burr (2001), e-procurement manager at Thames
Water said, "We chose PeopleSoft for its Internet architecture and the inevitable
flexibility this brings. We are also very comfortable with PeopleSoft applications, due
to its track record within Thames Water. The solution has provided employees with a
clearer view of suppliers and product information. Users can easily find products that
they order frequently and use special requests for more irregular products through the
same application."
Thames Water has a well-established Procurement Strategy with strong supplier
relationships. These are better served by smooth transactional processes. The main
advantage that the organisation has seen is eliminating time for approvals on
purchases. The new system re-enforces compliance providing the employee with
better, clearer information on suppliers and products. Thames's 'Supplier Adoption
Process' encourages all new suppliers to trade electronically.
Thames Water's long-term vision is to create a complete end-to-end electronic
purchasing process, with e-invoicing, e-bidding and 'live roundtrips' that will take the
employee straight to the suppliers' website to order goods. It is also aiming to achieve
full return on investment (ROI) in two years from initial implementation (Business
Software Guide UK, 2001).
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3.6 THE WAY FORWARD FOR ERP IN
CONSTRUCTION

The ERP market is volatile and rapidly changing. Currently, demand is growing for
smaller and more personalised, and web-based access. Applications are therefore in
high demand and furthermore market forces drive ERP evolution (Figure 3.12). The
market is showing steady growth and could reach $52 billion by 2002. Most of the
Fortune 1000 companies have ERP systems in place, so in past years, the question of
whether or not to implement an ERP system has been important. Today, it has become
clear that in order to remain successful, companies will have to implement ERP in
some form (ML Payton, 2000).

Wall Street
Hammers
the
ERP Vendors

A Vendor Race to E-Business
Presence and Leadership

Vendors Reformulate Strategies

Selling Paradigm Must Change

Figure 3.12 Market forces drive ERP evolution
Source: Gartner Group, 1999, p.2

The Gartner Group (1999) predicted in their report that the ERP market would be
greater than $20 billion in revenue by 2002 (0.8 probability, Figure 3.13). ERP leaders
in 2004 will offer a new business application model, which is being driven by
exploding business demands and opportunities, enabled by the Internet, and
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achievable through component and integration technologies. This model is named
Collaborative Commerce (C-Commerce). Moreover, C-Commerce applications will
replace static, web-enabled supply chain and value chain applications as the dominant
application model by 2004 (0.8 probability).
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Figure 3.13 ERP revenue growth
Source: Gartner Group, 1999, p.3

The Gartner Group (1999) also predicted that 45% of ERP vendors will fail by 2003
(0.6 probability) and only 54% of ERP vendors will remain sole ERP providers by
2004 (0.7 probability).
Within the UK construction sector, ERP providers have targeted main contractors,
subcontractors and housebuilders for the past three years. SAP, for example, is aiming
to do business with companies that have an annual turnover in excess of £150 million,
in other words the top 50 players. Its aim: to be one of the top two ERP providers to
this elite group (Eggleton, 2002).
But Halsall (2002), an e-business consultant said that the UK construction industry is
being damaged by the ERP solutions. Instead he pointed companies toward
construction-specific providers of e-business solutions, such as Coins. As a result of
reshaping the 'architecture' of its software, Coins is able to provide an ERP service.
But at a much more modest cost - Kier reported a spend of just £3 million.
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Furthermore, ML Payton (2000) reported that there is no truly integrated ERP
package. Packages that are strong in project management may be weak in scheduling
or estimating. A package that has strong estimating capabilities will likely be weak in
project management. In almost all cases, construction organisations must take the best
that the providers have to offer, and combine them with third party constructionspecific systems or in-house programming.
However, while companies are pleased by the performance of their ERP systems, they
would also like to see a more concentrated effort by the ERP providers to meet the
unique needs of the construction industry.
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3.7 SUMMARY

The successful construction businesses of the next decade will be the ones that use
digital tools to reinvent the way they work. A new way of doing business would
include; using fast, accurate information to plan their operations and processes,
deliver features dissimilar to these of their competitors, enhance client service,
empower employees and react instantaneously to changes in the marketplace.
This chapter has described the potential for ERP in integrating the supply chain in the
UK construction industry. In addition it has illustrated the value in cross-industry
techniques that the construction industry could learn from, especially in the
manufacturing and service industries. The implementation of ICT into the UK
construction industry has been cited as one of the most important factors in the
construction supply chain. New technology is providing a platform for improved
communication within the supply chain, which can simultaneously integrate supply
chain activities into a seamless process, with the potential to vastly improve the
industry's performance.
Furthermore, the advent of ICT systems that facilitate supply chain management such
as ERP will need to be embraced to ensure trading efficiency and achieve competitive
advantage. In past years, the question of whether or not to implement an ERP system
has been important. Today, it has become clear that in order to remain successful,
companies will have to implement ERP in some form. But there is no truly integrated
ERP package for construction. Packages that are strong in project management may
be weak in scheduling or estimating. A package that has strong estimating capabilities
will likely be weak in project management. In almost all cases, construction
organisations must take the best that the providers have to offer, and combine them
with third party construction-specific systems or in-house programming.
In addition, the time and cost to implement an ERP system depends heavily on the
number of modules installed, the usage of outside consultants, and dedication of
internal resources. Recent survey results (ML Payton, 2000; META, 2002) revealed
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that costs ranged from as low as $700,000 (£430,000) to as high as $18 million (£11
million), the average figure was £9 million. Total implementation normally takes less
than 3 years with 1-2 years an average schedule period.
ERP entered the UK construction market in 1999. It has attracted the interest of large
construction companies such as Jarvis, Amey and WS Atkins who are front-runners in
adopting the ERP approach. The lessons learned from the Atkins and Amey
experiences are that businesses need some kind of safety net, and should always start
with the assumption that the ICT is not going to work - without difficulties.
Businesses will therefore be prepared for these difficulties and act accordingly.
Stanford (2002), ICT director at Parsons Brinckerhoff consultancy who has undergone
several large-scale ICT system upgrades in the UK in the last few years. Stanford
offers the following advice for ensuring that ICT projects run smoothly from
beginning to end;
•

Define your business requirements

•

Produce a functional specification

•

Clarify the tender - Identify clear pre-qualifying parameters

•

Define all stages of the project from beginning to end

•

Test the system

•

Implement carefully

•

Decommission the old system gradually

Finally, Stanford (2002) suggests that satisfying business needs must always be the
highest priority - if this is not achieved, the project has failed. The next chapter will
investigate managing projects online using Project Extranets.
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4. MANAGING PROJECTS ONLINE
PROJECT EXTRANETS
4.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter addresses the emerging phenomenon of performing project management
on the Internet. The Internet provides an automated integrated environment for
communication, retrieval, storage and distribution of project information within the
project team. The chapter also critically examines the main requirements of the
Project Extranets that are available to manage a project online and gives a few
examples that are widely used in the construction industry.
Construction is usually a temporary multi-organisation process, which is heavily
dependent on the exchange of large complex data and information. The successful
completion of the project depends on the accuracy, effectiveness and timing of
communication and the exchange of information and data between the project team
(Tarn, 1999; Rojas & Songer, 1999; Akinsola et «/., 2000; Barker, 2001).
According to research by Professor Hans Bjornsson (2001), former director of
Stanford University USA, 65% of mistakes in the construction industry are due to a
misunderstanding among architects, contractors and subcontractors over information.
A further study carried out by Coopers & Lybrand (2001) showed that 15% of all
documents are misplaced and 7% are lost for good. In the study, the average cost of
the search for the missing documents was £85 per item in staff time / salary
equivalent.

Recently, many research studies have developed and proposed a number of integrated
process models that could ease and improve communication and the exchange of data
and information between the construction project team. Deng el al. (2001), for
example, proposed an Internet-based project management system called 'Total
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Information Transfer System' (TITS), Akinsola el al. (2000) developed an Automated
Communication System (AutCom System) using Internet technology for managing
construction projects and Walch et al. (1998) used the Internet to access a Project
Specific Web Site (PSWS), where all the project participants can communicate with
one central source of information using a standard web browser.
Great strides have been made over recent years to improve productivity through the
design and construction process. The introduction of non-adversarial approaches such
as 'lean thinking' and 'partnering' has contributed significantly to cutting down on
wasted time and money, making the UK construction industry far more efficient.
Construction Best Practice Programme (CBPP, 2003) as an example, stated that
during 2002 construction organisations that engaged in Best Practice increased
profitability by £56 million, an average of £15,000 per company. Companies
implementing Best Practice have seen profits increase by 50% relative to those not
applying these principles. A key contributor to this process improvement is the
sharing of project information. Huge savings can be made simply by ensuring that all
members of the project team receive accurate drawings and everyone is working to
the same, up to date, information (Kernon, 2000).
The term 'Project Extranet' seems to be the construction buzzword during recent
years. These days, it is rare to find a large construction project that is not using some
form of electronic system for distributing documents (Howarth, 2002) According to a
study by Ross Sturley (2002a), marketing director for Emap Construction Network,
25% of projects over £1 million capital value use an Extranet. Smith (2002), chief
executive of BIW Technologies agreed, "Project Extranets have become more
popular, 45% of new projects are using them" Furthermore, industry analysts predict
that Project Extranets will overtake Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) in the next five
years. By the end of 2002, extranets are expected to replace 40% of existing businessto-business systems. And 80% of new business-to-business operations will be
implemented using Extranets (McCrea, 2002d). The use of Project Extranets is one of
those electronic applications that has the potential to change the way that construction
does business. Everyone on the project team, wherever they are, can share and track
information (Russell, 2000).
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Project Extranets have been around for a while, and pioneering firms such as Laing
and Bovis started using private ISDN (Integrated Service Digital Network) networks
some years ago for private, web-based collaboration and document exchange. But the
increased availability of cheaper and higher performance systems, along with better
quality software and a change of attitude in the industry, has boosted the market (Bew,
2001). Many companies' first major experience of the Internet is likely to be through
on-line project collaboration, and it is this area, according to Crates (2001) which is
likely to drive the rest of the IT revolution.
The importance of Project Extranets to the construction industry is reflected in the
very thin margins of 1% to 2% currently made on construction projects (Bishop,
2001). Many application service providers (ASPs) claim savings of 1.3-5% of
construction costs through the use of these systems (BIW, 200la; Cadweb, 200la;
BuildOnline, 2002a; ePin, 2002). In addition, many research studies have been
undertaken to establish what benefits can be contributed to using an extranet (Walch
et a/, 1998; Williams, 2000; Akinsola et al., 2000; Goodwin, 2001; Construction
Confederation, 2001a;Yandell, 2001; IT Construction Best Practice, 2001; Alshawi &
Ingirige, 2002; Aouad et al., 2002; Sturley, 2002b; Construction Productivity
Network, 2002). The studies have concluded that one of the main advantages of using
a Project Extranet is that it ensures that all members of the project team have access to
the most up-to-date versions of the various project documents. This means that
traditional mistakes generated from someone working from an old document or
drawing are in theory removed or at the very least reduced. Other benefits are
discussed in more detail in the following section.

II?
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4.2 CHALLENGES FACING PROJECT
MANAGEMENT NOW AND IN THE FUTURE

Traditional project management practices have evolved over time as the requirements
for managing and controlling construction projects unfolded. However, with the
advances of management techniques and information and communication technology,
traditional practices have proven to be insufficient in meeting the new project
requirements (Alshawi & Ingirige, 2002, p.5). Indeed, productivity analysis by
Howarth (2002) has concluded that the industry, on average achieves less than 50%
productivity. In 1998, the Egan report, "Rethinking Construction" also identified that
the project process can be radically improved by fostering innovative methodology
such as improved project implementation and by partnering in the supply chain.
At present the government, industry and clients are all seeking to bring about change
in the construction industry to improve quality, competitiveness and profitability and
finally increase value to clients (Alshawi & Ingirige, 2002, p.2). Implementation is
carried out through initiatives such as the Strategic Forum for Construction (2002),
the activities of the Construction Best Practice Programme (CBPP) and the Movement
for Innovation (M4I). These initiatives are seeking to secure a culture of co-operation,
teamwork, and continuous improvement in the performance of the industry.
According to the report, 'Project Management and Computers in the Year 201O 7
Froese and Waugh (1991), argue that there are three major roles relating to future
trends in computers for project management. These are a supplier of more and better
information, a tool for multimedia communication, and an advanced decision support
and information-processing device. They conclude that: "Since the computer
technology to support these roles will undoubtedly exist, the challenge facing the
industry is to develop the information technology foundations

such as

representation standards and project models"
In the report, 85% of the respondents believed that in 2010, the success of companies
offering project management services would depend on their computer and
information technology capabilities. In fact 92% of respondents believed that
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everyone in the project management team would be using a computer in 2010.
Another similar survey carried out by Froese et al. (2001) revealed that almost all
respondents (96%) believed that information technology will be more important for
project managers in 2020 compared with today (two-thirds said 'much more
important'). A further 94% of respondents responded that new computer technologies
would have a positive impact on the market potential/competitive advantage and the
effectiveness in managing projects. From the two survey results, it is easy to accept
the fact that information and communication technology will have a vital role to play
in the execution and management of projects in the future.
The changing project management environment is also influenced by other factors.
Alshawi & Ingirige (2002, p.6) identified these factors as:
•

Globalisation of the marketplace; many industries are facing a lot of pressures due
to this factor.

•

Economic forces; this factor may significantly affect the client organisation and
subsequently can impact on the initial objectives of their projects.

•

Increases in project complexity; project complexity has increased due to their
being much wider scope, and fragmented parties around the world are having to
communicate with one another for efficient project execution.

•

The need to achieve faster results with the given resources; this factor places
severe time pressures on the entire project team.

• New procurement practices; the emergence of new procurement practices change
the way the team members are interrelated. For example procurement schemes
such as Private Finance Initiative (PFI) and partnering have impacted upon
construction project management.
•

Client sophistication; this has become a major driver for productivity
improvements in construction.

One of the real challenges in implementing change in the construction industry is the
highly fragmented nature of the industry that results in a large number of participants,
even on a small construction project. The transition of the construction industry to the
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computer-integrated era requires the development and acceptance of collaboration
technologies for all phases of a construction project from design, through the
construction process planning, and project execution and management (Veeramani et
a/., 1998). Figure 4.1 shows six key dimensions that reflect the level of ICT
integration achieved by the project (i.e. information sharing and re-use, project
modelling method, level of e-Business implementation, levels of team integration,
design process, and information management). It is possible to map typical projects
onto these dimensions to show how different levels of integration can be identified
(i.e. more advantages will be gained on the right side of the arrows in the Figure 4.1).
This has also been done for three projects; a medium sized traditional project, a large
advanced project and a Prime Contract project, which uses some of the latest
procurement approaches, according to Goodwin (2001, p. 14).
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Figure 4.1 Dimensions defining integrated construction projects
Source: Goodwin (2001), p. 15
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4.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE CURRENT PROJECT
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

In facing up to the above challenges, current project management practices have many
limitations to efficiently in meeting all the various demands. Figure 4.2 shows a
typical project environment - chaotic and inefficient. These limitations can be
categorised into the following groups:

Government Bodies

Client /Developer

Professional
Designers

Suppliers & Building
Product Manufacturers
Subcontractors

Figure 4.2 Typical project environment - chaotic and inefficient
Source: Hogan, 2001, Appendix 1

4.3.1 Lack of Adequate Communication
Construction is one of the most information-dependent industries. Timely and
accurate information is therefore important for all project participants as it forms the
basis on which decisions are made and physical progress is achieved. Scanlin (1998)
points out that communication consumes about 75% to 90% of a project manager's
time and furthermore Biggs (1997) lists communication problems as the root cause of
most project failures. Deng el al (2001) further points out that the extensive physical
distance between project participants, extending over national boundaries is the main
communication barrier to achieve timely and accurate information transfer. Thus,
improving communication among project participants is always the key factor leading
to the degree of success of a construction project.
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The inefficiency of the current communication practice has become a barrier to the
innovative construction processes that have been developed for the industry over the
past four decades (Akinsola et a/., 2000). Dennison (2000), consultant for Druid
commented, "There is so little communication between the different elements of the
construction process. Even internally between regional offices, everybody is doing
things a different way." Communication problems typically lead to additional project
expenditure due to reworking. According to Egan (1998) up to 30% of construction is
rework. The problems of reworking occur due to conflicting information and
information not received in time to the parties concerned. The main cause is the lack
of consistency in the flow of information between the different parties involved in the
construction project (Alshawi & Ingirige, 2002, p. 7).

Table 4.1 Information - role player matrix for a typical project chain
Role Players
Information
E
P PM A QS
L
C
S FM LA B
•
• O O 0 O
O
O
O
Drawing
•
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
Specifications
O
O
O
O
Bills of quantities
0
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
Budget
• •
O
O
O
Contracts
•
•
•
O
O
Planning
O
•
•
O
Personnel control
•
•
O
Materials control
•
•
O
Equipment control
Key:
O - Information
• - Initiation
PM - Project Manager/principal agent
P - Promoter
S - Subcontractors, suppliers, plant hire companies etc
A- Architect
E - Engineers
QS - Quantity Surveyor
FM - Facilities Manager
C - Contractor
B - Bankers
LA- Local Authorities
L - Lawyers
Source: Murray etal., 2001, p. 39-4

4.3.2 The Duplication of Project Information
The construction professionals that participate in the project all have specific
functions to carry out a number of discrete activities. Examining the activities carried
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out by various members of the project team lead to the conclusion that different
entities often deal with similar information (Table 4.1). Project information therefore
needs to be passed along the project chain from one member to others. This is often
done in practice by paper transfer of, for example, drawings and reports etc. Recently,
information has started to be transferred electronically (Murray el a/., 2001).
On examining table 4.1 it can be seen that very similar items of information are used
by most of the role players during the project cycle; the two, which stand out are
drawings and cost data. Table 4.1 for example also illustrates how both the quantity
surveyor and the contractor need to prepare priced bills of quantities; these
professionals may, however, use different and incompatible software for taking off
quantities, preparing a bill, pricing the bill and for interim and final measurement. The
duplication of information here is evident.

4.3.3 Lack of Collaborative Design and Construction
The current practice of design and construction in industry can be described as a stage
controlled process. The life cycle of a project is divided into many isolated stages
such as design, tender, construction, maintenance, etc. Each stage has a predefined
output that is considered to be the main input for the next (Alshawi & Faraj, 2002).
This can result in several disadvantages. Veeramani et al. (1998) identified such
disadvantages as:
• Firstly, some problems with the facility design may not be recognised until the
actual construction of the facility has begun. This can lead to redesign or design
modifications during the construction stage, and this not only impacts upon the
productivity but also the cost and completion lead-time of the project.
•

Second, since a lesser amount of design flexibility is available once the
construction phase has begun, this can result in less-than-optimal design changes
in order to overcome the construction problem. For example, a typical building
consists of several types of subsystems that may need to be accommodated within
the available space. The current practice of design of these subsystems is typically
performed by separate groups of people within an organization or by different
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organizations. This can often lead to conflicting space requirements or difficult-toconstruct configurations for certain subsystems. Due to the expense associated
with delaying construction projects, the typical tendency is to make local
modifications to the affected subsystems so that they can be made to fit within the
spatial constraints. But this can create longer-term problems for maintenance and
upgrade of these subsystems.

4.3.4 Projects Still Rely on Hard Copy Documentation to
Complete the Endorsement Procedure
Although many construction organisations are using IT to improve specific
processes/applications, the construction industry still traditionally continues the
practice of issuing hard copy documentation as against electronic forms for auditing
and record purposes (Alshawi & Ingirige, 2002, p.7). Multiple copies of these
documents of course would be printed off and distributed using the mail or courier
services. Every time a drawing gets revised - however simple the revision - new sets
of the full drawing have to be printed and dispatched around the country to various
members of the project team (Kernon, 2000).
Deng et al. (2001) argue that communication in the construction industry is
complicated by its structural problems. They conclude that: "When drawings are
amended, the revised drawings or instructions need to be in hard copyform confirmed
with the architect's chop (authorisation stamp) or signature and the receipt of the
drawings be acknowledged by the contractors in writing. Therefore, sending project
information in an electronic form cannot complete the endorsement procedure'''
Indeed, the mixing of electronic and hard copies in projects makes it difficult for
project managers to process the right information as and when required.

4.3.5 Lack of Software Integration
The typical construction project life cycle, from the inception of the idea through to
the start-up of the constructed facility, consists of six major phases, namely, project
definition, preliminary planning, project design, procurement of major items, project
construction, and project start-up (Veeramani et al., 1998). Although the majority of
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the project life cycle phases are supported by powerful software applications, the lack
of attention given to the integration of these applications and the manner in which
these applications have been introduced into the industry has led to the creation of
'islands of automation'. This has resulted in a broad spread of isolated applications
that are difficult to integrate (Alshawi & Faraj, 2002). This isolation is in itself a
reflection of the fragmented structure of the construction industry (O'Brian, 1996).
Systems integration in the construction industry has become a central theme in a large
number of current research programmes. Sarshar et al. (2002) as an example have
identified the existing legacy information systems in the companies, which do not
lend themselves to integration as a major barrier for information management on
projects. In addition, a study carried out by Aouad et al. (1996) showed that
complexity of the technology and the lack of significant achievements in IT
integration have resulted in a slow rate of acceptance by the industry. This is clearly
reflected in the study where IT integration has not been given a high priority.
Effective communication depends on an ability to understand what the other person is
saying. This simple principle must be applied to project management systems
(software) if the benefits of integrated construction teams are to be achieved (CITE,
200 Ib). Furthermore, Professor Martin Betts (2002b), head of the School of
Construction and Property Management, Salford University commented, "If we are to
maximise technology use everyone must work together through an integrated
technology approach.^

4.3.6 Lack of Information Standardisation
As mentioned earlier, the incompatibility between hardware and software has raised a
serious "technical" problem, which has prevented project managers being able to
easily access and manage project information. These problems are caused by the lack
of standardisation of project information that can facilitate the flow of information
between incompatible hardware and software (Underwood & Alshawi, 1997).
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A recent survey conducted by Ingirige et al. (2001) revealed that 58% of the
respondents believed that the lack of motivation among the supply chain partners was
a major barrier in implementing information standards. A further 50% of respondents
responded that the lack of proper internal procedures would make the developed
standards difficult to implement.
Furthermore, the second SIENE (The Network on Information Standardisation,
Exchanges and Management in Construction) workshop held at University of
Loughborough in July 2000 identified barriers to information standardisation as
follows:
•

Uncertainty surrounds the legal position regarding exchange and sharing of
information and is therefore delaying industry take up.

•

Communication of the need for standardisation is poor in the industry and there
exists a lack of initiative by top management in tackling the cultural changes
necessary within businesses, to adopt standards.

•

Short-term project focus and varying client requirements are limiting standard
solutions being introduced across businesses.

•

Some technical issues serve to obstruct standardisation. For example, computer
hardware and software between supply chain partners may not be compatible to
implement standards.

• Companies do not have a mature set of business processes on which information
standardising systems can be based. Understanding of this vital need is lacking in
the industry.

4.3.7 Lack of Standard Processes for Project Management
Projects are normally managed according to the experience of the project managers
who are specifically appointed for this task. Each project manager, even within the
same organisation, prefers to follow his/her own experience, which has been
developed over a long period of time. These practices lead to large variations in
management practices and therefore can create a significant impact on the capability
of coordinating and controlling project information (Hunt, 1995).
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4.4 INTERNET-BASED PROJECT MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS - PROJECT EXTRANETS

One of the foremost technologies, with the potential to address some of the limitations
facing current project management practices in recent years is the Internet, which
offers the platform for more effective communication among project participants
(Walch et a/., 1998; Rojas & Songer, 1999; Deng et a/., 2001; Murray et a/., 2001;
Alshawi & Ingirige, 2002).
Project success relies heavily on the timely transfer of information and further access
to accurate information among project team members. This task is made difficult by
the lack of standard systems of data interchange among project participants
(Underwood & Alshawi, 1997; Ingirige et al., 2001). However, the Internet and
associated technologies now provide new opportunities for the development of
distributed systems by overcoming the frustrating incompatibilities of data formats
through smart browsers and servers. Therefore, completely independent organisations
using different hardware platforms can now share the same system over the Web
(Rojas & Songer, 1999).
Most of the role players in a project require access to the majority of the project
information at one time or another, and also different entities often deal with similar
data. Time is wasted and errors made when information is printed out and sent to
another organisation, which has to key it in all over again (Russell, 1999). It is
therefore suggested that the construction project could achieve considerable savings in
time and money and reduce the risk of erroneous transmission of information by using
a project collaborative website (Walch et a/., 1998; Murray et a/., 2001; Hamilton,
2002b). This would enable an entire project team to store copies of project documents
centrally for view and share information by team members only (Figure 4.3).
A project collaborative website is a secure, password-protected communication
centre, which in web terminology is called an 'extranet'. Indeed, the Project Extranet
is not a new idea, construction organisations developed document-handling systems,
which allowed documents to be shared over closed computer systems, some years ago
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(Barker, 2001). It is the Internet that makes the extranet a more attractive, user
friendly and less-expensive option for the management of a project. Therefore, if all
parties involved on the project could log on to the same IT network and access the
project folders that are controlled by the project office, then a more manageable
situation ensues.

Engineer

\
juVrchitect ^~

IfQ,

Project
Extranets

Suppliers

Figure 4.3 Conceptual model of Project Extranets
Source: Bidcom UK, 2002, p.7, adapted by author

4.4.1 Outline Description of a Project Extranet

4.4.1.1 Definition of a Project Extranet
There are many definitions of Project Extranet which have been well documented
(Bew, 2001; Yandell, 2001; Hamilton, 2002c; McCrea, 2002d; ePin, 2002; Aouad et
al., 2002). Like so many new management approaches the Project Extranet has no
unique definition. Aouad et al. (2002) however have defined the Project Extranet as
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"Project specific network, accessible by project learn only, but team member can be
located in different organisations."
Hamilton (2002c) provides an extra dimension to the above definition. "/4 Project
Collaborative Extranet is a network linking the various parties to a construction
project for the exchange and storage of project information in digital form to add
value through collaboration."

4.4.1.2 Conceptual Framework of a Project Extranet
The framework for e-Project is a project collaborative environment, which enables all
project participants such as client, design consultants, main contractor, subcontractors
and builders merchants to work within a central project database which is able to offer
the fully integrated tendering and trading systems (Figure 4.4). This framework also
focuses upon three fundamental mechanisms, namely 'Information Generation',
'Information Transfer' and 'Information Retrieval'. When using Project Extranets,
with Bidcom for example, information can be captured and aggregated from multiple
sources, consistently analysed and then communicated and shared within the project
team members (Figure 4.5).

PROJECT COLLABORATION EXTRANET

Figure 4.4 Central Project Database
Source: BuildOnline 2000 cited in Hogan, 2001, p. 12
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With Bidcom, information can be aggregated from multiple sources,
consistently analysed and then communicated . ..

Action
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Value
Management

Early
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Knowledge
Management

Board
Reporting

Access

Analyse

Data Warehouse

Aggregate
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Suppliers

Customers

Finance
&HR

Capture

Transaction systems

Figure 4.5 Project Extranets framework
Source: Hogan, 2001, p.36

4.4.2 Features and Functional Requirements of a Project
Extranet
Project Extranets can have two main constituent parts that are needed to run a
successful construction project (Hogan, 2001, p.32; Bidcom, 2002; Hamilton, 2002d;
BuildOnline, 2002b).
1. Process or programme management
2. Document management

4.4.2.1 Process or Programme Management
Process or Programme Management includes the tools required to manage project
participant's responsibilities and deliverables. This includes programme management,
requests for information (RFI), project calendar, reporting, etc.
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4.4.2.1.1 Requests for Information (RFI)
The RFI facility can be used to raise and answer questions, resolve issues of request
information (BuildOnline, 2002b). Individual users should need the appropriate
permissions from the project manager to create an RFI. The project manager may also
be able to configure routing rules for resolution, review, information and forwarding
(Hamilton, 2002d). Figure 4.6 shows an example screenshot of a typical RFI feature document log. It is a very effective project management tool which enables permitted
users to access all the historic data and documents.
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4.4.2.1.2 Multiple Project Management
Project Extranet collaboration technology allows a single point of access for
managing multiple documents, drawings and programmes. All information pertaining
to the users' role will be delivered to their computer. Dynamically generated 'today'
pages give users a real-time status of projects, since many users operate across many
projects simultaneously (BIW, 2001b; Hogan, 2001, p.30). Figure 4.7 shows an
example screenshot of 'today' pages, which can indicate whether users have
documents for review in their associated projects. This feature allows multiple
projects to be managed through one consistent interface. It also allows users to
produce reports comparing project statistics.
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4.4.2.1.3 Automatic Notification

The system will notify users, via external e-mail services, when files have been added
or modified to ensure that everyone is working on the up-to-date version. In addition,
the system itself can be set up to remind the project team of deadlines (if they need
reminding) and inform them of any significant decisions made (4Projects, 2001;
Barker, 2001; Contract Journal, 2001b; Bidcom, 2002; BuildOnline, 2002b). Figure
4.8 shows the feature of automatic notification via e-mail services. Daily notification
of a project can be sent out including all project activity and also items specifically for
the users attention.
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4.4.2.1.4 Programme Management
Not all systems may support programme management (Hamilton, 2002d). Where
available the system should allow the project teams to communicate and manage
project progress in terms of milestones, deliverables, programme and cost. Figure 4.9
shows an example screenshot of viewing of programmes facility which enables the
programme manager to view cost and schedule information across any number of
projects within the system and search down into the detail of project activities.
(Bidcom, 2002).

file Edit View

Qpdom Help
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CACTI..! g-B

Figure 4.9 Viewing of programmes
Source: Bidcom 2001 cited in Horgan 2001, appendix 2, used with permission.
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4.4.2.1.5 Project Calendar
With an online project calendar, which links to individual tasks and actions, users will
be able to view other team members calendars and create, accept or decline invitations
to meetings. Figure 4.10 shows a screenshot of a typical project calendar, where tasks
and calendar items can be synchronised with personal Microsoft Outlook or Lotus
Notes diaries (Causeway, 2001; Bidcom, 2002; BuildOnline, 2002b; Hamilton,
2002d).
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Source: Citadon ProjectNet 2001, used with permission.
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4.4.2.2 Document Management
Document management provides all the features needed to allow the project team to
share and collaborate on project related documents as well as being able to route them
to the right project participants for action and follow-up. Document management also
allows the project team to upload, download and revise documents as well as view
and redline online. All activities are audited so that the team is aware of all the history
relating to a document.

4.4.2.2.1

Viewers and Viewing

File formats in general are a big issue for document management systems and
extranets. In order to allow the sharing of project information, all Computer-Aided
Design and Drawing (CAD) files and more than 250 other electronic file formats can
be viewed without the need for additional software application. For example, the
steelwork contractors can access all the drawings that have been issued by either the
design team or project manager once they log on to the systems. Moreover, Clients
can access the system at any time to refresh themselves on the status of an item or to
review documentation or designs. Furthermore, facilities for viewing drawings and
their associated details have been enhanced. BIW as an example has developed its
own CAD viewer, usable by both personal computer (PC) and Mac users. This viewer
offers additional features including distance and area measurement that enable users
to compare two versions of the same drawing on adjacent screens (Barker, 2001;
Building Trade & Industry, 2001; BIW, 200Ib; 4Projects, 2001; Causeway, 2001;
Contract Journal, 200Ib; Sturley, 2002b; BuildOnline, 2002b; Hamilton, 2002d).
Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show example screenshots of drawing viewer and a progress
photograph. These features have an extremely intuitive interface to manage the
storing of project drawings and photographs. For example, when a photograph is
uploaded a thumbnail is automatically created with a link to the full size image
making it easy to find photographs without knowing their name.
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4.4.2.2.2 Comments and Mark-ups
Many web-based systems have made a lot of the fact that a client or project manager
can red-line (electronic mark-up) a drawing for a project for example in New York,
from their hotel room in Kuala Lumpur using nothing but a web-browser (Pacey,
2001). Figure 4.13 demonstrates where users can add comments (mark-ups) to the
files as a discussion tool for the project team. Users comments are fed back to the
originator who can in turn reply (Cadweb, 200 Ib). Currently, a new enhancement
allows the users to call up comments and mark-up from a previous revision of a
drawing and view these while looking at the latest revision (BIW, 2003).
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Source: Bidcom 2001 cited in Morgan 2001, appendix 2, used with permission.
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4.4.2.2.3 Search Function

Users can easily search for required documents and drawings both within and across
projects, based on key words, author, construction based terminology or many other
document attributes (Causeway, 2001; 4Projects, 2001; BuildOnline; 2002b;
Sarcophagus; 2002). Figure 4.14 illustrates where the same technology that powered
search engines such as Yahoo and Google is used to search all text within documents,
drawings, communications and information.
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Figure 4.14 Search within organisation's filing categories
Source: ePin Online Data Manager 2002, p. 10, used with permission.
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4.4.2.2.4 Audit Trail

An audit trail feature makes it possible to automatically track who has downloaded
documents or viewed them online, and observe any comments or changes they made.
This process ensures that a full audit trail is created for every document, throughout
the duration of the project. An accurate record is also kept of the information sent, by
whom, to whom and when it is sent and received. Furthermore, it is possible for both
senders and recipients to find and retrieve old information at any time later (Pacey,
2000; BIW, 2001b; Cadweb, 2001b; Sturley, 2002b). Figure 4.15 shows an example
screenshot of an audit trail feature, which enables users to see who has accessed or
viewed documents, drawings, etc. This provides a comprehensive record and a useful
tracking system and can also be used to view the activities of an individual user.
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4.4.2.2.5

Drawing Status and Approval

Drawings should have any number of statuses that can be customised for a project.
The viewer now features a 'status stamp' enabling authorised users, for example, to
'stamp' a drawing as approved for construction, automatically revising its status and
fulfilling an action required against their name (BIW, 2003). The change of status
(approved/rejected) will be notified to all relevant parties within the project.

4.4.2.2.6 Multiple File Upload

Uploading of documents has been a source of inefficiency in the earlier versions of
some systems, the user being required to upload drawings individually (Hamilton,
2002d). The system now allows users to upload and download multiple files
simultaneously. These files are automatically compressed and subsequently de
compressed, increasing speed and efficiency by reducing data flow over the Internet
(Pacey, 2001; BuildOnline, 2002b).

4.4.3 Security
The Internet makes companies more vulnerable simply because it allows more entry
points to their business. Using a Project Extranet is also the case. IT security is
becoming an increasingly important issue since no system can be 100% secure
(Hamilton, 2002c). There can be a number of security levels to guard against
unauthorised third-party access to sensitive information. For example, every user has
a unique username and password. For added security, Secure Socket Layering (SSL)
can be added. All of the data is held on servers in physically secure premises, data is
backed up regularly and servers monitored constantly for hackers, viruses and overall
performance.

4.4.3.1 Username and Password
Most of the data will be confidential to the project. Access must be passwordprotected. Each user sees only pages authorised within the security set-up. Of course
the password should be changed frequently and shared by non-electronic means; a
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review meeting is the ideal opportunity to decide upon this. In addition, failed log-ons
are audited and users are locked out after five unsuccessful attempts (Edwards, 1998;
BIW, 200Ib; Sarcophagus, 2002; Sturley, 2002b).

4.4.3.2 Document Security Levels
To alleviate concerns about the security of confidential data, project folders and
documents should contain security classifications that determine which individual
users or groups can access them and what actions they can perform. For example, a
subcontractor may only have access to drawings and communications relating to its
part of a project while other information may be shared with all parties involved
(McCrea, 2002e; Hamilton, 2002d).
Typical security levels of access assigned to users and documents includes:
•

No access - only authorised users can see the folder or document.

•

Reader - user can view the folder.

•

Publisher - users can both view the folder and upload files to the folder.

•

Editor - user can view the folder, upload files as well as create folders, update
folders and move folders.

•

Author - user can view the folder, upload files, create folders, update folders,
move, delete as well as change security for folders (Bidcom, 2002).

4.4.3.3 Virus Protection
Project Extranets are most susceptible to outside computer viruses and hacker attacks,
which can slow down operations, tie up applications or even destroy data (McCrea,
2002e). It is therefore vital that applications and data are fully protected against virus
attack. For example, all BIW servers are protected by a comprehensive virus
protection system. Norton Anti-virus software is used to sweep all files uploaded onto
any of the BIW production servers. Any files found to have viruses are immediately
quarantined away from the production environment and a notification message is sent
to BIW. Furthermore, BIW has a partnership with Norton and is notified as soon as
Norton knows of any new viruses. It ensures that applications and data are protected
against any new virus threat (BIW, 2002a).
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4.4.3.4 Firewall Monitoring
A firewall is an effective mechanism for preventing communication and data passage
from unknown, and possibly dangerous sources from penetrating a Project Extranet
System. The firewall will only allow services and traffic through that are deemed to
be safe and necessary, this means all communications and the application logic itself
are kept behind a firewall. To further secure project data, the database servers are
situated in a separate section of the network to ensure that they are not visible directly
from the Internet, and further access only with an additional level of authentication.
This procedure ensures that all project data are protected behind several layers of
security (4Project, 2002; BIW, 2002a).

4.4.3.5 Encryption
Encryption ensures the security of data throughout the data path (i.e. from the desktop
to the Internet Service Provider (ISP) to the extranet database servers). Rather than
simply sending a raw file to a web server, the system is able to encrypt the file, so that
it cannot be read by any Internet snoopers and it then reverses this at the receiving end
(Pacey, 2001; Bidcom, 2002).
As UK law now permits the purchase of 128-bit encryption certificates (Secure
Sockets Layer - SSL), many systems will use this new 'High Security' level of
encryption. With a possible 309485000000000000000000000 (309 septillion)
different key combinations (BIW, 2002a).

4.4.3.6 Back-ups
Many systems perform a back-up facility automatically and monitors are in place to
alert the support staff of any problems with the nightly back-up routine. Once created,
the back-up tapes are stored in a secure environment for 30 days.
In the event of a loss of data, all client data up until the previous night's back-up will
be available for immediate retrieval. In addition, clients are advised to implement
back-up procedures of their own in order to ensure their own data are available locally
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(BIW, 2002a; Bidcom, 2002).

4.4.4 Costs and charging Structures
Currently, there are around 20 Application Service Providers (ASPs) offering project
collaboration solutions in the UK; together they are supporting over 1,500 'paying'
projects, with some 25,000 users including the British Airport Authority (BAA), the
UK's leading construction client (Construction Plus, 2001). Charging structures can
vary from vendor to vendor, or even between customers of any one vendor. Some
companies charge a flat monthly rate for the duration of a project, based on an
estimation of the data storage required and the number of users (e.g. Prices of such
company range from £150 per month to £2,200 per month for atypical £5 million, 12
month building project, see appendix 1).
Some will quote a figure for the whole project (e.g. The cost of using Cadweb
(2001b), about 0.5% of the project cost) and others will charge extra per month based
on how much memory the project uses (e. g. Bidcom (2002), plus the monthly
subscription fee for unlimited users/companies and the storage (up to a limit of 3Gb).
Storage above the inclusive amount is charged at £100 per Gb.
It is also important to make sure that all charges due to licence fees, project set up,
training and support are either included or are clearly identified and costed (Hamilton,
2002c). According to the current Kajima UK practice at the ASDA (Wrexham)
project, the total investment in IT is about £25,000 (Smith, 2002). In addition, the
increased cost for ISDN can be a concern for smaller organisations, which have
refused to meet the extra costs for a service that they only need for one project. Such
costs for Mace at their Sainsbury's project to establish an Internet connection with
ISDN, is roughly £9,000/year (Patterson, 2002).
In summary, the general costs of the system range typically between 0.1% to 0.5% of
the total project costs (Sturley, 2002b). This figure was deemed high by Abbott
(2000), contracts manager with Kier London, who commented, "All the electricity
used on a high-demand site is just 0.75% of a tender, so 0.5% for a software system is
hard to justify"
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4.4.5 Choosing the Right System
There are at least 20 Project Extranets hosting organisations focusing upon the UK
construction industry (Appendix 1). All are hoping to gain a substantial share of what
could become a sizeable market. According to Newman (2002a), director of Cadweb,
the e-Project management market is now worth £5 billion a year. In many respects the
collaborative extranet market is very similar to that of CAD in the early 1980's, that is
one of immature products being sold into an immature market (Hamilton, 2002c).
In a market flooded with choice, selecting the right system is especially difficult.
Many companies have suffered the 'betamax' effect of investing in new systems only
to find they are out of date and incompatible in a matter of months (Sarcpophagus,
2002). In addition, a construction company's pedigree on the Internet is of
fundamental importance. For example: if a contract is set to run for 18 months but the
extranet company goes bust after six months, the result could be very damaging
(Kernon, 2001).
Some construction organisations are making significant savings by using electronic
collaboration, others are not. The key to success is in making the right selection of
provider, but the question is how to select the best one (Building Products, 2001).
Furthermore, It has long been recognised that there is usually no 'best buy' in IT. The
prime concern is the match between the ASPs' offerings and the requirements of the
project. However, when choosing the most appropriate solution, the following issues
should be considered:
• Project requirements
•

System features

• Hosting
• Experience counts
• Financial status of the ASP
• A structured check list
• The appropriate time to choose Project Extranet use
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4.4.5.1 Project Requirements
It is useful to follow the same discipline as for any other corporate software purchase,
by defining project requirements and mapping them against the features offered,
which is important for selecting the appropriate system (MeAll, 200Ib). Although
these requirements, some of which will be subjective, will vary from project to
project, Wollam (2001), supply chain director with Carillion emphasised that
organisations must understand their own supply requirements first and then decide
which model best fits them for a given product or service.

4.4.5.2 System Features
The task of selecting a project collaborative extranet will usually be carried out by the
client or, sometimes by the contractor (Hamilton, 2002b). What is important to them
is that the chosen tools are reliable, simple to use and need minimal investment in
time and money. After all, the aim of using a Project Extranet is to deliver projects
quicker, better and to time and budget. So the features they should look for need to be
considered carefully.
A survey conducted by the Cornell Theory Centre (CTC) Research (2001) revealed
that simplicity and ease of use as well as speed of information transfer and delivery
are the most important factors for the UK construction professionals choosing an eproject management system. In the survey (CTC, 2001) of architects, property
managers, property developers, project managers and quantity surveyors, over 74% of
the respondents also believed that a full audit trail is an important or crucial feature of
the systems. In addition, market research and user feedback identified a list of
priorities for project collaborative extranet. Three considerations stood out above all
others: speed of data transfer, simplicity in use and ultimate reliability (Construction
Plus, 2002).
Mott MacDonald for example conducted evaluations of several suppliers of project
collaboration tools. Dr Hannay (2001), responsible for implementing the company's
project extranet facility, pointed to system flexibility as a key factor in the selection
process. "We chose 4Projects.com from a long list ofextreme I providers as we found
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its system best met our criteria for functionality and value for money as well as
flexibility" he said.
Another example is Costain who chose Cadweb because it wanted:
•

Excellent data security;

•

High levels of user and organisational support;

•

Defined cost;

•

Clear understanding of who owns the data;

•

Assurance over legal admissibility of the data;

Also there was potential for adding value for the client through the continued use of
the system in the Facility Management (FM) stage (Chipman, 2001). The core
document for any project is its programme or schedule. Performance is judged by this
so all team members need to be able to view the current status and forthcoming
milestones (Lawless & Lucy, 2001).

4.4.5.3 Hosting
Hosting - where the extranet site is located - is a controversial issue. Some companies
claim that hosting in the US offers a faster service than in the less ICT-advanced UK.
Critics say using a transAtlantic extranet host increases the risk of information loss.
Some client organisations have expressed fears that hosting extranets abroad could
result in legal complications, although the experience of using extranets is so new that
no specific issues have yet arisen. Operating via servers in the UK is important to
some because it shows a long-term commitment to development of the domestic
market and, quite simply, they would rather know exactly where their information is
kept (Kernon, 2001).

4.4.5.4 Experience Counts
Another key differentiator between extranet companies is longevity. For example, eBuilder, which has been satisfying customers for five years might inspire greater
confidence than a company that has come to life only in the last six months (Novitski,
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2000). The CTC Research (2001) survey results indicated that over 70% of the
respondents cited construction experience and a proven track record as being
important or crucial factors for the UK construction professionals choosing a Project
Extranet System.

4.4.5.5 Financial status of the ASP
There are numerous ASP organisations in the market, and most take a long term view
of profitability, focusing more on market share in the early stages. Their financial
backers have effectively created a honeymoon period to accommodate this strategy. In
the long term it is widely believed that a number will not manage to enter the
profitability phase, and therefore be swallowed up in a period of consolidation
(Yandell, 2001).
Thus, System selection should include an assessment of each individual ASP's
financial standing and prospects. Despite the success of the electronic collaboration
concept, there is not enough income to support all the providers currently active.
Especially in this turbulent world of the Internet, construction organisations have to
work out whether their chosen software partner will be around in 12 months' time.
McAll (2001b), senior IT risks consultant with Risk Decision advised, "You cannot be
sure of backing the winning horse in this race, but you can at least ensure that your
selection does not fall at the first fence ."

4.4.5.6 A Structured Checklist
At the very least, a structured checklist of key questions should be considered when
selecting a project collaboration system (Cadweb, 200 Ib; Building Products, 2001;
Setra, 2002).
1

Is the system protected by encryption9

2. Is the system virus-proof?
3. Does it suit the contractual and legal framework of the project team9
4. Is there a fixed price or does the solution involve any hidden extra payments for
training, support, disk storage or above-quota numbers of users9
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5. Can the system deliver large files? How quickly9
6. Can the system issue more than one file simultaneously?
7. Can the system multiple upload the drawing files?
8. Does the system have a reliable and thorough audit trail?
9. How easy is it to use?
10. Does it interface with common office based software such as Microsoft Office?
11. Does it enable integration with your current project management tools?

4.4.5.7 The Appropriate Time to Choose Project Extranet Use
During the past three years, extranets have emerged as one of the more tangible
possibilities for the immediate future. In general they are not yet mature products,
being sold into an immature, but growing market (Hamilton, 2002c). Novitski (2000)
advises that no one is recommending a wait-and-see attitude, especially for large
projects.
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4.5 THE CURRENT PROJECT EXTRANET
PRACTICES IN CONSTRUCTION
Project Extranets have been gaining acceptance and use in the UK over the past few
years. Research by Construction Plus (2001) shows that up to 1,500 projects with a
combined capital value of over £20 billion are already using Internet-based
communication tools. Comparison with the initial survey findings in January 2001
shows an additional 500 projects together worth £10 billion have become active in the
last quarter as the Project Extranet surge continues.
Portman House for example, the £25 million refurbishment project in London's
Oxford Street has been completed, on time and on budget (Newman, 2002b). About
50,000 project documents and drawings have gone through the system, including
10,000 drawings and revisions. Snail-mail delivery timescales, which can also have
significant effect on scheme costs, have effectively been eliminated.

4.5.1 Current Usage of Project Extranet in Construction
Effectiveness in collaboration is set to become an increasingly important factor in
winning work, according a survey of 142 engineering organisations, carried out by
civil software firm Infrasoft (2001). Improved communications and sharing of
information are also perceived by more than 50% of respondents as 'vital' to the goal
of managing projects profitably.
According to the survey carried out by the Construction Confederation (CC, 200 Ic),
the figures show that project collaboration is increasing rapidly with 23% of
companies with over 250 employees and 43% of companies with over 1,000 staff
using project collaboration tools. These numbers are expected to rise respectively to
46% and 57% in 2002. These results are very positive regarding construction project
extranet use in the future. Martin Ong (2001), director of projects technology with
BAA agreed, "Over the next six months, the number of projects using web-based
collaboration would increase from nine, with a total capital value of £165 million to
25 to 30 projects, with a combined capital value of £350 million to £400 million"
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Another similar survey conducted by The Business Advantage Group (2002) revealed
that one in five UK construction sites have used a web-based project hosting service
in the last twelve months. The research also found that:
•

There are however significant differences in the use of web-based project hosting
services according to business activity; only 13% of architectural practices have
used such a service, compared to 29% of civil/structural engineering sites. These
differences are also reflected in the use of project hosting services according to
company size. Only 10% of sites with less than 25 staff have used such a service,
compared to 32% of sites with more than 100 staff.

•

Of those respondents who have not used a project-hosting tool before, only 3%
of respondents said they definitely anticipated using such a service in the next
twelve months, a further 30% revealed that they possibly would do so. Two
thirds of respondents responded that they would not.

•

Among the respondents that believed that they would not use a project-hosting
tool, half of respondents said they could see no need to use them. A further 13%
felt that their company is 'too small', and 12% of respondents revealed that they
do not know enough about the technology to begin to consider its use. Less than
2% of respondents raised concerns about the security of such services.

4.5.2 The Benefits of Using a Project Extranet
With a supply chain working from numerous locations around the globe an effective
collaboration tool is a necessity.

Paschal Mahoney (2001), architect at Mahoney

Architecture stated, "For the first time, all the different parties in a project can be
brought together in a secure, online environment. The result is that we can avoid
unnecessary delays in the exchange of drawings and documentation"
The benefits of using the Internet-based project management systems - Project
Extranets to manage projects online have been well documented (Warchus, 2000;
Cadweb, 200la; Construction News, 200Id; BIW, 200la, 2002b; ePin, 2002; Smith,
2002; Penn, 2002; Pearson, 2002). Some of the benefits of the system are listed
below:
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• Reducing costs - printing, postage, travel, courier, phone, fax
•

Shortening review cycle times

•

All parties always working on the latest document

• Reducing potential for mistakes and disputes
•

Sharing of project information

•

Substantial increase in the speed of communication

• Increasing productivity and profitability

4.5.2.1 Reduce Costs
One speaker at the recent Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) event reported that the
annual cost to the UK construction industry in courier charges for project documents
was in the region of £350 million - a huge sum which could be significantly reduced
by the greater use of electronic document production and transfer for items such as
drawings, plan, photos, designs and specifications (Warchus, 2000).
On average, a cost saving of 1.75% can be achieved on a project. Substantial tangible
cost savings arise simply by not having to print and courier documents, and by
holding fewer site meetings (BIW, 2002b). According to research by Cadweb (200la)
it costs an average of £1.30 per item to print and post each document, and on a £10
million building project - every document (drawing, instruction, variation etc) will be
copied and sent to an average of five people.
Over the lifetime of that project, more than 20,000 individual documents may be
generated. By the time they have all been printed and posted to five people, the cost of
those two activities alone will add up to £130,000 (£6.50 per document) - that is 1.3%
of the total project cost. Delivering those same 20,000 documents on a Project
Extranet such as the Cadweb electronic project management system would cost
£50,000 (£2.50 per document) - an instant saving to the project of £80,000 (See
Appendix 2).
But the savings do not stop at reprographics and postage. On the average construction
project it can be a full time job filing and retrieving documents. Research conducted
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by the Gartner Group (2000) revealed that the actual cost of filing a document at $20
(approximately £13) and of finding and retrieving a misfiled document at $120 (£80).
The clearest cost saving comes from cutting down on the number of drawings printed
and posted or sent by courier. Indeed, an e-project management system does not do
away with the need for printed drawings entirely (LABM, 2001). Outhwaite (2002),
design co-ordinator at Balfour Beatty Construction agreed, "You can never remove
paper entirely because the guys here have to go out on site with the drawing" Also,
printed copies of drawings were made to take into design team meetings. In addition,
people working on site, manufacturing components still need to make printed copies
of drawings.
However, it must be realised that some cost and effort is merely transferred from one
party to another. For example, on a typical £10m building project, where the architect
generates 25% of the drawings, the practice could save an estimated £32,500 on
printing and postage alone (Hospital Development, 2002). By contrast, a Quantity
Surveyor or contractor may need to increase their fee base if they are now required to
print out drawings where previously the architect sent them hard copies.
To assess the true value of the saving in this area is very much dependent on the team
in question. Many of the factors should be considered such as appreciation of a large
format drawing on a relatively small screen, ability to review the document
communally, ability to mark up the document rapidly and effectively, and industry
culture. However, even if there was only a 30% reduction in this area, a saving of
£39,000 could be achieved (ePin, 2002).
Recently, improvements have been made in the UK construction industry by utilising
the Project Extranets. Construction organisations who have already upgraded their
construction processes, management and technologies have seen significant benefits.
Kajima UK for example achieved a 10% reduction in overall construction costs, and
brought the construction time down from 17 weeks to 12. The project architect alone
identified £31,000 of savings as a direct result of using a Project Extranet
(Construction News, 2001d; BIW, 2001a; Smith, 2002).
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Another example is Contractor Kier who achieved £50,000 direct savings on printing,
information distribution and general communication by using a Project Extranet on a
£60 million fast track commercial development project (BuildOnline, 2002a). Mansell
pic also improved their efficiency and reduced overheads from 5% to 3.8% (Penn,
2002). Furthermore, Balfour Beatty cut their administration costs to one-tenth of what
it was on a £23.5 million nine-story, five star hotel in Gateshead. The project architect
also identified a 50% saving on printing costs (Pearson, 2002).

4.5.2.2 Shorten Review Cycle Times
Time saving is perhaps the most obvious benefit of electronic data exchange, in
avoiding re-keying of information (Russell, 1999). The distribution of paper
documents usually takes 3 days, and often longer. With the extranet, this was
completed in minutes (Goowin, 2001). The Capital One project is an example,
Williams (2001). The project information manager of Woolf Ltd stated that, "A
contractor published a drawing of a mechanical item for comment at 8:30 a.m. one
day recently. Sixteen people commented on it during the morning. The contractor
uploaded a revised drawing at 4pm that afternoon - again for comment. The entire
matter was resolved in less than two days. If this had been done by printing and
posting, it would have taken a week or more."
Mark Corrigan (2001a), contracts manager at Kajima UK agreed, "The normal JO
days drawing review process was cut to 2 days." Indeed. Contractor Kier have
reduced the total work hours on basic administration by 2,500 hours on one project
from using a Project Extranet (BuildOnline, 2002a). BAA have also achieved
favourable early results from its project collaboration experience and suggested that
savings of the order of 6,000 to 9,000 man-hours per year could be made on a typical
£20 million project (Ong, 2001).

4.5.2.3 All Parties Always Working on the Latest Document
One of the biggest benefits of using a Project Extranet is that it ensures that all
members of the project team have access to the most up-to-date versions of the
various project documents. This means that traditional mistakes generated from
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someone working from an old document or drawing are in theory removed or at the
very least reduced (Barker, 2001; Sturley, 2002b; Pearson, 2002).
As mentioned earlier, 65% of mistakes in the construction industry are due to a
misunderstanding among architects, contractors and subcontractors over information
(Bjornsson, 2001). Oliver (2002a), UK managing director of BuildOnline further
commented, "The general statistic is that 80% of mistakes stem from not using the
most up-to-date information"

4.5.2.4 Reducing Potential for Mistakes and Disputes
The crucial advantage is that the Project Collaboration Extranet reduces the
opportunity for mistakes and disputes, the biggest causes of waste and inefficiency in
construction (Barker, 2001; Sturley, 2002b). Mistakes are avoided because everyone
is working on the most up-to-date, accurate and relevant information. Moreover, in
this transparent environment, everyone knows who did what and when. It is easy to
see who is responsible for a delay or problem, which encourages team members to
work harder to achieve targets and settle disputes before they become causes for
litigation (BIW, 2002b; Alshawi & Ingirige, 2002).

4.5.2.5 Sharing of Project Information
One key contributor to successful process improvement is the sharing of project
information. A fast, accurate data exchange system can greatly speed up the design
and construction process, as well as ensuring everyone in the project team is working
on the most up-to-date version of a drawing (LABM, 2001). Project Collaboration
Extranets allow teams to set up a secure way of sharing project information, which
can be accessed by all members of the team from any computer with Internet access
(Ellison, 2001).

4.5.2.6 Substantial Increase in the Speed of Communication
One of many benefits was that the system improved communication between the
members of the construction team. It allowed specialist contractors to raise and
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respond to queries in a structured way and created an audit trail of requests and
responses. It also notified the project team about changes to drawings and allowed
them to download these drawings onto their own IT system. Taylor (2002), facade
consultant with Design Concepts (Northern) explained, "If you need a drawing, yon
can just pull it off the system." That meant a drawing could be accessed from any
location.

4.5.2.7 Increasing Productivity and Profitability
In the M4I case study - BAA South Terminal International, David Pyle (2001) from
Taylor Woodrow observed that increased productivity is the most significant gain
from the system, removing the need for manual reporting and processing of
documents. Rynsard (2002), managing partner with Feilden + Mawson LLP at the
Cadweb conference 2002 advised that free telephone calls has greatly reduced staff
disruption and has certainly increased productivity as well as improved profitability.
Oliver (2002a), UK managing director of BuildOnline further stated that as a general
rule, the switch to Internet project collaboration could result in a 25% improvement in
profitability. So a contractor previously looking to make a 2% margin on a £30
million project would see its returns climb from the anticipated £600,000 to £750,000.

4.5.3 The Problem and the Challenge
Two-thirds of the construction problems are caused by inadequate communication and
exchange of information and data (Cornick, 1990). It is therefore clear that integration
of the design and construction processes alone, without an improved communication
system and an efficient means of exchanging information, cannot improve the
construction industry performance (Akinsola et a/., 2000).
The main aim and use of the Project Collaboration Extranet is to improve
communication and share information and data between the team members of the
project. Although communication problems have been addressed with respect to the
current Project Extranet practices, the current systems for performing project
management on the Internet have other weaknesses.
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4.5.3.1 The Barriers to Effective Project Collaboration
A study by Oliver (2002b) revealed that the barriers to effective project collaboration
are more cultural than technological. They are about 20% technology related, and
about 80% culture related - this does therefore involve changing the way people
work. For example, traditional practices such as 'receipt of drawings to be confirmed
in writing', are still observed in the construction industry. Therefore, sending
drawings electronically between participants does not conform to these traditional
practices and as such have not been well received in the industry (Alshawi & Ingirige,
2002, p.29).
Sturley (2002a), marketing director at Emap Construction Network further
commented, "// is about people, not technology. Unless the supply chain of which we
are part wants to do these two things (communicate and collaborate), extranets just
help us to do what we do a little bit better" Other barriers identified by Goodwin
(2001) are listed below:
• Unawareness of the benefits of Project Extranet
• Lack of necessary skills, experience or technology
• Reluctance to use different systems on different projects
• Low confidence in the systems that are used
• Reluctance to deal with multiple projects each with different extranet systems
• Professional indemnity and insurance requirements and legal uncertainly over
status of electronic documents
•

Clients, who invariably have procedures related to paper-based systems such as
payment schedules

4.5.3.2 The Downside to the Project Collaboration Extranet
There is a downside to this era of electronic collaboration. There will be short-term
costs before the long-term benefits can be realised. For example, one architect reports
paying £250 per month in using a Project Extranet. That does not sound a lot on a
multimillion-pound project, but since all the other consultants and contractors are
paying as well, the figure paid by the combined design and construction teams will
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probably be quite significant (Lyall, 2000). The reality is that not all the printing costs
can be saved as claimed, for many of the reasons already discussed.
A study by Pearson (2002) on a £23.5 million nine-story, five-star hotel project in
Gateshead revealed that the downside to the system, however, was that the ease of
adding names to a document's circulation list generated a blizzard of information.
Outhwaite (2002), design co-ordinator at Balfour Beatty Construction added, "The
crucial thing is to establish a protocol for who is to receive which documents, ...It
was something we did not do very well on this project." Farrar (2002), partner with
Red Box Design Group further commented, "If you are sending out copies of
documents by hand yon think very hard about who needs to receive them. But on this
project we had information overload."
Legal and security issues restrict some organisations from committing to one provider.
Consequently, they will require relearning and retraining in the use of different
technology (Vaughan, 2001). In addition, Hancock (2002), project architect of
Brocklehurst Architects at the Cadweb Conference 2002 identified the disadvantages
of using a Project Extranet as:
•

Problem of handling communication outside the system - for example 5% of
communication that still goes on outside the system at the Upper Wittington
Project

•

Inability to adapt information to suit digital issue

•

Difficulties of initially setting up systems due to internal network and server
problems

•

Problems experienced due to information transfer irregularities between systems

4.5.3.3 Key Issues
As previously discussed in the section 4.4.5, the Project Extranet is an immature
product sold into an immature market (Hamilton, 2002c). It is inevitable that issues
will arise, security for example is a major issue. A survey conducted by PMP
Research (2001) revealed that only 9% of respondents indicated that it was 'very
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likely' that they would consider using an Application Service Provider (ASP).
It is a considerable leap of faith for any business to place valuable core data entirely in
the hands of a third party. Sharing certain project documents with partners on a
selective and controlled basis is acceptable; making a full library of key documents
available in electronic format is a different matter, particularly if there is no reliable
audit of who is accessing them. Therefore, most businesses still prefer to have
visibility of and responsibility for their own systems in order to protect their
intellectual property and to manage their own firewalls (Yandell, 2001).
Website managers argue that it would be too expensive for all but the largest
construction companies to develop their own systems (Crates, 2001). Sturley (2001),
marketing director of Emap Construction Network agreed, "Very few companies can
afford to build their own internal systems and why would they want to do that when
their competencies lie elsewhere!"
Another key issue was connectivity - everyone needs to have broadband. Outhwaite
(2002), design co-ordinator at Balfour Beatty Construction pointed out that quite a
few members of the project team started the project using an ISDN link to transfer
information, but this was taking far too long to download documents. It took 12 weeks
to upgrade everyone to broadband. Other issues raised included:
•

Redlining (electronic mark-up) - is not liked by architects. It is still easier to see
things properly on paper, not on a screen (Patterson, 2002).

•

Project participants are very concerned about potential additional cost;
particularly subcontractors were concerned it would cost them more than
traditional paper-based systems (Chipman, 2001).

•

Integration with companies' internal systems needs to be developed (Godfree,
2001).

•

Folder-based systems are poor at locating a particular document when there are
10,000 items on an extranet. Therefore, easy documentation search from the
database is a fundamental feature (Patterson, 2002).
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4.5.3.4 The Problems of Project Collaboration
According to a survey conducted by Infrasoft Ltd. (2001), 52% of project managers
cited speed of communication for the transfer of information as a problem for
collaborative projects. A further study carried out by Pearson (2002) showed that the
compatibility of the different software systems used by project participants was a
problem. For example, architect Red Box Design's office used MicroStation as its
design tool. Unfortunately, MicroStation was incompatible with AutoCAD - the
software the rest of the team were using. Another problem was the difficulty of
reading complex drawings on screen. Zooming in and out and scrolling from section
to section is somewhat laborious compared to having the plans spread out on a table.
Many organisations currently using Project Extranets are facing an additional
overhead of controlling their internal resources and documents in the normal way, and
publishing a subset of them to this remote data centre. In addition, Corrigan (2001b),
contracts manager of Kajima UK at the Project Extranet Conference 2001 identified
the following four problems to overcome when using a Project Extranet:
•

Culture shock

•

Resistance to change

• Intimidated by new technology
• Not geared up to IT

4.5.3.5 Challenges Facing Project Collaboration Extranet at Present
The Project Extranet has become an important tool for sharing project information
and providing an up-to-date project information board. Any system must ensure that
the exchange of information and data are accurate and consistent if they are to retain
their real value for their intended purposes. The system must also ensure that the
information and data is accessible to all the project team members (Rojas & Songer,
1999).
Walch et al. (1998) observed that increased demands from owners, clients and team
members are forcing companies to deliver information faster than ever before. These
demands will also mean that providers of extranet systems will need to ensure that
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minimum standards of ease of use, speed, security and full audit trail are met (Pacey,
2000).

4.5.4 Formula for Success
Lessons that could be learnt from the current UK construction practices to assure that
the Project Extranet becomes a successful project collaboration tool according to
Walch et al. (1998), Ellison (2001), Chipman (2001), Hancock (2002), Sturley
(2002a) and Patterson (2002) are listed below:
• Client involvement is key to success and allows better control of a project.
• Active management of the process as well as the technology is essential.
• Make sure there is an on-going review and continual improvement - expect the
systems to get better.
• Definition of team roles and responsibilities is vital in assuring that the site
becomes a successful communication tool.
• Ensure that contractors and subcontractors are aware of their requirements during
the tender process and are willing and able to comply
• Minimise communications outside the system
• Use a leased line or flat rate service to ensure costs of use are fixed as much as
possible.
• Understand exactly what the system can do and maximise it.
• Understand how the system will interface with your existing management systems
and adapt them to avoid duplicated effort.
• Adopt a cost/benefit sharing strategy that accurately reflects the impact on the
supply chain of introducing the system.
• Adopt a total supply chain 'buy-in'
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4.6 THE INFLUENCE OF LEGAL AND
PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY ISSUES ON
PROJECT COLLABORATION

Electronic and paper communications now have equal legal status. It would therefore
seem that there should not be any legal concerns when collaborating electronically
(Hampton, 200Id). Sandford (2000), senior IT lawyer with Taylor Joynson Garrett
agreed, "Even now, the Internet is not the lawless Wild West it might seem. Electronic
chains are not totally unregulated. It is a question of applying traditional regulations
to electronic media"
However, some lawyers still urge caution, and many companies that have taken the
plunge into using collaborative software hold backup copies of projects on paper in
case a dispute should arise. In the Portman House project for example, a paper record
was kept in parallel with the electronic system, both because the project was seen as a
trial, and because there are some professional indemnity insurers that will not allow
the companies to rely solely on electronic records (Godfree, 2001). Another example
is the Red Box Design Group, who are still keeping printed versions of each
document because there are concerns about the validity of electronic documents in a
legal dispute (Farrar, 2002).
This concern is questionable since two decisions of the Technology and Construction
Court in 2000 (Comyn Ching v Radius pic and Anglo Group v Winther Brown) are a
salutary reminder (Warchus, 2000). Very briefly, these decisions clarified that there is
no general implied obligation on an IT supplier to check the stated requirements of a
user when it submits a tender response: the user cannot expect a 'free ride' on the
back of the IT supplier's greater technical skills. Moreover, when dealing with a
standard package solution, the courts also made it clear that any sensible user will
realise that it is unlikely to obtain a 100% fit for its requirements and it has a general
duty to co-operate with the supplier in implementing the project and, on occasion, in
accepting that not all of its current procedures will be supported by the new system.
Furthermore, it may well need to adapt such procedures to comply with the new
system. In the absence of misrepresentation by the IT supplier, or a major defect in the
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system, early termination by the user is likely to be a breach of contract, entitling the
supplier to a claim for damages.
Furthermore, according to the report "Effective Integration of IT in Construction"
Goodwin (2001, p. 55), there are three areas of legal concern for businesses
collaborating electronically. They are:
1. The risk of data being corrupted or lost
2. The legal status of electronic documents
3. The legal relationship with the Application Service Provider (ASP)

4.6.1 Risk of Data being Corrupted or Lost
Many people fall into the trap of believing that electronic communications are less
secure than traditional forms of communication. In fact, some would argue that
electronic exchange of information is more secure than exchange of paper-based
information (BIW, 200 Ic). Nonetheless, no technology is infallible. For example, in
autumn 2001, a major USA based data host, used by at least two UK vendors, was
rescued from administration (Hamilton, 2002c). Therefore, there are serious
implications to consider if a data hosting service goes bankrupt or ceases to deliver
the expected level of service.
Gillian Birkby and Jon Nugent (2002), solicitors at the London office of Mayer
Brown Rowe & Maw suggested that customers and users needed to be clear about
what happens if/when a Project Extranet system crashes. "If the system crashes, there
must be a back-up system that enables each of the participants - designer, contractor,
subcontractor, client, to carry on working with minimal delay to design or progress on
site. This may mean that whenever a document is uploaded onto the network, the
person who has created or amended the document keeps a copy in their own
electronic file, so it is available if needed. Everyone will, of course, revert to emails
and faxes and circulation of hard-copy drawings until the system is back up and
running, but there must be a procedure for updating the extranet as soon as it is back
on line, so that everyone can have confidence in continuing to use it, and not resort to
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their own back-up system. This is normally achieved by devising a series of rules for
the operation of the extranet, sometimes called a protocol, which becomes one of the
contract documents for each of the organisations working on the project."
White (200la), lawyer with Masons' I&T Technology Group further suggested, "// is
still advisable, in the case of important documents, to keep a hard copy. As long as
projects run smoothly nobody worries too much about the legal issues, but the
potential is therefor disputes." Defending the opposite corner, Colin Smith (2001),
chief executive of BIW Technologies said, "To date, with over 400 projects managed
using BIW Information Channel, we have had no legal disputes relating to data being
lost or corrupted. A robust and reliable technology infrastructure, underpinned by
comprehensive sen'ice level agreements, helps provide reassurance."

4.6.2 Legal Status of Electronic Documents
Although the use of electronic media to exchange information within the construction
industry has become more widespread in recent years, questions about the legal
admissibility of electronic communications have led some construction professionals
to delay decisions about using online collaboration systems (BIW, 200Ic). In fact, the
British Legal System has accepted in principle that electronic documents have the
same legitimacy as paper documents. However, in a potentially adversarial business
such as construction, it is vital that the systems that are used to manage these
documents can stand up to close scrutiny in court if necessary. There are two
important documents relating to the legal aspects of e-Project management: A code of
Practice PD0008 and a British Standard, BS7799 (Smith, A., 2000).
PD0008 does not guarantee legal admissibility, but it does define current best practice.
It covers systems planning, implementation and the procedures for using the system.
It also concentrates on setting up authorised procedures and being able to demonstrate
subsequently in court that these procedures have been followed (Smith, A., 2000).
Goodwin (2001), author of a Building Centre Trust report added, "These guidelines
show the procedure for managing electronic communications in a robust way so the
information will be much more difficult to undermine in court at a late date"
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White (2001b) further addressed the issue of legal admissibility by reference to the
Civil Evidence Act 1995: "Where a statement contained in a document is admissible
as evidence in civil proceedings, it may be proved:
a) By the production of that document, or
b) Whether or not that document is still in existence, by the production of a copy of
that document or the material part of it, authenticated in such a manner as the
Court may approve."
It is therefore important that a party using electronic information in the court-room
has a rigorous audit trail reliably logging when a drawing or document is either sent
or received at every time, and if it has been amended (and if so, when and by whom).
However, if a chosen e-Project management system complies with BS7799, the
weight of evidence will be on organisation user's side. In summary, to be sure that a
chosen system will stand to scrutiny in a court of law, it is vital that it meets the
required British Standard, BS7799 in addition to PD0008 (Smith, A., 2001).

4.6.3 Legal Relationship with the Application Service
Provider
Entrusting the information created by a customer's project team to a collaboration
system places some strong obligations on the ASP and it is vital that appropriate legal
agreements are put in place to support the relationships. There must be a formal
Service Level Agreement (SLA) specifying minimum performance levels. In
particular, the SLA should be part of the contract. These would include; availability of
service and support desk 24hours/7days a week and a routine maintenance plan.
Professional Indemnity (PI) insurance is provided by providers if their service is not
available as stated. Furthermore, contingency plans should be in place in the event
that the chosen ASP becomes insolvent (Warchus, 2002; Hamilton, 2002c).
To circumvent the possibility that a chosen ASP may become insolvent. Birkby and
Nugent (2002) suggested that the contract with the ASP should provide:
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•

A right to terminate a contract and transfer to an alternative service provider in
the event of any doubts about the ASP's ability to continue providing services;

•

An obligation on the ASP to provide assistance on transfer of the service to an
alternative ASP, by providing access to all necessary records and data.
Assistance in the form of consultancy services may also be required; and

•

An obligation to make records available in specified formats that can be accessed
by the ASP's customer.

4.6.4 Other Legal Issues
Project Extranets create a record of the entire project, therefore actual ownership and
control of the data is of considerable importance. Blundell (2001), IT director of
Ballast pointed out, "The ownership of information and responsibility for it is the
main legal issue for us when collaborating electronically at the moment."
Some designers perceive that holding and downloading data centrally from the server
infringes their copyrights. Some may also perceive that when designs are held
centrally they could lose control of the project (Alshawi & Ingirige, 2002, p.29).
Sandford (2000) further highlighted that legally speaking, drawings transmitted via
the Internet are still protected by copyright, but clearly it is easier if someone wants to
copy them. Copyright is a major issue for architects wanting to do business over the
Internet.
Many ASPs stress the need for their clients to clarify ownership of documents and
drawings with all parties involved with the project before initiating a project. Cole
(2001), director of software provider Causeway suggested that reaching an agreement
on how to trade electronically is vital. "The project team needs to make sure that all
parties are involved at the legal level and that there is a consensus about how to
collaborate electronically.''''
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4.7 THE WAY FORWARD FOR PROJECT EXTRANETS
IN CONSTRUCTION

Project Extranets are becoming much more widely used. Some clients, such as J
Sainsbury, use them on most of their projects (Birkby & Nugent, 2002). In 2002, 10%
of new projects used project collaboration tools. Analyst Barbour Index (2003)
forecasts that this will double in 2003. Oliver (2002b), managing director of
BuildOnline further predicted that industry take-up of online collaboration tools will
leap from 10% in 2002 to 30-50% by the end of 2003 as firms move from piloting the
technology on one-off projects to rolling it out across all their jobs.
UK business investment in IT dropped 10% in 2002 on the previous year. Those that
have survived so far have done well, but more IT casualties are forecast before
Christmas (Crates, 2003).
Recently, many contractors had experience with project collaboration tools but have
been reluctant to back one until a clear market leader emerged. A recent survey
conducted by Construction Industry Computing Association (CICA, 2001) revealed
that major contractors did not see many technological barriers to integrating IT into
their businesses but said it was difficult to sift through the vast quantity of options.
Some critics also highlighted that ASPs have been guilty of spending too much on
studies that back their marketing claims and not enough on factual studies that
contractors would find truly useful and persuasive (Etiel, 2001).
However, the number of players is already reducing. This has not been due to the
inherent superiority of a few products. The reduction in the number of companies has
been due in part to the cash pressures placed on start-ups, many of whom have been
exiting or merging with other players (Bishop, 2001). BuildOnline put out a lot of
publicity when it reached profitability in November 2002. Indeed, a small project
collaboration firm called Sarcophagus stated that it has been in profit for 14 months.
Meanwhile, 4Projects, the extranet tool originally developed in-house by Taylor
Woodrow, went into the black in March 2002 (Crates, 2003).
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The market is huge and there is enough room for several companies to operate. IT
analyst The Butler Group (2003) recently said knowledge management was the only
growth area in IT investment. So, the long-term survival of extranets seems to depend
on how easily they can be integrated into other operations. Most extranet companies
are now working on the next wave of services, including ERP, e-Procurement and, in
the case of BIW Technologies, the new release of Collaborative Process Management
(CPM) toolset. This enables project teams to customise online processes so that they
can match standard procedures (Construction News, 2003). Moreover, in a future
development phase 4Projects.com hopes to integrate the project collaboration solution
with the organisation's existing business systems, so that financial and project
management data can be seamlessly passed on to the 4Projects system (Hannay,
2001). Furthermore, for the future, BuildOnline is planning an asset management tool
aimed at PFI organisations. All project information can continue to be hosted after a
building is finished to help streamline facilities management operations (Lane,
2002b).
In order to successfully embrace Internet-enabled project management systems in the
UK construction industry, the industry should work towards setting minimum
common standards to facilitate the flow of information across the supply chain. Such
standards will add significant value up the chain by allowing exchanged information
to be fully integrated with business processes (Bishop, 2001; Alshawi & Ingirige,
2002, p.30). In fact, eight UK players: BuildOnline, Causeway, Cadweb,
Sarcophagus, BIW, 4Projects, Business Collaborator and Bidcom are forming an
industry group, as yet unnamed. The group will promote the use of online project
collaboration tools and aims to develop industry standards so that customers will be
able to transfer data more easily between systems (Crates, 2003).
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4.8 SUMMARY

Although the construction industry has traditionally been slow to accept new
technology, many construction professionals have now recognised the value of the
Internet and are prepared to invest in it. Indeed, the Internet and associated
technologies can facilitate effective communication and efficiency of information
exchange in the construction industry.
In this chapter the current project management practices have been examined and it
has been seen that there is much duplication and overlapping of activities carried out
by different project professionals. An attempt has therefore been made to show how
the use of Internet-based project management systems could lead to increased
efficiency and economy in the construction supply chain. This chapter also
emphasised that Internet-based project management should be integrated with the
existing business processes of construction organisations. Such a strategic direction
should prevent resource waste and uneconomic investment.
It is accepted that improved communications and sharing of information are essential
to ensure that a project profit can be achieved. Erik Brynjolfsson (1996), professor of
information systems at MIT Sloan School stated, "The same dollar spent on the same
system may give a competitive advantage to one company but only expensive
paperweights to another" It has been shown that there are performance advantages to
be gained from using a Project Extranet. The choice and implementation of the system
underlines a number of important issues such as simplicity and ease of use as well as
speed of information transfer and delivery. These are the most important factors for
construction professionals choosing an e-Project management system (CTC, 2001).
The following points summarise the current Project Extranet practices in the UK
construction industry reviewed in this chapter:
• Figures in the Construction Confederation survey (CC, 2001 c) show that project
collaboration is increasing rapidly with 23% of companies with over 250
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employees and 43% of companies with over 1,000 staff using project
collaboration tools.
• Improvements have been made in the UK construction industry by utilising the
Project Extranet. Kajima UK for example achieved a 10% reduction in overall
construction cost, and brought the construction time down from 17 weeks to 12.
The project architect alone identified £31,000 of savings as a direct result of using
a Project Extranet (Construction News, 200Id; BIW, 200la; Smith, 2002).
Another example is Kier Contractor who achieved £50,000 direct savings on
printing, information distribution and general communication from using a Project
Extranet on a £60 million fast track commercial development project
(BuildOnline, 2002a).
• A study by Oliver (2002b) revealed that the barriers to effective project
collaboration are cultural more than technological. It is 20% about technology,
80% about culture - this does involve people changing the way they work.
• Legal and security issues restrict construction organisations from committing to
one provider. Consequently, they will require relearning and retraining in the use
of different technology (Vaughan, 2001).
• A survey conducted by Infrasoft Ltd. (2001) identified that 52% of project
managers cited speed of communication for the transfer of information as a
problem for collaborative projects. A further study carried out by Pearson (2002)
showed that the compatibility of the different software systems used by project
participants was a problem.
• Client involvement and support is key to success and allows better control of a
project.
• According to the report "Effective Integration of IT in Construction" Goodwin
(2001, p.55), there are three areas of legal concern for businesses collaborating
electronically: the risk of data being corrupted or lost; the legal status of electronic
documents; and the legal relationship with the ASP.
• The ownership of information and responsibility for it is also the main legal issue
at the moment for construction project parties when collaborating electronically
(Blundell, 2001).
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In order to successfully embrace the Project Extranet and achieve business benefits
construction companies must consider not only the technology, but also give equal
prominence to processes and people who are involved in them. Steve Smith (2001),
chief technology officer at Fitzpatrick believes that once people get over their initial
reservations and fear of technology, Project Extranets will change the way the
industry works. Urry (2001), project manager at Fitzpatrick further commented, "The
more you use it, the more you can see the potential for it. It will help cut down
approval times and will be a Godsend when it comes to archiving. However, there is
still a lot to be done to ensure all parties are comfortable using it"
The next chapter provides a review of the research concept and the methodology
employed and confirms the particular methodology adopted in this research.
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5. RESEARCH CONCEPT AND
METHODOLOGY
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter provides an overview of research methodology theory and describes the
research concept and methodology utilised in this project. The aim of the research is
to establish a theoretical Digital Nervous System (DNS) framework in the UK
construction industry, which will help construction companies to improve their
corporate business performance. To achieve the aim of the research, an investigation
is required into four key objectives necessary for the establishment of a DNS
framework within the UK construction industry. These are:
1.

To develop an effective theoretical Digital Nervous System model for business
operations

2.

To identify commercial benefits available to the construction industry through
the use of e-Commerce

3.

To analyse the management of integrated business processes using ERP
(Enterprise Resource Planning)

4.

To demonstrate that the use of Project Extranets improve communication by
sharing up-to-date project information

The hypotheses of this research are:
1. The UK construction companies utilising Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) will improve communication, extend information support and
enhance business performance.
2. The UK construction companies that adopt Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
will improve their corporate business performance.
3. The UK construction projects utilising Project Extranets will improve
communication, reinforce best practice and save time and money.
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To accomplish the objectives of the research and furthermore test the veracity of the
hypotheses, the author conducted extensive secondary and primary research. The
secondary research included a review of published literature, both in print and
electronic form. The primary research utilised questionnaire surveys, structured
interviews and case studies. The author's intention was to make a valuable
contribution to current knowledge through this combination of empirical research and
an extensive review of previous relevant studies. (Figure 5.1)
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Figure 5.1 Flowchart indicating the stages of the author's research methodology
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5.2 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Research design is an action plan for progressing from the data collection to analysis
and evaluation of the results. This plan includes the research strategy and involves
two main approaches to data collection known as 'primary data collection' and
'secondary data collection'.

5.2.1 Research Strategy
At an early stage of the investigation it must be decided which research strategy is
most appropriate to the chosen topic. Naoum (1998, p.37) defined research strategy as
the way in which the research objectives can be questioned. There are two types of
research strategy, namely, 'quantitative research' and 'qualitative research' (Creswell,
1994; Fellows & Liu, 1997; Naoum, 1998, p.37). Deciding on which type of research
strategy to follow, depends on the purpose of the study and the type and availability of
the information which is required.

5.2.1.1 Quantitative Research
Quantitative research is 'objective' in nature and composed of variables, measured in
numbers and lends itself to statistical analysis. Fowler (1988) defined quantitative
research as a survey design providing a quantitative or numeric description of some
fraction of the population - the sample - through the data collection process of
eliciting information from people. Essentially, quantitative approaches involve
making measurements by collecting data. The approach is built upon previous work
which has developed principles, laws and theories to help to decide the data
requirements of the particular research project (Fellows & Liu, 1997, p.83).
Naoum (1998, p.39) suggested that quantitative research is selected under two
circumstances. They are:
• When you want to find facts about a concept, a question or an attribute.
• When you want to collect factual evidence and study the relationship between
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these facts in order to test a particular theory or hypothesis.

5.2.1.2 Qualitative Research
Qualitative research is 'subjective' in nature and tests attitudes, perceptions and
opinions. Qualitative research according to Naoum (1998, p.40) falls into two
categories; 'exploratory research' and 'attitudinal research'. Exploratory research is
used when researchers have a limited amount of knowledge about chosen topic. The
interview technique is usually selected as a method of data collection. Attitudinal
research is used to 'subjectively' evaluate the 'opinion', 'view' or the 'perception' of a
person, towards a particular object.
Furthermore, Tesch (1991) identified three categories of approach to the analysis of
qualitative data. They are:
• Language based - focuses on how language is used and what it means - discourse
analysis and symbolic interactionism.
• Descriptive or Interpretive - attempts to develop a coherent and comprehensive
view of the subject material from the perspective of those who are being
researched; the participators, respondents or subjects.
• Theory-building - seeks to develop theory obtained from the data collected during
the study.
The successful establishment of a Digital Nervous System (DNS) framework in the
UK construction industry will be dictated by attitudes within the industry. Attitudinal
research therefore needs to be used to evaluate the attitudes, perception and opinions
of the participants. The information for this thesis was therefore gathered by using a
combination of both quantitative and qualitative research methods. Bryman (1988)
commented that the combination of both quantitative and qualitative research methods
can be used to fill in gaps in the researcher's knowledge of the chosen topic.
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5.2.2 Primary Data Collection
Naoum (1998, p.44) defined fieldwork research (i.e. a method of primary data
collection) as the study of people acting in the natural courses of their daily lives.
Much research in the social sciences and management spheres involves asking and
obtaining answers to questions through conducting surveys of people. This is
achieved by using questionnaires, interviews and case studies (Fellows & Liu, 1997,
p.89, Figure 5.2). Some research methods depend solely on one method of data
collection but others do not. However, it is dependant upon the researchers'
judgement as to which method(s) or technique(s) will best obtain the information
needed in order to achieve the purpose of the research.

Breadth of study

(a)

(c)

T3

o
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4>
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(a) Questionnaire
(b) Case Study
(c) Interviews

(b)
Figure 5.2 Breadth V. depth in 'question-based' studies
Source: Fellows & Liu, 1997, p.90

5.2.2.1 Postal Questionnaire
The postal questionnaire is a widely used data collection technique for eliciting
descriptive and quantitative information from respondents covering a wide
geographical area at relatively low expense. Two types of questions, namely, 'closed-
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ended questions' and 'open-ended questions' are usually used in the postal
questionnaire. Fellows & Liu (1997, p.92) suggested that researchers should be clear
about the reasons why each question in a questionnaire is being asked and the
questions should be:
• unambiguous and easy for the respondent to answer, they should not require
extensive data gathering by the respondent.
• clear, each should concern one issue only and the request for answers should be
given in an 'unthreatening' form appropriate to the research.
Oppenheim (1992, p.64) advised conducting a pilot questionnaire before distributing
the main body of questionnaires. The reasons cited are:
• A pilot questionnaire may be costly, but it will actually save time and money in
the end.
•

Studies which have been inadequately piloted or not piloted at all, will find that a
great deal of effort has been wasted on unintelligible questions producing
unquantifiable responses and uninterpretable results.

• Dozens of administrative matters concerned with sampling and fieldwork that
'could not possibly go wrong', will go wrong.
Bell (1996) further described a pilot questionnaire as 'getting the bugs out of the
instrument (questionnaire) so that subjects in the main study will experience no
difficulties in completing it and so that researchers can carry out a preliminary
analysis to see whether the wording and format of questions will present any
difficulties when the main data are analysed.' Moreover, Naoum (1998, p.87) added
four important criteria, requiring the pilot questionnaire respondent to answer. They
are:
•

Did you object to answering any of the questions9

• In your opinion, has any major topic been omitted9
• Was the layout of the questionnaire clear and attractive9

• Do you have any further comments9
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Fellows & Liu (1997, p.93) agreed that a pilot questionnaire will provide an
opportunity for improving the questionnaire, filling in gaps and determining the time
required for, and ease of completing the exercise. A postal questionnaire could be
used to collect information from respondents covering a wide geographical area at
relatively low expense. Oppenheim (1992, p. 102), Fellows & Liu (1997, p.91) and
Naoum (1998, p.55) highlighted that there are six limitations of the postal
questionnaire. They are:
• Generally low response rates, and consequent biases. Response rates according to
Naoum (1998, p.55) are usually between 40% - 60%. Fellows & Liu (1997, p.91)
also indicate that postal questionnaires can expect a 25% - 35% useable response
rate.
• The postal questionnaire is only suitable for simple and straightforward questions,
which can be answered with the aid of easy instructions and definitions.
• Inflexibility in the sense that no opportunities exist for the researcher to probe the
respondent or seek clarification in the event of an ambiguous answer.
• Accuracy of response may be biased or contrived in the way the respondent
answers according to what they think the researcher wants to hear.
• No control over the respondents, since the questionnaire may be completed by a
subordinate of the intended, stated respondent.
• Industry fatigue, where companies receive a large volume of questionnaires and
under the pressures of modern business, only some questionnaires are returned.
Given the above limitations of collecting all the research data by the postal
questionnaire method, alternative methods were also adopted in this thesis, including
undertaking personal interviews.

5.2.2.2 Personal Interview
Personal interviews are useful methods for collecting factual information as well as
opinions. It is a face-to-face or via telephone interpersonal role situation in which an
interviewer asks respondents' questions designed to elicit answers related to the
research requirements. Generally, with the permission of the respondents, tape
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recording the interviews can be very helpful at the later stages of analysis and through
subsequent scrutiny. It also helps to ensure accuracy and objectivity in analysing the
responses.
Personal interviews can take three forms, 'unstructured', 'structured' and 'semistructured' (Fellows & Liu, 1997, p.94; Naoum, 1998, p. 56). The major differences lie
in the constraints placed on the respondent and the interviewer. This research utilised
structured interviews to obtain information because of the relative merits discussed
below.

5.2.2.2.1

Unstructured Interview

Unstructured interviews use 'open-ended' or 'open' questions, which are more
suitable for undertaking qualitative research. Unstructured interviews can also be
conducted at the beginning of the projects (also known as exploratory interviews)
when the researchers know little about their subject area. Although unstructured
interviews are useful for exploratory research they are unlikely to provide sufficient
tangible data for analytical purposes.

5.2.2.2.2 Semi-Structured Interview

Semi-structured interviews use both 'open' and 'closed-ended' questions in a more
focused interview format. Merton & Kendal (1946) stated four distinguishable
characteristics of a semi-structured interview. They are:
•

It takes place with respondents known to have been involved in a particular
experience.

•

It refers to situations that have been analysed prior to the interview.

•

It proceeds on the basis of an interview guide specifying topics related to the
research hypotheses.

•

It is focused on the respondents' experience regarding the situations under study.

Naoum (1998, p.57) further indicated that in the semi-structured interview, the
interviewer has a great deal of freedom to probe various areas and to raise specific
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queries during the course of the interview.
5.2.2.2.3 Structured Interview

Structured interviews provide a standardised format to all interviewees, using
identical wording and order. The interviewer fully administers the questionnaire
throughout the entire process of the interview. Nachmias & Nachmias (1996) cited
three assumptions of the structured interview. They are:
•

That for any research objective, the respondents have a sufficiently common
vocabulary so that it is possible to formulate questions, which have the same
meaning for each of them.

•

That it is possible to phrase all the questions in a form that is equally meaningful
to each respondent.

•

That if the meaning of each question is to be identical for each respondent, its
context must be identical and, since all preceding questions constitute part of the
contexts, the sequence of the questions must be identical.

Naoum (1998, p.58) therefore identified that the main advantages of the structured
interview are:
•

The answers can be more accurate.

•

The response rate is relatively high (approximately 60% - 70%), especially if the
interviewees are contacted directly.

This research benefited from information received from structured interviews,
especially in understanding the current Digital Nervous System (DNS) that has been
utilised by UK construction companies.

5.2.2.3 Case Study
Case studies are used when the researchers intend to support their argument by an indepth analysis of a person, a group of persons, an organisation or a particular project
(Naoum, 1998, p.46). A case study can be defined as a study in which the researcher
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explores a single entity or phenomenon (the case) bounded by time and activity (a
programme, event, or process) and collects detailed information by using a variety of
data collection procedures during a sustained period of time (Merriam, 1988; Yin,
1989).
Personal interviews may be used, accompanied by collection of 'hard' documentary
data. Questionnaires are less usual although they may be employed to gain an
understanding of the general situation of the case being studied (Fellows & Liu, 1997,
p.94). A case study therefore yields deep and specific results. This is not to say that
the case study approach is of limited value. On the contrary, it provides an in-depth
analysis of a specific problem or situation.

5.2.2.4 Sampling
Once the data collection techniques are formulated, the selection of the survey
respondents or sample survey needs to be considered. Fellows & Liu (1997, p. 118)
indicate that the objective of sampling is to provide a practical means of enabling the
data collection and processing of components of the research to be carried out whilst
ensuring that the sample provides a good representation of the population.
Unfortunately, without a survey of the population, the representativeness of any
sample is uncertain, but

statistical theory can be used to indicate the

representativeness.
Furthermore, Naoum (1998, p.59) advised that selecting the research sample is very
important and great care must be taken when choosing the type of sample design.
There are two types of sampling used in this research. They are:
• Random Sampling, which is used when the specifics about the characteristics of
the sample are not essential, such as the background of the respondents, size of
company and type of work etc.
•

Selected Sampling, is usually chosen in conjunction with the interview approach
where the participants do share specific characteristics.
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5.3 PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION EMPLOYED IN
THIS RESEARCH PROJECT
As some of the data required are not available from a literature review, other methods
of data collection were needed. The primary data was obtained from undertaking
extensive empirical research. The goal of primary data collection is to obtain 'first
hand' information and to help the author to test the hypothesis set out at the initial
development stage of this research. Three major research techniques were adopted to
elicit data and information from respondents. These include using questionnaire
surveys, case studies and structured interviews.

5.3.1 Questionnaire Survey
The questionnaire method has been widely used for descriptive and analytical surveys
in order to find out facts, opinions and views. To determine the degree of positive
impact that the current Digital Nervous System (DNS) concept and previous work in
the field of four of its major corporate functions (See section 1.3) are having on UK
construction companies and to identify the major problems associated with the use of
ICT, three questionnaire surveys were conducted via e-mail for quantitative and
qualitative research purposes. The decision to distribute the three questionnaires via email was done to save cost and time when compared to distributing hard copies of the
questionnaire by post. A number of stages were involved in this process; these are:
•

Sample selection

• Questionnaire design
• Pilot questionnaire 1 & 2
• Questionnaire 1 & 2 main distribution and analysis
• Pilot questionnaire 3
• Questionnaire 3 main distribution and analysis

5.3.1.1 Sample Selection
Once the technique has been decided for collecting data, selecting the research sample
is very important and great care must be taken in order to provide representative and
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reliable evidence. Naoum (1998, p.60) suggests that there are two main criteria that
need to be taken into account when selecting the research sample. First, what do you
want to know? Second, about whom do you want to know it9
Following the general recommendations provided by Naoum, these questionnaires
were sent to a wide range of professionals within the UK construction industry. Small
UK construction firms (employing up to 13 persons) account for 94.6% of all firms
(there were 168,123 construction firms in 2001, DT1 2002). In contrast construction
organisations with 115 employees and over only account for 0.4% of all firms, but in
2001 they contributed 40% of the total UK construction output. In order to obtain a
wide spread of high quality data, it was therefore decided to define four populations,
based on the level of company turnover (categories 1 to 4 - see Figure 5.3) and take
equal randomised samples from each category for questionnaire distribution. The four
categories ranged in size of company turnover, from less than £10m, up to companies
with a turnover of more than £200m. From the results, the author was able to obtain a
wide range of opinions from across the whole construction industry.
A total of 100 construction companies (See Appendix 3) were selected as the sample
for the questionnaire 1 survey, the same 100 construction companies (See Appendix
3) and 28 ERP consultants (See Appendix 4) were selected as the sample for the
questionnaire 2 survey, and a further 120 construction companies (See Appendix 5),
30 construction clients (See Appendix 6), 100 architects (See Appendix 7) and 100 IT
consultants (See Appendix 8) were also selected as the sample for the questionnaire 3
survey. The name and email account of the sample respondents were obtained from
the author's network of contacts and also from organisations such as the Chartered
Institute of Building (CIOB), Construction Industry Computing Association (CICA),
Construction Industry Trading Electronically (CITE), Construction News and
Construct IT Centre of Excellence. Prior to sending the questionnaire via email, an
initial email was sent to each organisation in order to identify the person in the
company with responsibility for ICT. In some organisations this person was known as
the ICT manager but in the cases where the turnover was below f 10m, this person
usually had other responsibilities apart from ICT. Figure 5.3 depicts the major stages
involved in the sample selection.
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Figure 5.3 Example of sample selection - construction company
Source: Ng eta/., 2001, adapted by author

5.3.1.2 Questionnaire Design
During the research process, three questionnaires were conducted, which were
designed and based upon the current literature review and research objectives. Two
types of questions were used in the questionnaire; closed-ended questions and openended questions. Almost all the postal questionnaires have closed-ended questions to
ensure consistency of respondent feedback. As it is not possible to design all
questions as closed-ended, some questions were left open-ended, to solicit numerical
data or to solicit some written comment.
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5.3.1.2.1 Questionnaire 1 Design
To determine the current use of state-of-the-art ICT applications by UK construction
companies, the first questionnaire was devised, and was used to test the veracity of the
first hypothesis: "The UK construction companies utilising ICT' will improve
communication, extend information support and enhance business performance." A
total of 11 multiple-choice questions were included in the questionnaire (See
Appendix 9).
From the above hypothesis, the author constructed the questionnaire with eight
sections as shown below:
1.

General information

2.

The appropriate level of ICT investment

3.

ICT applications

4.

The non-financial barriers that discourage the construction industry adopting ICT

5.

Developing and using websites

6.

Developing software standards

7.

Tendering online

8.

Health and safety

The first questionnaire was sent out to 100 construction companies, ranging in their
size of turnover, from less than £10m up to companies with a turnover of more than
£200m.

5.3.1.2.2 Questionnaire 2 Design

To obtain the current awareness of ERP in construction companies and ERP
consultants, and further to discover the potential for ERP in improving the
effectiveness of construction management in the construction industry, the second
questionnaire was employed. This was used to test the veracity of the second
hypothesis: "The UK construction companies that adopt ERP will improve their
corporate business performance." A total of 11 multiple-choice questions were
included in the questionnaire (See Appendix 10).
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From the above hypothesis, the author constructed the questionnaire with six sections,
which are listed below:
1.

Lessons learnt from the application of the ERP systems in the manufacturing and
service industries

2.

The non-financial barriers that discourage the construction industry adopting
ERP

3.

The approximate turnover of construction organisations that could consider ERP
adoption

4.

Using Vendor Managed Inventory (VM1) for controlling waste on construction
sites

5.

Implementing the Continuous Replenishment Program (e-Kanban), and Just-inTime enhancement of delivery on construction sites

6.

Using Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), enabling collaborative engineering
and SCM between client, contractor and partners

The second questionnaire was sent out to 28 Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
consultants and 100 construction companies.

5.3.1.2.3 Questionnaire 3 Design

To investigate the current Project Extranet practices in the UK construction industry
and determine what apparent benefits have been gained from the using Project
Extranets, a third questionnaire was undertaken, which was used to test the veracity of
the third hypothesis: "The UK construction projects utilising Project Extranets will
improve communication, reinforce best practice and save lime and money" A total of
12 multiple-choice questions were included in the questionnaire (See Appendix 11).
From the above hypothesis, the author constructed the questionnaire with nine
sections as shown below:
1

General information

2.

Choosing the right system

3

The appropriate level of cost and charging structures

4

The noticeable benefits that have been gained from using the Project Extranet

5

The influence of legal issues on project collaboration
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6.

The barriers that discourage the construction industry adopting Project Extranet

7.

The potential for Project Extranet in integrating the existing business systems

8.

One standard product

9.

Formula for success

The third questionnaire was sent out to 120 construction companies, 30 construction
clients, 100 architects and 100 IT consultants.

5.3.1.2.4 Online Version Questionnaire Design

The word format survey questionnaires were distributed electronically via email.
Some respondents experienced difficulty opening, completing or saving the
questionnaire due either to unfamiliarity or incompatibility with the software used.
The on-line version questionnaire (See Appendix 12) was therefore created to offer a
solution to these limitations. The author also advised the recipients on the covering
letter that if they have any difficulty opening or completing the attached
questionnaire,

they

could

access

the

on-line

version

via

http://www.glam.ac.uk/hjuchien/ (Figure 5.4).
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5.3.1.3 Pilot Questionnaire 1 and 2
Before the main survey was undertaken, a draft version of the questionnaire was
piloted with two UK construction companies (turnovers between £10m - £49m and
above £200m) and also with one eminent ERP consultant. This pilot study was
intended to elicit responses that would help to test the wording of the questionnaire,
identify ambiguous questions, and also provide an indication of the time to complete
the questionnaire.
A number of the comments and suggested amendments received from the pilot study
respondents were used to amend the questionnaire prior to its final distribution.
Valuable information gained from the pilot study included:
•

The average time to complete the questionnaire was 10 minutes. This was
considered to be an acceptable length of time to require the respondents to spend.

•

There were no reported difficulties in answering any of the questions.

•

Some ERP applications, notably Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) would
benefit from better explanation.

•

Supply Chain Management (SCM) is mainly recognised by the construction
industry as being restricted to purchasing applications.

5.3.1.4 Questionnaire 1 & 2 Main Distribution and Analysis
The amended questionnaires one and two were then sent out to 100 professionals
within the UK construction industry and also to 28 ERP consultants. Responses from
these two respondent sample types were then compared and analysed.
A total of fifty-five valid returns were received from fifty-four organisations between
November 2001 and January 2002, representing a response rate of 43%. The rate of
the return is shown in Figure 5.5. It can clearly be seen that the greatest number of
responses were received on two peak response days, (27lh November 2001 and 13n
January 2002). In Particular, with respect to the date of 13 th January 2002, the author
had sent a reminder e-mail to the survey respondents on 4th January 2002. The cut off
date for the questionnaires 1 and 2 was 31 st January 2002, so if any completed
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questionnaires arrived after this date then they would be deemed too late and would
not be incorporated into the results.

Table 5.1 Questionnaire 1 & 2 survey respondent organisations
Construction Companies

ERP Consultants

Turnover Below £10m

Turnover £10m - £49m

Atos Origin

Alpha Construction Ltd
Benfield Construction Ltd
Geda Construction Ltd
John Sinton Ltd
Reynolds & Bennett Ltd
Sandwood Construction
Smallman Construction
Turkington Construction
Willart Contractors
Woodstock Homes

Ashe Construction Ltd
C JO'Shea Group
Felix O'Hare Ltd
Gleeds Ltd
H & J Martin Ltd
Henry Brothers Ltd
Laird Contracts Ltd
Oakes Construction Ltd
O'Hare & McGovern Ltd
Webfell Group Ltd

Axon Consultancy
Deloitte Consulting
Fast Track Consulting
IT Link
KPMG UK Ltd
Logica UK Ltd
Microsoft Ltd
P A Consulting Group
Price Waterhouse Coopers
Xansa Consulting

Turnover £50m - £199m

Turnover above £200m

Xayce Consulting

ABB Group
Bullock Construction Ltd
Dean & Dyball Ltd
Eric Wright Construction
Farrans Construction Ltd
J Murphy & Sons Ltd
North Midland
Sir Robert McAlpine
Watkin Johns Group
YJLPlc

Ballast Ltd
Bovis Lend Lease Ltd
Carillion Pic
Fitzpatrick Construction
HBG Construction
Interserve Ltd
McNicholas Construction
Mott McDonald Group
O'Rourke Group
RGCM Group
Ringway Group Ltd
Taylor Woodrow Ltd

The list of respondent organisations is provided in Table 5.1. The influence that
electronic (e-mail) distribution has upon the questionnaire response rate is open to
debate and worthy of further investigation, but 43% (See Tables 5.2 and 5.3) was
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considered very favourable compared to postal questionnaire surveys response rates
experienced by Shen & Fong (1999) which are typically less than 10%. Naoum
(1998) more optimistically however suggests that between 40%-60% is a more typical
response rate for postal questionnaires. The data obtained from the questionnaire
survey was analysed according to the company size of turnover, which was
distinguished by four separate categories as indicated in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.5 Questionnaire 1 & 2 response profile

Table 5.2 Questionnaire 1 response rate
Categories

No. sent

No. returned Response rate

Below £ 10m

30

10

33%

£10mto£49m

30

10

33%

£50mto£199m

18

10

56%

Above £200m

22

13

59%

100

43

43%

Average
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Table 5.3 Questionnaire 2 response rate
Categories

No. sent

No. returned Response rate

Below £ 10m

30

10

33%

£10mto£49m

30

10

33%

£50mto£199m

18

10

56%

Above £200m

22

13

59%

ERP consultants

28

12

43%

128

55

43%

Average

5.3.1.5 Pilot Questionnaire 3
Before the main survey was undertaken, a draft version of the questionnaire was
piloted with one UK construction company (turnover above £200m), one solicitor and
also with one eminent IT consultant. This pilot study was intended to elicit responses
that would help to test the wording of the questionnaire, identify ambiguous
questions, and also provide an indication of the time required to complete the
questionnaire.
A number of the comments and suggested amendments received from the pilot study
respondents were used to amend the questionnaire prior to its final distribution.
Valuable information gained from the pilot study included:
•

The average time to complete the questionnaire was 15 minutes. This was
considered to be an acceptable length of time to require the respondents to spend
therefore no adjustments to the questionnaire were necessary in this respect.

•

There were no reported difficulties in answering any of the questions.

•

With regard to question 3, a £5 million project with 250 Project Extranet users
seems inappropriate. In practice such a small project would have no more than
about 25 Project Extranet users. Question 3 was therefore amended and the user
category was changed to 'up to 250 system users'.

•

Initially in question 11 the author ignored the potential for a monopolistic
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situation arising from the suggested proposal to consider a standard ASP product.
Question 11 was therefore revised to take this possibility into account.
•

There are many other issues that make Project Extranet systems succeed or fail;
the author therefore needs to ask more questions after undertaking further
research.

5.3.1.6 Questionnaire 3 Main Distribution and Analysis
The amended questionnaire three was sent out to a wide range of UK construction related professionals including construction companies, clients, architects and IT
consultants. Responses from these four respondent sample types were then compared
and analysed.

Figure 5.6 Questionnaire 3 response profile

A total of 213 valid returns were received from 173 organisations between July 2002
and October 2002, representing a response rate of 61%. The rate of the return is
shown in Figure 5.6. It can clearly be seen that the majority of responses were
received within the first two weeks, gradually dropping after the week commencing
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26th July 2002. The cut off date for receiving questionnaire 3 was 30th November
2002. If any completed questionnaires arrived after this date then they would be
deemed too late and would not be incorporated in the results.

Table 5.4 Questionnaire 3 survey respondent organisations
Construction Companies
Turnover Below £10m

Turnover £50m - £199m

Turnover above £200m

Bowey Construction
Droicon Construction
John Sinton Ltd
Mitie Group
Mortenson Europe
Thomas Vale Construction
Woodstock Homes

Aker Kvaerner Group
Citex Ltd
Dean & Dyball Ltd
Denne Group
Eric Wright Construction
Mace Ltd
Melville Dundas Group

Alfred Mcalpine
Amec Construction
Ballast Ltd
Bechtel Construction
Black & Veatch Ltd
Bluestone Pic
Bovis Lend Lease Ltd

Turnover £10m - £49m

North Midland

Brown & Root Ltd

AYHPlc
C JO'Shea Group
Cumbrian Industrials Ltd
Gleeds Ltd
Knowles & Son Ltd
Mansell Pic
MMP Construction
Portview Construction Ltd
Sandwood Construction
Turkington & Sons Ltd

Pochins Pic
RGCM Group
Skanska Construction
T J Brent Contractor
Wrekin Construction
YJLplc

Burdens Ltd
Carillion Pic
Corus Group Pic
E Turner & Sons
Fitzpatrick Construction
Kajima UK
Laing Construction
M J Gleeson Group
Marshalls Pic
Morgan Sindall
Mott McDonald Group
Mowlem
Norwest Group
Ringway Group
Taylor Woodrow Ltd
Vinci Pic
Wates Construction
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Table 5.5 Questionnaire 3 survey respondent organisations
Architects

Aedas AHR
Alsop Architects
Architecture PLB
Assael Architecture
Atkins Walters & Webster
Aukett Europe
Brocklehurst Architects
Burks Green
Carter Jonas
Chapman Taylor
Conran & Partners
CPMG Architects
David Leon Partnership
Dewjoc Architects
Faulkner Browns
Feilden + Mawson
Foster & Partners
Haddon Few Montuschi
Hickton Madeley
Hurd Holland Partnership
Jestico & Whiles
John Gilbert Architects
KMBLtd
Koetter Kim Architects
KSR Architects

Levitt Bernstein Architects
Llewelyn Davies Ltd
Mackellar Schwerdt
Mary Thum Associates
McDonnell Associates
Nicholas Grimshaw
Nicholas Hare Architects
Oberlanders Architects
Pascal! & Watson
Pell Frischmann Architects
Pringle Brandon
Roberts and Partners
Ruddle Wilkinson
Ryder
Sheppard Robson
Simon's Design
Space Syntax
Speirs and Major
Swanke Hay den CA
Vincent & Gorbing
Walker & Martin
Wilkinson Eyre Architects
WML + Woods Bagot
Young & Gault Architects
YRM Architects

Clients

BAA Group
Berkeley Group
Carrickfergus Borough
City & County of Swansea
Derwent Housing
Essex & Suffolk Water Pic
Flintshire County Council
Harmeny Education Trust
Manchester Airport
NHS Estates
One North East
Peabody Trust
Prudential property
Railtrack Pic
Sainsbury's Property
Scottish Water
Slough Estates Pic
Tube Lines Ltd

The list of respondent organisations is provided in Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. The data
obtained from the third questionnaire survey were analysed according to the type of
profession, which was distinguished by four categories as indicated in Table 57. The
higher response from the questionnaire 3 respondents relative to that from
questionnaire 1 and 2 respondents could be explained by the fact that more research
work is being undertaken in the industry by this sample type. Also in the case of
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questionnaire 3 the initial development of the questionnaire included far more
questions than required, thus the author adopted a 'three stage' development funnel
(Naoum, 1998, p. 13) to filter out the inappropriate and unnecessary questions. This
proved highly effective as one survey respondent commented, "With those two
exceptions, your questionnaire was one of the best thought out and executed
questionnaires I ha\>e seen for a while (and I have see a lot!), and so was one of the
few which I have bothered to complete."

Table 5.6 Questionnaire 3 survey respondent organisations
IT Consultants

Amec
Amey Pic
Amp
Aspen Burrow Crocker
BAE Systems
BIW Technologies
BPGUK
Buro Happold Ltd
CBA Consulting
CBS Ltd
Construction Plus
Costain Ltd
Crown House Consulting
Davis Langdon
Design&Build Foundation
Donaldson Ltd
EC Harris

Faithful and Gould
Gardiner & Theobald
Golder Group Ltd
Gwent Consultancy
Halcrow Group Ltd
Helices Consulting
Hornagold & Hills
Indeco Consultancy
Infrasoft Corporation
John Alien Consulting
John Setra Consulting
KPMG UK Ltd
Liquid Knowledge
London Luton
MB A Computing
Mouchel Group

NELLtd
Oscar Faber
Otokav Consulting
P B Consultant
Parkman Ltd
PCM Ltd
Phrontis Ltd
Roger Preston & Partners
Schal Ltd
Service Challenge
Shepherd Ltd
Stiell IT service Company
Turner & Townsend
Ward Cole Consulting
WS Atkins Consultants
WYG Consultant
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1

Table 5.7 Questionnaire 3 response rate
Categories

No. sent

Construction Company

No. returned Response rate

120

72

60%

30

18

60%

Architect

100

61

61%

IT Consultant

100

62

62%

Average

350

213

61%

Client

5.3.2 Structured Interviews
Two structured interviews were undertaken with the ICT managers representatives of
the construction organisations. One representing a firm with a turnover between £10m
- £49m and the other representing a firm having a turnover greater than £500m. The
purpose of these structured interviews was to analyse in further depth the benefits and
disbenefits of a theoretical DNS model.
The author used the following procedure when selecting the two construction
organisations for structured interviews:
1.

The name of the two construction companies and their addresses were identified
from the analysed results of the three questionnaires.

2.

The names of the persons who were suitable to participate in the research were
also identified through follow-up telephone conversations with the companies.
Two senior IT department managers participated in the structured interviews

3.

A structured interview questionnaire (See Appendix 13) was posted prior to the
interview to enable the recipients to adequately prepare their answers.

4.

The interviews also provided some freedom to probe and explore certain areas
and raised specific queries for deeper investigation.

5.

The interview results are analysed and presented in detail in the Chapter 10.
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5.4 SECONDARY DATA COLLECTION

A large amount of secondary data was available to the author in the research. The
main information sources were obtained from the Internet, official statistical data,
refereed journals, conference papers, trade journals, newspapers and magazines. The
World Wide Web (WWW) has become a powerful medium information source, and
much of the secondary data was obtained from appropriate web site sources on the
Internet.
Although, secondary information has some distinct advantages over empirical data,
some questions suggested by Naoum (1998) need to be considered when using
secondary data. These are:
1.

Is the material factually accurate17

2.

Is the material reliable? Would it have been the same if it had been collected by
anyone else?

3.

Is it systematic, providing a complete account of what it describes? What is
lacking?

4.

Why was it collected?

5.

Is the material representative9

The author considered these issues when collecting secondary data.

5.4.1 Refereed Journals
Refereed journals provide an excellent source for discussing current ICT
developments in the construction industry. Listed below are of some of the
international refereed journals which have been used in the research:
• Automation in Construction
• Construction Innovation
• Construction Management and Economics
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• Engineering, Construction and Architectural Management
• European Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management
•

International Journal of Construction Information Technology

•

International Journal of Project Management

• Journal of Management in Engineering
• Logistic Information Management

5.4.2 Conference Papers
Conference proceedings were also a main source of information for this research. The
majority of international conference papers are based on primary research and are
accepted for publication after they have been refereed by at least two members of the
conference review committee. Therefore, the quality of some conference papers can
be as good as refereed journal articles (Naoum, 1998). Below is a list of some
international conference proceedings related to IT in construction used in this research
project.
•

Conference of Canadian Society for Civil Engineering, May 30th -Jun 2nd 2001,
Victoria Canada

•

CIB-W78 International Conference IT in Construction in Africa, May 30th - June
1 st 2001, Mpumalanga, South Africa

• CIB W89 International Conference on Building Education and Research, April 9th
- 11 th 2003, The Lowry, Salford UK
• International Conference on Computing in Civil Engineering 1998, Boston USA
• International Conference on Construction Information Technology, January/2000,
Hong Kong
• International Group for Lean Construction (IGLC) Conference, July 26th - 28'
1999, University of California, Berkeley, California USA
• The 9th International Conference on Computing in Civil and Building
Engineering, April 3rd - 5th, 2002, Taipei Taiwan
• The Annual Conference of Canadian Society for Civil Engineering, May/1991,
Vancouver Canada
• The First International Conference on Construction in the 21 st Century (CITC
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2002), April 25th - 26th 2002, Miami, Florida USA
• The RICS COBRA Conference, September 3rd - 5th 2001, Glasgow Caledonian
University, Scotland UK
• PMI - AGC 8th Annual Conference, February/2001, BAHRAIN, UK

5.4.3 Dissertations and Theses
It was important for the author to read other relevant dissertations and theses. Some
dissertations and theses provided an extensive review of previous relevant studies.
They also presented the methodology adopted and the structure and style of writing
up, in addition to providing useful information from their references and
bibliographies.

5.4.4 Technical Reports and Occasional Papers
Technical reports and occasional papers were also one of main information sources in
the project. They are comprehensive and often provide up-to-date information.
Moreover, occasional papers and reports of certain research groups are sufficiently
prestigious for the researchers concerned to favour them as a method of disseminating
their results (Howard & Sharp, 1993). Listed below are of some of the technical
reports and occasional papers that have been referred to in the research:
• Anderson Consulting Report - The Internet - Enabled Supply Chain: From the
'First Click' to the 'Last Mile'
• BIW Technologies Ltd Technical Papers (various)
• Construct IT Centre of Excellence Reports (various)
• Construct IT for Business Reports (various)
• Construction Best Practice Programme (CBPP) Papers (various)
• Construction Confederation (CC) Reports (various)
• Construction Industry Computing Association Reports (various)
• Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) Report Project Extranets - The Real Benefits
• Construction Industry Trading Electronically (CITE) Report - There is no Need to
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Go it Alone in e-Business: e-Business for Senior Manager
• Construction News IT Reports (various)
•

Gartner Group Research Reports (various)

• IT Construction Best Practice (ITCBP) Papers (various)
• KPMG Peat Marwick Reports (various)
• ML Payton Consultants Project Report - Use of Enterprise Resource Planning in
the Construction Industry

Summary of Findings

• Royal Institute of British Architects (RIB A) Reports (various)
• Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) Report - Current Developments in
Electronic Commerce: What It Means for the Property and Construction Industry
•

Shadbolt & Co - Solicitors Papers (various)

•

The Building Centre Trust Project Reports (various)

• Union Square Software Ltd White Papers (various)

5.4.5 Government Publications
Government publications were also one of the largest and most important sources of
information, particularly for analysing the secondary data. Below is a list of some
government publications used in the project:
• Department of Environment (DoE, 1995) - An Information Technology Strategy
for the UK Construction Industry
• Department of Environment, Transport and Regions (DETR, 1998)

Rethinking

Construction
• Department of Environment, Transport and Regions (DETR, 1999) - IT Usage in
the Construction Team
• Department of Trade and Industry (DTI, 2002) - The Impact of e-Business in UK
Construction
• Department of Trade and Industry (DTI, 2000 - 2002) - Construction Statistics
Annual Edition
• Health and Safety Executive (HSE, 2002) - Statistics of Fatal Injuries to Workers
2001/02
• Strategic Forum for Construction (2002) - Accelerating Change
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5.4.6 Trade Journals, Newspapers and Magazines
These are mass media sources of information, which often summarise research or
provide views on a particular subject related to IT in construction. It was very useful
for the author to refer to these sources at the start of the research. Below are some
mass media sources that have been used in the project:
• Architects' Journal
• Building
• e-Business Advisor
• Construction Computing
• Construction Manager
• Construction News
• Contract Journal
• New Civil Engineer

5.5 ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF THE
PROPOSED RESULTS

Data analysis was undertaken using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
and dealt mainly with the ranking of the variables based on mean values (Table 5.8)
and frequency distributions (Table 5.9). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was
undertaken to test the null hypothesis that mean values of the dependent variables are
equal for all groups. This enabled the author to clarify whether or not the opinions of
the separate professional groups were the same on the various issues dealt with in the
study (Akintoye et a/., 2000).
Table 5.10 shows 'F statistics' (based on the F-ratio or value) which is calculated by
dividing an estimate of the variability between groups by the variability within
groups. 'F significant' (Sig.) indicates the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis.
Lower probability value indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected, suggesting
that there is a difference of opinion between groups. A probability value (Sig.) below
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0.05 suggests a high degree of difference of opinion between groups in relation to that
factor (Kinnear & Gray, 1999). For example, in Table 5.10, in relation to the 'a paper
record was kept in parallel with the electronic system' factor, the F-ratio is 3.591 and
the observed significance level is 0.016 (below 0.05), indicating that a null hypothesis
can be rejected.

Table 5.8 Example of descriptive statistics
Benefits

Provides up-to-minute project information
Improving distribution of information
Provides a collaborative environment
Improving team communication
Knowledge can be permanently stored
Increasing design process efficiency
Cost and time saving
Increasing productivity
Reducing the risk of errors and rework
Reducing the risk of dispute and litigation
Project on time or early completion

N

Min.

Max.

Mean

116
117
116
117
116
115
115
113
115
116
112

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

4.16
4.15
3.75
3.72
3.70
3.41
3.09
3.00
2.95

2.79
2.72

Std.
Deviation

0.99

0.97
1.09
1.17

1.08
1.05
1.20
1.03
1.14
1.12
1.07

Table 5. 9 Example of frequency statistics
Categories
Valid

£250 ~ £999
£1000 -£1499
£1500 -£1999
£2000 ~ £2200
Total
Missing System
Total

Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

143
43
13
6
205
8
213

67.1
20.2
6.1
2.8
96.2
3.8
100.0

69.8
21.0
6.3
2.9
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
69.8
90.7
97.1
100.0
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Table 5.10 Example of the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
Categories
Svstem provides a full audit trail
which is legally acceptable and
guaranteed under BS7799
An agreement is reached on how to
trade electronically before the project
starts
An accurate record is kept of the
information sent, by whom, to whom
and when it is sent and received
A paper record was kept in parallel
with the electronic system

Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total
Between Groups
Within Groups
Total

Sum of
squares
1.855
115.065
116.920
3.095
88.339
91.434
2.004
80.250
82.254
12.939
130.901
143.841

Mean
square
0.618
1.056

F
ratio
0.586

0.626

1 .032
0.810

1.273

0.287

0.668
0.730

0.916

0.436

4.313
1.201

3.591

0.016

Sig.

There remains a problem however, if the ANOVA F-statistic gives significance, as this
suggests that there is a difference somewhere among the means, but that does not
justify the author in saying that any particular comparison is significant. Therefore,
further analysis is necessary to localise whatever difference there may be among the
individual treatment means. SPSS offers the user both planned comparisons and an
assortment of unplanned data-snooping tests such as Tukey's test and Scheffe's test
(Kinnear & Gray, 1999). Tukey's test was utilised for further analysis in the research.

Table 5.11 Example of multiple comparisons
Dependent variable: A paper record was kept in parallel with the electronic system
(I) Group

(J) Group

IT consultant

Construction
Company

-0.65

0.25

0.011

95% Confidence
interval
Lower Upper
bound
bound
-0.15
-1.16

Client

0.04

0.39

0.917

-0.74

0.82

Architect

-0.73

0.28

-1.29

-0.17

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

P-value
Sig.
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Table 5.11 shows the differences between means (Mean Difference (I-J)), their
standard errors, p-values (Sig.) and 95% Confidence Interval for each pair. Inspection
of the p-values (p<0.05) shows that the IT consultant group differs significantly from
both the construction company group and the architect group, but the IT consultant
group does not differ significantly from the client group (p>0.05).

5.6 SUMMARY
This chapter has provided an overview of theoretical research methodology and has
also reviewed the research concept and methodologies utilised in this research. To
accomplish the aim of the research, the author conducted detailed secondary and
primary data collection. The goal of primary data collection is to obtain 'first hand'
information and to help the author test the hypothesis set out at the initial
development stage of this research. Two major research techniques were adopted to
elicit data and information from respondents. These were questionnaire surveys and
structured interviews.
An extensive review of secondary data was undertaken. This included both printed
and electronic material contained in:
• Textbooks
• Refereed journals
• Conference proceedings
• Dissertations and theses
• Technical reports and occasional papers
• Government publications
• Trade journals, newspapers and magazines
• World Wide Web (WWW)
Other major conclusions, which can be drawn from the primary and secondary data
collection in this chapter, are summarised below:
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1. A total of 55 valid returns were received between November 2001 and January
2002, representing a response rate of 43% in the first and second questionnaire
survey.
2. A total of 213 valid returns were received between July 2002 and October 2002,
representing a response rate of 61% in the third questionnaire survey.
3. Two construction organisations (with turnovers between £10m - £49m and above
£500m) were selected from the three questionnaires sample to study further the
possible implementation of a DNS for business operations in the UK construction
industry. Structured interviews with two senior ICT managers were undertaken to
determine the degree of positive impact that DNS was having on their
organisation.
4. Data analyses were undertaken using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS) and dealt mainly with the ranking of the variables based on mean values
and frequency distributions. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was also undertaken
to test the null hypothesis that mean values of the dependent variables are equal
for all groups.
The next chapter will present the findings of the first questionnaire survey conducted
in the UK. The aim of the survey was to investigate the current use of ICT by UK
construction companies.
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6. THE CURRENT STATE OF ICT USAGE
BY UK CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES
6.1 INTRODUCTION
From being essentially an administration tool in the 1980s, the information and
communication technology (ICT) evolution over the last 10 years has already had a
significant impact on organisations in the UK. Recently, applications of ICT have in
general influenced business strategies, organisational structures, and management
processes in the UK construction industry. The aim of this chapter is to explore the
current use of state-of-the-art ICT applications by UK construction companies. This
chapter reports some of the findings obtained from the first questionnaire survey
conducted by the author between November 2001 and January 2002, with
contributions received from 43 respondents representing UK construction companies.
It covers the current state of IT or ICT usage by UK construction companies. Chapter
7 examines the information from the first questionnaire survey, on the current ecommerce practices in the UK construction industry.

6.2 QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 1 SURVEY RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION - ICT
The results relating to the individual questions have been classified under the
following headings:
1

The appropriate level of ICT investment (Question 2)

2

ICT applications (Question 3)

3.

Current use of CAD software (Question 3e)

4

Virtual reality (Question 3o)

5.

Communication systems and procedures (Questions 31, 3m, 3n & 3r)
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6.

The non-financial barriers that discourage the construction industry adopting 1CT
(Question 4)

7.

Health and safety (Questions 10 & 11)

6.2.1 The Appropriate Level of ICT Investment (Question 2)
There is a general viewpoint that ICT investments by UK construction companies
often fail to deliver their anticipated benefits. This low return on investments (ROI) is
perhaps related to not taking sufficient account of the relationship between the
technology, its business and the organisational context. The appropriate level of ICT
investment is considered in question 2.
The author's survey results revealed that the majority of respondents (54%) indicated
that a reasonable ICT investment is greater than 1% of the construction company's
annual turnover. A further 39% reported that a reasonable level of investment is
between 0.1% and 1%, only a small proportion of the respondents (7%) indicated that
they invest less than 0.1% (See Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1).

Question 2: What is a reasonable percentage of turnover for your company to be
investing in Information and Communication Technology (ICT)?

Table 6. 1 Reasonable investment of ICT - response analysis
Turnover Categories

> 1%

r/o-o.i%

0.1% -0.01%

< 0.010/.

Below £ 10m

70%

30%

0%

0%

£10mto£49m

12.5%

75%

12.5%

0%

£50mto£199m

50%

30%

20%

0%

Above £200m

69%

31%

0%

0%

Average

54%

39%

7%

0%

20?
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nO.1%-0.01%

39% ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^P 54%

Figure 6.1 Reasonable investment of ICT

It is interesting to note that the largest share of construction companies with turnovers
below £10m (70%) indicated that a reasonable ICT investment is greater than 1% of
the construction company's annual turnover (See Table 6.1). This also accorded with
the views from the construction companies with turnovers above £200m (69%).

The figure of greater than 1% has been identified in the author's survey and compares
with less than 1% in 1997 (Construct IT, 1997) and 0.25% in 1990 (KPMQ 1990).
Thus the perceived need for ICT applications by construction companies has
systematically increased during the past two decades. Although the author's survey
has indicated that a reasonable ICT investment is considered to be one which is
greater than 1% of the construction company's annual turnover. The respondents
representing the majority of construction companies with turnovers between £ 10m to
£49m (75%) reported that a reasonable ICT investment is between 0.1% to 1% of the
construction company's annual turnover (See Table 6.1). This finding is lower than a
rule of thumb proposed by Ramesys (200Id) that is for a £10m to £20m a year
turnover business, an expenditure of £300,000 to £500,000 (1.5% - 5%) is considered
appropriate.

As stated earlier, ICT investments by UK construction companies often fail to deliver
their expected benefits. The root cause of this is that construction is focusing too

en-- -—••
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much on cost reduction and short-term ROI. These fundamental problems are often
experienced in the introduction and implementation of ICT systems in all industries.

6.2.2 ICT Applications (Question 3)
There are many specialised ICT applications that are designed specifically for use in
construction. The author's survey results are shown in Table 6.2 and Figure 6.2 where
almost all of respondents used ICT applications in Accounting (98%), Estimating
(95%), Job & Contract Costing (95%) and Financial Management (93%). The
majority of respondents (88%) also broadly used Sales and Marketing applications.
This was followed by Project Management (83%), Electronic Document Management
(68%) and Human Resources Management (65%) applications.

Question 3: From the following applications of ICT please indicate what
techniques are used by your company. How helpful do you consider
them to be in improving the effectiveness of your corporate business
performance?
Table 6.2 ICT application used by UK construction companies
ICT applications
Accounting

Below £10m to £50m to Above
Average
£49m £199m £200m
£10m
100%
100%
98%
100%
89%

Estimating

89%

88%

100%

100%

95%

Job & Contract Costing

89%

88%

100%

100%

95%

Financial Management

89%

88%

90%

100%

93%

Sales & Marketing

89%

75%

90%

92%

88%

Project Management

78%

75%

70%

100%

83%

Electronic Document Management

56%

25%

80%

92%

68%

Human Resources Management

11%

75%

70%

92%

65%

Supply Chain Management

0%

38%

60%

85%

50%
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I Below £1 Om
Above £200m

]£10mto£49m
A\/erage

l£50mto£199m

93%

Figure 6.2 ICT application used by UK construction companies

It is interesting to note that all of the respondents (100%) representing the
construction companies with turnovers above £50m (£50m-£199m and above £200m)
indicated that they used Accounting, Estimating and Job & Contract Costing
applications. The author has also identified that the level of ICT applications used by
UK construction companies is influenced by their level of turnover.
Furthermore, the respondents were invited to rate the level of usefulness in improving
the effectiveness of construction management from the various ICT applications.
Mean ratings on the level of usefulness were calculated, (on a scale of 1-5) which
revealed that Accounting (4.41), Job & Contract Costing (4.16), Estimating (4.11),
and Financial Management (4.08) were considered to be the most useful in improving
the effectiveness of construction management. The applications of Project
Management and Electronic Document Management ranked fifth and sixth
respectively (See Table 6.3 and Figure 6.3).
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1
Table 6.3 Dependence levels of usefulness of the ICT applications - response analysis
Below
£10m

£10m to
£49m

£50m to
£199m

Above
£200m

Accounting

5.00

4 63

4 00

4 23

4.41

2 534 0.073

Job & Contract Costing

4.25

4 57

3 70

4 23

4.16

1 798 0.166

Estimating

3.88

4 71

3.70

4 23

4.11

2 664 0.064

Financial Management

4.38

4 29

3 67

4 08

4.08

1 956 0.140

Project Management

3.57

4 33

3 86

4 31

4.06

1 498 0.236

Electronic Document Management

2.80

3 50

3 13

4 08

3.52

2 780 0.064

-

4 00

3 00

3 64

3.50

0 791 0.516

Sales & Marketing

3.25

3 67

2 67

3 83

3.37

3 523 0.026

Human Resources Management

3.00

3 67

2 71

3.58

3.35

2 641 0.075

Factors

Supply Chain Management

Average F-ratio

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is most useful, 1 is least useful.

Below £1 Om
Above £200m

—•— £1 Om to £49m
x Average

o> 1.0 -

£50mto£199m
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Figure 6.3 Dependence levels of usefulness of the ICT applications

An earlier survey conducted by KPMG (1993) revealed that the largest proportion of
their respondents (94%) used Accounting, and 90% used Contract Costing
applications. The majority of their respondents (79%) also used Estimating
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application. This was followed by Project Management application (66%).
Comparison of these results with those provided in the author's survey confirms that
in the last decade a more robust ICT infrastructure has been established in the UK
construction industry.

6.2.3 Current Use of CAD Software (Question 3e)
The use of CAD (Computer-Aided Design and Drawing) has become commonplace
throughout the professional services sector within the construction industry. The
author's survey was designed to determine the level of CAD software by UK
construction companies. The results revealed that the majority of respondents (73%)
used CAD as a product design tool. However it was surprising to note that only 33%
of firms with a turnover below £10 million had CAD systems installed (See Table 6.4
and Figure 6.4).

Question 3: From the following applications of ICT please indicate what
techniques are used by your company. How helpful do you consider
them to be in improving the effectiveness of your corporate business
performance?
Table 6.4 ICT application used by UK construction companies
IT or ICT applications
CAD software
Virtual reality

Below £10m to £50m to Above
Average
£10m
£49m £199m £200m
80%
33%
85%
88%
73%
0%

13%

0%

38%

15%

The author's survey respondents were invited to rate the level of usefulness in
improving the effectiveness of product design in using Computer-Aided Design and
Drawing (CAD) software. The results established that CAD software was considered
to be 83% (4.17^5=83%) one of the most useful tools in improving the effectiveness
of product design and drawing (See Table 6.5 and Figure 6.5). It is also interesting to
note that the construction companies with turnovers between £10m and £49m were
very positive in their opinion (4.57) that CAD software was considered to be 91%
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(4.57^-5=91%) of the most useful tools in improving the effectiveness of product
design and drawing. These findings also accorded with the usage from the
construction companies with turnovers above £200m (4.55).

I CAD software • Virtual reality

Below
£10m

£10mto
£49m

£50m to
£199m

Above
£200m

Average

Figure 6.4 ICT application used by UK construction companies

Table 6.5 Dependence levels of usefulness of the ICT applications - response analysis
Factors

Below
flOm

£10m to
£49m

£50m to
£199m

Above
£200m

CAD software

3.67

4.,57

3.50

4..55

4.17

2..775 0..062

2..60

2.67

0..017 0..996

Virtual reality

3. 00

Average F- ratio Sig.

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is most useful, 1 is least useful.

According to the author's survey, 73% of the respondents used CAD as a product
design tool, which compares with the Building Centre Trust results (69%) in 1999 and
contrasts with the Aouad results (33.5%) in 1994. It is therefore apparent that CAD
software is increasingly being used by UK construction companies. This derives from
the need to implement effective product design tools on their projects and to work
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more effectively and efficiently.

CAD software • Virtual reality

Average
Above £200m
£50mto£199m
£10mto£49m
Below£10m

1234
« Least useful / Most useful »

Figure 6.5 Dependence levels of usefulness of the ICT applications

6.2.4 Virtual Reality (Question 3o)
Virtual Reality (VR) is an emerging technology that enables interactive real-time
viewing of three-dimensional data and as such it is also a state-of-the-art
communication tool. The author's survey results revealed that there are 38% of
construction companies with turnovers above £200m and 13% of construction
companies with turnovers between £10m and £49m that used VR to communicate
with designers and non-designers, both outside the company and within. None of the
construction companies with turnovers below £10m and between £50m and £199m
had VR systems installed (See Table 6.4 and Figure 6.4).
The author's survey results also indicated that the virtual reality application is
considered to be 53% (2.67) of the most useful tools in improving the effectiveness of
marketing and communication (See Table 6.5 and Figure 6.5). The results found in the
author's survey agree with those of Bouchlaghem & Liyanage (1996) and Whyte et al.
(1999) and confirm that only a few organisations within the construction industry use
VR technology.
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Many researchers have demonstrated the benefits of using VR as architectural design,
training and sales and marketing tools (Kurmann et a/., 1997; Chapin et a/., 1994;
Funkhouser et at., 1996; Construct IT for Business, 2002). In particular, a survey
conducted by Whyte et al. (1999) revealed that marketing, communication with
planners and refining the design idea were seen as the areas in which VR techniques
had the most to offer. Seventy-six percent of Whyte et al respondents reported that
they thought that it would take less than 5 years to see VR techniques used in their
company.

6.2.5 Communication Systems and Procedures (Questions 31, 3m,
3n & 3r)
Construction is one of the most information-dependent industries. Timely and
accurate information is therefore important for all project participants as it forms the
basis on which decisions are made and physical progress is achieved. Table 6.6 and
Figure 6.6 reveal that all of the respondents used e-mail as a communication tool and
a further 68% indicated that they used an Intranet for internal communication. A
significant proportion of respondents (45%) also included the use of voice-mail for
their method of communication and 25% reported that they used video conferencing
as a communication media.

Question 3: From the following applications of ICT please indicate what
techniques are used by your company. How helpful do you consider
them to be in improving the effectiveness of your corporate business
performance?
Table 6.6 Communication tools used by construction organisations - response analysis
Communication Tools

Below
£10m

£10m to
£49m

£50m to
£199m

Above
£200m

Average

E-mail

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Intranet for internal communication

22%

63%

90%

85%

68%

Voicemail

22%

50%

60%

77%

45%

Video Conferencing

0%

0%

20%

62%

25%
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Voicemail

• Video Conferencing

E-mail

D Intranet for internal communication

100% n
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Below
£10m

£10mto
£49m

£50mto
£199m

Above
£200m

Average

Figure 6.6 Communication tools used by construction organisations

It was both interesting and surprising to note that the respondents representing the
majority of construction companies with turnovers between £50m and £199m (90%)
indicated that they used an Intranet for internal communication. This response (90%)
is in fact somewhat higher than that from the construction companies with turnovers
above £200m (85%). However the general trend indicates the increasing use of an
Intranet for internal communication with increasing turnover categories, although it
appears to be a particularly popular communication tool by UK construction
companies having turnovers between £50m and £199m.

Table 6.7 Dependence levels of communication tools - response analysis
Factors

Below
flOm

f 10m to
£49m

£50m to
£199m

E-mail

3.44

4.13

3 .70

Above
£200m
4 .54

Intranet for internal communication

4.00

3.20

3. 44

-

-

4.50

3.00

Video Conferencing
Voicemail

Average F-ratio Sig.
4.00

2. 248 0 .099

4 .27

3.78

2. 181 0 .118

3 .00

3 .13

3.10

0 .006 0 .999

3 .00

2 .60

2.95

1 .922 0 .162

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is most useful, 1 is least useful.
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The respondents were also invited to rate the level of usefulness of the various
communication tools. Mean ratings on the level of usefulness were calculated, (on a
scale of 1-5) which revealed that e-mail (4.00), Intranet for internal communication
(3.78) and video conferencing (3.10) were considered to be the most useful in
improving the effectiveness of communication between the different parties engaged
in the construction process (See Table 6.7 and Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.7 Dependence levels of communication tools

The author's survey has clearly identified that e-mail is now a popular tool of
communication in the construction industry. Most construction professionals will
therefore be familiar with using it for sending messages and attaching drawings and
documents. However, it does have its limitations, first of all, there is no way to prove
that an e-mail has been sent or received. Even if the system operates a return receipt
feature, it comes from the server, not the individual, meaning that the originators
would not know if their message really has been read by the person to whom they sent
it (Edwards, 1998; Kernon, 2000; Sandford, 2000). Secondly, e-mail is also not ideal
for sending large documents or drawings as there is no guarantee that the whole
document file will be delivered intact. Finally, e-mail messages sit on a server
belonging to a third party - the Internet Service Provider (ISP) - before they are
collected, so there is also the potential for a security breach (Kernon, 2000).
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6.2.6 The non-Financial Barriers that Discourage the
Construction Industry Adopting ICT (Question 4)
The non-financial barriers discouraging the eifective implementation of ICT in the
UK construction industry have been identified in the author's survey. The results are
illustrated in Table 6.8 and Figure 6.8, and indicate that the three most significant
barriers are:
• Lack of established ICT systems standards
• Traditional business practice of the construction industry
• Fragmented nature of the construction industry

Question 4: What factors create barriers to the effective use of ICT?
Table 6.8 Dependence levels of barriers - response analysis
£10m to £50m to
£49m
£199m
3 .90
3 .50

Lack of established ICT standards

Below
£10m
3 .89

Business practices of industry

3 .78

3 .29

Fragmented nature of the industry

3 .33

^>
J>

Little pressure from clients to
change

Factors

Above
£200m

Average F- ratio

Sig-

3.91

3.82

0. 297 0.828

4 .00

3.82

3.76

0. 739 0.537

.50

3 .80

3.25

3.46

0. 514 0.676

3 .44

3 .50

3 .30

2.82

3.24

0. 718 0.548

Complexity of the construction
process

3.44

2.88

2.80

2.75

2.95

1.189 0.328

Adversarial nature of the industry

2.67

2.38

3.30

2.73

2.79

0.979 0.414

The unique nature of building

3.22

2.63

2.80

2.25

2.69

1.240 0.310

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is most important, 1 is least important.

The findings in the author's survey are similar to those from the research conducted
by Ng et al. (2001), Hassan et al. (1998) and HMSO (1995) who identified the
reasons for the low level of ICT usage by UK construction companies as:
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• The adversarial culture and fragmented nature of the industry;
• The lack of an established ICT standard;
• The project-based nature of construction, and
The 'natural conservatism' of the industry.
However the order of importance of the various barriers is slightly changed.
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Figure 6.8 The non-financial barriers that discourage the construction industry adopting ICT

6.2.7 Health and Safety (Questions 10 &11)
A general viewpoint held by people in the construction industry is that health and
safety is an attitude of mind and has little to do with computers. The author's survey
intended to discover the potential for ICT in improving the performance of health and
safety in the construction industry. The results are shown in Table 6.9 and Figure 6.9
where the opinions are equally divided by the 44% 'likely' (37%+7%) and 'unlikely'
(24%+20%) that ICT could make an impact on the industry's poor health and safety
record. Twelve percent of respondents indicated that they were 'unsure'.
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Question 10: In your opinion, can ICT make an impact on the industry's poor
health and safety record?
Table 6.9 ICT applications for health and safety - response analysis
Below
£10m
50%

£10m to
£49m
12.5%

£50m to
£199m
20%

Above
£200m
15%

Unlikely

20%

25%

10%

23%

20%

Not sure

0%

12.5%

30%

8%

12%

Likely

20%

37.5%

30%

54%

37%

Very Likely

10%

12.5%

10%

0%

7%

Categories
Very unlikely

Average
24%

It is interesting to note that the construction companies with turnovers below £10m
were very emphatic in their opinion (50%+20%=70%)

'unlikely' that ICT could

make an impact on the industry's poor health and safety record. Conversely, the view
expressed by the above £200m turnover respondents were 'likely' that ICT could
make an impact on the industry's poor health and safety record at 54%.

• Unlikely

iVery unlikely

n Not sure

n Likely

• Very Likely

^____r___[__ :r .

Average I
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Figure 6.9 ICT applications for health and safety
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Question 11: What areas of construction health and safety is ICT likely to yield the
greatest improvement?
Table 6.10 The solutions for health and safety - response analysis
Solutions

Below
£10m

£10m to £50m to
£49m
£199m

Above
£200m

Average

Reducing health and
safety paperwork
Risk assessments

100%

75%

75%

86%

83%

33%

75%

100%

86%

78%

Health and safety
planning
Health and safety
monitoring
Health and safety
reporting
Training programmes

33%

100%

75%

86%

78%

33%

100%

50%

86%

72%

67%

75%

50%

86%

72%

0%

75%

75%

57%

56%

Furthermore, the respondents were invited to indicate where the appropriate aspects of
health and safety in construction are that ICT is likely to yield the greatest
improvement.
The largest share of respondents (83%) reported that, ICT is very likely to reduce
health and safety related paperwork. A further 78% believed that further improvement
on 'risk assessment' and 'health and safety planning' offered potential benefit. These
were followed by 'health and safety monitoring and reporting' (See Table 6.10 and
Figure 6.10).
It was both interesting and surprising to note that the respondents representing the
majority of construction companies with turnovers between £10m and £49m (75%)
indicated that ICT can yield the greatest improvement on 'training programmes', but
none of the respondents representing under £10m organisations considered this ICT
application would have possible benefits on training programmes. This might be
explained by the construction companies with turnovers below £10m being unaware
of the benefits of ICT. SMEs are notoriously averse to innovation and reluctant to
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adopt new technology.
i Below £1 Om
Above £200m

l£10mto£49m

i£50mto£199m

Average
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paperw ork
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programmes
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Health and
safety

Health and
safety
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monitoring

reporting

Figure 6.10 The solutions for health and safety

6.3 THE ONE-WAY ANOVA ANALYSIS

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) exercise was undertaken to test the null hypothesis
that there is no significant difference between the mean values of the groups. This
enabled the author to clarify whether or not the opinions of the separate construction
organisation groups were the same on the various issues dealt with in the survey.
Table 6.3, 6.5, 6.7 and 6.8 show 1F statistics" (F-ratio) and "F significant' (Sig.). A
probability value (Sig.) below 0.05 indicates that the null hypothesis can be rejected,
suggesting that there is a high degree of difference of opinion between groups in
relation to that factor. For example, in table 6.3, in relation to the 'Sales & Marketing'
application, the F-ratio is 3.523 and the observed significance level is 0.026 (below
0 05), indicating that the null hypothesis can be rejected. This suggests a significant
difference of opinion between groups (below £10m, £10m to £49m, £50m to £199m
and above £200m) in relation to the 'Sales & Marketing' application.
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A further analysis was undertaken to localise whatever differences there may be
among the individual treatment means. Table 6.11 shows the differences between
means (Mean Difference (I-J)), their standard errors, p-values (Sig.) and 95%
Confidence Interval for each pair. Inspection of the p-values shows that the
construction company with a turnover between £50m and £199m group differs
significantly (p<0.05) from above £200m turnover group but the £50m and £199m
turnover group does not differ significantly from both below £10m turnover and
between £10m and £49m turnover groups (p>0.05). This is more clearly shown in
Table 6.12, in which the groups are divided into homogeneous subsets, thus showing
that the means do not differ from one another.

Table 6.11 Post Hoc Tests - Multiple Comparisons
Dependent variable: Sales & Marketing
(I) Group

(J) Group

£50m to
£199m

Below £10m

-0.58

0.41

0.503

95% Confidence
interval
Lower Upper
bound
bound
-1.71
0.54

£10mto£49m

-1.00

0.45

0.138

-2.22

0.22

Above £200m

-1.17

0.38

u.uzu

-2.19

-0.15

Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

P-value
Sig.

Table 6.12 The homogeneous subsets from Tukey's test
'Sales & Marketing'
Subset for alpha = 0.05
2
1

Group

N

£50mto£199m

9

2.67

Below £ 10m

8

3.25

3.25

£10mto£49m

6

3.67

3.67

Above £200m

12

Sig.

3.83
0.102

0.516
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6.4 SUMMARY
This chapter has presented the findings of a questionnaire survey (questionnaire No
1) conducted by the author among a sample of 100 construction organisations based
in the UK. The survey results, received from 43 respondents demonstrate that an
appropriate ICT investment is one that is greater than 1% of the construction
company's annual turnover. Although the cost implications of implementing ICT need
to be considered, the three most significant non-financial barriers preventing the
adoption of ICT in the construction industry have also been identified in this chapter
as:
• Lack of established ICT systems standards
• Traditional business practice of the construction industry
• Fragmented nature of the construction industry
Other major conclusions that can be drawn from this survey, are summarised below:
1.

All of the respondents used e-mail as an internal and external communication
tool and a further 68% of respondents used an Intranet for internal
communication.

2.

Respondents were equally divided by the 44% 'likely' and 44% 'unlikely' that
ICT could make an impact on the industry's poor health and safety record. It was
also revealed that the three areas of construction health and safety, which ICT is
likely to yield the greatest improvement, are; 'reducing health and safety
paperwork', 'risk assessment' and 'health and safety planning'.

3.

Seventy-three percent of respondents used CAD as a product design tool, which
compares with the Building Centre Trust results (69%) in 1999.

It can be

predicted therefore that UK construction companies would increasingly use CAD
software in the future.
It is clear that UK construction organisations are realising that investment in new
technology is essential for future growth and business improvement. Furthermore, the
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increased use of electronic processes for procurement and supply chain integration
will help to streamline construction processes, form closer client, subcontractor and
supplier relationships and operate more effectively both in the domestic and global
market places.
The next chapter will also present the findings of the first questionnaire survey
recently conducted by the author in the UK. The aim of the survey was to investigate
the current use of e-Commerce by UK construction companies.
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7. THE CURRENT STATE OF E-COMMERCE
USAGE BY UK CONSTRUCTION
COMPANIES
7.1 INTRODUCTION

Fundamentally, e-Commerce includes any form of electronic media, but it is
increasingly associated with online transactions on the Internet. Internet-enabled
technologies provide a high degree of visualisation increasingly available to everyone.
Furthermore, e-commerce offers the construction industry a unique opportunity for
economic growth by improving the whole industry's competitiveness and by
stimulating investment in innovation and in creating new jobs. This chapter
investigates the extent of the current use of e-Commerce by UK construction
companies. It also reports on the findings obtained from the first questionnaire survey
conducted by the author between November 2001 and January 2002, with
contributions received from forty-three respondents representing UK construction
companies.

7.2 QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 1 SURVEY RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION - E-COMMERCE
The results relating to the individual questions have been classified under the
following headings:
1

Developing and using websites (Questions 5 & 6)

2.

Software standards for the development ofe-Commerce (Question 7)

3

Tendering online (Questions 8 & 9)

4.

Knowledge Management (Question 3j)

5

Construction e-commerce Internet portals (Question 3s)
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7.2.1 Developing and Using Websites (Questions 5 & 6)
Websites have become a window into businesses, enabling potential customers/clients
to find out information about a company at anytime, anywhere by looking on its
website. The development and use of websites is considered in questions 5 and 6
which are intended to identify the main factors that influence a company to establish a
website. In addition, many companies have built their own website as an e-commerce
transaction platform, enabling customers to order products online. Ninety percent of
the author's survey respondents have established their own website.

Question 6: What factors influenced your company to establish its own website? Please
also indicate how will it match your objectives?
Table 7.1 The factors that influence a company to establish a website - response analysis
Factors

To enhance the company's image
To list details of company's services and
contact information for marketing
purposes
1111^1 uv ing, wwiupaii^y a aunn^y iw

Below
£10m
100%

£10m to £50m to Above
£49m
£199m £200m
100%
100%
100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

92%

97%

communicate with clients/customers
Potential clients/customers can contact
company via website

88%

83%

90%

92%

89%

100%

83%

90%

92%

89%

E-mail capabilities/improving internal
communication

88%

33%

80%

85%

76%

Interaction with the public

50%

33%

90%

77%

68%

To list progress of the project for
existing clients, improving client
relationships

25%

33%

60%

54%

46%

To order and pay products and services
online

25%

17%

40%

46%

35%

The factors that encourage the UK construction companies to establish their own
website have been identified in the author's survey. The results are illustrated in Table
71 and indicate that all of the respondents built their own website 'to enhance the
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company's image' and 97% believed that their own website was able 'to list details of
the company's services and contact information for marketing'. Eighty-nine percent
of the respondents reported that they used the Internet for 'improving the company's
ability to communicate with clients/customers' as well as 'potential clients/customers
ability to contact the company via their website'. This was followed by 'e-mail
capabilities/improving internal communication' (76%), 'interaction with the public'
(68%) and 'to list progress of the project for existing clients, improving client
relationships' (46%).

Table 7.2 Dependence levels of objectives - response analysis
Below
Obj«tives_________________£10m

f 10m to f 50m to
£199m
£49m

Above
£200m

To enhance the company's image

4.13

3.67

4.20

3.92

4.00

0.614 0.611

To list details of company's services
and contact information for
marketing purposes

3.75

4.17

3.60

4.42

4.00

1.302 0.291

3 J}

2 8Q

3 44

3 83

3 55

} 3Q5 Q 292

Potential clients/customers can
contact company via website

J -°°

3 60

2 ' 89

3 ' 42

3'21

° 655 °' 586

E-mail capabilities/improving
internal communication

3 - 43

3 ' 50

2 ' 75

3 18

3' 14

R
° j24 ° 808

Interaction with the public

2.75

2.50

3.11

3.10

3.00

0.217 0.884

To list progress of the project for
existing clients, improving client
relationships

2.00

2.00

2.33

2.43

2.29

0.139 0.935

To order and pay products and
services online

1 -°°

2 - uu

'

0

. fi _

, ,„

, S6g

Improving company's ability to
communicate with clients/customers

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is very well matched, 1 is not well matched.

The results also revealed that 'to enhance the company's image' and 'to list details of
company's services and contact information for marketing purposes' were considered
to be very well matched to the companies objectives for establishing their own
website. The 'improving company's ability to communicate with clients/customers'
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and 'potential clients/customers ability to contact the company via their website'
ranked third and fourth respectively (See Table 7.2).
Interestingly, a survey carried out by Leeds University (2002) revealed that
contractors' websites are lagging behind those of other industries and failing to
exploit the potential of the Internet. Preece (2003), programme leader in the School of
Civil Engineering, Leeds University stated, "The picture is still poor compared with
websites in other industries. The service sector is far more interactive with customers,
and more sophisticated at gathering information on them. The top four contractors in
the table compare fairly favourably, but could still do better on interactivity." Bentley
(2003), managing director of website developer NetConstruct further commented,
"Only a small number of contractors know what their websites are for. ...A much
larger number of contractors have not realised the potential of what the Internet can
do for them''
From the Leeds University survey and the author's survey results identified above, the
author therefore predicts that one of the potential benefits offered by the Internet is the
closeness that can be achieved with customers/clients, and with other participants in
the construction supply chain. Used properly, it can be a very effective Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) tool.

7.2.2 Software Standards for Development of e-Commerce
(Question 7)
The incompatibility of different software standards is considered in question 7. The
respondents were invited to indicate what Internet-enabled applications would be
most difficult to develop compatibility with software standards. A significant
proportion of respondents (52%) reported (See Table 7.3 and Figure 7.1) that 'eProcurement' and 'e-Tendering' were more difficult to develop compatibility with
software standards. A further 48% believed that it would be difficult to develop
standards in 'goods receipt', this was followed by 'project information exchange'
(41%), 'e-Invoicing' (33%), 'bills of quantities' (30%) and 'quotations' (22%).
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Question 7: In your opinion, what applications do you consider, would be difficult
to develop compatible software standards?

Table 7.3 Internet-enabled applications: The degree of difficulty in developing
software standards - response analysis
Below
£10m
50%

£10m to
£49m
0%

£50m to
£199m
71%

Above
£200m
86%

e-Tendering

50%

20%

71%

57%

52%

Good receipt

63%

80%

0%

57%

48%

Project information exchange

38%

40%

71%

14%

41%

e-Invoicing

25%

60%

0%

57%

33%

Bills of quantities

38%

20%

14%

43%

30%

Quotations

25%

40%

0%

29%

22%

Applications
e-Procurement

Average
52%

De-Procurement

HProject information
exchange
De-Tendering

De-Invoicing

! Quotations

DGood receipt

Below
£10m

£10m to £50m to
£49m
£199m

Above
£200m

Average

HBMIS of quantities

Figure 7.1 Internet-enabled applications: The degree of difficulty in developing
software standards
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The survey was also designed to explore the ERP consultants' awareness of ERP
applications and to indicate what solutions ERP could offer to establish software
standards for the development of e-Commerce. One consultant commented, "In the
main I think that construction has not traditionally invested enough in IT to create the
right level of standards. A method to overcome this issue might be for central bodies
(like NHBC (National House-Building Council) - although I am sure there are better)
could provide centralised platforms or exchanges for construction companies this
would prove attractive..."
Another consultant suggested, "More often fools used to overcome this problem are
EAI (Enterprise Application Integration) tools. Provide a platform for EAI. Replace
legacy and outmoded systems with a common framework upon which to build eCommerce. End to end implementations provide less needfor bespoke developments."
The idea of a software standard is to provide a common format (or language) that
software developers can write, or read from, regardless of which specific software
product is deployed. Such standards deliver the greatest value where there are many
companies involved in the exchange and where there are many different software
products needing to exchange information (Leeke, 2002; Cole, 2003).
The author's survey has discovered that, the incompatibility of different software
standards is increasingly seen as the biggest barrier to the development of ecommerce in the UK construction industry. Hampton (200Ib) and Pearson (2002) also
confirm that it is also a significant issue among users of the current Project Extranet
practices adopted by UK construction organisations.

7.2.3 Tendering Online (Questions 8 & 9)
Traditional tendering can be a long and drawn out process, with plenty of time and
paper wasted. Tendering online (e-tendering) is likely to gain wider adoption as
clients and contractors become more aware of its potential. Questions 8 and 9 are
intended to investigate the degree of potential for growth in using e-tendering and
furthermore to identify the main factors that create the barriers to tender online.
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Table 7.4 and Figure 7.2 reveal that opinions are divided by the 39% 'agree'
(32%+7%) and the 46% 'disagree' (22%+24%) that online tendering will increase
rapidly. It is interesting to note that the construction companies with turnovers below
£10m were very emphatic in their opinion (70%+10%=80%) 'disagree' that online
tendering will increase rapidly. Conversely, the view expressed by the £10m-£49m
turnover respondents 'agree' that online tendering will increase rapidly at 62.5%
(50%+12.5%=62.5%).
Question 8: Tendering online is likely to gain wider adoption as clients and
contractors become more aware of its potential. To what extent do you
agree that online tendering will increase rapidly?
Table 7.4 Tendering online potential for growth -- response analysis
Below
£10m
70%

Categories
Strongly disagree

£10m to £50m to
£49m
£199m
12.5%
0%

Above
£200m
8%

Avera§e
22%

Disagree

10%

25%

40%

23%

24%

Undecided

10%

0%

20%

23%

15%

Agree

10%

50%

20%

46%

32%

Strongly agree

0%

12.5%

20%

0%

7%

1 Strongly disagree • Disagree D Undecided D Agree • Strongly agree
„-<
A\/orQ/"i^ I

22%

Above £200m I8%|
£50m to £1 99m L_
£10mto£49m lE 5%l

1

I

23§faM
4^1" : :

23%

-HI

25'Yo "W
70%

Below £ 10m ,l_
0%

1
241MI 1fa% I
I

20%

40%

I

20%

I

32%

Mftl

46%

1

20%

50%

AfeliiWIi

1

1

IMBSiil;

——ttHiiriO%|10%|;
60%

80%

100%

Figure 7.2 Tendering online potential for growth
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The UK government is one of many key clients putting its faith in e-tendering. The
intention is that 100% of all civil central government tenders should be sent out and
responded to electronically by the end of 2002. The Office of Government Commerce
(OGC) is leading a major procurement initiative called OGC TenderTrust, aimed at
replacing the traditional paper tendering exercise with a web enabled system.
However it has not all been plain sailing, and lots of issues have arisen. In particular,
supplier sign-up was slow and suppliers wanted one system for all departments. The
OGC is going to log the problems and try to find solutions. It is not surprising
therefore that the majority of the author's survey respondents (46%) disagree that
online tendering will increase rapidly.

iQuestion 9: In your opinion, what factors create the barriers to tender online?

Table 7.5 Dependence levels of barriers - response analysis
Below
Factors__________________£10m

£10m to
£49m

£50m to
£199m

Above
£200m

A
„
.
Average F- ratl°

,,.
Slg'

Software problems

3.00

2.50

1.00

3.00

2.46

0.988 0.441

Confidential information getting
into the wrong hands
Legal disputes arising

2.67

3.00

1.33

3.50

2.54

0.762 0.543

2.50

3.50

4.33

3.00

3.15

1.265 0.344

The system crashes the very day
the bid is due

2.67

4.00

4.67

1.50

3.15

2.762 0.104

Data may be altered in transit

3.83

5.00

2.33

4.00

3.69

1.183 0.370

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 1 is most important, 5 is least important.

Furthermore, the respondents were invited to indicate the barriers that discourage the
growth of construction industry tendering online. The author's survey results show
that the four most significant barriers are:
• Software problems
• Confidential information getting into the wrong hands
• Legal disputes arising
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• The system crashes the very day the bid is due (See Table 7.5 and Figure 7.3)
The results found in the author's survey were also confirmed by a recent study carried
out by White (2001) who identified that software problems are a significant issue in
the Office of Government Commerce (OGC) TenderTrust initiative.

Figure 7.3 Dependence levels of barriers

Despite the undoubted managerial benefits, there are however new legal pitfalls to be
aware of when using e-tendering. The time a bid is submitted is often critical, but it
has not yet been fully established whether this is the time it is read or the time it is
received by the firm (Fell, 2001). Copyright is also harder to deal with - it is easy to
tell if something is a photocopy, unlike if an electronic file is disseminated. Indeed, in
order to read a file on a computer, participants need to make a copy of it. Moreover, if
a bidder's tender contains pricing information, then the company should ensure that
the recipient of this information is only permitted to use it for the limited purpose of
considering the bid and undertakes not to use the information in connection with any
other project.
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7.2.4 Knowledge Management (Question 3j)
Knowledge Management (KM) has received a great deal of attention in recent years.
It is also one of the current significant issues in the world of ICT (Hamilton, 2002a).
This issue is considered in question 3j which is intended to examine the level of
usefulness in improving the effectiveness of knowledge management by UK
construction companies.

Question 3: From the following applications of ICT please indicate what
techniques are used by your company. How helpful do you consider
them to be in improving the effectiveness of your corporate business
performance?
Table 7.6 ICT application used by UK construction companies
Below
£10m
11%

IT or ICT applications

Knowledge Management
Construction portals

£10m to £50m to Above
£49m £199m £200m Avera§e
38%
60%
77%
50%

11%

13%

50%

46%

33%

a Knowledge Management

80% i
70%60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%-i
0%

Below
£10m

£10mto
£49m

£50mto
£199m

Above
£200m

Average

Figure 7.4 ICT application used by UK construction companies
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The author's survey results reveal that 50% of respondents used KM software to
manage what their company knows (See Table 7.6 and Figure 7.4). It is interesting to
note that the largest share of construction companies with turnovers above £200m
(77%) indicated that they have KM systems installed. This also accorded with the
usage from the construction companies with turnovers between £50m and £199m
(60%).

Table 7.7 Dependence levels of usefulness of the ICT applications - response analysis
Below
£10m

£10m to
£49m

£50m to
£199m

Above
£200m

Knowledge Management

3.00

4.00

2.67

3.40

3.25

2.201 0.128

Construction portals

3.00

3.00

2.20

3.33

2.85

1.313 0.329

Factors

Average F-ratio

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is most usefiil, 1 is least useful.

—•—Knowledge Management —•—Construction portals
A «;

^ . \J

4
•3 C

Least
usef«»ul
Most
/

3
2£.. \J^

——————————^*$——————————————————————————
^"-•^\
3.4
_^
3

3 \ 2.67 ^^==^i——»3.25
^\^^
^^-^x^ 3.33
^~»2.85 f
^r£2

2

1.5
1 0.5
0 - ———————————————————— ....
Below £1 Om

£10mto
£49m

£50m to
£199m

•4
•;1

Above
£200m

Average

Figure 7.5 Dependence levels of usefulness of the ICT applications
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Furthermore, the respondents were invited to rate the level of usefulness in improving
the effectiveness of knowledge management from the KM systems. Mean ratings on
the level of usefulness were calculated, (on a scale of 1-5) which revealed that
knowledge management was considered to be 65% (3.25-5=65%) of the most useful
in improving the effectiveness of knowledge management (See Table 7.7 and Figure
7.5).
ICT analyst The Butler Group (2003) recently said that KM was the only growth area
in ICT investment. Speakers at the latest Construction Plus conference also predicted
that construction firms would increasingly need to treat KM as an integral part of the
way they work (Russell, 2003).
Indeed, KM is not simply a matter of putting the ICT in place - people have to want
and need to use the systems provided. In addition, application of a KM solution
requires an enormous change in culture, discipline and training (McCrea, 2003a).
However, there is no single approach to KM that can suit every organisation in
construction, each application will be tailored to their particular mix of people and
procedures. It is therefore commendable to investigate all kinds of technology to
assist the construction industry in managing its knowledge (McCrea, 2003b).
The need for KM software and infrastructure will grow in the next few years.
Construction companies also believe a value can be attached to business knowledge,
with McCrea (2003b) suggesting that organisations must do three things effectively find and capture the knowledge they have, and share it and exploit it to some
commercial benefit. KM is discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.

725 Construction e-Commerce Internet Portals (Question 3s)
Many construction e-commerce Internet portals are positioning themselves as onestop shops where project collaboration tools are available with procurement solutions,
information sources and news updates. The author's survey results are shown in Table
7.6 and Figure 7.4 where the most significant response is that the highest (average)
response (33%) indicated that the respondents used construction portals as a web-
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based tool for purchasing, tendering and collaboration.
It was both interesting and surprising to note that the respondents representing the
majority of construction companies with turnovers between £50m and £199m (50%)
indicated that they have experience of using a construction portal. This highest
response (50%) is surprisingly higher than the construction companies with turnovers
above £200m at 46%. This might be explained by the fact that construction companies
with turnovers above £200m have more in-house Internet-enabled functions. However
the general trend indicates increasing use of a construction portal with increasing
turnover, although it appears to be a particularly popular web-based collaboration tool
by UK construction companies with turnovers between £50m and £199m.
Furthermore, the respondents were invited to rate the level of usefulness in improving
the effectiveness of construction management in using a construction portal. Almost
all of the construction company respondents indicated that a construction portal was
considered to be 57% (2.85) one of the most useful tools in improving the
effectiveness of construction management (See Table 7.7 and Figure 7.5).
An earlier survey conducted by the Construction Confederation (CC, 200 Ib) indicated
that there are 43% of firms with 30-250 employees, 67% of firms with 250-1000
employees and 71% of firms with more than 1000 employees that are aware of
industry specific portals. The figure of 33% has been identified in the author's survey
which predicates therefore that construction portals would increasingly be used by
UK construction companies because of the need to implement effective collaborative
supply chains on their projects to work more effectively and efficiently.
On average, it costs £60 in handling costs for every purchase when transacted in the
traditional paper-based method. Construction e-commerce Internet portals allow that
figure to be cut to just £15, according to Mellon (2002). For example, a main
contractor with a spend of over £10m on supplies could make 5,000 requisitions in a
year, resulting in a processing cost of £300,000. With construction portals there is the
opportunity to slash that figure, adding £225,000 to the company's profit line.
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7.3 THE ONE-WAY ANOVA ANALYSIS

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was undertaken to test the null hypothesis that mean
values of the dependent variables are equal for all groups. This enabled the author to
clarify whether or not the opinions of the separate construction organisation groups
were of the same opinion on the various issues dealt with in the survey.
Table 7.2, 7.5 and 7.7 show 'F statistics' (F-ratio) which tests the null hypothesis that
all groups have the same mean. 1F significant" (Sig.) indicates the probability of
rejecting the null hypothesis. A probability value (Sig.) below 0.05 indicates that the
null hypothesis can be rejected, suggesting that there is a high degree of difference of
opinion between groups in relation to that factor. The ANOVA analysis shows on
Table 7.2, 7.5 and 7.7 that none of the objectives to establish a company's website and
the barriers to tender online has any significant variance in relation to the size
grouping of the construction organisations. Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected in favour of its alternative. This suggests a consensus between the groups
(turnovers below £10m, £10m-£49m, £50m-£199m and above £200m) in relation to
the objectives to establish a company's website and the barriers to tender online.

7.4 SUMMARY
This chapter has presented the findings of a questionnaire survey (questionnaire No.
1) conducted by the author among a sample of 100 construction organisations based
in the UK. Contributions from forty-three organisations were received. The survey
results demonstrate that 90% of the survey respondents have established their own
website. The four most significant factors that influenced UK construction companies
to establish their own website have also been identified in this chapter as:
•

To enhance the company's image

1

To list details of the company's services and provide contact information for
marketing purposes

V——--.. .._._.____
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,

To Improve the company's ability to communicate with clients/customers

•

To enable potential clients/customers to contact the company via its website

From the survey, opinions are divided by the 39% that 'agree' and the 46% that
'disagree' that online tendering will increase rapidly. It was also revealed that the four
most significant barriers to online tendering in the UK construction industry are;
'confidential information getting into the wrong hands', 'software problems', 'legal
disputes arising' and 'the system crashes the very day the bid is due'.
Furthermore, the respondents indicated that the four Internet-enabled applications,
that were the most difficult to develop compatibility with software standards in the
UK construction industry are:
•

e-Procurement

•

e-Tendering

•

Goods receipt

•

Project information exchange

The Butler Group (2003) recently indicated that KM was the only growth area in ICT
investment. Fifty percent of respondents in the author's survey used KM software to
manage their business knowledge. The next chapter will present the findings of a
survey recently conducted in the UK. The aim of the survey was to examine the
potential for Enterprise Resource Planning in integrating the supply chain in the UK
construction industry.
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8. A SURVEY OF THE POTENTIAL FOR
ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING IN
INTEGRATING THE SUPPLY CHAIN IN
THE UK CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
8.1 INTRODUCTION
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a state-of-the-art business integration tool,
which includes all the resource planning for an enterprise and its partners. ERP
applications include Supply Chain Management (SCM), Customer Relationship
Management (CRM), Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), E - Procurement and
Financial Management (FM) etc. The aim of this chapter is to examine the current
awareness of ERP and to identify its potential for integrating the supply chain in the
UK construction industry. After providing a general overview, this chapter reports on
the findings obtained from the second questionnaire survey conducted by the author
between November 2001 and January 2002, with contributions received from fiftyfive respondents, representing UK construction companies and ERP consultants.

8.2 QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 2 SURVEY RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
The results relating to the individual questions have been classified under the
following headings:
1 Lessons learnt from the application of the ERP systems in the manufacturing and
service industries (Questions 1 & 2)
2. The non-financial barriers that discourage the construction industry adopting ERP
(Questions 3, 4 & 5)
3. Using Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) for controlling waste on construction
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sites (Questions 6 & 7)
4. Implementing the Continuous Replenishment Program (e-Kanban), and Just-inTime enhancement of delivery on construction sites (Question 8)
5. Using Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), enabling collaborative engineering
and enhancing Supply Chain Management between clients, contractors and
partners (Questions 9 & 10)

8.2.1 Lessons Learnt from the Application of the ERP
Systems in the Manufacturing and Service Industries
(Questions 1 & 2)

The potential for cross-industry learning is considered in question 1 and 2. The
author's survey results revealed that a significant proportion of respondents (45%)
believed that the construction industry can 'learn something' and a further 38%
indicated that the construction industry can 'learn a great deal'. A total of 83% of
respondents therefore believed that the construction industry can learn from other
industries concerning ERP adoption (See Table 8.1 and Figure 8.1). It is interesting to
note that the ERP consultants were very emphatic in their opinion (100%) that the
construction industry can learn from the successes of manufacturing and service
industries. This also accorded with the views from the construction companies with
turnovers above £200m (92%). The view expressed by the £50m-£199m turnover
respondents was similarly positive at 90%.
Conversely, 60% of the respondents representing the construction companies with
turnovers below £10m indicated that construction could 'learn nothing'. This sector of
the industry would typically espouse the traditional embedded culture, which resists
change and innovation and would therefore be reluctant to embrace new technologies
like ERP. It would appear that the construction industry is struggling to consider ERP
adoption as a way forward. This view is reinforced by two respondents, who state,
"ERP is not a software tool it is a paradigm. The nature of the business must change.
Processes must be re-evaluated and re-engineered. Then the technological tools can
be applied Traditional ERP software is complex, time-consuming, and not costeffective."
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"I do not think that it will be ERP systems, which will resolve the issues. They are too
bespoke and there are too many systems, which the many players have. Therefore, I
think the way forward is through best of breed systems."

Question 1: Improvements have been made in the manufacturing and service industries
by adopting ERP. Do you believe the construction industry can learn from
other industries concerning ERP adoption?
Table 8.1 Can construction learn from other industries - response analysis
Learn
nothing

Categories

Learn very
Learn a
Learn
little
something great deal

Below £ 10m

60%

0%

40%

0%

£10mto£49m

0%

12%

50%

38%

to
g
r- CO

£50mto£199m

0%

10%

70%

20%

U 0

Above £200m

0%

8%

61%

31%

ERP Consultants

0%

0%

8%

92%

Average

11%

6%

45%

38%

§<=
2 .2

o j»

I Learn very little
Learn a great deal

Learn nothing
Learn something

92%
70%

61%

50%
38%

31%

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
45%
38% 40%

20%

Below£10m £10m to
£49m

£50m to
£199m

Above
£200m

ERP
Consultants

Average

Figure 8.1 Can construction learn from other industries9
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3.33
2.75
3.00
3.00
2.50
3.33
2.25
3.00
2.00
2.33

Financial Management (FM)

e- Procurement

Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)

Business Intelligence (BI)

Human Resource Management (HRM)

Collaborative Commerce (C-Commerce)

Mobile Business

Strategic Enterprise Management (SEM)

Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

3.41
3.41
3.39
3.24
3.22

3.42
3.67
3.58
3.58
3.08

3.82
3.82
3.73
3.42

3.00
3.25
2.75
3.00

3.60
2.40
2.50
4.00

3.67

3.27

3.50

3.59

3.74

3.75

4.07

Average

3.44

3.67

3.92

4.00

4.08

4.42

ERP
Consultant

3.50

3.91

3.91

4.08

3.83

4.27

Above
£200m

3.42

3.22

3.56

3.13

3.67

3.44

3.67

£50m to
£199m

4.09

3.25

2.67

3.00

3.33

3.50

4.14

£10m to
£49m

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is most helpful, 1 is least helpful.

3.25

Below
£10m

Supply Chain Management (SCM)

ERP Applications

Table 8.2 Dependence levels of ERP applications response analysis

1.702

2.156

1.054

1.358

0.194

1.270

1.657

1.285

1.845

0.726

1.883

F-ratio

0.171

0.097

0.395

0.268

0.940

0.302

0.181

0.296

0.140

0.580

0.133

Sig.

Question 2: From the following applicationsi of ERpi^^e^Hp'^Schdoyouconsi^rismost helpful in improving the
effectiveness of construction management?
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-*- Below £1 Om
— Above £200m

-*-£10mto£49m
-*- ERP Consultants

£50mto£199m
Average

Figure 8.2 Dependence levels of ERP applications

"The respondents were also invited to rate the level of usefulness in improving the
effectiveness of construction management from the various applications offered by
ERP. Mean ratings on the level of usefulness were calculated, (on a scale of 1-5)
which revealed that Supply Chain Management (4.07), Financial Management (3.75),
e-Procurement (3.74) and Enterprise Application Integration (3.59) were considered
to be the most useful in improving the effectiveness of construction management. The
applications of Product Lifecycle Management and Business Intelligence ranked fifth
and sixth respectively (See Table 8.2 and Figure 8.2).
Improvements have been made in the manufacturing and service industries by
adopting ERP. Companies who have already upgraded their business processes
management and technologies have seen significant benefits. Colgate-Palmolive
(USA) for example improved on-time and completed orders from 70% to 98% for
their vendor (supplier/subcontractor) managed inventory replenishment and they
improved their customer order fulfilment to 95%. Colgate-Palmolive also lowered
their inventory capacity by 10% and reduced their overall order cycle times (Ostroff,
2001). Another example is the Coca-Cola Company that achieved a 40% reduction in
inventory whilst increasing their product availability to 98.5% (Xansa, 2002). The
author's survey has identified that, construction could learn from the successes of
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manufacturing and service industries. These findings concur with the report,
'Rethinking Construction' Egan (1998), where the Construction Taskforce believes it
can.

8.2.2 The Non-Financial Barriers that Discourage the
Construction Industry adopting ERP (Questions 3-5)
Question 3: In your opinion, what factors create barriers to the adoption of ERP in the
construction industry?
jji
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Figure 8.3 The non-financial barriers that discourage the construction industry adopting ERP

The non-financial barriers that discourage the construction industry, particularly
SMEs (Small, Medium Enterprises) from implementing ERP were identified
specifically by the ERP consultant respondents. SMEs as defined by the Department
for Trade & Industry (DTI, 2001) would include organisations that have annual
turnovers of less than £11.2 million (40 million Euros) and employ less than 249
employees. The results are illustrated in Figure 8.3 and indicate that the three most
significant barriers are:
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• Lack of established IT systems standards
• Traditional business practice of the construction industry
• Fragmented nature of the construction industry
These findings concur with the research conducted by Ng et al (2001), Hassan et al
(1998) and HMSO (1995). It is also confirmed by the author's first questionnaire
survey results, which were reported in Chapter 6.
The suitability of ERP implementation for SMEs is also considered in question 4 and
5. Figure 8.4 reveals that opinions are almost equally divided by the 45% unsuitability
(9%+36%) and the 46% suitability (19%-27%) of ERP implementation for SMEs
Nine percent of respondents indicated that they were "unsure".

Question 4: In your opinion, is ERP implementation suitable for SMEs (Small Medium
Enterprises)0
pvery unsuitable ^unsuitable
Hvery suitable
nsuitable

nnot sure

9%

19%

36%

27%
9%

Figure 8.4 ERP implementation for SMEs
Furthermore, the respondents were invited to indicate the approximate turnover of
construction organisations that could consider ERP adoption The largest proportion
of respondents (50%) suggested that organisations with a turnover above £100m
could consider ERP adoption A further 30% believed that companies with a turnover
above £50m could adopt it and only 20% reported that companies with a turnover
above £10m could consider ERP adoption (See Figure 8.5). According to the report.
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'Key British Enterprises' Dun & Bradstreet (2001), indicated that there were 124
construction enterprises with annual turnovers above £100m that can consider ERP
adoption.

Question 5: Please indicate the approximate turnover of SMEs that could benefit from I
ERP adoption.
I

above £1 Om F above £50m . above £100m
Figure 8.5 The turnover of SMEs that could consider ERP adoption

The results found in the author's survey were also supported by an earlier study
carried out by Hampton (2000) who suggests that ERP implementation is better suited
to construction organisations that have turnovers in excess of £ 150m. Recent surveys
conducted by ML Payton (2000) and META (2002) revealed that costs to implement
an ERP system ranged from as low as £430,000 to as high as £11 million, the average
figure was £9 million.
The average cost of ERP implementation is equal to 9% of a construction company's
annual turnover for companies with a turnover above £100 million. This level of
investment is likely to have immediate and long-term benefits to the ICT
infrastructure of the company. The figure of 9% has been identified in the author's
second questionnaire survey and compares with the author's first questionnaire survey
results, that a reasonable ICT investment is considered to be one which is greater than
1% of the construction company's annual turnover. This shows that an ERP system
requires a high degree of investment in the UK construction industry.
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ERP solutions have however been criticised for being very expensive, with enormous
hidden costs. Also businesses often have to be restructured simply to fit the
restrictions of the ERP software (Leitch, 2002b). Defending the opposite viewpoint,
Eggleton (2002), business development manager with SAP pointed out, "In fact, with
ERP the return on investment is enormous. And anyway, the ERP software can be
either rented or bought"

8.2.3 Using Vendor Managed Inventory for Controlling Waste
on Construction Sites (Questions 6 & 7)
Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) has been established for some time in the retail
industry and for an increasing number of customers within other industries. Suppliers
are usually happy to develop a VMI relationship because it enables them to manage
their inventory more intelligently and more cost-effectively. Customers who only pay
for what is actually used from the stores can dramatically reduce the overall cost and
improve availability of these critical, yet low cost parts.
Question 6: ERP VMI solution, moves the responsibility for the management of
inventories from the customer to the supplier (vendor) where customers
only pay for what is actually used from the stores. In your opinion, could
this initiative control waste on construction sites?
Table 8.3 Could VMI solution control waste on construction sites9 - response analysis
Very
unlikely

Unlikely

Do not
know

Likely

Very likely

90%

0%

0%

10%

0%

£10mto£49m

37.5%

37.5%

0%

25%

0%

£50mto£199m

40%

0%

0%

30%

30%

Above £200m

23%

8%

31%

38%

0%

9%

18%

9%

55%

9%

38%

11%

10%

33%

8%

Categories
Below £ 10m
Construction )rgan
isations

** VJ

ERP consultant
Average
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Table 8.3 and Figure 8.6 indicate a diverse range of responses, most respondents
(38%) indicated that the VMI solution is 'very unlikely' to control waste on
construction sites. A further 11% reported that control of waste on sites by a VMI
solution is 'unlikely'. A significant proportion of respondents (33%) believed that
VMI solutions could control waste on construction sites and a further 8% expressed
the view that the possibility is 'very likely'. Overall, 10% of respondents stated that
they were unaware of the VMI functions. It is surprising to note that the lack of
awareness of the VMI solution was more significant in the 'above £200m category'
with 31% of the respondents indicating that they did not know about the application
of VMI.

• Very unlikely • Unlikely nDo not know n Likely iVery likely
4

Average sC——

38%

n^:^1 U%l

ERP consultant (9% I" 1 8% W9% I
Al-vw f 2i~>nm f

23%

f 50m to £ 199m \

-6

F10mto£49m 1

31%

40%

i
I

Below £1 Om |——
0%

^^B
!

55%

l8%T

37.50%

33%
i

30%

Ii

37.50%

^^B

38%
.

juj^^^m
1

25%

90%

20%

40%

1

1

110%!

60%

80%

100%

Figure 8.6 Could VMI solution control waste on construction sites9

Furthermore, the respondents were invited to indicate which categories of waste could
be controlled by adopting a VMI solution. The majority of respondents (90%)
believed that excessive inventories/stockpiles could be controlled with this technique,
followed by unnecessary transportation (86%), over production (71%) and waiting
times (67%) (See Table 8.4 and Figure 8.7).
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Question 7: In your opinion, what categories of waste could be controlled by adopting
an ERP VMI solution?
Table 8.4 Control of waste by VMI solution - response analysis
Construction
companies

ERP
consultants

Average

Excessive inventories/stockpiles

86%

100%

90%

Unnecessary transportation

86%

86%

86%

Over-production

64%

86%

71%

Waiting times

64%

71%

67%

Reduced production of defective
products

64%

0%

43%

Processing wastage

43%

43%

43%

Waste due to the substitution of
alternative material

36%

57%

43%

Unnecessary people moves

29%

57%

38%

Categories of waste

I Overall of construction companies niMERP consultants

Average

120% j
100% -

Figure 8.7 Control of waste by VMI solution

It should be noted that the largest share of construction company respondents (64%)
indicated that a VMI solution can reduce the production of defective products,
although none of the ERP consultant respondents considered this application of ERP
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possible (See Table 8.4). This might be explained by the ERP consultants'
inexperience of the construction industry.
Waste in the construction industry has been the subject of many research projects
around the world in recent years. Pinto (1989) pointed out that indirect waste
(materials unnecessarily incorporated into the building) can be higher than direct
waste (rubbish that should be disposed of in other areas). However, construction
management often fails to identify or address waste in the constructing processes. One
reason that waste is not properly recognised is the lack of appropriate tools for
measuring and controlling waste or value. The ERP VMI solution is a simple and
effective tool that can be used to control waste in processes.

8.2.4 Implementing Continuous Replenishment Program
(e-Kanban), Just-in-Time Enhancement of Delivery
on Construction Sites (Question 8)
The goal of the JIT production system is to replenish the right materials at the right
time and in the right amount during the constructing processes. The ERP continuous
replenishment program (CRP) employs the use of an automatic \flag\ which marks
re-order points to ensure optimum efficiency in goods and parts replenishment.
The author's survey intended to discover the potential for CRP in enhancing JIT
delivery on construction sites. The results are shown in Table 8.5 and Figure 8.8
where the most significant response is that the single largest number of respondents
(31%) indicated that CRP was 'very unlikely' to enhance JIT delivery capability on
construction sites. A further 11% believed that it was 'unlikely' and a significant
proportion of respondents (19%) expressed that they were 'undecided'. It is
interesting to note that the respondents representing organisations with a turnover of
less than flOm were very decisive in their opinions (80%) that CRP was 'very
unlikely' to enhance JIT delivery capability on construction sites. It is substantially
more decisive than the views expressed from the respondents representing the other
four categories.
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Question 8: In your opinion, once contractors use CRP can this enhance just-in-time
delivery capability on construction sites?
Table 8.5 CRP enhances JIT delivery on sites - response analysis
Categories

.rifely

UnHke*

toT

Ukely

Very 'ikely

80%

0%

10%

10%

0%

37.5%

25%

0%

37.5%

0%

a '§ £50mto£199m
5 °°
U 6 Above £200m

30%

10%

30%

10%

20%

8%

8%

38%

38%

8%

ERP consultants

9%

18%

9%

46%

1 8%

31%

11%

19%

29%

10%
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§ §
trig £10mto£49m

Average
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^
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0%

19%

60%
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Figure 8.8 CRP enhances JIT delivery on sites

In an ideal situation, all materials delivered on site should be the right ones, arrive at
the right time and be placed at the right location, in order to be fabricated
immediately. According to the ideal situation, this means having no buffers at all. In
practice, this is not usually achievable, especially in larger, more complex and more
customised construction activities, for example, transporting windows from the
factory to construction sites. In order to minimise transportation costs, a number of
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factors should be taken into account, the window frames for example must be sorted
by size, the weight should be distributed among pallets and different sites could be
located at very different places. Therefore, it is very difficult to satisfy the demand of
sites that wish the windows to be delivered in a predetermined order.
JIT techniques are less suited to the more complex, customised activities associated
with construction projects so the author's survey result was not unexpected.

8.2.5 Using Product Lifecycle Management, Enabling
Collaborative Engineering and Enhancing SCM
between Clients, Contractors and Partners (Questions 9
&10)
ERP Product lifecycle management (PLM) is an integrated e-business solution for
managing the complete product life cycle of the extended supply chain for the
construction industry. PLM creates a collaborative environment to manage, track and
control all project information over the complete project life cycle from the design
and production through to execution and maintenance. The result of this collaboration
is to bring the right information to the right people at the right time.
Table 8.6 and Figure 8.9 reveal that most respondents (37%) believed that ERP PLM
solutions enable an effective collaborative supply chain between client, contractor and
their partners and 19% of the respondents indicated that this collaboration was 'very
likely'. 21% of the respondents however reported that they were 'not sure'. This is not
surprising considering that ERP is a new concept for people within the UK
construction industry.
It is also interesting to note that the ERP consultants were very emphatic in their
opinion (27%+46%=73%) that ERP PLM solutions could create a collaborative
environment to manage, track and control all project information over the complete
project life cycle. This also accorded with the views from the construction companies
with turnovers between £50m and £199m (60%+10%=70%). The view expressed by
the above

£200m turnover

respondents

was

similarly

positive

at

62%

(46%+16%=62%).
————————————————————————
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Question 9: In your opinion, would ERP PLM solutions enable an effective
collaborative supply chain between client, contractor and partners?
Table 8.6 PLM enables collaborative supply chain - response analysis
Very
unlikely

Categories

Unlikely Not sure

Likely

Very
likely

- c» Below £ 10m
1 §
S '•§ £10mto£49m

70%

0%

10%

20%

0%

12%

13%

25%

25%

25%

| '1 £50mto£199m
o ^^
<-> 0 Above £200m

10%

0%

20%

60%

10%

0%

15%

23%

46%

16%

ERP consultants

0%

0%

27%

27%

46%

Average

17%

6%

21%

37%

19%

• ver/ unlikely • unlikely n not sure D likely • very likely
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Figure 8.9 PLM enables collaborative supply chain

It is clear that, with the race to deliver a final project from design to execution and to
satisfy clients in the competitive environment of today, any such enterprise could not
succeed without collaboration.
The author's survey was also designed to explore the respondents' awareness of PLM
application and to indicate what solutions ERP PLM could offer to enhance the
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success of a project. The survey results revealed that 'finding the right information
quickly' and 'true collaboration throughout the extended supply chain' were the most
important PLM applications. The 'monitor design changes' and 'incorporating the
knowledge of business partners into engineering processes' ranked third and fourth
respectively (See Table 8.7 and Figure 8.10).

Question 10: From the following key business problems, what solutions could ERP
PLM offer to protect the best interests of the project?
Table 8.7 The potential for PLM applications to enhance project performance - response analysis
Solutions

Construction Organisations
Below £ 10m to f 50m to Above
£199m £200m
£49m
£10m

ERP
consultants Average F-ratio

Sig.

Find the right information
quickly

1.50

2.25

2.00

2.00

2.38

2.10

0.322 0.860

Incorporating the
knowledge of business
partners into the
engineering processes

3.50

3.00

2.57

3.38

2.88

3.00

0.869 0.497

Monitor design changes

1.50

2.25

2.86

2.63

3.13

2.69

1.404 0.263

True collaboration
throughout the extended
supply chain

3.50

2.50

2.57

2.00

1.63

2.21

1.311

0.294

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 4 where 1 is most important, 4 is least important.

To stay competitive in today's marketplace is increasingly difficult. Construction
companies need to focus on their core competencies and outsource everything else.
They also need to improve their relationships with their clients/customers, streamline
their supply networks, and collaborate with partners to create successful value chains.
The most important factor for sustained construction business success and partner
added value is however the quality of the product itself.
The ERP PLM applications offer a significant untapped opportunity beyond the four
walls of an enterprise to involve all business partners and collaborative business
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processes across the entire supply network. These features have been confirmed by
the author's survey results that most respondents (37%+19%=56%) indicated that
ERP PLM solutions enable an effective collaborative supply chain between client,
contractor and their partners.
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Figure 8.10 The potential for PLM applications to enhance project performance
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8.3 THE ONE-WAY ANOVA ANALYSIS
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was undertaken to test the null hypothesis that there is
no significant difference between the mean values of the groups. This enabled the
author to clarify whether or not the opinions of the separate construction organisations
and ERP consultant groups were of the same opinion on the various issues dealt with
in the survey.
Table 8.2 and 8.7 show 'F statistics" (F-ratio) which test the null hypothesis that all
groups have the same mean. "F significant' (Sig.) indicates the probability of rejecting
the null hypothesis. A probability value (Sig.) below 0.05 indicates that the null
hypothesis can be rejected, suggesting that there is a high degree of difference of
opinion between groups in relation to that factor. The ANOVA analysis shows on
Table 8.2 and 8.7 that none of the ERP applications and solutions has any significant
variance in relation to the size grouping of the construction organisations and ERP
consultants. Therefore, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected in favour of its
alternative. This generally suggests a consensus between the groups (ERP consultants,
construction company's turnovers below £10m, £10m-£49m, £50m-£199m and above
£200m) in relation to the ERP applications and solutions. However, as indicated in
Table 8.4 and Figure 8.7 a divergence of opinion between the construction company
respondents (64%) and the ERP consultant respondents (0%) was evident concerning
the likelihood that a VMI solution could reduce product defects.
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8.4 SUMMARY

The hallmarks of today's construction business environment are; fluctuation in
demand, market and price control by the client, decreased customer loyalty and
stronger global

competition.

To

survive,

construction

companies

need

a

technologically based information infrastructure that allows them to make accurate,
real time decisions to fully satisfy their customers in order to achieve competitive
advantage and remain profitable.
This chapter has presented the findings (from 55 respondents) of the second
questionnaire survey conducted by the author among a sample of 100 construction
organisations and 28 ERP consultants based in the UK. The survey results
demonstrate that there is considerable potential for cross-industry learning, especially
for the implementation of ERP applications that improve the effectiveness of Supply
Chain Management, Financial Management, e-Procurement and Product Lifecycle
Management. The findings also indicate that ERP solutions are less suitable for
SMEs, with the majority of ERP consultants (50%) suggesting that organisations with
turnovers above £100 million could usefully consider ERP adoption.
Although the cost implications of implementing ERP need to be considered, the three
most significant non-financial barriers preventing the adoption of ERP in the
construction industry have also been identified in this chapter as:
• Lack of established IT systems standards
• Traditional business practice of the construction industry
• Fragmented nature of the construction industry
The UK construction industry output is annually worth around £74 billion, roughly
equivalent to 8-9% of the Gross Domestic Product (DTI, 2002, p.33). According to
the report, 'Key British Enterprises' Dun & Bradstreet (2001) there were 124
construction enterprises with an annual turnover above £100m in 2000. These firms
contributed approximately £18.5 billion, (i.e. 25% of the total UK construction
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output) Only 10% of these organisations have so far implemented ERP systems,
therefore a 90% (roughly £16.65 billion) potential construction market for ERP
systems exists in this sector alone.
From the author's survey, opinions are divided about the potential for ERP
applications in integrating the supply chain throughout the construction processes.
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) appeared to have the greatest potential for
business collaboration. The ICT technology infrastructure is now available for
construction in enhancing business performance and future growth. ERP applications
are just one of several possible solutions that can be used to streamline construction
processes, form closer client/subcontractor/supplier relationships and operate more
effectively in the global market place.
The next chapter will present the findings of the third questionnaire survey recently
conducted in the UK. The aim of the survey was to examine the current Project
Extranet practices in the UK construction industry.
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9. A SURVEY OF THE CURRENT PROJECT
EXTRANET PRACTICES IN THE UK
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
9.1 INTRODUCTION

Construction projects consume significant time and resources in preparing and
distributing documentation and in communicating with the team to ensure that
everyone is working to the same up-to-date information. Collaborative working is
therefore now a widely recognised concept in construction but achieving it is not easy.
The web-based Project Collaboration tool (also known as a Project Extranet) is a
supply chain integration technology. It provides a secure project-specific website
based around a knowledge database. Every team member uses the website for creating
and sharing all project data. It is also designed to address the communication
challenges of today's construction industry.
The aim of this chapter is to explore the current use of state-of-the-art project
management tools used on UK construction projects. This chapter reports on the
findings obtained from the third questionnaire survey conducted by the author
between July 2002 and October 2002, with contributions received from two hundred
and thirteen respondents (see Table 5.7) representing UK construction clients,
construction companies, architects and IT consultants, representing an overall
response rate of 61%.

9.2 QUESTIONNAIRE NO. 3 SURVEY RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
The author's survey questionnaire was divided into the eight following sections, as
presented below and the responses are discussed under these headings:
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1. Choosing the right system (Question 2)
2. The appropriate level of cost and charging structures (Question 3)
3. The noticeable benefits that have been gained from using a Project Extranet
(Questions 4, 5 & 6)
4. The influence of legal issues on project collaboration (Questions 7 & 8)
5. The barriers that discourage the construction industry from utilising a Project
Extranet (Question 9)
6. The potential for the Project Extranet in integrating existing business systems
(Question 10)
7. Product standardisation (Question 11)
8. Creating a formula for success (Question 12)

9.2.1 Choosing the Right System (Question 2)
Currently there are around 20 organisations/ASPs (Application Service Providers)
offering project collaboration solutions in the UK; together they are supporting over
1,500 'paying' projects, with some 25,000 users (Construction Plus, 2001). Choosing
between them is difficult; therefore, the factors that construction professionals have to
consider when choosing a Project Collaboration Extranet is important.
The author's survey results revealed that 'system simplicity and ease of use' (4.46),
'system reliability and flexibility' (4.46), 'central server with a fully backed-up
facility' (4.22) and 'system protected by encryption and virus-proof (4.15) were
considered to be the four most important factors in choosing the right system. The
'system's track record and reputation' and 'speed of information transfer and
delivery' ranked fifth and sixth respectively (See Table 9.1 and Figure 9.1). The
results found in the author's survey were also confirmed by a separate survey
conducted earlier by the Cornell Theory Centre research (CTC, 2001), that is
simplicity and ease of use as well as speed of information transfer and delivery are the
most important factors identified by UK construction professionals in choosing an eProject management system.
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Question 2: In your opinion, what factors do you have to consider when choosing the right system?
Table 9.1 Factors in choosing the right system - response analysis
IT
Architect Consultant

Construction
Company

Client

System simplicity and ease
of use
System reliability and
flexibility

4 .59

4. 17

4 .55

4 .32

4.46

2.773 0.043

4 .59

4. 28

4 .33

4..49

4.46

1.773 0.154

Central server with a full
backed-up facility

4 .17

4. 17

4 .15

4 .36

4.22

0.641 0.589

System protected by
encryption and virus-proof

4 .21

4. 44

4 13

4 .00

4.15

1.339 0.263

System's track record and
reputation

4 .27

3 .94

3 .88

4 .13

4.09

2.184 0.091

Speed of information
transfer and delivery

4 .14

3.94

4 .10

4 00

4.07

0.421 0.738

Defined cost

4 .16

4 .33

4 .02

3 .85

4.04

2.356 0.073

Dependability of audit trails

3 .99

3..94

3 .83

3 .79

3.88

0.485 0.693

Ability to handle large
numbers of concurrent users
accessing large volumes of
data

3 .86

3.89

3 .67

4 .00

3.85

1.194 0.313

Financial stability of
provider

3 .89

3 .78

3 .78

3 .64

3.78

0.621 0.602

Minimal investment in time
and money

3 .50

3.33

3 .73

3 40

3.52

1.170 0.322

PI insurance provision by
provider

3 .49

3. 61

3 .62

3 .31

3.48

0.828 0.480

Limited training
requirements

3 41

3. 50

3 .57

3 .35

3.45

0.569 0.636

Construction experience of
provider

3.57

3. 47

3 .20

3.13

3.33

2.420 0.067

Bespoke solution potential

3. 35

3. 39

2,.90

2, 98

3.11

3.347 0.020

Categories

Average F-ratio Sig.

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is most important, 1 is least important.
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0 System simplicity and ease of use
• System reliability and flexibility
D Central server w ith a full backed-up facility
D System protected by encryption and virusproof
• System's track record and reputation
n Speed of information transfer and delivery
• Defined cost
D Dependability of audit trails
• Ability to handle large numbers of concurrent
users accessing large volumes of data
• Financial stability of provider
D Minimal investment in time and money
D R insurance provision by provider
• Limited training requirements
• Construction experience of provider
E Bespoke solution potential

Figure 9.1 Factors in choosing the right system
Many of the comments received in the author's survey suggested that the Project
Extranet systems process should match up with the construction business process.
"Most important thing is simple transmission of information and
elimination of the need to cross reference data - if the data is all
in one place and all in the same format the speed of the
construction process really takes off which is where this kind of
facility would excel."
Some respondents also suggested that the systems should meet the client
requirements:
"Simple to implement in stages, meet our needs i.e. we do not
have to adapt to use them, understand what we do and listen to us
before proposing a system is suitable, read info from other
systems." (sic)
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In a market flooded with confusion and choices, selecting the right system is
especially difficult. Many companies have suffered the 'betamax' effect of investing
in new systems only to find they are out of date and incompatible in a matter of
months (Sarcpophagus, 2002). Indeed, some construction organisations are saving a
fortune by using electronic collaboration, others are not. The key to success is in
making the right selection of provider, but the question is how to select the best one
(Building Products, 2001).
The author's survey has identified that the four most important factors in choosing the
right system are;
•

System simplicity and ease of use

•

System reliability and flexibility

• Central server with a fully backed-up facility
•

System protected by encryption and virus-proof

These findings provide a 'guidance of requirements', which will help construction
organisations to judge which system is most appropriate for their project.

9.2.2 Appropriate Level of Cost and Charging Structures
(Question 3)

The majority of Extranet providers charge a flat monthly rate for the duration of a
project. The price of such applications range from £150 per month to £2,200 per
month (for atypical £5 million, 12-month building project) depending upon the level
of functionality, the number of users and an estimation of the data storage required.
The author's survey results revealed that the majority of respondents (70%) indicated
that a reasonable monthly price for a typical £5 million, 12-month building project,
1Gb (Giga bites) data storage space and up to 250 system users is between £250 and
£999. A further 21% reported that a reasonable level of monthly rate is between
£1,000 and £1,499, only a small share of respondents (9%) believed that an
appropriate level of monthly price is greater than £1,500 (See Table 9.2 and Figure
9.2).
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Question 3: In your opinion, what is a reasonable monthly price for helping control a"
typical £5 million, 12-month building project, with 1Gb (Giga bites) data
storage space and up to 250 system users?
Table 9.2 Reasonable monthly price of Project Extranet - response analysis
Construction
Client
Company

Categories

Architect

IT
Average
Consultant

£250 ~ £999

71%

75%

78%

60%

70%

£1000 -£1499

19%

19%

17%

27%

21%

£1500 -£1999

7%

0%

5%

8%

7%

£2000 ~ £2200

3%

6%

0%

5%

3%

21%

70%

• £250- £999

• £1000-£1499

n£1500~£1999

D £2000-£2200

Figure 9.2 Reasonable monthly price of Project Extranet

One respondent further commented, "Current experience running a £10 million
project will cost about £95,000 to £105,000 for 12-months. This is cost prohibitive to
a construction company."
It is interesting to note that the architects were very decisive in their opinion (78%)
that a reasonable monthly price for a typical £5 million, 12-month building project,
1Gb data storage space, and up to 250 system users, is between £250 and £999. This
also accorded with the views from the clients (75%).
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The findings in the author's survey have also concurred with an earlier study carried
out by Sturley (2002b) who identified that the general costs of the system range
typically between 0.1% to 0.5% of the total project costs. The figure of 0.5% was
deemed high by Abbott (2000) who commented, "All the electricity used on a large
scale site is just 0.75% of a tender, so 0.5% for a software system is hard to justify.'"

9.2.3 Noticeable Benefits that have been Gained From
Using a Project Extranet (Questions 4, 5 & 6)
Project Extranets are now a mainstream project collaboration tool in the UK
construction industry with 55% of UK construction professionals in the author's
survey indicating that they have experience of using a Project Extranet. The figure of
55% in the author's survey was also confirmed by a separate survey carried out earlier
by the Construction Confederation (CC, 200 Ib), showing that project collaboration is
increasing rapidly with 23% of companies with over 250 employees and 43% of
companies with over 1,000 staff using project collaboration tools. The CC forecast
that these figures would rise to respectively 46% and 57% in 2002.
Although 55% of responses seems a reasonable figure at present, in reality, some
people who did not complete the questionnaire replied that they did not have
experience with Extranets. They were unable to complete the questionnaire due to
insufficient resources. For example, responses included; "Unfortunately, I have no
experience in using Project Extranets and therefore I feel 1 cannot help you"
Therefore, the author predicts that the current state of Project Extranet usage by UK
construction professionals could be less than 55%.
The author's survey respondents were also invited to rate the level of benefit in
improving the effectiveness of project management from the various functionalities
offered by the Project Extranets. The mean rating on the level of benefit were
calculated, (on a scale of 1-5) which revealed that 'provides up-to-minute project
information' (4.16) and 'improving distribution of information' (4.15) were identified
to be the most noticeable benefits that have been gained from using Project Extranets.
These were followed by 'provides a collaborative environment' (3.75), 'improving
team communication' (3.72), 'knowledge can be permanently stored' (3.70) and
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'increasing design process efficiency' (3.41) (See Table 9.3 and Figure 9.3).

Question 5: What noticeable benefits has your project gained from the using Project
Extranet s?
Table 9.3 Dependence levels of noticeable benefits - response analysis
Construction
Company

Chent

Provides up-tominute project
information

4.31

4.13

3.92

Improving
distribution of
information

4.20

4.38

Provides a
collaborative
environment

3.86

Improving team
communication

...
IT
Archlt«t Consultant

.
AveraSe

„
.
F- rat'°

c.
Slg>

4.27

4.16

1.173

0.323

4.06

4.15

4.15

0.286

0.835

4.50

3.50

3.72

3.75

2.085

0.106

3.78

4.25

3.53

3.73

3.72

0.905

0.441

Knowledge can be
permanently stored

3.78

3.88

3.44

3.84

3.70

0.993

0.399

Increasing design
process efficiency

3.35

4.00

3.20

3.56

3.41

1.601

0.193

Cost and time saving

2.90

3.63

3.06

3.21

3.09

0.979

0.405

Increasing
productivity

2.97

3.88

2.92

2.90

3.00

2.187

0.094

Reducing the ri sk of
errors and rework

3.03

3.75

2.69

2.94

2.95

2.035

0.113

Reducing the risk of
dispute and litigation

2.80

2.63

2.69

2.94

2.79

0.328

0.805

Project on time or
early completion

2.79

3.13

2.49

2.81

2.72

1.069

0.365

Categories

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is most benefit, 1 is least benefit.
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4.5

« Least benefit / Most benefit»
• Provides up-to-minute project information
n Provides a collaborative environment
• Knowledge can be permanently stored
• Cost and time saving

• Improving distribution of information
Dim proving team communication
H Increasing design process efficiency
D Increasing productivity

• Reducing the risk of errors and rework
D Project on time or early completion

• Reducing the risk of dispute and litigation

Figure 9.3 Dependence levels of noticeable benefits

Some respondents also added that 'enables better time management due to reduced
interruptions' as well as 'provides electronic drawings with revision control' were also
the noticeable benefits that have been gained from using Project Extranets.
65% of mistakes in the construction industry are due to a misunderstanding among
architects, contractors and subcontractors over information, according to Bjornsson
(2001). Oliver (2002a) further commented, "The general statistic is that 80% of
mistakes stem from not using the most up-to-date information"'
The author's survey has identified that one of the main advantages of using a Project
Extranet is that it ensures that all members of the project team have access to the most
up-to-date versions of the various project documents. This means that traditional
mistakes generated from someone working from an old document or drawing are in
theory removed or at the very least reduced.
However, many of the respondents comments emphasised that cost benefits are not
folly realised yet and that it is difficult to predict cost savings at this early stage. In
order to test the veracity of the hypotheses and to be able to quantify the overall cost
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savings a further question was asked to query what percentage of the total project cost
saving can be attributed to using an Extranet.

Question 6: In your experience, what percentage of the total project cost saving can be
attributed to using an Extranet?
Table 9.4 Percentage of the total project cost saving - response analysis
Categories

Construction
Client
Company

Architect

IT
Average
Consultant

<1%

50%

72%

46%

49%

50%

1% ~ 2%

21%

14%

26%

24%

23%

2% ~ 3%

8%

0%

8%

15%

10%

3% ~ 5%

13%

0%

6%

3%

7%

5% ~ 10%

5%

14%

6%

9%

7%

>10%

3%

0%

8%

0%

3%

% • 1 % ~ 2% D2% ~ 3% D 3% ~ 5% • 5% -10% D >10%

7%

3%

10%

50%
23%

Figure 9.4 Percentage of the total project cost saving

Table 9.4 and Figure 9.4 revealed that a significant proportion of respondents (50%)
reported that less than 1% of the total project cost saving can be attributed to using a
Project Extranet. A further 23% believed that cost savings of between 1% and 2% are
r———-——_

[______ "'"——""

________________________________________________________
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possible, and only a small share of respondents (10%) indicated that tangible savings
between 2% and 3% of the total project cost are possible. The author's survey results
were also confirmed by research carried out earlier by Cadweb (200la), showing that
for a £10 million building project, a cost saving of £80,000 (0.8%) can be achieved.
The author also received a comment that highlighted the negative effects of cost
savings: "We see no tangible swings to production cost for use of limited extranet.
Main advantage is some time sa\>ings in document and drawing transfer." (sic)
Recently, improvements have been made in the UK construction industry by utilising
Project Extranets. Kajima UK for example achieved a 10% reduction in overall
construction costs, and brought the construction time down from 17 weeks to 12. The
project architect alone identified £31,000 of savings as a direct result of using a
Project Extranet, according to Smith (2002). Another example is Kier Contractor who
achieved £50,000 direct savings on printing, information distribution and general
communication by using a Project Extranet on a £60 million fast track commercial
development project (BuildOnline, 2002a).
The clearest cost saving comes from cutting down on the number of drawings printed
and posted or sent by courier. However, project collaboration extranet does not do
away with the need for printed drawings entirely. Therefore, it must be realised that
some cost and effort is transferred from one party to another.
To assess the true value of the saving in this area is very much dependent on the team
in question. Many different factors need to be considered. However, even if there was
only a 30% reduction in this area, a cost saving of 0.24% (0.8%x30%=0.24%) can be
achieved on a £10 million building project, according to Cadweb (200la). This was
also confirmed by a recent report "Collaboration software in the construction
industry' Compagnia Consultants (2003), which suggests that the adoption of
collaboration software throughout the construction industry could reduce costs by at
least 4.28%, generating funding for the construction of an additional five hospitals
and 3000 homes per annum without increasing the UK's overall annual construction
expenditure of £69 billion.
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9.2.4 The Influence of Legal Issues on Project
Collaboration (Questions 7 & 8)
Electronic and paper communications now have equal legal status. It would therefore
seem that there should not be any legal concerns when collaborating electronically.
Table 9.5 and Figure 9.5 indicate a diverse range of responses. Many respondents
(39%) indicated that they 'disagree' that the growth in the use of Project Extranets
will be matched by an increase in disputes. A further 16% reported that they 'strongly
disagree' with this proposition. Only a small proportion of respondents (8%+l%=9%)
said that they either 'agree' or 'strongly agree'. Overall, 36% of the respondents
stated that they were 'undecided'.

uestion 7: One IT consultant comments, "Growth in the use of online project
management and Project Extranets will be matched by an increase in
disputes." To what extent do you agree his viewpoint?
4
Table 9.5 The likelihood of disputes on project collaboration - response analysis
Construction
Company

Client

Architect

IT
Consultant

Average

Strongly disagree

16%

38%

8%

19%

16%

Disagree

44%

33%

36%

39%

39%

Undecided

32%

39%

46%

30%

36%

Agree

8%

0%

8%

10%

8%

Strongly agree

0%

0%

2%

2%

1%

Categories

It is interesting to note that the degree of uncertainty of the influence of legal issues
on project collaboration was most prevalent in the 'architect category' with 46% of
the respondents indicating that they were undecide about the likelihood of disputes on
project collaboration. This also accorded with the views from the clients (39%).
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I Strongly disagree • Disagree D Undecided D Agree • Strongly agree

Average

"

36%

!&%•:! %

nu%!2%

IT Consultant .1
Architect (8%
Client
Construction Company
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Figure 9.5 The likelihood of disputes on project collaboration

Question 8: In your opinion, what factors alleviate your conceVhs about potential!
disputes?
Table 9.6 Dependence levels of Project Extranet features - response analysis
Categories

Construction
„
Client Architect
Company

IT
^
,, , Average r-ratio
Consultant
&

Sis.
fe

An accurate record is kept
of the information sent, by
whom, to whom and when
it is sent and received

4.48

4.30

4.19

4.2

4.31

0.916 0.436

An agreement is reached
on how to trade
electronically before the
project starts

4.15

4.40

3.81

4.09

4.07

1.273 0.287

System provides a full
audit trail which is legally
acceptable and guaranteed
under BS7799

4.19

4.00

3.92

3.91

4.03

0.586 0.626

A paper record was kept in
Parallel with the electronic
system

2.60

1.90

2.67

1.94

2.35

3.591 0.016
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Furthermore, the respondents were invited to rate the level of importance in
alleviating potential disputes from the various features offered by Project Extranets.
The results revealed that 'an accurate record is kept of the information sent, by whom,
to whom and when it is sent and received' (4.31) and this was considered to be most
important feature that alleviates the UK construction professionals concern about
potential disputes. The categories: 'an agreement is reached on how to trade
electronically before the project starts' (4.07), and 'system provides a full audit trail
which is legally acceptable and guaranteed under BS7799' (4.03), ranked second and
third respectively (See Table 9.6 and Figure 9.6).

-System provides a full
audit trail which is
legally acceptable
and guaranteed
under BS7799

Construction Company
5

Average f

Client

-An agreementis
reached on how to
trade electronically
before the project
starts
An accurate record is
kept of the information
sent, by whom, to
whom and when it is
sent and received

IT Consultant

Architect

A pa per record was
kept in parallel with
the electronic system

Figure 9.6 Dependence levels of Project Extranet features

Many of the respondent's comments cited below indicated that construction
professionals still have concerns about the potential for disputes. Project Extranets are
often run in parallel with conventional systems, as an insurance policy.
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"My main concerns revolve around the ownership of the central
database and how it can be 'shared' back to its ownership at the end
of a project and then used to support the preparation of a case for
mediation, arbitration or litigation."
"We have our own in-house document management system which
handles distribution of incoming and outgoing documents and stores
images to go with the data. Data and Images are delivered internally to
project team-member's desktops via our Intranet. This database is used
to satisfy our QA (Quality Assurance) procedures for issuing data and
can be used to resolve legal disputes if necessary as it provides a
complete audit trail of all documents on all projects which we are
involved in."
"Collaborating firms maintain their own in house systems to provide
robust audit trail.

Most insurers would not accept an audit trail

provided by a third party extranet"
Furthermore, some respondents suggest that it needs to be applied in a Partnering
Culture to alleviate the likelihood of disputes.
"If the project is being delivered by a team strongly committed to
partnering, then the likelihood of disputes is immediately lower technology can only be part, say 20%, of the solution; people and
processes make up the other 80%"
The author's survey has identified that 55% (39%+16%=55%) of respondents
disagree that the growth in the use of Project Extranets will be matched by an increase
in disputes. They indicated that because Project Extranets ensure that 'an accurate
record is kept of the information sent, by whom, to whom and when it is sent and
received' and that the 'system provides a full audit trail which is legally acceptable
and guaranteed under BS7799', these features that alleviate their concern about
potential disputes. These findings therefore contradict the Newman (2002b)
comments that the growth in the use of online project management communication
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and Project Extranets will be matched by an increase in disputes.
In many respects the position of the Project Extranet is very similar to that of CAD in
the early 1980's; that is an immature product being sold into an immature market
(Hamilton, 2002c). It is inevitable that many different issues will arise. Presently
many construction organisations are double handling all documents into their own
systems and Extranets, due to the lack of inter-operability with Project Extranets. This
double handling makes the benefit of using Extranets dubious at present. The inter
operability of Project Extranets with existing business systems is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 10.

9.2.5 The Barriers that Discourage the Construction
Industry from Utilising a Project Extranet (Question 9)
The barriers discouraging the effective use of Project Extranets in the UK
construction industry have been identified in the author's survey. The results are
illustrated in Table 9.7, and indicate that the four most significant barriers are:
• Current work practice culture
• Familiarity and reliance upon hard (paper) information
• Lack of awareness of the benefits of Project Extranets
• Integration problems of systems between the team members
These findings concur with the study carried out by Goodwin (2001), Alshawi &
Ingirige (2002), Oliver (2002b) and Sturley (2002a) who identified similar barriers to
effective project collaboration as:
• Unawareness of the benefits of Project Extranet
• Lack of necessary skills, experience or technology
• Reluctance to use different systems on different projects
• Low confidence in the systems that are used
However the order of importance of the various barriers is slightly changed.
IT-—————- -_
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i 9: In your opinion, what factors create barriers to the effective use of Project Extranets?
Table 9.7 Dependence levels of barriers - response analysis
Categories

Construction
Chent Arch'tect
Company

_, ..
.
IT
Consultant Average F- rat'°

„.
Slg'

Current work practice culture

4.28

4.18

4.07

4.13

4.16

0.559 0.643

Familiarity and reliance upon
hard (paper) information

4.14

4.13

3.79

3.95

3.98

1.994 0.116

Lack of awareness of the
benefits of Project Extranet

3.90

4.06

3.56

4.05

3.86

3.171 0.025

Integration problems of
systems between the team
members

3.86

3.82

3.85

3.41

3.72

2.321 0.076

Speed of connection

3.83

3.67

3.38

3.57

3.61

1.708 0.167

Team members having
different degrees of IT
knowledge

3.64

3.65

3.37

3.34

3.47

1.319 0.269

Long-term benefits difficult to
quantify

3.35

3.53

3.31

-3.37

3.36

0.23

Professional Indemnity
insurers do not allow the
companies to rely solely on
electronic records

3.18

3.59

3.21

3.45

3.30

1.275 0.284

Increased cost contribution
required from sub-contractors
compared to traditional paperbased systems

3.19

3.41

3.22

3.17

3.21

0.223 0.880

Security issues

3.01

3.35

3.08

3.21

3.12

0.606 0.612

Conversion of information to
suit digital format distribution

3.28

3.53

2.82

3.05

3.10

3.019 0.031

Lack of access to project data
over the Internet

3.10

3.47

2.93

2.90

3.02

1.489 0.219

Legal issues

3.01

3.12

3.00

3.00

3.01

0.065 0.978

parties involved________3.01

3.47

2.97

2.85

2.99

1.417 0.239

Footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is most obstacle, 1 is least obstacle.
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Many of the author's survey respondents' comments emphasise that collaboration
systems are a good idea but their experiences are that currently they do not work well
in practice. Typical statements from the respondents of the problems they have
experienced with Extranets include the following:
•

"In our experience the biggest problem in using collaboration systems is not
taking on board the required changes to existing processes - we find this is a
training learning issue which must be addressed at the outset. "

• "Our biggest problem with Extranets is double handling all document issues as
they first have to be entered into our own system, then into the Extranet. ...We
have also found that our printing costs have increased due to the architects
needing a hardcopy of all received drawings to enable them to review and mark
up successfully. (We have found this totally impractical on-screen)."
• "Our biggest problems working with an extranet recently were that:
one provider went bankrupt halfway through which meant a lot of time wasted
for retraining change system.
-

current system is very slow for uploading
complicated and time consuming file translations necessary before
uploading.'''

• "Seen as only suitable to large project > £20 million"
• "Many consultants do not want to release details that can be used on other
buildings. There is little trust in regard to the way electronic files are passed from
consultant to consultant/or construction company."
• "Extranets are often imposed after the project has been going for some time when
the contractor comes on board. Appointment contracts have already been agreed
and people have difficulty in adjusting their activities to suit because it changes
the way costs are distributed and they invariably would not get paid for it. Not
invented here attitude gets in the way of the success of the extranet. Also because
design management rules have not been established/agreed across the project,
data is much less re-usable. People re-draw and many of the benefits of electronic
collaboration are lost"
• "Ensuring widespread take-up is important, low partial take-up of an extranet can
mean information producers (eg: designers) having to provide both paper-based
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and electronic versions; moreover, if some information producers are not using
the extranet, then whole system begins to fall down"

9.2.6 The Potential for the Project Extranet in Integrating
Existing Business Systems (Question 10)
Currently, Project Extranet utilisation is generally limited to single projects during
their design and construction phases. Future developments in this web-enabled facility
could consider wider integration of the whole construction business operations.

'Question 10: In your opinion, which existing business systems should be integrated
into Project Extranet |y,n|;tjipn|2
I
Table 9.8 The potential for the Project Extranet integrating existing business systems
Categories

Construction
IT
Client Architect
Average
Company
Consultant

Cost and Planning systems

65%

89%

82%

71%

74%

e-tendering

70%

83%

74%

71%

73%

e-procurement

83%

83%

56%

60%

68%

Electronic Data Interchange

59%

56%

64%

57%

59%

Facility Management (FM)

52%

72%

62%

57%

58%

Intranet

41%

39%

43%

40%

41%

Financial systems

35%

39%

26%

36%

33%

Enterprise Resource Planning

30%

33%

26%

31%

29%

The author's survey intended to discover the potential for the Project Extranet in
integrating existing business systems. The survey results are shown in Table 9.8 and
Figure 9.7 where the most significant response is that the largest number of
respondents (74%) indicated that cost and planning systems should be integrated into
Project Extranet functions. A further 73% believed that the Project Extranet has to
take the project office concept one step further by offering the potential of linking to
e-Tendering. This was followed by e-Procurement (68%), electronic data interchange
(59%) and facility management (58%).

\Appendix7

Appendix 7: Questionnaire 3 Survey Sample Organisations
- Architect

Aedas AHR
Alsop Architects
Architecture PLB
Assael Architecture
Atkins Walters & Webster
Aukett Europe
Austin Smith Lord
Avery Associates Architect
Babtie Group
Barton Willmore
BDP
Brocklehurst Architects
Burks Green
Buschow Henley
Butler & Young
Carter Jonas
Chapman Taylor
Charter Partnership
Chris Wilkinson
Clague
Coevolution
Comprehensive Design
Conran & Partners
CPMG Architects
David Leon Partnership
Derek Lovejoy Partnership
Dewjoc Architects
Donald Insall
Dualchas Building Design
EPR Architects

Faulkner Browns
Feilden + Mawson
Foster & Partners
Gauldie Wright & Partners
Gillespies
Haddon Few Montuschi
Hawkins Brown
Hickton Madeley
Hurd Holland Partnership
Hurley Robertson
lan Wroot
Jestico & Whiles
John Gilbert Architects
John Living
Julian Bicknell
KMBLtd
Koetter Kim Architects
KSR Architects
Landmark
LDN Architects
Levitt Bernstein Architects
Lilly Lewarne
Llewelyn Davies Ltd
Mackellar Schwerdt
Mary Thum Associates
McDonnell Associates
Nicholas Grimshaw
Nicholas Hare Architects
Oberlanders Architects
Owen Williams Group

Pascal 1 & Watson
Pell Frischmann Architects
Penoyre & Prasad
Percy Thomas
Pick Everard
Pringle Brandon
RMJM
Roberts and Partners
Ruddle Wilkinson
Ryder
Scott Brownrigg
Sheppard Robson
Simon's Design
Simpson & Brown
Space Syntax
Speirs and Major
Squire & Partners
Stock Woolstencroft
Stride Treglown
Stubbs Rich
Studio E
Swanke Hay den CA
Vincent & Gorbing
Walker & Martin
Watts & Partners
Whitby Bird & Partners
Wilkinson Eyre Architects
WML + Woods Bagot
Young & Gault Architects
YRM Architects
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inter-operability with Project Extranets. The author's survey has identified that the
three most important systems that were considered to be integrated into a Project
Extranet are; 'cost and planning system', 'e-Tendering' and 'e-Procurement'. Future
developments in this web-enabled facility will therefore consider wider integration of
the whole construction business operations.
Indeed, most extranet companies are now working on the next wave of services,
including ERP, e-Procurement. The new release by BIW Technologies of the
Collaborative Process Management (CPM) toolset enables project teams to customise
online processes so that they can match standard procedures (Construction News,
2003). Moreover, in a future development phase 4Projects.com hopes to integrate the
project collaboration solution with the organisation's existing business systems, so
that financial and project management data can be seamlessly passed on to the
4Projects system (Hannay, 2001). Furthermore, for the future, BuildOnline is planning
an asset management tool aimed at Private Finance Initiative (PFI) organisations
where all project information can continue to be hosted after a building is finished, to
help streamline facilities management operations (Lane, 2002b).

9.2.7 Product Standardisation (Question 11)
Legal and security issues restrict some construction organisations from committing to
one provider. Consequently, they will require re-learning and re-training in the use of
different technology. At the risk of creating a monopolistic situation, it is worth
considering the development of 'one standard product' that would be suitable for all
projects in the future.
Table 9.9 and Figure 9.8 indicate a diverse range of responses. Most respondents
(43%) agreed that developing "one standard product' is important for all projects in
the future. A further 7% revealed that they 'strongly agree' in developing 'one
standard product'. Twenty-four percent of respondents disagreed with developing
'one standard product' due to the risk of creating a monopolistic situation and a
further 14% 'strongly disagreed'. Overall, 12% of respondents indicated that they
were 'undecided'. The architect respondents were very emphatic in their opinion
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(56%+10%=66%)that developing 'one standard product' is important for all projects
in the future. It is substantially more extensive than the views expressed from the
respondents representing the other three categories. It is suggested that because the
architect respondents were more experienced in using different systems on different
projects they therefore acquired re-learning skills in the use of different technology.
Question 11: Do you agree that developing 'one standard product' is important for all
projects in the future?
Table 9.9 Developing one standard product - response analysis
.
IT
Construction
... Average
Client Architect _
rnm
Consultant_____
Company_________

Categories

Strongly disagree

16%

22%

8%

15%

14%

Disagree

21%

22%

18%

32%

24%

Undecided

14%

17%

8%

13%

12%

Agree

42%

28%

56%

37%

43%

Strongly agree

7%

11%

10%

3%

7%

D Strongly disagree • Disagree D Undecided D Agree • Strongly agree

Average
IT Consultant
Architect
Client r??%

i§H

Construction Company

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Figure 9.8 Developing one standard product
Eight UK application

service providers:

BuildOnline,

Causeway,

Cadweb,

Sarcophagus, BIW, 4Projects, Business Collaborator and Bidcom are combining to
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form an industry group, as yet unnamed. The group will promote the use of online
project collaboration tools, and aims to develop industry standards so that customers
will be able to transfer data more easily between systems (Crates, 2003). Bishop
(2001) agreed, "There is substantial 'lock in'of customers to one particular solution,
customers do not want to ha^>e to re/earn and retrain on a solution each time they
change projects"

9.2.8 Creating a Formula for Success (Question 12)
Project Extranets represent the first wave of the e-Commerce revolution for UK
construction, with usage of these web-based communication and data exchange tools
predicted in 2001 by Sturley (2002b) to expand rapidly.
Question 12: In your opinion, what factors contribute to successful Project Extranet
implementation?
Table 9. 10 Dependence of levels of successful implementation - response analysis
Categories

Construction
IT
^
Client Architect ^
.. , Average F-ratio
Company
Consultant
"

Sig.
6

Client support and
involvement

4.51

4.56

4.15

4.52

4.41

2.683 0.048

Choosing the right system

444

4.50

4.34

4.36

4.39

0.364 0.779

Early demonstration and
training to all the team

4.23

4.00

4.20

3.98

4.13

1.075 0.361

Ensure that all of the project
trading partners are aware of
the intention to implement a
Project Extranet during the
tender process

4.14

3.72

4.05

4.20

4.10

1.313 0.271

On-going review and continual
improvement

3.93

3.72

3.39

3.64

3.67

4.325 0.006

Total commitment to supply
chain philosophy

3.56

4.06

3.71

3.61

3.66

1.092 0.354

Successful integration of
3.46
3.72
3.66
3.66
3.60 0.607 0.611
existing business systems_________________________________________
footnote: In a rating of 1 to 5 where 5 is most important, 1 is least important.
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The author's survey was also designed to explore the respondents' awareness of
Project Extranets and to indicate what factors contribute to successful Project Extranet
implementation. The survey results revealed that 'client support and involvement'
(4.41) and 'choosing the right system' (4.39) were the most important factors that
contribute to successful Project Extranet implementation. The 'early demonstration
and training to all the team' and 'ensure that all of the project trading partners are
aware of the intention to implement a Project Extranet during the tender process'
ranked third and fourth respectively (See Table 9.10).
One respondent further highlighted the importance of client support and involvement;
" We are a small to medium contractor working for a variety of clients, main
contractors, and developers in our local region. We are only just beginning to
communicate by email with our clients. Most of our clients do not require us to have
much in the way of electronic systems in place and therefore we have not had to
ponder the route of electronic project management systems such as the extranets."
Other respondents' comments are summarised below:
• "Project Extranets become difficult to implement if the designers are engaged on
conditions that make no mention of the use of electronic tools. Some consultants
do not like the transparency of these systems so find ways of not using them.
Unless the client takes control and the key users sign up to use the product as it is
designed to be used then it will not succeed even though it has the capability to do
so. There are many other things that make these systems succeed or fail"
• "/ have no doubt that Project Extranets will enhance productivity but only when
the Industry has settled on a common file format for data exchange and when
there is a full audit trail which will satisfy the requirements of PI underwriters."
• "The processes that the extranet are to automate need to be clearly established
and agreed amongst the team. Data standards and protocols need to be put in
place so that it can be relied upon."
• "Ease of use and tailoring of systems to meet the requirements of many different
types of discipline. Our experience is that we are required to uplift our fee by 1520% to cover for the level of wasted time and duplication of resources between the
paper and digital realm where we are required to work with such systems. This is
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entirely due to the poor design of the systems and their inability to cater for small
design consultants on partial operation limited appoinments - not due to the
willingness of our team to work with such systems."
Lessons that could be learnt from the current UK construction practices to assure that
the Project Extranet becomes a successful project collaboration tool according to the
author's survey are listed below:
•

Client support and involvement

•

Choosing the right system

•

Early demonstration and training to all the team

•

Ensure that all of the project trading partners are aware of the intention to
implement a Project Extranet during the tender process

These findings concur with the research conducted earlier by Walch et al. (1998),
Ellison (2001), Chipman (2001), Hancock (2002), Sturley (2002a) and Patterson
(2002).
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9.3 THE ONE-WAY ANOVA ANALYSIS

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) exercise was undertaken to test the null hypothesis
that mean values of the dependent variables are equal for all groups. This enabled the
author to clarify whether or not the opinions of the separate construction professional
groups were the same on the various issues dealt with in the survey.
Table 9.1, 9.3, 9.6, 9.7 and 9.10 show 'F statistics' (F-ratio) which test the null
hypothesis that all groups have the same mean. "F significant" (Sig.) indicates the
probability of rejecting the null hypothesis. A probability value (Sig.) below 0.05
suggests a high degree of difference of opinion between groups in relation to that
factor. For example, in table 9.1, in relation to the 'system simplicity and ease of use'
and 'bespoke solution potential', the F-ratio is 2.773 and 3.347 and the observed
significance level is 0.043 and 0.020 (all below 0.05), which indicates that the null
hypothesis can be rejected. This suggests a high degree of difference of opinion
between groups (construction company, client, architect and IT consultant) in relation
to the 'system simplicity and ease of use' and 'bespoke solution potential'.
A further analysis is therefore necessary to localise whatever differences there may be
among the individual treatment means. Table 9.11 shows the differences between
means (Mean Difference (I-J)), their standard errors, p-values (Sig.) and 95%
Confidence Interval for each pair. Inspection of the p-values shows that the
construction company group differs significantly (p<0.05) from the client group in
relation to the 'system simplicity and ease of use' factor, but the construction
company group does not differ significantly from both the architect and the IT
consultant groups (p>0.05). This is more clearly shown in Table 9.12, in which the
groups are divided into homogeneous subsets, thus showing that the means do not
differ from one another.
Table 9.11 also shows that the construction company respondents differ significantly
(p<0.05) from the architect respondents in relation to the 'bespoke solution potential'
factor, but the construction company respondents do not differ significantly from both
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the client and the IT consultant respondents (p>0.05).

Table 9.11 Post Hoc Tests - Multiple Comparisons
Dependent variable: System simplicity and ease of use
Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.

95% Confidence
interval
Lower Upper
bound
bound
-0.046
0.81

(I) Group

(J) Group

Construction
Company

Client

0.43

0.193

0.028

Architect

0.044

0.129

0.732

-0.21

0.30

IT consultant

0.27

0.128

0.149

-0.06

0.60

Dependent variable: Bespoke solution potential
Construction
Company

Client

-0.04

0.250

0.998

-0.69

0.61

Architect

0.45

0.166

0.038

0.02

0.88

IT consultant

0.36

0.165

0.125

-0.06

0.79

Table 9.12 The homogeneous subsets from Tukey's test
'System simplicity and ease of use'
Subset for alpha = 0.05
1
2

Group

N

Client

18

4.17

IT consultant

62

4.32

4.32

Architect

60

4.55

4.55

Construction company

69

Sig.

4.59
0.95

0.357

Another example is illustrated in Table 9.6, in relation to the category 'a paper record
was kept in parallel with the electronic system'. In this case, the F-ratio is 3.591 and
the observed significance level is 0.016 (below 0.05), indicating that the null
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hypothesis can be rejected. A further analysis was undertaken and the results are
shown in Table 9.13. Inspection of the p-values shows that the IT consultant group
differs significantly from both the construction company group and the architect
group but the IT consultant group does not differ significantly from the client group.
Furthermore, in Table 9.7 and Table 9.10, in relation to the 'conversion of information
to suit digital format distribution', 'lack of awareness of the benefits of Project
Extranet', 'client support and involvement' and 'on-going review and continual
improvement' factors, the F-significant (Sig.) is 0.031, 0.025, 0.048 and 0.006 (all
below 0.05), indicating that the null hypothesis can be rejected in favour of its
alternative.

Table 9.13 Post Hoc Tests - Multiple Comparisons
Dependent variable: A paper record was kept in parallel with the electronic system
(I) Group

(J) Group

IT consultant

Construction
Company

-0.65

0.25

0,011

95% Confidence
interval
Lower Upper
bound
bound
-1.16
-0.15

Client

0.04

0.39

0.917

-0.74

0.82

Architect

-0.73

0.28

-1.29

-0.17

Mean
Difference

Std.
Error

Sig.

(i-D

Table 9.14 revealed that the architect respondents differ significantly from both the
construction company and the client respondents in relation to the category
'conversion of information to suit digital format distribution'. Moreover, the architect
respondents also differ significantly from the IT consultant respondents in relation to
the category 'lack of awareness of the benefits of Project Extranet'.
Table 9.14 also showed that the architect group differs significantly from both the
construction company and the IT consultant groups in relation to the category 'client
support and involvement'. In addition, the architect group differs significantly from
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the construction company group in relation to the category 'on-going review and
continual improvement'.

Table 9.14 Post Hoc Tests - Multiple Comparisons
Dependent variable: Conversion of information to suit digital format distribution
Mean
Difference
(I-J)

Std.
Error

Sig.

95% Confidence
interval
Lower
Upper
bound
bound
-0.82
-0.088

(I) Group

(J) Group

Architect

Construction
Company

-0.46

0.19

O.0< .•

Client

-0.71

0.29

0.016

-1.28

-0.14

IT consultant

-0.23

0.19

0.234

-0.61

0.15

Dependent variable: Lack of awareness of the benefits of Project Extranet
Architect

Construction
Company

-0.34

0.167

0.174

-0.77

0.09

Client

-0.50

0.260

0.219

-1.17

0.17

IT consultant

-0.49

0.172

n n?_i

-0.94

-0.05

Dependent variable: Client support and involvement
Architect

Construction
Company

-0.36

0.15

0.018

-0.65

-0.061

Client

-0.41

0.23

0.079

-0.86

0.048

IT consultant

-0.37

0.16

0.017

-0.68

-0.068

Dependent variable: On-going review and continual improvement
Architect

ET:

Construction
Company

-0.54

0.151

0.002

-0.93

-0.15

Client

-0.33

0.231

0.475

-0.93

0.26

IT consultant

-0.25

0.156

0.383

-0.65

0.16
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9.4 SUMMARY

This chapter has presented the findings of a questionnaire survey (questionnaire No.
3) conducted by the author among a sample of 350 construction professionals based in
the UK. The survey results, received from 213 respondents demonstrate that 55% of
UK construction professionals have experience of using a Project Extranet. The main
benefits of this technology are that it; 'provides up-to-the-minute project information',
'improves distribution of information' and 'provides a collaborative environment'.
In addition, the three most important factors that contribute to successful Project
Extranet implementation in the UK construction industry have been identified in this
chapter as:
• Client support and involvement
• Choosing the right system
• Early demonstration and training to all the team
Other major conclusions that can be drawn from this survey, are summarised below:
1. The four most significant factors for construction professionals to choose an eProject management system are:
•

System simplicity and ease of use

•

System reliability and flexibility

•

Central server with a full backed - up facility

•

System protected by encryption and virus-proof

2. The majority of respondents (70%) indicated that a reasonable monthly price for
helping control a typical £5 million, 12-month building project, 1Gb (Giga bites)
data storage space and up to 250 system users is between £250 and £999.
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3. A majority of respondents (39%+16%=55%) indicated that they either 'disagree'
or 'strongly disagree' that the growth in the use of Project Extranets will be
matched by an increase in disputes. This derives from their confidence that the
systems provide a full audit trail which is legally acceptable and guaranteed under
BS7799, and an accurate record is kept of the information sent, by whom, to
whom and when it is sent and received.
4. The four most significant barriers preventing the adoption of Project Extranets in
the construction industry have also been identified in the survey as:
•

Current work practice culture

•

Familiarity and reliance upon hard (paper) information

•

Lack of awareness of the benefits of Project Extranets

•

Integration of systems between the team members

5. The largest proportion of respondents (43%+7%=50%) either 'agree' or 'strongly
agree' that developing 'one standard product' is important for all projects in the
future.
The last word can be summarised by one respondent's comment: "/» my experience,
clients and teams try and achieve every possible objective with these technologies.
Most see them as an electronic postbox and therefore evaluate them on the basis of
ease of use and compliance with existing processes. However, the main objective for a
number ofproviders is to change the way organisations work for the better."

I Chapter 10 Structured Interviews

10.

STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

10.1 INTRODUCTION
The UK construction industry faces a number of challenges as customers become
more demanding, procurement methods change and new construction technologies are
introduced. Recently there has been a rapid growth of ICT in the industry, especially,
the Internet. To obtain the additional primary data following the three questionnaire
surveys, structured interviews were undertaken with ICT managers of two companies.
The first company, CJ O'Shea Group Ltd., is a medium size building and concrete
frame contractor (turnover between £25m and £30m in 2001/2002). The second
company, HBG Construction, is one of the UK's largest construction organisations
(turnover above £700m in 2001/2002). This chapter presents the findings from the
two structured interviews, which provide examples of the current DNS model and its
major corporate function practices in the UK construction industry. This chapter also
highlights some common shortcomings in current ICT practices by UK construction
companies. After identifying these deficient areas some recommendations are made,
which the industry might their attention focus upon.

10.2 RESPONDENT'S PROFILE

10.2.1 CJ O'Shea Group Ltd
Operating throughout London and the South of England, the CJ O'Shea Group Ltd
has become a well established construction company claiming an excellent reputation
built on expertise, quality, innovation and professionalism.
CJ O'Shea claim that their commitment to customer service underpins every stage of
each project. Each member of the project team is encouraged to take a proactive role
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and have personal responsibility in order to provide the highest possible standards
whilst ensuring contracts are complete on time, to specification, within budget and to
the satisfaction of clients.
The company claims that its success is also due to the quality and strength of its
management team and the employment of a highly skilled and trained workforce who
are experienced in providing cost effective and practical solutions for construction
projects. They are backed up by head office computer and technical services which
enable the most modern financial planning, budgetary control and project
management techniques to be made available to staff both on and off site (CJ O'Shea,
2003).
CJ O'Shea spent between 0.1% and 0.01% of their annual turnover in investing ICT
in 2002. They used accounting, estimating, job & contracting costing and project
management software for financial planning, budgetary control and project
management. CJ O'Shea also indicated that accounting, estimating and project
management applications are very useful tools for inner-company operations. CJ
O'Shea has established its own website (http://www.oshea.co.uk. Figure 10.1). The
factors influencing the company to establish its own website are:
• To enhance the company's image
• To improve the company's ability to communicate with clients/customers
• To list details of the company's services and contact information for marketing
purposes
• To demonstrate the progress of their projects for existing clients, to improve client
relationships
• To enable potential clients to contact the company electronically
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Figure 10.1 CJ O'Shea Group website

10.2.2 HBG Construction Ltd
HBG Construction is a large UK construction company, with a turnover above £700m
in 2001/2002. They offer a complete range of services - from construction right
through to facility management. HBG has become a well established construction
company which claims to have an excellent reputation built on their ability to deliver
a top quality service and excellent value for money - time and time again. In
2001/2002 more than 55% of company turnover came from repeat business.
HBG is also a member of Built Environment (Be). Be combines the inherent strengths
of DBF (Design and Build Foundation) and RCF (Rethinking Construction Forum) to
form the largest, independent, pan-industry body that champions collaboration for the
built environment. It brings a new dynamism to the design and delivery of innovative
sustainable solutions. Its vision is of a strong industry that aims to provide exceptional
value for clients and their end users, irrespective of the size or experience of that
client (HBQ 2003).
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HBG is strategically moving away from competitive tendering. More than 55% of
their contracts are now repeat orders. HBG is also trying to differentiate itself through
its ICT capability and commitment to continuous improvement. HBG spent greater
than 1% of its annual turnover in investing in ICT in 2002. They have several ICT
applications in place, such as financial management, project management and
electronic document management etc.
HBG uses ICT in the project life cycle in order to improve the effectiveness of
corporate business performance and improve the presentation and communication of
project information, both within the company and throughout their supply chain. HBG
has also established its own website (http://www.hbgc.co.uk. Figure 10.2). A survey
carried out by Leeds University (2002) indicated that HBG's website was ranked top
of the survey's league table. The survey ranked the top 50 UK contractors on the
quality of their websites. The secret of HBG's success is its website focus on
simplicity and rapid response time.
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Figure 10.2 HBG Construction website
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10.3 STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS AND
ANALYSIS

The findings relating to the individual questions have been classified under the
following headings:
1. Culture shock avoidance (Question 1)
2. Client support and involvement (Question 2)
3. Software standards (Question 3)
4. The potential of web-technology (Question 4)
5. Inter-operability of Project Extranet with existing business systems (Question 5)
6. Knowledge management (Question 6)

10.3.1 Culture Shock Avoidance
Question 1: One IT consultant commented that the barriers for implementing ICT
are cultural more than technological. It is about 20% technology and
about 80% culture. In your opinion, how could you avoid too much
of a culture shock for your employees, getting them to work
electronically?
The goal of this section is to elicit the experience in practice from ICT managers of
two companies, particularly in investigating how they could avoid too much of a
culture shock for their employees in getting them to work electronically.
Both companies' ICT managers agreed that the barriers for implementing ICT are
cultural more than technological. At CJ O'Shea and HBG, company culture is one of
their most important issues. The culture barrier is generally coming from the older
employees who still remember using the more and more traditional paper-based
system, all other younger employees pick ICT up very quickly. "/ think the issue is
you cannot push people directly by force, education is one of the important catalysts"
ICT manager at HBG stated. "The training plan for HBG is underpinned by a
programme of training, designed to provide all staff with the skills they need to carry
out their roles and responsibilities effectively"
294
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CJ O'Shea also does a lot of training at the moment because they implemented a new
system. ICT manager at CJ O'Shea commented, "We generally put a young person on
site as like an information manager source, they are directly responsible for learning
or running the ICT system. What we would like to do is slowly working with the
project manager generally who is the older person and get them involved using the
computer system•."
The ICT manager of HBG agreed, "Whatever the size of company, experimentation
will be key if construction is to embrace this brave new world. The system must be
simplicity and ease of use and could add value, but one thing we have learned is not
to move too quickly. My opinion is not to go for a 'Big Bang' strategy when adopting
new technology. This is too much of a culture shock for company employees. It also
depends upon personality as well, some people like to learn new things, other people
like to do that which they know basically."
Once employees are familiar with the system, the initial fear of using computers
would be eliminated. There will be financial returns in the mid-term - even within the
life of a project. The ICT manager of CJ O'Shea highlighted that when introducing
the new technologies to his company it is very much like adopting fax machines on
site five years ago. Now construction sites could not operate without the fax machine.
"The technologies are now definitely available to put anything you want in
construction. From the culture viewpoint, the culture in the last two years has
definitely changed. I would say that probably in the last two or three years, the big
companies (the top companies) have really progressed using ICT, and taken it
radically aboard, but in the last two or three years the medium sized companies
(companies like Carshall) still have not yet fully achieved the benefits. I will say that
in the next two or three years even the small size companies will adopt these changes,
...and that we will see culture change - a real change" he added, (sic)
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10.3.2 Client Support and Involvement
Question 2: The author's survey results revealed that 'client support and
involvement' was the most important factor contributing to successful
Project Extranet implementation. However, some small to medium
contractors commented that most of their clients do not require them
to have much in the way of electronic systems in place. In your
opinion, what role should clients play in increasing the usage of ICT
in the UK construction industry?

"I personally believe that ICT within the industry really comes from the clients and
can be a top-down approach" the ICT manager of CJ O'Shea stated. "Construction
generally is a one-off product and physical environment, and all we worry about is
building the building as cheap as we can." HBG use collaboration and ICT based
systems widely with considerable success. It is worth noting that most of their work is
with educated and forward-thinking clients, with fairly sophisticated supply chains.
"The clients always ask us to change the way we work," the ICT manager at HBG
added.
For the majority of projects for which HBG and CJ O'Shea tender, most clients will
ask them for ICT support and ICT set up. The clients normally ask the contractors to
complete a form which asks them what back up software and hardware their company
has, and what software system they are using. The participation of the client in this
process is crucial because clients can create a level playing field. Companies realise
that there is no advantage in tendering any other way.
Elsewhere the drive to adopt e-Business is more likely to come from the private
sector. CJ O'Shea and HBG hope to see the involvement of all types of clients.
"There will be more and more clients using IT or ICT if they could be aware of the
benefits of these technologies, but it will take time" the ICT manager at HBG
highlighted. Representing 40% of construction orders, the public sector can make a
substantial difference to the widespread adoption of ICT. It has a significant vested
interest in getting best whole life value from construction if it is to demonstrate that it
is spending taxpayers' money effectively and efficiently.
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One of the key strategic targets set out in the report 'Accelerating Change' (Strategic
Forum for Construction, 2002) is that 20% of client activity by value should embrace
the principles of the Clients' Charter by the end of 2004, rising to 50% by 2007.
Those client activities should achieve an annual 10% improvement in performance.
Using ICT to control the design and build process can contribute significantly towards
this target.

10.3.3 Software Standards
Question 3: The incompatibility of different software standards is increasingly
seen as the biggest barrier to the development of e-commerce in the
construction industry. What solutions could you suggest to this
problem?

Both CJ O'Shea and HBG's ICT managers agreed that incompatibility of different
software standards is a major problem with successfully operating either e-Commerce
or Project Extranet systems. "About two years ago, we all talked about XML
(extensible Markup Language). The XML was going to be safe and to solve the
problems. I ha\>e not seen that happen basically'' the ICT manager at CJ O'Shea
explained. "/ think this can be more of a push factor, where basically some big clients
get together to come up with one standard. ...But the only successful stories have
been with big companies like for example Rose. They get together with a number of
their suppliers. They come up with a standard, which they are using, and if you work
with Rose you have to use this system basically."
The ICT manager of HBG further stated, "Standards are the essential foundation for
e-business, it is the ability for systems to read each others data - there needs to be a
common set of standards established for the software industry to work to."
Organisations such as International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI) and
Construction Industry Trading Electronically (CITE) are developing standards that
will allow data to be understood by different systems. CITE for example is developing
software standards to help the construction industry move to on-line trading. CJ
O'Shea's ICT manager criticised this, claiming that CITE's initiative is not really
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useful. "They push on and on but they certainly have not tightened the industry
standards yet" he added.
This was also confirmed by Watkins (2002), sales and marketing director at
Masterbill. "Our customers have expressed three main frustrations with using CITE's
standard. Firstly it is an option-in standard, which means that some software houses
have written it into their code but others have not, particularly the estimating
software providers. So Quantity Sun>eyors can export a bill of quantities to a
contractor using the CITE format, but can not get it back. Which leads to the second
point that contractors are not that willing to take up the standard, or to return bills
electronically. Quantity Surveyors still have to key tenders in manually, so no one
really benefits from electronic tendering. The third problem is that the standard is
ambiguous and does not always work properly. ..."
CJ O'Shea does not think that they have to use standards at the moment. From their
(medium sized company) viewpoint, e-commerce is actually playing a very small part
in their business activities. They still process all invoices on a traditional paper-based
system. They suggest two ways that could provide the solutions to this issue. One is
that all big companies in the industry should sign a platform to move forward, another
is that the top 50 companies should get together with the small companies and anyone
else in between. They then select a single body that offers a single standard which
'fits all', "...and this way will work. I am sure that this is the best way to go forward
...no one really wants to be a pioneer company to go ahead and spend a lot of
money" CJ O'Shea's ICT manager highlighted.
For HBG, they admit that e-commerce for them is, so far, rather limited. Because they
are working closely with subcontractors, the Internet for them is more about
information exchange than price. They further suggest that major players in the
industry need to get together with their suppliers and subcontractors. An industry
wide standard could be formed and used. For example, Balfour Beatty, Carillion and
Costain have recently begun to champion the single standard cause.

"/ think that

web-technology providing open integration is possible" HBG's ICT manager
emphasised.
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10.3.4 The Potential of Web-Technology
Question 4: Three most important factors found in the author's survey that
encourage the UK construction companies to establish their own
website are; 'to enhance the company's image', 'to list details of
company's services and contact information for marketing' and 'to
improve the company's ability to communicate with
clients/customers'. In addition, another recent survey conducted by
Leeds University (2002) revealed that contractors' websites are
lagging behind those of other industries and failing to exploit the
potential of the Internet, a much larger number of contractors have
not realised the potential of what the Internet can do for them. In your
opinion, how could your company realise the potential of the Internet
via the company's website?

As mentioned earlier, HBG website came first in the Leeds University survey's league
table. "/? 75 fantastic to be top of the table - it shows we must be doing something
right" said HBG's ICT manager.
The factors contributing to the success of HBG's website are that HBG researched
their competitors' websites and their own customers' needs, and trialled its own
website extensively before it went online in autumn 2001. They also took advice from
new media consultant Open who told them to focus upon simplicity and rapid
response time. "You have to look at the Website with respect to the ease to find the
information, that is the key" HBG's ICT manager added.
However the picture is still poor compared with websites in other industries. The
service sector is far more interactive with customers, and more sophisticated at
gathering information on them. In response to the criticisms, HBG's ICT manager
stated, 'We are going to look at it. We have made the website one of our priorities in
terms of promoting the HBG image, but people do not realise the potential of a
construction website. It is not like a bank service or like buying a car via the website.
We agree that the Internet is all about two-way communication. Contractors can learn
a lotfrom the websites of retailers andfinancial services firms"
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In contrast CJ O'Shea's ICT manager commented: "Our website is very much just a
brochure website, got a company name, and what we do. It is also got a couple of
pictures, that is it basically" He also commented: "How can we realise the potential,
I personally think that the Internet and associated technologies in general, can be
used as a different charting tool between comparable units."
HBG agreed that websites are a vital recruitment tool. At HBG, the talented and
experienced people are one of the most important factors that contribute to its
successful business performance. This was confirmed by the Leeds University survey
that suggests that 99% of students use websites to research companies at their
University. Therefore the most able students will be aware of the company with
respect to future employment, and doing business.

10.3.5 Interoperability of Project Extranet with Existing
Business Systems
Question 5. Many construction organisations are now double handling all
documents into their own systems and Extranets due to the lack of
interoperability with Project Extranets. In your opinion, what
methods could alleviate this problem?

At HBG, they currently only have a few projects with an Extranet deployed. On all of
these they are running their systems in parallel because the Extranets on their own are
inadequate. This double handling makes the benefit of using Extranets dubious at
present. CJ O'Shea does not have any experience of using a Project Extranet. They
are double handling documents as well if they work on projects utilising a Project
Extranet.
CJ O'Shea ICT manager further highlighted the fact that double handling is not so
much a technology issue, but a culture issue. Businesses are scared to leave valuable
information in a public place. This is the real reason that many organisations are
double handling all documents.
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10.3.6 Knowledge Management
Question 6: Knowledge Management (KM) has received a great deal of attention
in recent years. It is also one of the current big issues in the world of
ICT. What techniques have your company used to manage your
business knowledge?

In the construction industry effective KM is becoming increasingly important, as the
volume of information has rapidly grown. HBG and CJ O'Shea have not used any
specific technologies to manage their business knowledge.
CJ O'Shea's ICT manager further indicated that they do not have a KM programme in
place. They now try to build a database for subcontractors and give them a
performance report on each job in terms of safety, time and costs. They can assess
their subcontractors' performance based upon the database and always review it. CJ
O'Shea use an Intranet for internal communication, but it is not solely for retention of
information, which is something they are trying to target.
HBG's major clients are demanding more from the services they provide and they
realise that they must improve in order to meet these challenges, remain competitive
and provide a quality service. They need to manage their information and knowledge
in a comprehensive and cost-effective manner. They also recognised that the key
assets of this business are their employees, what they know and how well they work
together.
But like many companies in the sector HBG's existing business systems, which store
the majority of their corporate knowledge base, have not helped much in a real
collaborative culture internally. "What we needed was something to bind together our
whole knowledge base and most importantly deliver it to our people through a
consistent and easy to me interface" HBG's ICT manager highlighted.
HBG currently has a specialist team working on KM. They still assess some systems,
Autonomy for example. In the end they want to make a commitment to one system for
KM. This is not a binding commitment, but helps HBG to focus their efforts. HBG
p——-———______.....
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have also built a database like a library to manage and share knowledge amongst all
their staff. They simplistically put documents together as a profile to make
information easy to find. Documents are delivered internally to their staff desktops via
their corporate Intranet.
Technology solutions cannot be forced onto KM, if information is not tied up in the
electronic database. In particular technologies they are not getting the best value out
of, are those based on the knowledge that is in people's heads. CJ O'Shea's ICT
manager agreed, "/ do not see technology able to capture a lot of information, I really
do not. I see technology helping the communication, i.e. going through head to head, I
do not see how the technology could be used to capture knowledge." He further
highlighted, "How to actually capture that and store that is a quite difficult job. That
is because basically you need the intelligent people with the knowledge, to sit down
and write normal reports, so the younger guy three years down the line can search
andfind it."
In the past successful projects always had a successful project manager at the helm,
ensuring a consistent and controlled execution. Both companies' ICT managers
believe that if their company has got the best value out of the business knowledge, the
level of reliance on a successful project manager will be reduced by about 25%.
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10.4 SUMMARY

This chapter has presented the findings from two structured interviews to analyse in
further depth the benefits and disbenefits of a theoretical Digital Nervous System
model and some of its major corporate functions. Structured interviews were
undertaken with the ICT managers of the two companies. The structured interviews
have provided the following findings:
•

HBG currently invest greater than 1% of their annual turnover for implementing
ICT. This figure compares with between 0.1% and 0.01% of annual turnover at
CJ O'Shea. It was found that the level of ICT investments by UK construction
companies reduce according to the size of company.

•

Both companies' ICT managers suggested that well educated workers and an
appropriate training programme will avoid too much of a culture shock for their
employees, in getting them to work electronically. They also agreed that 'client
support and involvement' was the most important factor contributing to
successful ICT implementation.

•

The factors contributing to the successful HBG web site are that they researched
their competitors' websites and their own customers' needs, and trialled their
own website extensively before it went online in autumn 2001. They also took
advice from a new media consultant, Open who told them to focus upon
simplicity and rapid response time.

•

Many construction organisations are now double handling all documents into
their own systems and Extranets due to the lack of interoperability with Project
Extranets and also due to the culture of the industry.

•

Knowledge management has received a great deal of attention in recent years. It
is also the only significant growth area in ICT investment. In the construction
industry, effective knowledge management is becoming increasingly important,
as the volume of information has also increased over time. HBG and CJ O'Shea
have recognised that in order to remain competitive and provide a quality
service, they need to manage their information and knowledge in a
comprehensive and cost-effective manner.
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The overall conclusion drawn from the structured interviews is that the barriers for
adopting a theoretical DNS model are cultural more than technological. It is about
20% technology and about 80% culture - this involves changing the way people
work.
The next chapter will discuss the analysis of the results with respect to the
achievement of the research aims, and will present the conclusions. Recommendations
will be provided that will indicate possible answers to the problems encountered in
this research and any potential directions that any follow up research could take.
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11. FINAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
11.1 INTRODUCTION

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is facilitating the construction
industry to communicate better and has the potential to change the industry beyond
current recognition. This research has designed a theoretical Digital Nervous System
(DNS) model (see page 12) for improved business operations. The author's DNS
model adopted the concept of DNS developed by Gates (1999, see pages 1 & 2) and
furthermore focused on four corporate functions of a construction business that
involve enterprise resource planning (ERP), e-commerce, knowledge management
and general construction business operations. The barriers discouraging the effective
implementation of a DNS framework in the UK construction industry have also been
identified in this research. The research methodology employed included a thorough
literature review, which revealed that the barriers for implementing ICT are more
cultural than technological. The suggested ratio is about 20% technology and about
80% culture.
From being essentially an administration tool in the 1980s, the ICT evolution over the
past two decades has already had significant impact on organisations in the UK. Many
UK businesses have begun to embrace these technologies to improve their
organisational performance, which enables them to sustain a competitive advantage.
In the construction sector, ICT has been recognised as a key contributor to the
performance targets set by the four recent government initiated reviews;
'Constructing the Team\ Latham (1994), 'Rethinking Construction', Egan (1998),
"Modernising Construction' Bourn (2000) and 'Accelerating Change', Strategic
Forum for Construction (2002).
Egan (1998) suggested that ICT is an essential part of improving the efficiency of
construction. The Strategic Forum for Construction (2002, p.36) also identified that
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there is the potential to drastically reduce infrastructure cost associated with the
tendering side of the industry by adopting the wider use of the Internet and eprocurement. ICT is therefore a vitally important tool that helps improve the key
business and technical processes in construction.
Although some construction companies are using ICT, in varying degrees, recent
criticism has indicated that the level of ICT usage in the construction industry is still
very low compared with other industries. A survey of ICT expenditure in UK
companies carried out by ComputerWeekly (1999) highlights that construction is the
lowest spender (£453 per employee per year) amongst major industries, and is
considerably lower than the average £2016. Another similar survey of ICT
expenditure in US companies conducted by IT Metrics Strategies (1999) also
highlighted that construction is the lowest spender amongst major industries. In 1998,
the average US company's ICT spending rate was 2.74% of gross revenue with
construction and engineering at the bottom end at only 0.93%. Average ICT spending
per employee in US companies increased from $7,559 in 1997 to $10,816 in 1998.
Construction and engineering was spending only $5,205 per employee and was
ranked sixteenth in this category.
The reasons for the low level of ICT usage in UK construction companies have been
identified in the current research. The three most significant barriers that discourage
the UK construction companies to adopt ICT are:
• Lack of established ICT systems standards
• Traditional business practice of the construction industry
• Fragmented nature of the construction industry
The results found in the current research confirmed a number of previous studies
undertaken by DoE, 1995; O'Brien, 1996; Construct IT, 1997; Egan, 1998;
Khosrowshahi, 1999; Crane, 1999; Whyte & Bouchlaghem, 2001; Strategic Forum
for Construction, 2002. In addition, the author's research found that the uneasy
acceptance of senior construction professionals to adopt ICT implementation is due to
their inherent resistance to change.
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Recently, the UK construction industry has faced a number of challenges as customers
have become more demanding, procurement methods have changed and new
construction technologies have been introduced. UK construction organisations are
however realising that investment in new technology is essential for their future
growth and business improvement. Furthermore, the increased use of electronic
processes for procurement and supply chain integration will help to streamline
construction processes, form closer client, subcontractor and supplier relationships
and operate more effectively both in the domestic and global market places.

11.2 ACHIEVEMENT OF THE RESEARCH AIM

A theoretical Digital Nervous System (DNS) model has been proposed by the author
in this research. Although this DNS model has not been directly exposed to any
construction company for rigorous testing, the author intends only to indicate that the
adoption of the proposed DNS model will help the UK construction companies to
improve their corporate business performance. The current research has also
identified the main benefits in utilising four of integral DNS major functions (i.e.
construction business operations, project extranet, ERP and e-commerce) that would
encourage the UK construction industry to adopt a DNS model. These benefits are
discussed in more detail in the following section.

11.3 ACHIEVEMENT OF THE RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

11.3.1 Objective 1: To Develop an Effective Theoretical
Digital Nervous System Model for Business
Operations
The successful construction businesses of the next decade will be the ones that use
digital tools to reinvent the way businesses work. A new way of doing business would
include; using fast, accurate information to plan their operations and processes,
deliver dissimilar features to their competitors, enhance client service, empower
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employees and react instantaneously to changes in the marketplace.
An effective theoretical Digital Nervous System (DNS) model is described in section
I.7 that is able to support and integrate the following functions:
•

To manage inner-company operations more efficiently using ERP and Intranet
technology.

•

To use Extranets to improve communication with business partners by sharing
up-to-date information.

•

To exploit the potential of the Internet to increase interaction with the public,
interest groups and potential clients.

•

To create commercial benefits available to the construction industry through the
use of e-Commerce.

II.3.1.1 Function 1: To Manage Inner-Company Operations More
Efficiently Using ERP and Intranet Technology
Without a proper IT infrastructure a construction organisation cannot sustain an
effective management of operations and achieve its corporate goals. The Intranet is a
key component of a modern IT infrastructure, it provides a direct response to several
integration problems that exist today. According to the author's survey results, 68% of
respondents indicated that they used an Intranet for internal communication. The
respondents also reported that the Intranet was considered to be the most useful tool in
improving the effectiveness of their corporate business performance.
The potential benefits of utilising Intranets for a construction organisation are
significant. Most organisations struggle with the sheer volume of documentation that
they have to process. An earlier survey conducted by Continental Research (1999)
estimated that electronically held corporate information is doubling in volume every
two years. Caunton Engineering for example, have up to 10,000 documents associated
with a single project and project team members have to work with up to six different
software applications in order to reach the information they require. This means that
they spend a substantial amount of time each day either searching for or collating
information. Finally, they use a corporate Intranet to combine every application, with
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an integrated Document Management System to deliver the unified view of the entire
corporate knowledge base of Caunton.
The corporate Intranet is now not only seen as the repository of information but also
potentially a data bank of knowledge. The author's survey has predicted that the need
for knowledge management software and infrastructure will grow 20% in the next few
years because construction organisations have a critical commercial requirement to
manage and share knowledge amongst all their staff. With the increasing emphasis on
knowledge exploitation and the continuing shift towards a knowledge based economy,
an Intranet has evolved as a catalyst for knowledge management and a platform for
evolving the collaborative enterprise. ERP is discussed further in section 11.3.3.

11.3.1.2 Function 2: To use Extranets to Improve Communication
with Business Partners by Sharing up-to-date Information.
For construction, Internet technology and access has spawned a number of related
applications including Intranets and Extranets. Extranets are private websites. They
use the same technology as the Internet, but access is restricted to pre-defmed users.
Currently, Extranets are used increasingly on projects where co-ordination of
information between project team members is essential. Users from different
companies, departments and locations can access Extranets at any time using a
password.
Project Extranets are now used as a mainstream project collaboration tool in the UK
construction industry, with 55% of the author's survey respondents claiming to have
experience of using a Project Extranet. The author's survey has identified that the four
most significant benefits of this technology are that it:
• Provides up-to-minute project information
• Improves distribution of information
• Provides a collaborative environment
• Improves team communication
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Cornick (1990) pointed out that two-thirds of construction problems are caused by
inadequate communication and exchange of information and data, and Biggs (1997)
listed communication problems as the root cause of most project failures. The current
work suggests that these issues could be eliminated if construction organisations used
a Project Extranet.
The author's survey also identified that less than 1% of the total project cost saving
can be attributed to using a Project Extranet. The author's survey results were also
agreed by a research carried out earlier by Cadweb (200la), showing that for a £10
million building project, a cost saving of £80,000 (0.8%) can be achieved. Project
Extranets are discussed further in section 11.3.4.

11.3.1.3 Function 3: To Exploit the Potential of the Internet to
Increase Interaction with the Public, Interest Groups and
Potential Clients
Recently, the Internet has become one of the most discussed topics in business. For
most established businesses, the Internet's main role is perceived as being either for
the purpose of reducing costs or for adding value for existing customers. However it
also promises large gains in marketing efficiency, through closer targeting, process
savings, and through enhancing the customer relationship.
An earlier survey conducted by Johnson & Clayton (1998) revealed that the Internet
was considered as having a great potential in the construction industry with 48% of
respondents indicating that it would become very useful in the next 5 years. A further
survey carried out by the Building Centre Trust (1999, p.4) reported that 88% of the
UK construction professionals had access to the Internet.
Furthermore, the author's survey results revealed that 90% of the respondents have
established their own website. The three most important factors determined by this
research that encourage UK construction companies to establish their own website
are;
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•

To enhance the company's image.

• To list details of the company's services and contact information for marketing
purposes.
•

To improve the company's ability to communicate with its clients/customers.

The suggested objectives proposed in the author's research results also revealed that
'to enhance the company's image' and 'to list details of company's services and
contact information for marketing purposes' were considered to be very well matched
to the companies objectives for establishing their own website.
Almost all of the UK construction companies have established their own website,
however, a much larger number of firms have not yet realised the potential of what the
Internet can do for them. A recent survey carried out by Leeds University revealed
that contractors' websites are lagging behind those of other industries and are also
failing to exploit the potential of the Internet. The service sector is far more
interactive with its customers, and more sophisticated at gathering information on
them. Construction companies can learn a lot from the websites of retailers and
financial services firms.
The author's survey also identified that websites are a vital recruitment tool. This was
confirmed by the Leeds University survey that suggests that 99% of students use
websites to research companies at their University.

11.3.1.4 Function 4: To Create Commercial Benefits Available to the
Construction Industry through the Use of e-Commerce.
The implementation of ICT into the UK construction industry has been cited as one of
the most important factors in the construction supply chain. According to an earlier
survey conducted by NOP Research Group (1997), over 80% of British companies
consider that information and communication technologies have an important impact
on business competitiveness. Egan (1998) also highlighted that good ICT is an
essential part of improving the efficiency of construction. ICT can be used to achieve
more general business improvements for all types of companies throughout the supply
chain.
311
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More recently the Strategic Forum for Construction 'Accelerating Change' report
(2002, p.36) identified that there is the potential to drastically reduce infrastructure
costs associated with the tendering function of the industry by specially adopting the
wider use of the Internet and e-procurement technology/applications. The author also
considers, with respect to the surveys carried out, that e-commerce offers the
construction industry a unique opportunity for economic growth by improving the
whole industry's competitiveness, stimulating investment in innovation and in
creating new jobs.
However, even though the construction industry is classed generally as highly
conservative, it is clear that construction is not slow to adopt a new idea, if the short
and long-term benefits are evident. This view is reinforced by the author's survey,
where the majority of respondents (54%) indicated that an appropriate ICT investment
is greater than 1% of the construction company's annual turnover. This view is also
strongly supported by this research where it revealed that 55% of the author's survey
respondents have experience of using a Project Extranet. e-Commerce is discussed
further in the following section.
Improvements have been made in the manufacturing and service industries by
adopting a DNS model. Companies that have already upgraded their business
processes management and technologies, have seen significant benefits. Microsoft for
example reduced per-order processing costs from $60 to $5 - saving over $7.3 million
each year (Neef, 2001). MS Market is Microsoft's Intranet based corporate
procurement application that provides employees with the tools they need to place
orders for products and services, easily and efficiently, from the convenience of their
desktops. Linking directly with SAP R/3, Microsoft's current ERP solution, MS
Market streamlines order processing, facilitates efficient billing and reduces
administrative overheads.
In addition, Causeway Technology (Causeway Collaboration) offers its users the
ability to fully integrate with ERP and Intranet systems using Open Text 'Livelink
Activator' for SAP, J D Edwards, PeopleSoft, Lotus Notes and Microsoft Exchange.
This means that a Project Extranet can fully integrate with ERP and Intranet systems
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as a single point of access (Open Text, 2001).
In summary, according to the current 'MS Market' and 'Livelink Activator' practices
described above, the author's theoretical DNS model is able to support and integrate
four of its major corporate functions and has theoretically shown to be valid.
Furthermore, the six most significant benefits that have been gained from using ICT,
Project Extranet, ERP and e-Commerce (four of the integral DNS model major
functions) that encourage the UK construction industry to adopt a DNS model
according the author's survey are listed below:
• 68% of the author's survey respondents indicated that the Intranet was considered
to be the most useful tool in improving the effectiveness of their corporate
business performance.
• The greater proportion of the author's survey respondents (56%) believed that
ERP PLM solutions enable an effective collaborative supply chain between the
client, contractor and their business partners.
• The author's survey has identified that 'provides up-to-the-minute project
information' was the most important benefit of using a Project Extranet. This
means that traditional mistakes generated from someone working from an old
document or drawing are in theory removed or at the very least reduced.
• The majority of the author's survey respondents (50%) reported that less than 1%
of the total project cost saving can be attributed to using a Project Extranet.
• 55% of the author's survey respondents disagreed that the growth in the use of
Project Extranets will be matched by an increase in disputes. This means that the
potential disputes would be alleviated if construction organisations used a Project
Extranet.
• Company Intranets and Project Extranets are the enabling technologies for
knowledge management. The author's survey has identified that if construction
companies are to get the best value out of the business knowledge, the level of
reliance on a successful project manager will be reduced by 25%.
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11.3.2 Objective 2: To Identify Commercial Benefits
Available to the Construction Industry Through the
Use of e-Commerce
According to the Forrester Research group (1999) e-commerce will double every year
over a five-year period surging from US$43 billion in 1998 to US$1.3 trillion by
2003. The Forrester Research group (2000) also estimates that online commerce for
the global construction industry will reach US$43 billion by 2004. In the United
States it is estimated that the construction industry's e-commerce revenues will rise
from US$0.1 Billion in 1999 to US$28.6 Billion in 2003 (Aspinall, 1999). In Europe,
the Forrester Research group (1999) expects the UK and Germany to move into
'hyper growth' two years after the USA. In addition, the Construction Products
Association (CPA, 200la) predicted that by 2005, e-commerce is expected to account
for 22% of UK construction industry procurement transactions.
The UK government is one of many key clients putting its faith in e-tendering. The
intention being that 100% of all civil central government tenders should be sent out
and responded to electronically by the end of 2002. The Office of Government
Commerce (OGC) is leading a major procurement initiative called OGC Tender Trust,
aimed at replacing the traditional paper tendering exercise with a web enabled system.
However it has not all been plain sailing, and lots of issues have arisen. Particular
difficulties include, 'supplier sign-up was slow', 'software problems' and 'suppliers
wanted one system for all departments'. The OGC is going to log the problems and
try to find solutions.
The author's survey results revealed that the majority of respondents (46%) 'disagree'
that online tendering will increase rapidly. This research has also revealed that the
four most significant barriers to online tendering in the UK construction industry are:
• Confidential information getting into the wrong hands
•

Software problems

• Legal disputes arising
• The system crashes the very day the bid is due
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Comparing the results of the author's survey with the OGC's initiative listed above,
suggests that the UK government's target is over-ambitious and that the UK
construction industry has a long way to go before e-tendering will start to bring
benefits.
Despite the undoubted managerial benefits, however this research has also identified
that there are new legal pitfalls to be aware of when using e-tendering. Copyright for
example is harder to deal with - it is easy to tell if something is a photocopy, in
contrast to disseminating an electronic file. Indeed, in order to read a file on a
computer, participants need to make a copy of it. Furthermore, if a bidder's tender
contains pricing information, then the company should ensure that the recipient of this
information is only permitted to use it for the limited purpose of considering the bid
and undertakes not to use the information in connection with any other project. Fell
(2001) also indicated that the time a bid is submitted is often critical, but it has not yet
been fully established whether this is the time it is read or the time it is received by
the firm.
Many construction e-commerce Internet portals are positioning themselves as onestop shops where project collaboration tools are available with procurement solutions,
information sources and news updates. The author's survey results revealed that an
average 33% of respondents (representing the highest average response) used
construction portals as a web-based tool for purchasing, tendering and collaboration.
A survey conducted by the Construction Confederation (CC, 200Ib) indicated that
there are 43% of firms with 30-250 employees, 67% of firms with 250-1000
employees and 71% of firms with more than 1000 employees that are aware of
industry specific portals. This suggests, with respect to the author's average figure of
33% for current usage, that construction portals will increasingly be used by UK
construction companies, because of the need to implement effective collaborative
supply chains on their projects to work more effectively and efficiently.
Furthermore, a study carried out by Mellon (2002) showed that on average, it costs
£60 in handling costs for every purchase when transacted in the traditional paper-
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based method. Construction e-commerce Internet portals allow that figure to be cut to
just £15.
The benefits of using a construction portal do not stop at cost saving. As previously
discussed in section 9.2.4, the author's survey has identified that many construction
organisations are now double handling all documents into their own systems and
Extranets due to the lack of inter-operability with Project Extranets. One of the
author's survey respondents therefore suggested that a single project portal is created
that encompasses all of the existing construction business systems. The initial lack of
inter-operability with Project Extranets could therefore be eliminated. Furthermore,
the current research has also identified that the lack of proper procedures in place for
information exchanges would make developed standards difficult to implement. The
author therefore suggests that this problem could be theoretically addressed by
adopting the author proposed DNS model.
In the construction industry effective Knowledge Management (KM) is becoming
increasingly important, as the volume of information has rapidly grown. According to
e-Business consultant Compagnia (2003), over half of the construction industry's
labour force are 'knowledge workers', meaning that they are involved with
processing, recording, analysing and disseminating information. Knowledge transfer
is a major cost to construction business, and therefore improved communication
amongst knowledge workers, and significantly reduced administrative processes
which generate savings that are both quantitative (e.g. reducing printing costs,
reducing re-work) and qualitative (e.g. increasing the time for productive work,
improved organisational transparency), is important.
The author's survey results revealed that 50% of the respondents used KM software to
manage their company knowledge base. The author's survey has also identified that in
the past, successful projects always had a successful project manager at the helm,
ensuring a consistent and controlled execution. If construction companies are to get
the best value out of the business knowledge, the level of reliance on a successful
project manager will be reduced by 25%. However McCrea (2003a) commented that
KM is not simply a matter of putting the ICT in place - people have to want and need
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to use the systems provided. In addition, application of a KM solution requires an
enormous change in culture, discipline and training.
The Butler Group (2003) recently said that knowledge management was the only
growth area in ICT investment. Russell (2003) also confirmed that construction firms
would increasingly need to treat KM as an integral part of the way they work, and
furthermore Compagnia (2003) highlighted that technology trends mean that KM
software will enable the industry to push knowledge to where it is most needed, at low
cost. This suggests, with respect to the author's average figure of 50% for current
usage, that the need for KM software and infrastructure will grow in the next few
years. Construction companies also believe that a value can be attached to business
knowledge, with McCrea (2003b) suggesting that organisations must do three things
effectively - find and capture the knowledge they have, share it, and exploit it to some
commercial benefit.
Currently, B2B e-commerce has been slow to develop in the UK construction
industry, principally due to the conservative, traditional culture of the industry. This
was identified as the biggest constraint on future development, with 90% of
respondents seeing it as a problem in the CICA's (2001) second annual survey. The
author's survey has further identified that the culture barrier is generally coming from
the older employees who still feel more comfortable and confident using the more
traditional paper-based systems. In addition, this research has discovered that, the
incompatibility of different software standards is increasingly seen as the biggest
barrier to the development of e-commerce in the UK construction industry. Hampton
(2001b) and Pearson (2002) also confirm that incompatibility is also a significant
issue among users of the current Project Extranet practices adopted by UK
construction organisations. In addition, one of the major issues affecting the greater
utilisation of e-commerce, identified in the current research is; the ability to create
user confidence in the security of transactions since secure financial transactions in
particular are crucial for businesses to conduct on-line payments with their business
partners and clients.
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Downing (2001), e-strategist with BT stated that; "We have got a long way to go on ecommerce. We are only 5% into developing this market so far" He added, "This
market is seriously immature. It is a much more complex market than people thought.
Supply chain management is a lot more complex than just going online." But the
author believes that e-commerce will have a major impact on the industry and no one
seems to doubt that construction will implement e-commerce in the end.
However there are still so many opportunities and choices for construction in the
emerging e-market. New ventures are still being launched, but to be effective eventures have to add value. If it is still quicker and more efficient to just pick up the
phone, moving online may not be viable.

11.3.3 Objective 3: To Analyse the Management of
Integrated Business Processes Using Enterprise
Resource Planning
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a system utilising software, which comprises
business applications that centralise and manage all the enterprise's information. ERP
emerged into the UK construction market around 1999, as a result of attempts to
integrate all company departments and functions onto a single computer system. For
example, it allows payroll data to be accessed by staff in accounts and human
resources. Re-keying can therefore be reduced or eradicated entirely; errors are less
likely to occur, and processes can be speeded up.
The author's survey results demonstrate that there is considerable potential for crossindustry learning, especially for the implementation of ERP applications that improve
the effectiveness of Supply Chain Management, Financial Management, eProcurement and Product Lifecycle Management. A total of 83% of the author's
survey respondents believed that the construction industry can learn from other
industries concerning ERP adoption. These findings concur with the report,
'Rethinking Construction' Egan (1998), where the Construction Taskforce also
exhorts the construction industry to emulate innovative initiatives found in other
industries, notable in the retail and manufacturing sectors.
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17% of the predominantly lower turnover (less than £50m) respondents however
indicated that construction could either 'learn nothing' or 'learn very little'. This
sector of the industry would typically espouse the traditional embedded culture, which
resists change and innovation and would therefore be reluctant to embrace new
technologies like ERP. It would appear that the construction industry is struggling to
consider ERP adoption as a way forward. This view is reinforced by author's survey
results, that ERP solutions are less suitable for Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs), with the majority of ERP consultants (50%) suggesting that organisations
with turnovers above £100 million could usefully consider ERP adoption.
ERP solutions have however been criticised for being very expensive, with enormous
hidden costs. Also businesses often have to be restructured simply to fit the
restrictions of the ERP software (Leitch, 2002b). Defending the opposite viewpoint,
Eggleton (2002), business development manager with SAP pointed out, "That is only
true when the company has not got a clear idea of where it wants to go. Total costs
are connected to business change and that is not driven by the software" He also
disputes the notion that ERP is expensive. "In fact, with ERP the return on investment
is enormous. And anyway, the ERP software can be either rented or bought."
Recent survey results (ML Payton, 2000; META, 2002) have revealed that costs for
implementing an ERP system ranged from as low as £430,000 ($700,000) to as high
as £11 million ($18 million), the average figure was £9 million. Total implementation
normally takes less than 3 years with 1-2 years being an average scheduled period.
The average cost of ERP implementation was £9 million, which is equal to 9% of a
construction company's annual turnover with a turnover above £100 million. The
figure of 9% has also been identified in the author's second questionnaire survey and
compares with the author's first questionnaire survey results indicating that a
reasonable ICT investment is considered to be one which is greater than 1% of the
construction company's annual turnover. It can be identified therefore that an ERP
system requires a high degree of investment in the UK construction industry.
CJ O'Shea (one of the author's structured interview respondents) spent between
0.01% and 0.1% of their annual turnover in investing in ICT in 2002. The figure of
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9% has been identified in the author's survey and contrasts with the CJ O'Shea ICT
investments in 2002. Although the case study data represent only one company that it
does suggest ERP solutions are very unsuitable for Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs).
Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) has been established for some time in the retail
industry. Suppliers are usually happy to develop a VMI relationship because it enables
them to manage their inventory more intelligently and more cost-effectively.
Customers who only pay for what is actually used from the stores can dramatically
reduce the overall cost and improve availability of these critical, yet low cost parts.
VMI therefore becomes a win-win scenario in the retail industry and for an increasing
number of customers within other industries.
The author's survey has identified that the majority of respondents (38%+ll%=49%)
indicated that the VMI solution is 'unlikely' to control waste on construction sites.
This might be explained by the fact that ERP is a relatively new concept, particularly
in the construction industry and therefore some respondents were unfamiliar with the
ERP applications available or even the esoteric terminology used. The author believes
that once respondents are familiar with the ERP system, the initial lack of awareness
of the VMI solution would be eliminated.
Furthermore, the author's survey respondents indicated that the three most important
categories of waste that could be controlled by adopting a VMI solution are;
• Excessive inventories/stockpiles
• Unnecessary transportation
Over production
It was both interesting and surprising to note that the largest share of construction
company respondents (64%) indicated that a VMI solution can reduce the production
of defective products, although none of the ERP consultant respondents considered
this application of ERP possible. This might be explained by the ERP consultants'
inexperience of the construction industry. This issue was also identified as one of
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main factors that seem to have played a part in the Atkins debacle where Atkins asked
a non-accredited third-party ERP consultant for training and support for their ERP
implementation, according to Lane (2002a). From the survey results, the author
therefore suggests that 'the ERP consultants'

inexperience of the construction

industry' should be considered to be a significant criterion if construction
organisations are to justify adopting an ERP system.
The author's survey results also revealed that the majority of respondents
(37%+19%=56%) believed that ERP Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions
enable an effective collaborative supply chain between client, contractor and their
business partners. They further indicated that 'finding the right information quickly'
and 'true collaboration throughout the extended supply chain' were the most
important features that ERP PLM could offer to enhance the success of a project.
It is clear that, with the race to deliver a final project from design to execution and to
satisfy clients in the competitive environment of today, any such enterprise could not
succeed without collaboration. The ERP PLM applications offer a significant
untapped opportunity beyond the four walls of an enterprise to involve all business
partners and collaborative business processes across the entire supply network. These
features are strongly supported by the author's survey results that are described above.
The ERP market is volatile and rapidly changing. Currently, demand is growing for
more personalised and web-based access. The Gartner Group (1999) predicted that
45% of ERP vendors will fail by 2003 (0.6 probability) and only 54% of ERP vendors
will remain sole ERP providers by 2004 (0.7 probability).
Within the UK construction sector, ERP providers have targeted main contractors,
subcontractors and housebuilders for the past three years. SAP, for example, is aiming
to do business with companies that have an annual turnover in excess of £150 million,
in other words the top 50 players. Its aim: to be one of the top two ERP providers to
this elite group (Eggleton, 2002).
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But Halsall (2002), an e-business consultant said that the UK construction industry is
being damaged by the ERP solutions. Instead he pointed companies toward
construction-specific providers of e-business solutions, such as Coins. As a result of
reshaping the 'architecture' of its software, Coins is able to provide an ERP service,
but at a much more modest cost - Kier reported a spend of just £3 million.
Although £3 million (3% of a construction company's annual turnover with a turnover
above £100 million) is less than the average cost of ERP implementation quoted
earlier of £9 million, it still represents a high level of ICT investment for small and
medium enterprises.
Currently, most construction organisations have a long way to go before ERP will
start to bring benefits. In addition, the construction industry has several unique needs
that must be taken into account by the ERP vendor community. It is a highly
fragmented industry with specialised segments requiring specialised systems. The
question of whether the UK construction industry is ready to embrace ERP and
therefore benefit from the potential benefits discussed in this research is debatable.
The author's survey has identified that major barriers to the acceptance and utilisation
of ERP are rooted in the cultural and fragmented nature inherent in this sector. The
construction processes need to become more standardised if construction
organisations are to justify adopting an ERP system.

11.3.4 Objective 4: To Demonstrate that the Use of Project
Extranets Improve Communication by Sharing upto-date Project Information
The term 'Project Extranet' has recently become a buzzword in the construction
industry. These days, it is rare to find a large construction project that is not using
some form of electronic system for distributing documents. 55% of UK construction
professionals have experience of using a Project Extranet according to the survey
findings in this research.
Currently there are around 20 organisations/ASPs (Application Service Providers)
offering project collaboration solutions in the UK; together they are supporting over
CHIZL,——————————————————.—————————-——————
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1,500 'paying' projects, with some 25,000 users (Construction Plus, 2001). Choosing
between them is difficult; therefore, the factors that construction professionals have to
consider when choosing a Project Collaboration Extranet is important.
The author's survey has identified that the four most important factors in choosing the
right system are;
•

System simplicity and ease of use

•

System reliability and flexibility

•

Central server with a full backed-up facility

• Encryption and virus-proof protected system
These findings provide a 'guidance of requirements', which will help construction
organisations to judge which system is most appropriate for their project.
Construction is usually a temporary multi-organisation process, which is heavily
dependent on the exchange of large complex data and information. The successful
completion of the project depends on the accuracy, effectiveness and timing of
communication and the exchange of information and data between the project team.
A study carried out by Oliver (2002a) showed that 80% of mistakes stem from not
using the most up-to-date information. Bjornsson (2001) agreed, "65% of mistakes in
the construction industry are due to a misunderstanding among architects,
contractors and subcontractors over information."
The author's survey has identified that one of the main advantages of using a Project
Extranet is that it ensures that all members of the project team have access to the most
up-to-date versions of the various project documents. This means that traditional
mistakes generated from someone working from an old document or drawing are in
theory removed or at the very least reduced. Also if any member of the project team
spots an error, it can be rectified rapidly and immediately communicated to the rest of
the team.
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The author's survey has also identified that a significant proportion of respondents
(50%) reported that less than 1% of the total project cost saving can be attributed to
using a Project Extranet.
Recently, improvements have been made in the UK construction industry by utilising
Project Extranets. Mansell pic for example improved their efficiency and reduced
overheads from 5% to 3.8% (Penn, 2002). Another example is the Balfour Beatty
construction cut their administration costs to one-tenth of what it was on a £23.5
million nine-story, five star hotel in Gateshead. The project architect also identified a
50% saving on printing costs (Pearson, 2002).
The clearest cost saving comes from cutting down on the number of drawings printed
and posted or sent by courier. Indeed, as pointed out previously, an e-project
management system does not do away with the need for printed drawings entirely,
because people working on site assembling components still need to make printed
copies of drawings. Therefore, some cost and effort is transferred from one party to
another.
To assess the true value of the saving in this area is very much dependent on the team
in question. Many different factors need to be considered. However, even if there was
only a 30% reduction in this area, a cost saving of less than 0.3% (<l%x30%=<0.3%)
can be achieved, according to the survey findings in the author's research.
Electronic and paper communications now have equal legal status. It would therefore
seem that there should not be any legal concerns when collaborating electronically.
This view is reinforced by the majority of the author's survey respondents
(39%+16%=55%), who disagree that the growth in the use of Project Extranets will
be matched by an increase in disputes. They also indicated that Project Extranets
ensure that 'an accurate record is kept of the information sent, by whom, to whom and
when it is sent and received' and the 'system provides a full audit trail which is
legally acceptable and guaranteed under BS7799'. These features alleviate their
concern about potential disputes. These findings therefore suggest that the comments
made by Newman (2002b) (that the growth in the use of online project management
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communication and Project Extranets will be matched by an increase in disputes), are
invalid.
As discussed previously, the Project Extranet is very similar to that of CAD in the
early 1980's; that it is an immature product being sold into an immature market
(Hamilton, 2002c). It is therefore inevitable that problem issues will arise. This is
apparent from the author's survey results, which show that many construction
organisations are now double handling all documents into their own systems and
Extranets due to the lack of interoperability with Project Extranets. This negates the
benefit of using Extranets. Also the double handling is not in general a technology
issue, but a culture issue. It is a considerable leap of faith for any business to place
valuable core data entirely in the hands of a third party. Therefore, most businesses
still prefer to have visibility of and responsibility for their own systems in order to
protect their intellectual property. This double handling can result is construction
organisations either increasing their fees (thereby making them less competitive) or
losing money whenever they are required to use such systems.
The author's survey has identified that the main aim and use of the Project
Collaboration Extranet is to improve communication and share up-to-minute
information and data between the team members of the project. Although
communication problems have been addressed with the current Project Extranet
practices, the current systems for performing project management on the Internet has
other weaknesses. The four most significant barriers found in this research that
discourage the effective use of Project Extranets in the UK construction industry are:
• Current work practice culture
• Familiarity and reliance upon hard (paper) information
• Lack of awareness of the benefits of the Project Extranet
• Integration problems of systems between the team members
Furthermore, The author's survey has identified a tremendous potential for the Project
Extranet in integrating existing business systems. The survey results have established
that the three most important systems considered appropriate for integration into a
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Project Extranet are; 'cost and planning systems', 'e-Tendering' and 'e-Procurement'.
Future developments in this web-enabled facility showed therefore consider wider
integration of the whole construction business operations.
Legal and security issues restrict some organisations from committing to one provider.
Consequently, this necessitates re-learning and re-training in the use of different
technologies (Vaughan, 2001). In the current research a significant proportion of
respondents (50%) agreed that developing 'one standard product" is important for all
projects in the future. This tends to be confirmed in a recent study by Crates (2003),
who reported that eight UK players: BuildOnline, Causeway, Cadweb, Sarcophagus,
BIW, 4Projects, Business Collaborator and Bidcom are forming an industry group, as
yet unnamed. The group will promote the use of online project collaboration tools and
aims to develop industry standards so that customers will be able to transfer data more
easily between systems.
Project Extranets are becoming much more widely used. Some clients, such as J
Sainsbury, use them on most of their projects (Birkby & Nugent, 2002). In 2002, 10%
of all new projects used project collaboration tools. Analyst Barbour Index (2003)
forecasts that this will double in 2003. The present work shows that within current
UK construction practices the factors required to ensure that the Project Extranet
becomes a successful project collaboration tool are:
•

Client support and involvement

•

Choice of the right system

•

Early demonstration and training to all the team

•

Ensuring that all of the project trading partners are aware of the intention to
implement a Project Extranet during the tender process

Although the number of Application Service Providers is already reducing, the market
is however huge and there is enough room for several companies to operate. IT
analyst The Butler Group (2003) recently said that knowledge management was the
only growth area in IT investment. So, the long-term survival of extranets seems to
depend on how easily they can be integrated into other operations. Most extranet
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companies are now working on the next wave of services, including ERP and eProcurement. The release, by BIW Technologies, of the Collaborative Process
Management (CPM) toolset enables project teams to customise online processes so
that they can match standard procedures (Construction News, 2003). Moreover, in a
future development phase 4Projects.com hopes to integrate the project collaboration
solution with the organisation's existing business systems, so that financial and
project management data can be seamlessly passed on to the 4Projects system
(Hannay, 2001). Furthermore, for the future, BuildOnline is planning an asset
management tool aimed at Private Finance Initiative (PFI) organisations. All project
information can continue to be hosted after a building is finished to help streamline
facilities management operations (Lane, 2002).

11.4 HYPOTHESES ANALYSIS

11.4.1 Hypothesis 1: The UK Construction Companies
Utilising ICT will Improve Communication, Extend
Information Support and Enhance Business
Performance
The author's survey results revealed that all of the respondents used e-mail as a
communication tool and a further 68% indicated that they used an Intranet for internal
communication. The respondents also confirmed that e-mail and Intranet were
considered to be the most useful tools in improving the effectiveness of
communication between the different parties engaged in the construction process.
Furthermore, almost all of the author's survey respondents used Accounting (98%),
Estimating (95%), Job & Contract Costing (95%) and Financial Management (93%)
applications. They also reported that these ICT applications were considered to be the
most useful in improving the effectiveness of their corporate business performance.
A significant proportion of the author's survey respondents (44%) believed that ICT
could make an impact on the industry's poor health and safety record, especially in
the 'reducing health and safety paperwork', 'risk assessment' and 'health and safety
planning' areas. In addition, 90% of the author's survey respondents have established
E==
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their own website. The suggested objectives proposed in the author's survey results
revealed that 'to enhance the company's image', 'to list details of company's services
and contact information for marketing purposes' and 'to improve the company's
ability to communicate with its clients/customers' were considered to be very well
matched to the companies objectives for establishing their own website. From the
author's survey results identified above, it is clear that one of the potential benefits
provided by a company's website is the closeness that can be achieved with
customers/clients, and with other participants in the construction supply chain. When
used properly, websites can be a very effective business performance tool.
The current research has predicated that construction portals would increasingly be
used by UK construction companies because of the need to implement effective
collaborative supply chains on their projects. 33% of the author's survey respondents
indicated that they used construction portals as a web-based tool for purchasing,
tendering and collaboration. They also reported that a construction portal was
considered to be one of the more useful tools in improving the effectiveness of
construction management. The benefits of using a construction portal do not stop at
cost saving. The difficulty of inter-operability with existing business systems could be
also eliminated by utilising a construction portal.
In summary, this research has investigated the current state of ICT usage by UK
construction companies. The survey results demonstrate (See Table 6.1) that a
appropriate ICT investment is considered to be one which is greater than 1% of the
construction company's annual turnover. Although there are several barriers that
prevent the UK construction industry from adopting ICT, UK construction
organisations are realising that investment in new technology is essential for future
growth and business improvement.

Furthermore, according to the survey results

found in this research, the first hypothesis: "The UK construction companies utilising
IT or ICT will improve communication, information support and enhance business
performance" has therefore been shown to be valid.
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11.4.2 Hypothesis 2: The UK Construction Companies that
Adopt ERP will Improve their Corporate Business
Performance
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is a state-of-the-art business integration tool,
which includes all the resource planning for the enterprise and its partners. ERP
emerged into the UK construction market in 1999. It has attracted the interest of large
construction companies such as Jarvis, Amey, Mace, Arup and Atkins who are frontrunners in adopting ERP.
Improvements have been made in the manufacturing and service industries by
adopting ERP. Colgate-Palmolive (USA) for example improved on-time and
completed orders from 70% to 98% for their VMI replenishment and they improved
their customer order fulfilment to 95%. Colgate-Palmolive also lowered their
inventory capacity by 10% and reduced their overall order cycle times (Ostroff
2001). Another example is the Coca-Cola Company that achieved a 40% reduction in
inventory whilst increasing their product availability to 98.5% (Xansa, 2002).
The author's survey results indicated that the construction industry can learn a great
deal from the application of the ERP system used in the manufacturing and service
industries. It was also revealed that applications of ERP offered significant potential
in improving the effectiveness of construction Supply Chain Management (SCM),
Financial Management (FM), E-Procurement and Product Lifecycle Management
(PLM). The majority of the author's survey respondents (56%) believed that ERP
PLM applications enable a more effective collaborative supply chain relationship
between a client, its contractor and their business partners. The author's survey
respondents also indicated that 'finding the right information quickly' and 'true
collaboration throughout the extended supply chain' were the most important
solutions that ERP PLM could offer to enhance the success of a project.
The UK construction industry output is annually worth around £74 billion, roughly
equivalent to 8-9% of the Gross Domestic Product (DTI, 2002, p.33). According to
the report, 'Key British Enterprises' by Dun & Bradstreet (2001) there were 124
construction enterprises with an annual turnover above £100m in 2000. These firms
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contributed approximately £18.5 billion (i.e. 25% of the total UK construction
output). However only 10% of these organisations have so far implemented ERP
systems. There is therefore 90% (roughly £16.65 billion) of the potential construction
market yet to adopt ERP systems in this sector alone.
From the author's survey, ERP applications offered significant potential in integrating
the supply chain throughout the construction processes. Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) appeared to have the greatest potential for business
collaboration. Therefore, the second hypothesis: "77?^ UK construction companies
that adopt Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) will improve their corporate business
performance" has been shown to be valid.

11.4.3 Hypothesis 3: The UK Construction Projects
Utilising Project Extranets will Improve
Communication, Reinforce Best Practice and Save
Time and Money
A proven area where the market is ready for e-commerce business is project
collaboration (also known as project extranets). Project Extranets are now a
mainstream project collaboration tool in the UK construction industry, with 55% of
UK construction professionals already having experience of using a Project Extranet.
The author's survey has identified that the main benefits of this technology are in
'providing up-to-the-minute project information',
information',

'improving distribution of

'providing a collaborative environment' and 'improving team

communication'. Furthermore, a significant proportion of the author's survey
respondents (50%) reported that around 1% of the total project cost saving can be
attributed to using a Project Extranet. A further 23% believed that cost savings of
between 1% and 2% of the total project cost are possible.
55% of the author's questionnaire survey respondents disagree that the growth in the
use of Project Extranets will be matched by an increase in disputes. They further
indicated that because Project Extranets provide an accurate record and a full audit
trail which is legally acceptable and guaranteed under BS7799. These recording and
auditing features alleviate their concern about potential disputes which is one of the
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biggest causes of waste and inefficiency in construction.
The four most important factors that contribute to successful Project Extranet
implementation have also been identified in this research as:
•

Client support and involvement

•

Choice of the right system

•

Early demonstration and training to all the team

•

Ensuring that all of the project trading partners are aware of the intention to
implement a Project Extranet during the tender process

Many companies' first major experience of the Internet is likely to be through on-line
project collaboration, and it is this area, which is likely to drive the rest of the ICT
revolution. According to the survey results found in this research with respect to the
perceptions and experiences of the respondents, the third hypothesis: "The UK
construction projects utilising Project Extranets will improve communication,
reinforce best practice and finally save time and money" has therefore been shown to
be valid.
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11.5 THE AUTHOR'S CONTRIBUTION TO
KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING
The UK construction industry still has a significant gap to bridge to reach best
practice in its use of digital technology to increase its competitive advantage.
Although some construction companies are using ICT, in varying degrees, the
author's survey has identified that integration of project applications and the
electronic communication of data are not widespread at present and these represent a
major area of opportunity for improvement in the construction industry.

Construction Activities

ADNSModel

The Potential Improvements

Increased Productivity ,.-, ,
Project Management
•'•

Reduced Defects

**'&>,,mgf-"

'•

Reduced Waste

..- .

(•Supply Chain Management'
Knowledge Management
• • .; •
' "t*- •
e-CRM

'• »,s.
Reduced Construction time
Increased Client satisfaction

e-Procurement
Reduced Organisation costs

Figure 11.1 The potential for Substantial Improvements by adopting a DNS model

The potential benefits of utilising the Digital Nervous System (DNS) model created
by the author for a construction organisation are considerable. These potential benefits
have been summarised in Figure 11.1. The author's survey has identified that the
major barriers to the acceptance and utilisation of a theoretical DNS model are rooted
in the cultural and fragmented nature inherent in this sector. The approach to these
potential benefits therefore require construction organisations to review closely the
processes within a typical project to identify new innovations and working methods to
e————__.
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achieve continuous improvement. The six major improvements that can be attributed
to adopting the author's DNS model, are summarised below:
•

Reduced Organisation's costs - Recently, a DNS model has been established in
the manufacturing and service industries. For example, MS Market is Microsoft's
Intranet based corporate procurement application (linking directly with
Microsoft's current ERP solutions) that provides employees with the tools they
need to place orders for products and services. MS Market has helped reduce perorder processing costs from $60 to $5 (i.e. 92% improvement) - saving over $7.3
million each year. Furthermore, the author's survey results revealed that 50% of
the respondents indicated that less than 1% of the total project cost saving can be
attributed to using a Project Extranet - one of the main functions of the author's
DNS model. An earlier study by Gleeds calculated that on a retail construction
project with a value of £5 million a saving of £58,000 was made in reduced
printing, copying and posting costs for drawings and specifications. Gleeds
estimated that potential additional savings to be in the region of 6% of the overall
project costs were made. Therefore, the author's estimates suggest that the
potential cost savings by adopting a DNS model for a construction company are
appreciable.

• Quicker Projects - The author's proposed DNS model enables an effective
collaborative supply chain between the client, contractor and their business
partners. This view is reinforced by a number of the author's survey respondents
who commented that time savings on searching for drawings and documents and
improvements on version control and generally a quicker project delivery process
will generate greater efficiency. Recently, improvements have been made in the
UK construction industry by utilising Project Extranets. Kajima UK for example
reduced the construction time down from 17 weeks to 12 (i.e. 29% improvement).
Contractor Kier have also reduced the total work hours spent on basic
administration by 2,500 hours on one project from using a Project Extranet. The
construction projects are therefore completing quicker than the projects without
•

the DNS model.
Reduced Waste - The crucial advantage is that a DNS model reduces the
opportunity for mistakes and disputes, which are the biggest causes of waste and
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inefficiency in construction. 55% of the author's survey respondents indicated that
Project Extranets provide an accurate record and a full audit trail which is legally
acceptable and guaranteed under BS7799. These recording and auditing features
alleviate the respondents concern about potential disputes. Mistakes are also
avoided because everyone is working on the most up-to-date, accurate and
relevant information. This view is reinforced in the survey results where one of
the main advantages of using a Project Extranet is that it ensures that all members
of the project team have access to the most up-to-date versions of the various
project documents. However the majority of the author's survey respondents
(49%) indicated that the ERP VMI solution is unlikely to control one aspect of
waste i.e. waste on construction sites.
Improvements have been made in the manufacturing and service industries by
adopting ERP. Coca-Cola Company for example achieved a 40% reduction in
inventory whilst increasing their product availability to 98.5%. The author
therefore advises that a substantial amount of waste, especially that termed
'indirect waste' (materials unnecessarily incorporated into the project), may be
reduced by adopting the DNS model.
Increased Quality - According to Egan (1998) up to 30% of construction is
rework. The problems of reworking often occur due to conflicting information and
information not received in time to the parties concerned. As previously discussed
in section 9.2.3, the author's survey has identified that 'provides up-to-minute
project information' and 'improving distribution of information' were considered
to be the most noticeable benefits that have been gained from using Project
Extranets. This means that problems of reworking generated from someone
working from an old document or drawing are in theory removed or at the very
least reduced. Therefore, an appreciable level of defects will be reduced by
adopting the author's DNS model. The limitations of the current project
management practices can be addressed by using these state-of-the-art
technologies.
More Productive Workforce - The author's proposed DNS model integrates all
company departments and functions onto a single computer system. Re-keying
can therefore be reduced or eradicated entirely; errors are less likely to occur, and
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processes can be speeded up. This research is showing that increased productivity
is the most significant gain from the system, removing the need for manual
reporting and processing of documents. These findings concur with Rynsard
(2002) who identified that reduced telephone calls has as a result of information
provided by the Extranet greatly reduced staff disruption and has certainly
increased productivity as well as improved profitability. The author therefore
suggests that there is great potential for increased productivity to be achieved by
adopting the author's DNS model.
• Improved Clients Satisfaction - A construction management project may be
regarded as successful if it is on time, on budget and free from defects as well as
achieving a high level of client satisfaction. A DNS model offers a range of
opportunities to improve ways of working and enhance business performance. A
considerable increase in client satisfaction is possible due to the potential
improvements made possible from the implementation of the author's proposed
DNS model.
The implementation of this DNS model, albeit with some necessary customisation by
a each company adopting the model will undoubtably result in achieving an improved
business performance.

11.6 RECOMMENDATIONS
The implementation of ICT into the UK construction industry has been cited as one of
the major drivers to accelerate change and secure a culture of continuous
improvement. The advent of ICT systems that facilitate construction management
such as ERP and Project Extranets will need to be embraced to ensure trading
efficiency and achieve competitive advantage. Indeed, many of the benefits of these
improvements cannot be fully realised without the effective application of ICT.
To become world class, the industry must invest in training and in the development of
new skills, and in research into, and the development of, new technologies. The
following specific recommendations should be implemented with immediate effect to
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sustain a competitive advantage:
•

An appropriate training programme aimed at well-educated employees will reduce
the inherent culture shock and encourage the adoption of electronic working.

•

Enlightened and forward-thinking clients should play a major role in increasing
the usage of ICT in the UK construction industry.

• Most companys' websites are in effect only brochure websites. Therefore,
companies should put a great deal of effort and thought into the design and
operation of their website.
•

Implement a Knowledge Management (KM) system to effectively manage all the
knowledge resources of the business.

11.7 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

Several limitations and constraints have influenced the response obtained in this
research:
• Incompatible software: The word format survey questionnaire was distributed
electronically via email. Some respondents experienced difficulty opening,
completing or saving the questionnaire due either to unfamiliarity or
incompatibility with the software used. Hard copies were therefore sent out to
some of these respondents and they were subsequently completed and returned.
• Unfamiliarity of ERP applications: ERP is a relatively new concept, particularly
in the construction industry and therefore some respondents were unfamiliar with
the ERP applications available or even the esoteric terminology used.
• Constraints of conducting structured interviews: Although a substantial
empirical study was conducted using three questionnaire surveys, the expense and
time-consuming nature of conducting structured interviews limited the number
that were able to be carried out. However although two case studies can in no way
be considered to be representative of the industry as a whole they do provide
important indications.
• Analysis constraints: Some difficulty was experienced in analysing some of the
survey respondent's comments, due to their subjectivity.
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11.8 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER
RESEARCH

This research has proposed a theoretical Digital Nervous System (DNS) framework
for use in the UK construction industry which could enhance the effectiveness of
construction management and increase commercial performance. This research has
also established the validity of the three hypotheses set out at the initial development
stage of this research. Further research could therefore be usefully conducted in the
following areas:
•

Investigate future developments in extranet system integration and in resolving
inter-operability problems.

• Investigate the potential for compatibility of common software standards.
•

Investigate the apparent ICT - inertia and innovation - averse factors inherent in
the UK construction industry.
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APPENDIX 1: BENCHMARKING TABLE OF PROJECT EXTRANETS AVAILABLE

PRODUCT

COMPANY

NUMBER
OF UK
STAFF

COUNTRY
OF ORIGIN

NUMBER OF
UK
PROJECTS

VALUE OF
UK
PROJECTS

NUMBER OF
UK USERS

4Proiects

4Projects com UK

architec.net

Architec Ltd
(UK)

Canada and
the UK
5

10

Not available

Not available

PRICING
£1000 per month for a £5m, 12month pro ect
£500 to £1 ,350 per month for a £5m,
12-month project. Project sites are
bespoke, price based on preferred
method of billing and the number of
sites

Arup
Partnership

UK

15

47

£6.5bn

1,820

£500 per month for a £5 million, 12
month project

9,000

200+

Not available

1,750+

45

Hundreds

Thousands

UK

17

176

Not available
£5.1 bn
(including
ProjectNet
LT)

UK
Belgium

54
1,045
20+
15
not available
(managed in
the UK by eGIBB)
6

£10 billion
Not available

21,420
200

Intea ration
iProNET
powered by
Jusiness
Collaborator)
Viecon

WS Atkins pic UK
Bentley
Systems, Inc USA

ProjectNet
Docs
Information
Channel
ProiectCenter

Bidcom Ltd
BIW
Technologies
Bricsnet Inc

ActiveProject

Framework
Technologies
Corporation

USA

12

1282

£2.1 billion

6338

3rojectsOnline

BuildOnline

ProiectPoint

Buzzsawcom US
Hummingbird
Ltd
Canada

None

136 (total with
TenderOnhne
)
Not available
(26,000
worldwide)

100

Cadweb Ltd

UK

15

UK

155

USA

0

UK

250
Not
available

DOCS Fusion

cadweb.net
ProjectLmk
powered by
LiveLink)

ProjectSolve
Business
Collaborator
eProject
Express

ProjectTalk
LiveLink

Causeway
Technologies
Company 39
(Parsons
Brinckerhoff
Subsid ary)
Enviros Ltd
eProject
Enterprise

Meridian
Project
Systems
OpenText

ProjectVillaae

USA

USA
Canada

Expedition

INe-project
W5bWorksan<J
eReview

Ireland and
UK

70

12
Not
available

USA

c

USA

None

3rojectVillage

12
8

150

Not available

8,253 (total
with
TenderOnline
Not available
(85,000
worldwide)

120

£300m

6,000

37
250+
(LiveLink
only)

£1.8 billion

Not available

850
3,692+
(LiveLink
only)

5
30 (selection
of pro ects)

£0 3 million

650

£1 135m

4,000
5000+

£1 ,350 for a typical £5m, 1 2-month
building project

Not available

HTML compatible browser

Total £6, 500 for a £5m, 12-month
Netscape 4. 5, IE 4.0
project.
£250 per month fora typical £5m, 12
All versions of all browsers
month project
IE 5 0 and above and Netscape 4 0
and above
£2000 per month

250+
17, 000 (a U
products)

Internet Explorer 4.0 or above

Not available

HTML compatible browser
N/A
Internet Explorer 5.0 or above,
Netscape 4 0 or above

versions specified

None

Not available

Not available

112

£900 million

5000+

not available
£600 per month for 10 concurrent
users
£850 per month fora £5 million, 12
month proiect

50

Project specific

Not available

Internet Explorer 4.0 or above, plus
free downloadable viewer client
Internet Explorer 3.0 and above;
Netscape 3.0 and above

on a per user or corporate licence
£850 to £2,000 per month for a £5m,
12 month project (service level
Internet Explorer 5.0
dependent)

100+
3,200 (all
products)

8

Internet Explorer 4.0 or above,
Netscape 4.0 or above
Internet Explorer 40 or above;
Netscape 4.5 or above

£2,000 per month for a £5 million, 12 Internet Explorer 5 0 or above;
Netscape 4.0 or above
month pro ect

Not measured
separately
(2,700 users £50 to £100 per user per month
depending on requirements
worldwide)

Not available
£3 3 billion
(all products)

Internet Explorer 3.0 or above;
Netscape 3.0 or above; no additional
plug-ins or software required
Internet Explorer 3.0 or above;
Netscape 3.0 or above; plug-in
needed for Columbus viewer

Internet Explorer 4.01 or above;
Netscape 4.08 or above
Internet Explorer 4.0 or above;
Netscape 4.5 or above
JAVA enabled browser
Internet Explorer 5. 01 or 5. 5;
Netscape 4.61 , 4.74 or 4.75, one£500 to £1 500 per month depending time web download to support some
on level of storage required
vector, raster and 3D files

Not available Not available
Not
Not measured
measured
separately
separately
(£25 bn
(1,160
worldwide)
worldwide)

Sarcophagus
UK

Not available
Over £2.6
billion (total
with
TenderOnline)

6236 (across
all Bidcom
solutions)

£850 per month for a £5 million, 1 2
month pro ect
£150 per month fora £5 million, 12
month project
£1 ,250 per month, monthly
subscription fee for unlimited
users/companies and storage up to
a limit of 3GB
£2,200 per month for a £5 million, 12
month pro ect
£160 per project per month

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
For PC - IE 4 0 or higher, or NN 6 0
or higher for Mac - IE

Internet Explorer 4 0 or above
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Appendix 2: Comparative Costs
Computation of conventional print and postage versus e-project management for £1
million/one year job:
1. STATIONARY, PRINT & POST CHARGES FOR PROJECT TEAM:

A total of 30 drawings and 50 letters sent per week from all members of the
project team.
Drawings

Of the 30 drawings, 15 are sent individually and 15 are sent in 3 packs of 5
drawings. 50% are sent to single recipients, 25% sent are to 3 recipients and the
remaining 25% are sent to 5 recipients.
Print, postage and packing per week .............................................£57.25
Letters

50% are sent out first class and 50% second class. As above, 50% are sent to
single recipients, 25% are sent to 3 recipients and 25% are sent to 5 recipients.
Postage only per week ............................................................... £36.50
Therefore, total for drawings and letters .......................................... £87.75
Over 50 weeks (£87.75 x50) ................................................... .£4,387.50
Paper costs ...........................................................................£219.00
Total stationary, printing and postage per year .......................... .£4,606.50
NB: No A4/A3 printing, copying, machine maintenance, special delivery or courier
costs have been included.
2. LABOUR COSTS:
Filing

Say two hours a day of office junior time; printing, packing for, say, additional
two hours a day. Four hours at minimum wage (equivalent to £6,075 annual salary
based on 225 working days per year) = 4 hours x £3.50/hour x 225 working
days/year = £3,150.00
Filing. Retrieval. Admin
Say one hour a week of architects' time = 52 weeks x one hour/week x £30/hour =
£1,560.00
Total admin costs for architects' office .......................................f< 77ft #0
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Ditto, other members of project team (QS, contractor, engineer, client) filing and
retrieval costs: 4 parties x say, £2,000 total admin costs for each party = £8,000.00
Total (Labour)..................................................................£12,710.00
3. OVERALL TOTAL COSTS (paper, post and labour) .................£17,316.50
4. CADWEB PROJECT MANAGEMENT COMPARATIVE COSTS

For a £1 million job, the fee for using Cadweb online project management system
is £1,000,000 x 0.5% = £5,000. This management system is intended to negate all
the above costs.
5. SCHEME SAVINGS ..........................................................£12,316.50

NB: It is worth nothing that these figures are on the light side and, in real
circumstances, using more realistic salary scales, savings will inevitably be greater.
The figures do not take account of the significant savings resulting from real time
delivery and exchange of information compared to the overnight delivery of the postal
service.
For those systems that do not comply with BS7799 (ISO/IEC 17799), users probably
back up with paper record copies, obviating the system benefits.
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire 1 & 2 Survey Sample
Organisations - Construction Company

Turnover Below £10m

Turnover £10m - £49m

Turnover £50m - £199m

Turnover above £200m

Ace Construction
Alpha Construction Ltd
Ardmac Contracting Ltd
Benfield Construction Ltd
BIC Construction
Bowey Construction
Bridge Construction
Crawford Contracts
Cross Construction
Dickson & Henderson Ltd
Dixons Contractors
Droicon Construction
Dunlop Construction
G M K Contracts
G Carter Construction
Geda Construction Ltd

Ashe Construction Ltd
AYH Pic
Barhale Construction
Barnes Construction
C J O'Shea Group
Chisholm & Winch Ltd
Cliffe Contractors Ltd
Cubrian Industrials Ltd
Delta Doric Pic
Felix O'Hare Ltd
Person Contractors Ltd
Glasgiven Contracts Ltd
Gleeds Ltd
H & J Martin Ltd
Harmonix Construction

ABB Group
Aker Kvaerner Group
Bullock Construction Ltd
Citex Ltd
Dean & Dyball Ltd
Denne Group
Eric Wright Construction
Farrans Construction Ltd
J Murphy & Sons Ltd
Mace Ltd
Melville Dundas Group
North Midland
Pochins Pic
Sir Robert McAlpine
T J Brent Contractor
Watkin Johns Group

Alfred McAlpine
Amec Construction
Ballast Ltd
Bovis Lend Lease Ltd
Carillion Pic
Fitzpatrick Construction
HBG Construction
Interserve Ltd
Kajima UK
Laing Construction
M J Gleeson Group
Marshalls Pic
McNicholas Construction
Morgan Sindall
Mott McDonald Group
Mowlem

Wrekin Construction
YJLPlc

Norwest Group
O'Rourke Group
RGCM Group
Ringway Group Ltd
Taylor Woodrow Ltd
Vinci Pic

Harte & Eakin Contractors
John Sinton Ltd
Mitie Group
Mortenson Europe
PR H Construction
Reynolds & Bennett Ltd
Sandwood Construction
Scrabo Contracting Ltd
Smallman Construction
Thomas Vale Construction
Turkington Construction
Watson Construction
Willart Contractors
Woodstock Homes

Henry Brothers Ltd
Homesales Construction
J McKittrick Contractors
Jack Lunn Construction
Jackson Building Ltd
John Martin Construction
Kennedy Contractors
Knowles & Son Ltd
Laird Contracts Ltd
Mansell Pic
MMP Construction
Oakes Construction Ltd
O'Hare & McGovern Ltd
Portview Construction
Webfell Group Ltd
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Appendix 4: Questionnaire 2 Survey Sample Organisations
- ERP Consultants

Aquent Ltd

IT Link

Arthur Anderson Consulting

KPMG UK Ltd

Atos Origin

Logica UK Ltd

Axon Consultancy

Microsoft Ltd

Cap Gemini Ernst & Young

P A Consulting Group

Compaq Ltd

Pecaso UK Ltd

Deloitte Consulting

Price Waterhouse Coopers

Diagonal Consulting

PWC Global UK Ltd

Fast Track Consulting

Renaissance Ltd

HP Ltd

Sybase UK Ltd

IBM UK Ltd

Xansa Consulting

Idea Integration Ltd

Xayce Consulting

iNow Technologies Ltd
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Appendix 5: Questionnaire 3 Survey Sample Organisations
- Construction Company

Turnover Below £10m

Turnover £10m - £49m

TUrnover £50m - £199m

Turnover above £200m

Ace Construction
Alpha Construction Ltd
Benfield Construction Ltd
Bowey Construction
Bridge Construction
Crawford Contracts
Cross Construction
Dickson & Henderson Ltd
Droicon Construction
Dunlop Construction
G M K Contracts
G Carter Construction
Geda Construction Ltd
Harte & Eakin Contractors
John Sinton Ltd

Ashe Construction Ltd
AYHPlc
Barhale Construction
Barnes Construction
C JO'Shea Group
Chisholm & Winch Ltd
Cubrian Industrials Ltd
Delta Doric Pic
Felix O'Hare Ltd
Person Contractors Ltd
Glasgiven Contracts Ltd
Gleeds Ltd
H & J Martin Ltd
Harmonix Construction

ABB Group
Aker Kvaerner Group
Amey Construction
Bullock Construction Ltd
Carter Construction
Citex Ltd
Dean & Dyball Ltd
Denne Group
Eric Wright Construction
Farrans Construction Ltd
Henry Boot Pic
J Murphy & Sons Ltd
Mace Ltd
Melville Dundas Group
Motherwell Bridge Ltd

Alfred McAlpine
Amec Construction
Ballast Ltd
Bechtel Construction
Black & Veatch Ltd
Bluestone Pic
Bovis Lend Lease Ltd
Brown & Root Ltd
Burdens Ltd
Carillion Pic
Corus Group Pic
E Turner & Sons
Fitzpatrick Construction
HBG Construction
Interserve Ltd

North Midland
Pipeline Construction
Pochins Pic
Skanska Construction
Simons Construction
Sir Robert McAlpine
T J Brent Contractor
Watkin Johns Group
Wrekin Construction
YJLPlc

Kajima UK
Laing Construction
M J Gleeson Group
Marshalls Pic
McNicholas Construction
Morgan Sindall
Mott McDonald Group
Mowlem
Norwest Group
O'Rourke Group
RGCM Group
Ringway Group Ltd
Taylor Woodrovv Ltd
Vinci Pic
Wales Construction

Mitie Group
Mortenson Europe
P R H Construction
Reynolds & Bennett Ltd
Scrabo Contracting Ltd
Smallman Construction
Thomas Vale Construction
Watson Construction
Willart Contractors
Woodstock Homes

Henry Brothers Ltd
Homesales Construction
J McKittrick Contractors
Jack Lunn Construction
John Martin Construction
Kennedy Contractors
Knowles & Son Ltd
Laird Contracts Ltd
Mansell Pic
MMP Construction
Oakes Construction Ltd
O'Hare & McGovern Ltd
Portview Construction
Sandwood Construction
Turkington Construction
Webfell Group Ltd
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Appendix 6: Questionnaire 3 Survey Sample Organisations
- Client

BAA Group

Manchester Airport

Berkeley Group

Mid Devon District Council

Carrickfergus Borough

NHS Estates

Centre for Accessible Environments

One North East

City & County of Swansea

Peabody Trust

Derwent Housing

Prudential property

DTI

Railtrack Pic

English Heritage

Roscoe Capital Ltd

English Welsh & Scottish Railway

Sainsbury's Property

Essex & Suffolk Water Pic

Scottish Water

Fav House

Slough Estates Pic

Flintshire County Council

Sto Ltd

Harmeny Education Trust

Three Valleys Water

Holmes Place Head Office

Tube Lines Ltd

Hyde Housing

Welsh Development Agency
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Appendix 7: Questionnaire 3 Survey Sample Organisations
- Architect

Aedas AHR
Alsop Architects
Architecture PLB
Assael Architecture
Atkins Walters & Webster
Aukett Europe
Austin Smith Lord
Avery Associates Architect
Babtie Group
Barton Willmore
BDP
Brocklehurst Architects
Burks Green
Buschow Henley
Butler & Young
Carter Jonas
Chapman Taylor
Charter Partnership
Chris Wilkinson
Clague
Coevolution
Comprehensive Design
Conran & Partners
CPMG Architects
David Leon Partnership
Derek Lovejoy Partnership
Dewjoc Architects
Donald Insall
Dualchas Building Design
EPR Architects

Faulkner Browns
Feilden + Mawson
Foster & Partners
Gauldie Wright & Partners
Gillespies
Haddon Few Montuschi
Hawkins Brown
Hickton Madeley
Hurd Holland Partnership
Hurley Robertson
lan Wroot
Jestico & Whiles
John Gilbert Architects
John Living
Julian Bicknell
KMBLtd
Koetter Kim Architects
KSR Architects
Landmark
LDN Architects
Levitt Bernstein Architects
Lilly Lewarne
Llewelyn Davies Ltd
Mackellar Schwerdt
Mary Thum Associates
McDonnell Associates
Nicholas Grimshaw
Nicholas Hare Architects
Oberlanders Architects
Owen Williams Group

Pascal 1 & Watson
Pell Frischmann Architects
Penoyre & Prasad
Percy Thomas
Pick Everard
Pringle Brandon
RMJM
Roberts and Partners
Ruddle Wilkinson
Ryder
Scott Brownrigg
Sheppard Robson
Simon's Design
Simpson & Brown
Space Syntax
Speirs and Major
Squire & Partners
Stock Woolstencroft
Stride Treglown
Stubbs Rich
Studio E
Swanke Hayden CA
Vincent & Gorbing
Walker & Martin
Watts & Partners
Whitby Bird & Partners
Wilkinson Eyre Architects
WML + Woods Bagot
Young & Gault Architects
YRM Architects
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Appendix 8: Questionnaire 3 Survey Sample Organisations
- IT Consultant

ABI Building Data
Amec
Amey Pic
Amp
Aspen Burrow Crocker
Backhouse
BAE Systems
Barley West
BIW Technologies
BPGUK
BRE
Brewer Consulting
Euro Happold Ltd
Business Advantage
Camarguepr
CB A Consulting
CBS Ltd
CDR Group
CITE
Construction Plus
Corus Construction Centre
Costain Ltd
CSB
CST
Crown House Consulting
Davis Langdon
Deloitte
Design&Build Foundation
Donaldson Ltd

Drake Scull
EC Harris
Faithful and Gould
Franklin & Andrews
Gardiner & Theobald
GCIUK
Gibb Jacobs Ltd
Golder Group Ltd
Gwent Consultancy
Halcrow Group Ltd
Haley Somerset
Haswell Consulting
Helices Consulting
High Point Rendel
Hoarelea
Hornagold & Hills
Indeco Consultancy
Infrasoft Corporation
Interfleet
J R Knowles
John Alien Consulting
John Setra Consulting
KPMG UK Ltd
Larch
Liquid Knowledge
Logica
London Luton
MB A Computing
META Group

MJM Consulting
M&N
Mouchel Group
NELLtd
Network for Construction
Oscar Faber
Otokav Consulting
P B Consultant
Parkman Ltd
PCM Ltd
Phrontis Ltd
Pinnacle
Professional Consultancy
Ramesys
Roger Preston & Partners
Schal Ltd
Schofield Lothian
Scott Wilson
Service Challenge
Shepherd Ltd
Steer Davies Gleave
Stiell IT service Company
Touchbase Technology
TSO
Turner & Townsend
Ward Cole Consulting
WS Atkins Consultants
WYG Consultant
Xansa
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Appendix 9: Questionnaire 1
This questionnaire is designed to test the veracity of the hypotheses:
1. The UK construction companies utilising the Information,
Communication Technology (ICT) will improve communication,
information support and enhance business performance.
2. The UK construction companies that adopt 'Enterprise Resource
Planning' (ERP) will improve their corporate business performance.

1.

Please indicate the approximate annual turnover of your company
Below £10m
D

2.

£10m-£49m
D

In your opinion, what is a reasonable percentage of turnover for your company to
be investing in Information, Communication Technology (ICT)? (Please tick one
box only)

D

D
3.

£50m - £199m £200m - £499m Above £500m
D
D
D

0.1%-0.01%

< 0.01%

n

D

From the following applications of ICT please indicate what techniques are used
by your company (yes/no). If 'yes' how helpful do you consider them to be in
improving the effectiveness of your corporate business performance. (Please tick
as appropriate)
IT/ICT
applications
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

f.
g.
h.
i.

j.
k.
1.

m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.

Do YOU use
Yes/No

Yes D
Yes D
Yes D
Yes D
Yes D
Auto - CAD
Yes D
Project Management
Yes D
Supply Chain Management
Electronic Document Management Yes D
Yes D
Financial Management
Yes D
Knowledge Management
D
Yes
Human Resources Management
D
Yes
E-mail
D
Yes
Video conferencing
D
Yes
Voicemail
Yes D
Virtual reality'
Yes D
Extranets - Project collaboration
Yes D
Online project collaboration
Intranet for internal communication Yes D
Yes D
Construction portals
Accounting
Estimating
Job & Contract Costing
Sales & Marketing

No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D
No D

<- Not helpful/very helpful —»
A
5
3
2
1

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
LJ
D

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
D
n
n
n
n
n

D

n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

D
D

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
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4.

In your opinion, what factors create barriers to the effective use of ICT9 On a
rating of 1 ~ 5 (5 being very important) how important do you rate each factor?
(Please tick any number of boxes)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
gh.

5.

Fragmented nature of the industry
Adversarial nature of the industry
The unique nature of building
Little pressure from clients to change
Complexity of the construction process
Lack of established ICT standards
Business practices of industry
Others (Please specify).

n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n

Does your company have its own website?
No

Yes

n

n

6.

12345

If your response to Qu. 5 is 'yes', what factors influenced your company to
establish its own website? Please also indicate how it will match your objectives?
(On a rating of 1 ~ 5, '5' being very well matched)
Not well matched/Very well matched1

Factors
a. To enhance the company's image
b. Improving company's ability to
communicate with
clients/customers
To list details of company's
services and contact information
for marketing purposes
d. To list progress of the project for
existing clients, improving client
relationships
e. To order and pay products and
services online
Potential clients/customers can
contact company via website
g. E-mail capabilities/improving
internal communication
h. Interaction with the public

n

n
n

n

n

n

n
n
n
n

n
n
n

n

n
n

n

n
n

n

n

n
n
n
n

n
n
n

n
n
n
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The incompatibility of software standards is one reason why software used within
the construction process is not very well integrated. In your opinion, what
applications do you consider, would be difficult to develop compatible software
standards? (Please tick any number of boxes)

1.

E-Procurement
Project information exchange
E-Tendering
E-Invoicing
Quotations
Goods receipt
Bills of quantities
Others (Please specify):

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

D
G
Q
fj
fj
fj]
Q

Traditional tendering can be a long and drawn out process, with plenty of time
and paper wasted. Tendering online (e-tendering) is likely to gain wider adoption
as clients and contractors become more aware of its potential. To what extent do
you agree that online tendering will increase rapidly?
Strongly disagree
D
9.

Disagree
D

Undecided
D

Agree
D

Strongly agree
D

If your response to Qu. 8 is 'disagree' or 'strongly disagree', in your opinion,
what factors create the barriers to tender online? (Please rank only five in order
of importance, where I is most important, 5 is least important)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f

Data may be altered in transit
Confidential information gets into the wrong hands
Legal disputes may arise
The system crashes the very day the bid is due
Software problems
Others (Please specify):...............................................................................................

10. Health and safety is a big issue at present, a general viewpoint of industry is that
"health and safety is an attitude of mind and has little to do with computers". In
your opinion, can ICT make an impact on the industry's poor health and safety
record?
Very unlikely

Unlikely

Not sure

Likely

Very likely
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11. If your response to Qu.10 is 'likely' or 'very likely', in what areas of construction
health and safety is ICT likely to yield the greatest improvement? (Please tick
any applicable boxes)
Reducing health and safety paperwork
Risk assessments
Training programmes
Health and safety planning
Health and safety monitoring
Health and safety reporting
Others (Please specify):

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

D
D
D
D
D
D

12. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is software, which comprises of business
applications that centralise and manages all the enterprises information.
Improvements have been made in the manufacturing and service industries by
adopting ERP. Do you believe the construction industry can learn from other
industries concerning ERP adoption?
Learn nothing
D

Learn very little
D

Learn a great deal
D

Learn something
D

13. If your response to Qu. 12 is 'learn something' or 'learn a great deal', from the
following applications of ERP offered, which do you consider are most helpful in
improving the effectiveness of construction management? (On a rating of 1 ~ 5
where 5 is most helpful, 1 is least helpful, Please chose as appropriate)
12345

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

Supply Chain Management (SCM)
Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
Human Resources Management (HRM)
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
Strategic Enterprise Management (SEM)
Business Intelligence (BI)
Financial Management
Enterprise Application Integration
E-procurement
Collaborative Commerce (C-Commerce)
Mobile Business

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
LJ
D
IH

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
LJ
D
D

El
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
LJ
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
U
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
U
D
D

14. ERP Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) solution, moves the responsibility for the
management of inventories from the customer to the supplier (vendor) where
customers only pay for what is actually used from the stores. In your opinion,
could this initiative control waste on construction sites'7
Very unlikely

Unlikely

Don't know

Likely

Very likely
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15. If your response to Qu. 14 is 'likely' or 'very likely', in your opinion, what
categories of waste could be controlled by adopting an ERP VMI solution?
(Please tick any number of boxes)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Reduced production of defective products
Less theft
Processing wastage
Unnecessary people moves
Unnecessary transportation
Waiting times
Excessive inventories/stockpiles
Waste due to the substitution of alternative material

16. ERP Continuous Replenishment Program (CRP, e-Kanban) solution, is the use of
an automatic 'flag', which marks re-order points to ensure optimum efficiency in
goods and parts replenishment. In your opinion, once contractors use CRP can
this enhance just-in-time delivery capability on construction sites.
Very unlikely

n

Unlikely

n

Don't know

n

Very likely

Likely

n

n

17. Construction is considered to be a highly fragmented industry, which consists of
many participants. ERP Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) creates a on-line
collaborative environment to manage, track and control all project information
over the complete project lifecycle. In your opinion, would ERP PLM solutions
enable an effective collaborative supply chain between client, contractor and
partners?
Very unlikely

n

Unlikely

n

Not sure

n

Very likely

Likely

n

n

18. If your response to Qu. 17 is 'likely' or 'very likely', from the following key
business challenges, what solutions could ERP PLM offer to protect the best
interests of the project. (Please rank the four problems listed below in their order
of importance, where 1 is most important, 4 is least important)
a. Find the right information quickly
b. Incorporate the knowledge of business partners into the
engineering processes
c. Monitor design changes
d. Establish true collaboration throughout the extended
supply chain

EH
rj
LJ
D

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire, it is much
appreciated. All information will be treated in confidence and used ONLY for the
purpose of research.
Please return the completed questionnaire in the self-addressed envelope provided
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Appendix 10: Questionnaire 2
This questionnaire is designed to test the veracity of the hypothesis:
"The UK construction companies that adopt 'Enterprise Resource
Planning'(ERP) will improve their corporate business performance. "
1.

Improvements have been made in the manufacturing and service industries by
adopting ERP. Do you believe the construction industry can learn from other
industries concerning ERP adoption9
Learn nothing
D

2.

Learn a great deal
D

Learn something
D

If your response to Qu. 1 is 'learn something' or 'learn a great deal', from the
following applications of ERP offered, which do you consider is most helpful in
improving the effectiveness of construction management? (On a rating of 1 ~ 5
where 5 is most helpful, 1 is least helpful, Please chose as appropriate)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

3.

Learn very little
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Supply Chain Management (SCM)
Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
Human Resources Management (HRM)
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
Strategic Enterprise Management (SEM)
Business Intelligence (BI)
Financial Management
Enterprise Application Integration
E-procurement
Collaborative Commerce (C-Commerce)
Mobile Business

12345

D
D
D
D
d
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

In your opinion, what factors create barriers to the adoption of ERP in the
construction industry9 On a rating of 1 ~ 5 (5 being very important) how
important do you rate each factor9 (Please tick any number of boxes)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Fragmented nature of the industry
Adversarial nature of the industry
The unique nature of building
Little pressure from clients to change
Complexity of the construction process
Lack of established IT standards
Business practices of industry
Others (Please specify):

D
D
D
D
D
D
u

12345
D D D D
D D D D
D D D U
D D D D
D D D D
D D D D
D LJ U U
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4.

One IT consultant advises ERP implementation only for construction companies
with a turnover of £150m plus (Construction Computing, October 2001). In your
opinion, is ERP implementation suitable for SMEs (Small, Medium Enterprises)?
Very unsuitable

n

5.

D

n

n

Very suitable

D

Above f 10m

n

Above £ 100m

Above £5Om

n

n

ERP Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) solution, moves the responsibility for the
management of inventories from the customer to the supplier (vendor) where
customers only pay for what is actually used from the stores. In your opinion,
could this initiative control waste on construction sites?
Very unlikely

7.

n

If your response to Qu. 4 is 'suitable' or 'very suitable', please indicate the
approximate turnover of SMEs that could benefit from ERP adoption.
Above f 1m

6.

Suitable

Not sure

Unsuitable

Unlikely

Don't know

Very likely

Likely

If your response to Qu. 6 is 'likely' or 'very likely', in your opinion, what
categories of waste could be controlled by adopting an ERP VMI solution?
(Please tick any number of boxes)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Reduced production of defective products
Less theft
Processing wastage
Unnecessary people moves
Unnecessary transportation
Waiting times
Excessive inventories/stockpiles
Waste due to the substitution of alternative material

D
D
L_I
I—1
I—I
D
L-J
Q

ERP Continuous Replenishment Program (CRP, e-Kanban) solution is the use of
an automatic 'flag', which marks re-order points to ensure optimum efficiency in
goods and parts replenishment. In your opinion, once contractors use CRP can
this enhance just-in-time delivery capability on construction sites9
Very unlikely
D

Unlikely
D

Don't know
D

Likely
D

Very likely
D
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9.

Construction is considered to be a highly fragmented industry, which consists of
many participants. ERP Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) creates a on-line
collaborative environment to manage, track and control all project information
over the complete project lifecycle. In your opinion, would ERP PLM solutions
enable an effective collaborative supply chain between client, contractor and
partners?
Very unlikely
D

Unlikely
D

Not sure
D

Very likely
D

Likely
D

10. If your response to Qu. 9 is 'likely' or 'very likely', from the following key
business challenges, what solutions could ERP PLM offer to protect the best
interests of the project? (Please rank the four problems listed below in their order
of importance, where I is most important, 4 is least important)
a. Find the right information quickly
b. Incorporate the knowledge of business partners into the
engineering processes
c. Monitor design changes
d. Establish true collaboration throughout the extended
supply chain

D
rn
D
D

11. The incompatibility of different software standards is increasingly seen as the
biggest barrier to the development of e-commerce in the construction industry. In
your opinion, how could ERP offer a solution to this problem? (Please feel free to
add any comments)

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire, it is much
appreciated. All information will be treated in confidence and used ONLY for the
purpose of research.
Please return the completed questionnaire in the self-addressed envelope provided
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Appendix 11: Questionnaire 3
This questionnaire is designed to test the veracity of the hypotheses:
"The UK construction projects utilising Project Exlranets will improve
communication, reinforce best practice andfinally save time and money. "
1

Please indicate the approximate annual turnover of your company
Below £ 10m

a

2.

£10m-£49m

a

£50m-£199m £200m - £499m Above £500m

a

a

a

There are about 120 providers of web-based project collaboration services at
present, and choosing between them is difficult. In your opinion, what factors do
you have to consider when choosing the right system? (On a rating of 1-5 where
5 is most important, 1 is least important. Please tick as appropriate)
12345

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
o.
p.

3.

D
System's track record and reputation
D
System simplicity and ease of use
D
Speed of information transfer and delivery
D
Construction experience of provider
D
System reliability and flexibility
D
Minimal investment in time and money
D
Bespoke solution potential
D
Limited training requirements
D
Dependability of audit trails
D
Financial stability of provider
Ability to handle large numbers of concurrent
users accessing large volumes of data
D
Central server full backed - up facility
Professional Indemnity Insurance provision by
provider
System protected by encryption and virus-proof D
D
Defined cost
Others (Please specify):____^^

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

D

CH

D
„

D

D
D

D
D

D
D

D
D

The majority of Extranet providers charge a flat monthly rate for the duration of a
project. In your opinion, what is a reasonable monthly price for helping control a
typical £5 million, 12-month building project, with 1Gb (Giga bites) data storage
space and up to 250 system users'7 (Please tick one box only)
£250-£999
D

£1000-£1499
D

£1500-£1999
O

£2000 - £2200
D
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4.

Do you have experience of using a Project Extranet?
No

Yes

n

n

5.

If your response to Qu. 4 is lyes\ what noticeable benefits has your project
gained from the using Project Extranets? (On a scale of I ~ 5 where 5 is most
benefit, I is least benefit.)

a. Cost and time saving
b. Project on time or early completion
Improving team communication
d. Increasing design process efficiency

c.

e.

Increasing productivity

f.

Provides up-to-minute project information

2

D
D
D
D
D

D

Improving distribution of information
h. Reducing the risk of dispute and litigation
i. Reducing the risk of errors and rework

6.

Knowledge can be permanently stored

k.

Provides a collaborative environment

1.

Others (Please specify):

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

4

5

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

If your response to Qu. 5 is that the noticeable benefit that has been gained is
"cost and time saving", in your experience, what percentage of the total project
cost saving can be attributed to using an Extranet9 (Please tick one box only)
2% -3%

1%~2%

n

n

n
7.

n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n
n
n
n
n

g-

J.

3

1

3% -5%

n

5% -10%

n

>10%

n

One IT consultant comments, "Growth in the use of online project management
and Project Extranets will be matched by an increase in disputes" (New Civil
Engineer, March 2002) To what extent do you agree his viewpoint?
Strongly disagree

n

Disagree

n

Undecided

n

Agree

n

Strongly agree

n
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8.

If your response to Qu. 7 is "disagree" or "strongly disagree", in your opinion,
what factors alleviate your concerns about potential disputes? (On a rating of 1-5
where 5 is most important, 1 is least important. Please tick as appropriate)
12345
a.
b.
c.
d.

System provides a full audit trail which is legally
acceptable and guaranteed under BS7799
An agreement is reached on how to trade
electronically before the project starts
An accurate record is kept of the information sent,
by whom, to whom and when it is sent and received
A paper record was kept in parallel with the
electronic system

U

U

LJ

U

U

U

LJ

U

U
_.
LJ

U

U

U

LJ

U

e. Others (Please specify):

9.

In your opinion, what factors create barriers to the effective use of Project
Extranets? (On a rating of 1 ~ 5 where 5 is greatest obstacle, 1 is least obstacle.
Please tick as appropriate)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Speed of connection
Current work practice culture
Integration of systems between the team members
Many parties involved
Team members having different degrees of IT
knowledge

Familiarity and reliance upon hard (paper)
information
g. Lack of access to project data over the Internet
h. Increased cost contribution required from sub
contractors compared to traditional paper-based
systems
i. Conversion of information to suit digital format
distribution
j. Long-term benefits difficult to quantify
k. Professional Indemnity insurers do not allow the
companies to rely solely on electronic records
f.

I.

Legal issues

m. Security issues
n. Lack of awareness of the benefits of Project Extranet

12345
D D D D D
D D D D D
D D D D D
D D D D D
LJ

LJ

LJ

LJ

LJ

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D D D D D
D D D D D
D D D D D

o. Others (Please specify):
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10. Current Project Extranet utilisation is generally limited to single projects during
their design and construction phases. Future developments in this web-enabled
facility could consider wider integration of the whole construction business
operations. In your opinion, which existing business systems should be integrated
into Project Extranet functions? (Please tick any applicable boxes)
e-procurement
e-tendering
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI)
Intranet
Financial system
Facility Management (FM)
Cost and Planning systems
Others (Please specify):

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
CH

11. ''There is substantial 'lock in' of customers to one particular solution, customers
do not want to ha)>e to relearn and retrain on a solution each time they change
projects." (Bishop, 2001) At the risk of creating a monopolistic situation, to what
extent do you agree that developing 'one standard product' is important for all
projects in the future?
Strongly disagree
D

Disagree
D

Undecided
D

Strongly agree
D

Agree
D

12. In your opinion, what factors contribute to successful Project Extranet
implementation9 (On a rating of 1 ~ 5 where 5 is most important, I is least
important. Please select as appropriate.)
12345

Client support and involvement
Early demonstration and training to all the team
Total commitment to supply chain philosophy
On-going review and continual improvement
Successful integration of existing business
systems
f. Ensure that all of the project trading partners are
aware of the intention to implement a Project
Extranet during the tender process
g. Choosing the right system
h. Others (Please specify):

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

D
D
D
D
D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire, it is much
appreciated. All information will be treated in confidence and used ONLY for the
purpose of research.
Please return the completed questionnaire in the self-addressed envelope provided
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Luke 2 - Questionnaire

Questionnaire
This questionnaire is designed to test the veracity of the hypotheses
"The UK construction projects utilising Project Extranets will improve communication, reinforce best practice and
save time and money."

Your Name : |

j

,„.,„„..„„,..„„,„„„„„„,

Your E-Mail : l,.,,.,,.,........,...............,............,...................j

1. Please indicate the approximate annual turnover of your company.

Below £10m

o

£10m - £49m

£50m - £199m

£200m - £499rn

O

O

O

Above £5

r

2. There are about 120 providers of web-based project collaboration services at present, and choosing between them is difficul
opinion, what factors do you have to consider when choosing the right system? ( On a rating of J~5 where 5 is most importan.
important. Please tick as appropriate)

a

System's track record and reputation.

b

System simplicity and ease of use.

c

Speed of information transfer and delivery.

d

Construction experience of provider.

e

System reliability and flexibility.

f

Minimal investment in time and money.

g

Bespoke solution potential.

h

Limited training requirements.

http://www.glam.ac.uk/hjuchien/

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

(
(
<
(
(
(
(
(
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i

Dependability of audit trails.

C

C

C

<

j

Financial stability of provider.

(~

C

C

<

k

Ability to handle large numbers of concurrent users accessing large volumes of data.

C

C

C

<

I

Central server full backed up facility.

C

C

C

(

m

Professional Indemnity Insurance provision by provider.

C

C

C

(

C:

C

C

i

C

C

C

<

n

System protected by encryption and virus-proof

o

Defined cost.
Others (Please Specify :

______________________

3. The majority of Extranet providers charge a flat monthly rate for the duration of a project. In your opinion, what is a reasoi
monthly price for helping control s typical £5 million, 12-month building project, with 1Gb (Giga bites) data storage space and
system users? (Please tick one box only)

£1000-£1499

£250-£999

r

r

£2000-£220>

£1500-£1999

r

r

4. Do you have experience of using a Project Extranet ?

No

Yes

r

r

5. If your response to Qu. 4 is 'yes', what noticeable benefits has your project gained from the using Project Extranets? (On a
~ 5 where 5 is most benefit, 1 is least benefit.)

1234
a

Cost and time saving.

i

t

l

<

b

Project on time or early completion.

(

<

<

<

c

Improving team communication.

C

C

C

<

d

Increasing design process efficiency.

C

C

C

<

e

Increasing productivity.

(

(

(

<

f

Provides up-to-the minute project information.

C

C

C

<

g

Improving distribution of information.

C

C

C

<

h

Reducing the risk of dispute and litigation.

C

C

C

<

i

Reducing the risk of errors and rework.

C

C

C

(

j

Knowledge can be permanently stored.

C

C

C

t

k

Provides a collaborative environment.

(

(

i

(

Others (Please Specify :

http://www.glam.ac.uk/hjuchien/
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6. If your response to Qu. 5 is that the noticeable benefit that has been gained is 'cost and time saving', in your experience, w
percentage of the total project cost saving can be attributed to using an Extranet? (Please tick one box only)

<1%

cs

>1

<

c

r

c

r

5% ~ 10%

3% ~ 5%

2% ~3 %

1% ~ 2%

7. One IT consultant comments, "Growth in the use of online project management and Project Extranets will be matched by ar
in disputes." (New Civil Engineer, March 2002) To what extent do you agree his viewpoint?

Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Undecided

r

Strongly

Agree

r

r

8. If your response to Qu, 7 is 'disagree' or 'strongly disagree', in your opinion, what factors alleviate your concerns about potf
disputes? (On a rating of 1~5 where 5 is most important, 1 is least important. Please tick as appropriate)

1
a

System provides a full audit trail which is legally acceptable and guaranteed under BS7799.

b

An agreement is reached on how to trade electronically before the project starts.
An accurate record is kept of the information sent, by whom, to whom and when it is sent and
received.
A paper record was kept in parallel with the electronic system.
Others (Please Specify :

c
d

r

r
r
r

2

r
r
r
r

3

r
r
r
r

4
<
<

(

9. In your opinion, what factors create barriers to the effective use of Project Extranets 7 (On a rating of 1 ~ 5 where 5 is great
obstacle, 1 is least obstacle. Please tick as appropriate)

1234
C"

(~~

(~~

<

Current work practice culture.

r*
t

f~
v

r*
<

t>

c

Integration of systems between team members.

<

(

f

(

d

Many parties involved.

e

Team members having different degrees of IT knowledge.

C

C

C

(

a

Speed of connection.

b

http://www.glam.ac.uk/hjuchien/
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f

Familiarity and reliance upon hard (paper) information.

g

Lack of access to project data over the Internet.

h

Increased cost contribution required from sub-contractors compared to traditional paper-based
systems.

i

Conversion of information to suit digital format distribution.

j

Long term benefits difficult to quantify.

k

Professional Indemnity insurers do notallow the companies to rely solely on electronic records.

1

Legal issues.

r
r
r
r
r
r
r

r

m

Security issues.

n

Lack of awareness of the benefits of Project Extranet.

r

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r

<
<
<
(
<
<

r
r
r

<
<
<

Others (Please Specify :

10. Current Project Extranet utilisation is generally limited to single projects during their design and construction phases. Futui
developments in this web-enabled facility could consider wider integration of the whole construction business operations. In yo
which existing business systems should be integrated into Project Extranet functions? (Please tick any applicable boxes).

a

e-procurement.

f™

b

e-tendering.

J~~

c

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP).

I

d

Electronic Date Interchange (EDI)

l~~

e

Intranet.

f~

f

Financial system.

I

g

Facility Management. (FM).

f~

h

Cost and planning systems.

I
Others (Please Specify :_______________

11. "There is substantial lock in' of customers to one particular solution, customers do not want to have to relearn and retrain
solution each time they change projects." (Bishop, 2001) At the risk of creating a monopolistic situation, to what extent do yoi
that developing 'one standard product' is important for all projects in the future?

Strongly disagree

r

Disagree

r

Undecided

r

Agree

r

Strongly i

r

12. In your opinion, what factors contribute to successful Project Extranet implementation? (On a rating of 1 ~ 5 where 5 is m
important, 1 is least important. Please select as appropriate.)

http://www.glam.ac.uk/hjuchien/
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a

Client support and involvement.

b

Early demonstration and training to all the team.

c

Total commitment to supply chain philosophy.

d

On-going review and continual improvement.

e

Successful integration of existing business systems.

f

Ensure that all of the project trading partners are aware of the intention to implement a Project
Extranet during the tender process

g

Choosing the right system.

r
r
r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r
r

r
r
r
r
r
r
r

<
<
<
<
(
(
<

Others (Please Specify :

h

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire, it is much appreciated. All information will be treat
confidence and used ONLY for the purpose of research.

Submit I

http://www.glam.ac.uk/hjuchien/

Reset I
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Appendix 13: Structured Interview Questionnaire with ICT
Managers
1. One IT consultant commented that the barriers for implementing ICT are cultural
more than technological. It is about 20% technology and about 80% culture - this
does involve people changing the way they work. In your opinion, how could you
avoid too much of a culture shock for your employees, getting them to work
electronically9
2. According to our survey results, they revealed that 'client support and
involvement' was the most important factor contributing to successful Project
Extranet implementation.

However,

some small to medium contractors

commented that most of their clients do not require them to have much in the way
of electronic systems in place. In your opinion, what role should clients play in
increasing the usage of ICT in the UK construction industry?
3. The incompatibility of different software standards is increasingly seen as the
biggest barrier to the development of e-commerce in the construction industry.
What solutions could you suggest to this problem9
4. Three most important factors found in our survey that encourage the UK
construction companies to establish their own website are;

•

To enhance the company's image

•

To list details of company's services and contact information for marketing

•

Improving the company's ability to communicate with clients/customers
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In addition, another recent survey conducted by Leeds University (2002)
revealed that contractors' websites are lagging behind those of other industries
and failing to exploit the potential of the Internet, a much larger number of
contractors have not realised the potential of what the Internet can do for them.
In your opinion, how could your company realise the potential of the Internet via
company's website?
5. Many construction organisations are now double handling all documents into their
own systems and Extranets due to the lack of interoperability with Project
Extranets. In your opinion, what methods could alleviate this problem?
6. Knowledge Management (KM) has received a great deal of attention in recent
years. It is also one of the current big issues in the world of ICT. What techniques
have your company used to manage your business knowledge?

